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H H 
Beyon dd th e hyp e 
Thee use of electronic information services questioned 

Thee last decade, we have seen dramatic developments in the area of information and 

communicationn technologies (ICT's). Especially the emergence of the internet has been 

remarkable.. The impact of the internet on the way we communicate with each other and on how we 

informm ourselves has already been profound. The internet is no longer seen as just a gadget for the 

nerdss but the euphoric expectations of investment analysts have also proven to be rather rash. 

Noww the hype has faded, organizations are dealing with the internet in a more pragmatic manner, 

steadilyy incorporating information and communication technologies into their daily operations to 

improvee business processes and innovate products and markets. 

Strippedd from all the scepticism, hype and euphoria, the quintessential characteristic of ICT's 

(includingg electronic information services) is the convergence of computer and telecommunication 

technology.. The connection of computers through telecommunication networks has increased 

storagee and transmission capacity enormously, which has resulted in an almost infinite accessible 

quantityy of information (no matter the actual physical location of the information storage). It has also 

resultedd in an impressive extension of possible forms of expression: because of the increased 

computingg power not only numeric data can be sent, but also written documents and audiovisual 

material. . 

Onee of the main benefits of the convergence between computers and telecommunication networks 

liee in the advanced possibilities to come in direct contact with the outside world. Organizations can 

noww access information systems from others and thus have access to information gathered in and 

byy the external environment of the organization. ICT's make it possible to supply, retrieve and 

exchangee information with others. ICT's provide access to information located elsewhere - in the 

headss of others or in the databases of others. Information and communication technologies thus 

helpp to cross organizational boundaries, overcoming barriers of time, distance and 

interrelationshipss (see also Hammer & Mangurian, 1987). In this dissertation we focus on electronic 

informationn services - a specific type of ICT - that provide information about the organization's 

externall environment. 
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1.1.. The use of public , professiona l informatio n 

Thee greatest opportunity of ICT's in general and more specifically electronic information services is 

thee possibility to open up the outside world, to get in contact with this outside world, to absorb the 

externall environment so to speak. The notion that information and communication technologies are 

bringingg people in contact with their outside world is nothing new to scholars in communication 

studies.. Television, for example, has often been described as a "window to the world... which 

extendss our vision, enables us to see what is going on" (McQuail, 1987, p. 52). Media give us the 

opportunityy to stay in touch without being physically present. This function of the media is also valid 

forr organizations. Organizations are both suppliers and users of media that provide outside 

information.. Organizations use organizational communication means to inform others on - for 

examplee - available products and services. Organizations also use communication and information 

mediaa to stay informed about relevant events in the outside world: What do potential customers 

want?? What are my competitors up to? How do technological developments affect our product 

portfolio? ? 

Inn organization theories, the importance of the organization's outside world or external environment 

hass also become common sense. Until the 1960's most attention was given to the internal 

organizationn (e.g. scientific management). In the 1960's a paradigmatic shift occurred with more 

attentionn to the external environment of organizations. In most recent theories, 'It is even argued 

thatt an organization needs to be structured for continuous adaptation to the demands of the 

environment"" (see for an overview: De Ridder, 1996), or that organizations need to intertwine with 

thee external environment, such as in network organizations or strategic partnerships (see: 

Nouwenss & Bouwman, 1995). 

Thee notion that media and ICT's can help organizations in bringing the outside world in, may be 

self-evidentself-evident for scholars in communication studies and in organization studies, but in theory building 

concerningg the use of ICT's in organizations, an internal focus is still dominant. Within 

organizations,, information systems have been developed in all levels of all kinds of organizations in 

orderr to structure the internal production, distribution and use of important data internally available 

too the organization. Internal information systems have enlarged the information processing capacity 

off organizations and have (re-)structured the information needs of and about the internal 

organizations.. Even in recent disciplines of knowledge management and CRM (Customer 

Relationshipp Management) many focus mainly on the internal organization. Knowledge 

managementt mainly deals with how to manage existing knowledge inside the organization and 

howw to make sure organizational members share their knowledge within the organization. CRM 

concernss one of the most important elements of the organizational external environment - the 

customer.. Yet in practice, CRM-active organizations focus mainly on creating datawarehouses with 

mostlyy internally available data and information about existing customers (and not on externally 

availablee data). 
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But,, with the emergence of telecommunication-based ICT's, the content of information systems can 

noww also concern the organization's external environment. If there is a role for ICT's in the 

interactionn between organizations and their environments, their impact can be very important: in the 

endd the legitimacy of the organization and its success depends largely on how well it meets 

demandss of the external environment. 

Thiss dissertation aims to contribute to the understanding of how electronic information services can 

bee of use within organizations. An improvement of the use of electronic information services can 

helpp in reaping the potential benefits of ICT in society. This dissertation should give organizations 

(andd users within these organizations) insight in how electronic information services can be used 

andd can be useful. Also, it can help providers of electronic information services (such as electronic 

publishers)) in understanding how users deal with electronic information services and what 

providerss can do to make these services more usable. 

Ourr research is rooted within the academic traditions of communication studies with related areas 

off organization and information theories. We focus on the professional use of information that is 

publiclyy available in the outside world. Organization studies deal with professional information, 

recentlyy especially concerning the management of internally available forms of knowledge. 

Communicationn studies is traditionally focused on the production, distribution and reception of 

variouss kinds of public information. In our research we try to combine both disciplines. 

1.2.. Researc h questio n 

Thee starting point of our research begins with the presumption that electronic information services 

containn information about the organization's external environment and thus that they can 

theoreticallyy be used for purposes of environmental scanning. But is this really the case and why so 

orr why not? We therefore ask: 

WhichWhich role can electronic information services play in the organizational processes of 

environmentalenvironmental scanning and which factors affect the actual use of electronic information 

servicesservices within organizations? 

Electronicc information services provide publicly available, external information through the use of 

informationn and communication technologies. Environmental scanning can be defined as the 

acquisitionn and use of information about the organization's external environment. In order to be able 

too answer the general research question, we need to break it down into several sub-questions that 

addresss parts of the overall question: 

1)) What is the process of environmental scanning and what does it demand from 

electronicc information services? 
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2)) What are electronic information services and which opportunities do they provide 

forr the process of environmental scanning? 

3)) Which factors can affect the actual use of electronic information services within 

organizations,, according to existing research? 

4)) Which supply-side factors can affect the actual use of electronic information 

servicess within organizations? 

5)) Which user-related factors affect the actual use of electronic information services 

withinn organizations? 

Thiss break-down shows that we answer the general research question by using both a theoretical 

frameworkk and empiric findings. In our theoretical framework we ask which role electronic 

informationn can or shoul d play, and in our empiric research we highlight the actua l use and the 

factorss that seem to influence it. Our theoretical framework is presented in the first two chapters in 

whichh we ask to what extent electronic information services can be suited for use in environmental 

scanningg processes. In building our theoretical framework and presenting our research we have 

usedd a general model for determining the value of information and communication technology (see 

figuree 1.1.). 

Figuree 1.1. Two approaches for determining the value of ICT's (based on Van den Hooff, 1995) 

Vann den Hooff (1995) argues that the value of ICT's can be determined along two lines of 

reasoning.. First, one can start with the organizational domain and focus on organizational 

processess which put certain demands on information and thus on information and communication 
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technologies.. The second line of reasoning focuses on the possibilities certain technologies offer to 

improvee communication and information behavior which in turn may induce changes in the 

organizationn and it's strategic position. The value of an ICT is based both on how well it meets 

organizationall requirements as well as the opportunities it offers to change the way we work. 

Thee last three sub-questions address our empiric research results to highlight the determinants of 

actuall use of electronic information services. We use three perspectives to look at the actual use of 

electronicc information services: 

 Existing academic knowledge and research 

 Providers of electronic information services (supply side perspective) 

 Users of electronic information services (user perspective). 

Too study the actual users, we have conducted case studies in several industries. Case studies are 

rarelyy conducted in researching the use of electronic information services. Most researches use 

surveyss or experiments to investigate how individual users deal with specific technologies. But we 

wantt to assess the relevance of the organizational context and for this matter case studies are very 

appropriate.. Case studies will become even more relevant in the near future with the emergence of 

ICT'ss that stimulate collaboration. 

Althoughh our research is conducted in the period 1994-1998, the results are still very relevant if only 

too show the usefulness of the case study design in this matter. In many other ways, our research 

resultss may at first sight seem outdated when one considers the enormous recent developments in 

informationn and communication technologies. But our focus point has not been on the opportunities 

thatt specific technologies provide but mainly on how people and organizations deal with 

technologies.. Technological features and opportunities have changed dramatically in the last 

decade.. But the organizational context in which these technologies are used are more stable. Also, 

thee interrelationship between technology and the organizational context is probably still 

characterizedd by the same dynamics. Furthermore our research was conducted among some of 

thee most technologically advanced, organizationally complex and information intensive industries, 

suchh as the consultancy industry and the media industry. In many ways they were and are the front 

runnerss in using electronic information services and dealing with technological innovations1. What 

wee have seen at these organizations in the late nineties, has probably become more mainstream 

recentlyy in other industries and smaller organizations. So, although we have studied a topic which 

hass experienced fast technological innovations, we have studied it in an organizational context and 

inn a research design that makes it still very relevant and contemporaneous. 

11 We have studied organizations who already had an intranet installed in the mid 1990's while still 90% of all 
organizationss in the Netherlands did not have an Intranet in 2002 (Nipo Interactive, 2003). All of the 
consultancyy firms we have studied nowadays have an intranet which nohly includes internal information 
sourcess but also external sources - they belong to the top customer segments for publishers tike Kluwer 
(source:: interviews with Kluwer representatives, 2003). The media organizations already combined the 
externall information services (like press agencies) with internal production processes and infrastructures in 
thee mid 1990s. This is rarely the case in most other industries. 
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1.3.. Outlin e 

Afterr stating our general research question and research goals in this chapter, we will introduce the 

mainn objects of study in the next two chapters. In chapter 2 we focus on the organizational context 

inn which electronic information services might be of value - the processes of environmental 

scanning.. Current theories on environmental scanning, the interaction between organization and 

environment,, and knowledge management are combined to set the context in which these services 

aree used. Our goal is not to investigate why organizational environments have certain 

characteristicss or why an organization deals with its external environment in a certain way. Instead, 

wee are concerned with (a) determining to what extent an organization wants to be informed about 

itss external environment, (b) how an organization tries to do this, and (c) whether electronic 

informationn services can play a role in it. 

Inn chapter 3, we provide a definition of electronic information services and highlight some of its 

diversity.. Electronic information services come in different formats and platforms. We can for 

examplee distinguish online services (such as the internet, public access library catalogs or Reuters' 

real-timee services) and offline services (especially cd-rom's). Electronic information services will be 

definedd in terms of the information value chain and we will especially highlight why electronic 

informationn value chains are different from traditional - paper - ones. We will focus on the 

paradoxicall relationship between accessibility and interactivity and technological developments that 

tryy to increase both accessibility and interactivity. 

Withh the framework of chapter 2 and 3 as a starting point, in the meta analysis of chapter 4 we try 

too build a bridge between theory and practice. One the one hand we will identify the specific 

variabless that can have relationships with environmental scanning and/or the use of electronic 

informationn services. This will result in a theoretical framework, systematically derived from existing 

researchh and theory building. In chapter 4, we will also look into the practical matters of using 

electronicc information services. Here, the issue is not how electronic information services can be 

usedd (the focus of the first two chapters) but which variables actually influence the use of electronic 

informationn services. 

Wee will introduce our empirical design in chapter 5. Our research investigates both the demand and 

supply-sidee of electronic information services. We have held interviews with representatives of the 

electronicc publishing organizations to get insights in the supplier's perspective. To study the actual 

userss we conducted multiple embedded case studies among industries with expected variance in 

thee use of electronic information services. We have used multiple cases to compare different 

industriess and thus to compare different conditions for the usefulness of environmental scanning. 

Wee have used embedded cases to be able to incorporate three levels of analysis: the individual, 

thee organizational and the environmental level. 
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Chapterr 6 gives full attention to the supply-side. The interviews with representatives of electronic 

publisherss incorporate the insights of providers of electronic information services in our conceptual 

modell on the use of electronic information services. Chapter 6 shows the importance of the way 

publisherss have organized the information value chain for stimulating or hindering the use of 

electronicc information services. 

Inn chapter 7, the empirical results of the case studies are discussed. In seven cases in four 

industries,, we surveyed individual employees to see whether they are using electronic information 

servicess and ask their opinions, beliefs and attitudes on variables that were theorized to influence 

theirr usage. In all cases we either interviewed or surveyed managers to discuss major 

organizationall characteristics. Our central hypothesis is that environmental uncertainty will correlate 

withh the use of electronic information services. We will therefore focus on the perceptions of 

environmentall uncertainty in the different cases and the various ways electronic information 

servicess are used. Also, various individual and organizational characteristics are discussed that can 

stimulatee or hamper the use of these electronic information services. 

Finally,, in chapter 8 we try to come to a synthesis of results, combining demand and supply, need 

andd use, organization and environment. The role of electronic information services in environmental 

scanningg is discussed. With these services, organizations and electronic publishers have the 

opportunityy to open up their organizations in order to allow the outside in. ICT's like electronic 

informationn services provide new opportunities to expand our window on the world. Also, 

organizationall and market dynamics require these improved possibilities. But, many factors exist 

thatt can hinder the use of electronic information services for environmental scanning. 
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m m 

Outt  of Control ? 
Thee ins and outs of environmental scanning 

Electronicc information services provide organizations access to information about other 

organizationss and individuals, and about events and developments taking place outside their own 

organization.. Electronic information services can therefore, in theory, support organizations in the 

processs of scanning and interpreting the external environment. This chapter provides a theoretical 

frameworkk to describe and explain this process of environmental scanning. Together with the next 

chapterr on characteristics of electronic information services we will be able to determine the role 

electronicc information services can play in the acquisition and use of information concerning the 

organization'ss external environment. We will see whether the demands of the environmental 

scanningg process fit with the opportunities that are provided by electronic information services. 

First,, the concepts of an organization's external environment and environmental scanning are 

defined,, in which the latter is related to the more general concept of knowledge management. This 

iss followed by an explanation of why environmental scanning is relevant for organizations and for 

whom. . 

2 . 1 .. Th e organizationa l envi ronmen t a poo l o f plent y 

Organizationss have long been conceptualized as closed-systems in which particular practices and 

structuress determine the internal efficiency of organizations. Early closed-system theories such as 

scientificc management, human relations theory and the study of bureaucratic forms took the 

environmentt of organizations for granted (Kreps, 1990; Daft, 1992). During the 1950s and 60s a 

paradigmaticc shift occurred towards an open-system approach, in which the performance and the 

survivall of organizations is directly linked to external pressures and demands. An organization must 

interactt with its environment to survive: 

"[an"[an organization] both consumes resources and exports resources to the environment. It 

cannotcannot seal itself off. It must continuously change and adapt to the environment. Open 

systemssystems can be enormously complex. (...). The organization has to find and obtain needed 

resources,resources, interpret and act on environmental changes, dispose of outputs, and control 

andand coordinate internal activities in the face of environmental disturbancy and uncertainty." 

(Daft,(Daft, 1992; p. 9) 
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Severall theories have been developed to explain how environments influence organizations and 

vicee versa (such as the Contingency theories (e.g. Galbraith, 1990; Mintzberg, 1983; Daft & Lengel, 

1986),, the resource dependency theory (e.g. Pfeffer & Salancik, 1978), institutionalism (e.g. Meyer 

&& Rowan, 1970; Zucker, 1987), transaction cost approach (e.g. Williamson, 1981), network theories 

(Powell,, 1990; Nohria, 1992), competitive sustainability (Porter, 1980) and the stakeholder 

approachh (e.g. Connolly et al., 1980). Nowadays it is even argued that the internal structure of an 

organizationn has to be able to continuously adapt to environmental pressures (De Ridder, 1996), or 

thatt an organization has to integrate itself with the external environment, through value-added 

partnershipss or network organizations (Nouwens & Bouwman, 1995). 

Manyy organizations are becoming increasingly porous. They open up to external influences which 

willl further blur the boundaries between organizations. Castell (1996) has distinguished several 

trendss in organizational restructuring which all point in one direction: organizations try to restructure 

themselvess to make them adaptable to environmental pressures. The industrial transition towards 

ann information society and the capitalist restructuring towards global economies are said to be the 

mainn driving forces behind these different "organizational trajectories, namely specific 

arrangementss of systems of means oriented towards increasing productivity and competitiveness" 

(Castell,, 1996). Among the organizational trajectories he distinguishes, are: 

 the transition from mass production to flexible production: standardized assembly-

line-basedd mechanized processes of production are replaced by customized and 

flexiblee production systems; 

 the resilience of small and medium-sized firms as sources for job creation and 

innovation,, although large corporations remain at the center of economic power; 

 new methods of management, both stressing worker's involvement and flexibility 

towardss customer needs; examples of these new methods are total quality 

control,, just-in-time management, decentralized work units, multi-functional task 

descriptions,, etc; 

 an increasing amount of more or less formal interorganizational relationships, 

suchh as interfirm linkages between small and medium-sized organizations, 

subcontracting/outsourcingg agreements between large buyers and small sellers 

andd strategic alliances between large corporations; 

 the shift from vertical bureaucracies to the horizontal corporation, characterized by 

organizationorganization around process instead of task, a flat hierarchy, market-orientation, 

ann emphasis on customer satisfaction and the motivation and training of 

employees. . 
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Alll these trends are directly aimed at guaranteeing close contact between the organization and its 

environment.. All these trends point to the same solution; blurring the boundaries between internal 

organizationn and external environment in order to stay in touch. 

Almostt every organization will feel some form of pressure to expose itself to (information about) the 

external,, organizational environment. Even more, the organizational environment will probably 

increasee as a central point of attention in the years to come if the trends, as mentioned above, will 

continue.. Organizations have to inform themselves on external matters in order to be able to 

interactt with, adapt to or influence what's generally out of direct control: the external environment. 

Thee outside world, however, is large, omnipresent and dynamic. The organization's external 

environmentt consists of everything that happens outside the organization, which makes it an 

elusivee concept: "[i]n one sense, the environment includes every event in the world which has any 

effectt on the activities or outcomes of the organization" (Pfeffer & Salancik, 1978; p. 12). The 

organizationall environment needs to be defined more systematically to make it more meaningful 

andd manageable. Daft (1992) defines the organizational environment as "all elements that exist 

outsidee the boundary of the organization and have the potential to affect all or part of the 

organization"" (p. 71). In one sense, this is a very broad definition: the environment consists of all 

elementss outside the organization. But in another manner, it fundamentally limits the organizational 

environmentt to only those elements that directly (can) affect the organization, or even to those 

elementss that are considered to have a potential affect on the organization, as an earlier definition 

off Duncan (1972) expresses. He defines the organizational environment as: 

TheThe relevant physical and social factors outside the boundaries of the organization or 

specificspecific decision unit that are taken directly into consideration in the decision-making 

behaviorbehavior of individuals in that system. 

Duncan'ss and Daft's definition share the presumption that clear boundaries exist between the 

organizationn and its environment. However, this is often not the case. For example, two separate 

andd rather autonomous divisions under one corporate holding can see themselves as belonging to 

onee organization or as two completely different entities with quite accidentally a shared power or 

capita]] structure. Or, to take one more example,; are large shareholders pa rt of the organization or 

aree they considered to be part of the organization's environment. Conceptually, Perrow (1986) 

describess this idea of blurry boundaries as the nested box problem (see figure 2.1.): "Inside each 

boxx is a smaller box whose dimensions are constrained by the larger box. Each box is independent 

too some extent of the large boxes (and the smaller ones within it) and can be analyzed as such. But 

itt is also quite dependent on the shape of those within and without i f (p. 192). 
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Figuree 2.1. Nested Box Problem (Perrow, 1986) 

Evenn if one can determine the boundaries between the internal and the external, it is still difficult to 

seee what takes place in the environment. For example, the individual perception of the environment 

iss affected by the boxes the individual is in, such as the group, division, organization, etc. one is in. 

Bothh Daft and Duncan argue that an organization (and its decision-makers) can not take everything 

fromm the outside into consideration. Because of the omnipresence of organizational environments 

onee cannot just look outside and see what or who's passing by. There's too much that could be 

takenn into account. A helpful strategy to grasp the organization's environment is to divide it into 

smallerr sub-systems. One of the most comprehensive categorizations has been given by Daft 

(1992),, who has distinguished several segments of an organization's external environment. These 

segmentss consist both of structures and processes, of actors and events (see figure 2.2). The 

specificc contents and importance of the segments depends on the industry one is in, or the chosen 

fieldd of action. The relevance of these segments can also be described by the distinction between a 

taskk environment and a general environment (Daft, 1992) or between a transactional and a 

contextuall environment (Boonstra, 1992). 

Thee transactional environment includes those segments with which the organization interacts 

directlyy and which have direct impact on the organization's ability to achieve goals. Typically, the 

segmentss "industry" (competitors), "market' (customers) and "raw materials" (suppliers) belong to 

thee task environment. Depending on the organization's field of action other segments could be part 

off the transactional environment, such as "government" (which will be the case in, for example, the 

healthh care sector) or "financial resources" (in capital-intensive industries, such as for example 

telecommunications).. The contextual environment includes those segments that may not have a 

directt impact on the daily operations of the firm but that influence the industry or the economy in 

general.. It is obvious that organizations will pay closer attention to the (segments of the) 

transactionall environment than to the contextual environment, since the transactional environment 

hass a more direct impact on the organization's performance. 
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Figuree 2.2. Segments of the organization's external environment (Daft, 1992; Boonstra, 1992) 

2.2.. Environmenta l scanning : a w a y to  ge t informe d 

Thee division of the organizational environment in segments, clustered in a task and a general 

environmentt and specified through an organization's field of action is helpful in assessing what 

organizationss look for when they gather information about the organizational environment. To stay 

informedd about the structures and processes of the organization's environment, organizations have 

too be engaged in some way of environmental scanning. 

Environmentall scanning is defined as the "activity of gaining information about events and 

relationshipss in the organization's environment, the knowledge of which would assist management 

inn planning future courses of action" (Choo & Auster, 1993). Four types of scanning, or ways to 

acquiree information can be distinguished (based on: Choo & Auster, 1993): 

•• Casually viewing - the information user is exposed to information with no specific 

purposee or information need in mind, for example when one meets w.h business 

associatess during a social gathering; 

•• Selectively viewing - the information user is exposed to information about selected 

areass or certain types of information and the user is ready to asses the 

significancee of such information as it is encountered, such as the browsing of 

newspaperr sections that report regularly on certain topics; 

•• Selectively searching - the information user actively looks for information to 

addresss a specific issue in a relatively limited and unstructured manner, such as 
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thee monitoring of the financial market to check the minute-to-minute changes in 

stockk prices; 

•• Systematically searching - the information user makes a deliberate or planned 

effortt to obtain information about a specific issue, such as the systematic 

gatheringg of information to evaluate a prospective corporate acquisition. 

Thee underlying dimensions of these types of scanning seem to be whether one knows what to scan 

forr or not, and whether one knows where to scan or not. Both dimensions result in the two-by-two 

tablee as displayed in table 2.1. 

where/wha t t 

Limite dd amoun t of 

source s s 

(knowin gg where ) 

Variou ss source s 

(nott  knowin g where ) 

Intentiona l l 

(knowin gg what ) 

Selectively y 

Searching g 

Systematic c 

searching g 

Non-intentiona l l 

(nott  knowin g what ) 

Selectively y 

Viewing g 

Casually y 

Viewing g 

Tablee 2.1. Types of scanning (based on Groen, 1996). 

Thee desired output of environmental scanning is organizational intelligence. Huber (1990) has 

definedd it as "the output or product of an organization's effort, to acquire, process and interpret 

informationn external to the organization. It is an input to the organization's decision makers." 

Organizationall intelligence is a property of the collective and can result from the accumulated 

wisdomm of its members as well as from interaction among its members, who will have varying levels 

off intelligence and various knowledge niches. The acquisition of knowledge doesn't turn 

automaticallyy into organizational intelligence. The information gathered from outside scanning 

needss to be interpreted and used within the organization. 

Organizationss are interpretation systems, according to Daft & Weick (1984) . "Organizations must 

makee interpretations. Managers literally must wade into the ocean of events that surround the 

organization."" Interpretation is the process of translating these events, of developing models for 

understanding,, of bringing out meaning. Daft & Weick focus on the overall learning process of 

managerss which can be broken down into three stages (see figure 2.3): 
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scanningg - the process of monitoring the 

environmentt and providing 

environmentall data to managers; 

organizationall interpretation - the 

processs of translating events and 

developingg shared understanding and 

conceptuall schemes among members 

off upper management; 

organizationall learning - the process by 

whichh knowledge about action outcome 

relationshipss between the organization 

andd the environment is developed. 

Environmentall scanning thus turns into organizational intelligence when gathered information is 

sharedd within the organization or the management team, to lift individual intelligence to the level of 

organizationall intelligence, and when the collected information about the environment is interpreted 

andd acted upon. It is the challenging task of the organization to ensure that the information process 

doess not stop with the acquisition of information, but is continuedd in interpretation and learning. The 

organizationall information process is more than what occurs by individuals. "Individuals come and 

go,, but organizations preserve knowledge, behaviors, mental maps and values over time. The 

distinctivee feature of organization level information activity is sharing (...). Reaching convergence 

amongg members characterizes the act of organizing and enables the organization to interpret as a 

system"" (Daft & Weick, 1984). 

Thee use of information about the external, organizational environment begins with the acquisition 

byy individuals, but it certainly doesn't end there. For the integration of outside information into the 

organization,, organizations need to share different forms of knowledge among different kind of 

peoplee within and outside the organization. 

Knowledg ee managemen t a wa y to shar e 

Environmentall scanning is a process to acquire and use information about the environment of 

organizations.. It hopes to result in organizational intelligence. But in order to do so, the acquired 

informationn needs to be interpreted and shared by many different people within the organization. 

Environmentall scanning can be embedded in general policies of knowledge management in order 

too integrate various forms of knowledge and to organize the sharing of these forms of knowledge. 

Knowledgee management has received much attention in recent years (e.g Wiig, 1994; Weggeman, 

1996,, Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995, Quinn, 1992, Choo, 1998). Information and the skills to use and 

interprett it, have become important assets in today's business life. 'The true value of a corporation 

iss not in its physical assets, but in the human competencies, databases, organizational capabilities, 

Figuree 2.3. Organizations are interpretation systems (Daft 
&& Weick, 1984) 
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intangiblee images, systems and ongoing coalition relationships that it creates" (Quinn, 1992, p. 35). 

Knowledgee has been described as the most strategically important resource for organizations 

(Grant,, 1996). 

KnowledgeKnowledge is hard to define. It's more than information, which consists of 'lads and data that are 

organizedd to describe a particular situation or condition" (Wiig, 1994), while knowledge - according 

too Wiig - consists of "facts, truths and beliefs, perspectives and concepts, judgements and 

expectations,, methodologies and know-how." Grant (1996) makes a distinction between explicit 

knowledgee (which can be written down) and tacit knowledge (which cannot be written down). 

Quinn,, Anderson & Finkelstein (1996) use the term "professional intellect of an organization" 

Intellectt resides mainly in the brains of professionals, but the explicit form of intellect can also exist 

inn the organization's systems, databases or operating technologies. For an organization to fully 

profitt from the professional intellect of individuals, it must ensure the sharing of information in order 

too achieve organizational intelligence. As Grant (1996) has put it: 

/// knowledge is a critical input into all production processes, if efficiency requires that it is 

createdcreated and stored by individuals in specialized form, and if production requires the 

applicationapplication of many types of specialized knowledge, then the primary role of the firm is the 

integrationintegration of knowledge. 

Knowledgee has the unique characteristic that it is one of the few assets that grows most when 

sharedd (Quinn, 1992): "As one shares knowledge with colleagues and other internal organizations, 

nott only do these units gain information - linear growth - they usually feed back questions, 

amplificationss and modifications, which instantly add further value for the sender" (p. 254). 

However,, the sharing of knowledge does not occur automatically. First, because it is hard to fit 

externall information with the information already in use within the organization. The production of 

thee information is not coordinated by the organization itself and does not always directly relate to 

thee specific questions the organizations have. Also, they are sometimes hard to integrate with 

commonn beliefs and frames of reference that already exist within the organization (see: Macdonald, 

1995).. Secondly, because for most professionals knowledge equals power. The more expert a 

professionall becomes, the more he or she will feel part of an elite and the more he or she will feel 

thee need to function alone (Quinn, 1992). This creates an interesting dilemma: in organizations who 

needd the sharing of information the most, the threat of losing power may inhibit this sharing taking 

placee (Davenport, Eccles & Prusak, 1992). 

Organizationss can increase organizational intelligence, by making members of the organization 

moree intelligent (or hiring more intelligent members), by structural, technical and social or political 

mechanismss to encode individual intelligence in the organization's memory, routines, rituals, 

proceduress and symbols and by creating structured interaction patterns between organizational 

members.. Increasing organizational intelligence also requires active commitment of management. 

Informationn policies are needed to guarantee commonality in vocabulary (that is, having a set of 
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terms,, categories and data elements that carry the same meaning throughout the enterprise), clear 

accesss to information (who actually needs what information and who doesn't), good quality of 

informationn (with detailed attention to its integrity, accuracy, currency, interpretability and overall 

value)) and efficiency of information management (Davenport et al., 1992). 

Thus,, for an organization to fully profit from its intellectual resources, it needs to create tools and 

mechanismss for individual organizational members to share their knowledge. It is clear that the 

acquisitionn of knowledge is not enough; environmental scanning will not do the trick. It will allow 

individualss to acquire information and to build the first level of professional intellect or individual 

intelligence,, but for environmental scanning to have success, knowledge about the external 

environmentt needs to be integrated into the organization. However, it requires a lot of 

organizationall effort for individuals to be able and willing to share their knowledge. Furthermore, 

externall information has to be integrated into internal frames of references: external information has 

too be interpreted and acted upon. Both sharing and integrating intelligence are essential 

characteristicss of the organizational processing of external information which is often overlooked in 

presentt research on environmental scanning and the use of electronic information services. The 

usee of information about the organization's external environment begins with the acquisition by 

individuals,, but it certainly doesn't end there. 

Z 3 .. Th e relevanc e o f environmenta l scannin g fo r organization s an d individual s 

Althoughh the relevance of environmental scanning will increase in coming years, not every 

organizationn and individual within those organizations will be equally pressured to engage 

themselvess in the complex processes of environmental scanning. Organizations will differ in the 

degreee of environmental scanning and the ways in which this will be done, because environments 

differr and because organizations differ. In the remaining parts of this chapter we will first discuss the 

environmentall pressures which influence the degree and contents of environmental scanning and 

secondlyy try to explain which organizational characteristics influence the degree of environmental 

scanningg and by whom this is done. 

Environmenta ll  characteristics : perceive d uncertaint y 

Nott every environment demands close and continuous consideration from the organization. If 

nothingg happens, if it is always business as usual, if a few organizations are dominating the scene 

andd do so in a rather predictable manner, it is a relatively easy task to stay informed about the 

organization'ss external environment. All things being equal, the more (people in) organizations 

perceivee the environment as uncertain and unpredictable, the more an organization will search for 

informationn about the environment. Perceived environmental uncertainty is defined as 

thethe difference between the amount of information required to perform the task and the 

amountamount of information already possessed by the organization (Galbraith, 1973,). 
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Thiss perceived uncertainty can be related to three different elements of decision-making (Duncan, 

1972); ; 

•• the lack of information regarding the environmental factors associated with a given 

decision-makingg situation; 

•• an inability to predict how these environmental factors will affect the performance 

off the decision-making unit; 

•• no confidence on how to react to the environmental factors, based on a lack of 

knowledgee about the outcomes of possible decisions. 

Duncann (1972), who can be considered the founder of the concept of perceived environmental 

uncertainty,, has found two major causes of perceived environmental uncertainty. 

1)) Environmental complexity, the amount of environmental factors that need to be 

takenn into consideration and the degree to which these factors are dissimilar to 

onee another. Complexity thus refers to heterogeneity (Daft, 1992). One can 

specifyy the relative vague term "factors" by using Daft's segmentation of the 

organizationall environment. Each segment represents a possible factor to take 

intoo account. Also, within each segment one can specify different amounts of 

elements.. For example, in some organizations the segment "raw material" may be 

consideredd very important, but also relatively simple to analyze because one only 

needss to deal with one supplier, while other organizations may be able to choose 

fromm various alternatives with unique price/quality combinations. The more 

segmentss are of direct importance to the organization and the more elements 

withinn an important segment need to be considered, the more complex the 

environmentt is perceived to be. 

2)) Environmental change, the degree to which the factors of the external 

environmentt change over time. An environment is perceived to be more dynamic 

andd instable when important factors go through some changes during a certain 

timee frame, and/or when new factors emerge over time while others fade away. 

Furthermore,, it is not so much the change in itself that creates uncertainty, but the 

unpredictabilityy of the change. 

Daftt (1992) has categorized different industries in their general perceived environmental 

uncertainty,, based on these two causes of uncertainty (see table 2.2) . Organizations within a 

dynamicc but simple environment are considered to be more uncertain than organizations within a 

stablee but complex environment. This is supported by the general finding that the environmental 
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dynamicsdynamics are of more importance than the environmental complexity in producing uncertainty 

(Aldrichh & Mindlin, 1978). 

Environmenta l l 

complexit yy  & chang e 

Stabl e e 

environment s s 

Unstabl e e 

environment s s 

Simpl ee environment s 

Softt drink bottlers, beer 
distributors,, container 

manufacturers,, food processors 
Personall computers, fashion 
clothing,, music industry, toy 

manufacturers s 

Comple xx environment s 

Universities,, appliance 
manufacturers,, chemical 

companies,, insurance companies 
Electronicc firms, aerospace firms, 

telecommunications,, airlines 

Tablee 2.2. Examples of industries and their environmental uncertainty (Daft, 1992) 

Environmentall uncertainty is not just a given fact for decision-makers in organizations; it is not just a 

factt of life one can only passively accept and respond to. The uncertainty of the environment is also 

(orr perhaps mostly) caused by the way the organization positions itself in the organizational 

environment.. Mintzberg (1983, p. 136) has therefore added two causes (besides complexity and 

dynamics)) of perceived environmental uncertainty, that are directly related to the strategic behavior 

off organizations: market diversity and market hostility. 

Inn general, the frequently tested hypothesis holds that the more uncertain the environment is 

perceived,, the more one searches for information about the environment (Choo & Auster, 1993; 

seee also the meta analysis in chapter 4). These consistent results show the importance of the 

conceptt of perceived environmental uncertainty and it does help explaining why organizations scan 

thee environment. The concept of uncertainty is directly related to a perceived lack of information. If 

environmentss are perceived to be uncertain, because of complexity, instability, hostility and/or 

diversity,, it is likely that organizations within those environments will engage more in environmental 

scanning.. Daft's segmentation of the organizational environment can help to explicate the specific 

naturee of the needed information. Uncertainty can relate to different segments of the organizational 

environmentt (for example, government behavior may be simply analyzable but technological 

developmentss may be very complex). Different segments can be of more or less immediate 

importance.. The segments of the environment can also direct us to general content categories one 

needss to be informed about. 

Organizationa ll  characteristic s size , age and strategi c focu s 

Thee strategic focus and performance criteria that managers define for their organizations 

determiness the degree to which they are outward oriented. A well-known categorization of 

organizationall performance criteria is the triad efficiency, effectiveness and innovativeness. 

Efficiencyy relates to the optimal allocation of resources to perform a certain task. The ratio of 

resourcess utilized to output produces is a standard of how well a task is being done (Pfeffer & 

Salancik,, 1978). Effectiveness concerns the optimal achieving of pre-determined goals. The 
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differencee between effectiveness and efficiency can be described as the difference between 'doing 

thee right thing' (effectivenss) 'doing the thing right' (efficiency). Innovation relates to the generation 

andd implementation of new ideas (van den Hooff, 1997), in other words innovation involves the 

changingg of organizational goals, markets and products/services. These performance criteria are 

closelyy linked to the perceived relevance of organizational environments. Organizations (or, more 

precise,, managers in organizations) who stress efficiency criteria are more inward oriented. 

Efficiencyy is an internal standard of performance; how well are tasks being executed. Effectiveness 

onn the other hand is first and foremost an external standard of how well an organization is meeting 

thee demands of various groups and organizations that are concerned with its activities (Pfeffer & 

Salancik,, 1978). Effectiveness is thus ultimately judged by those outside the organization. Finally, 

managerss who stress innovation are probably the most outward oriented. Organizational innovation 

iss "the process of bringing new, problem solving ideas into use. An innovation is novel to the 

adoptingg organization, but it may imitate something that exists elsewhere. Innovation is intendedly 

adaptive,, and it is undertaken typically in response to unfamiliar, unexpected, or nonroutine 

problems.. (...) It involves changes in existing organizational competencies and cognitive 

paradigms,, mental models and theories in use" (Glynn, 1996). Obviously, most of the information 

requiredd for change will not exist within the boundaries of the organization; in fact, most information 

willl probably exist only outside the organization (Macdonald, 1995). Directly related to the exchange 

off information, Kreps (1990, p. 23) has stated: 

InternalInternal communication processes are directed toward establishment of organizational 

structurestructure and stability in conducting organizational, while external communication channels 

areare directed toward innovation by facilitating identification or directions for ongoing 

development. development. 

Besidess personal preferences, the values of managers in organizations are partly based on 

contextuall organizational characteristics, such as organizational size and age or the growth phase 

ann organization is in. Many argue that young organizations generally have an external focus. Daft 

(1992),, for example, states that the concepts of organizational environments are "especially 

relevantt to new, emerging organizations (...), the appropriate role of management is to find a niche 

wheree products and services are desired by the environment.". Stinchcombe (1969) has also 

arguedd why new organizations are more dependent upon their environments. He lists several 

arguments. . 

•• New organizations generally involve new roles, which have to be learned. In old 

organizationss former occupants of roles can teach their successors. New 

organizationss have to get by with generalized skills produced outside the 

organization,, or have to invest in education. 
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•• New organizations must rely heavily on social relations among strangers. This 

meanss that relations of trust are much more precarious in new than in old 

organizations. . 

•• One of the main resources of an old organization is a set of stable ties of those 

whoo use organizational services - e.g. customers. 

Forr new organizations, every necessary link with their environment has to start from scratch. 

Also,, some argue that smaller organizations tend to need more information about the big world 

surroundingg them. As Noordzij (1994) has put it: 

OrganizationalOrganizational structures are changing, in which smaller units will be allocated for core 

activities.activities. A sense of the big, angry outside world will then be an essential requisite. 

Furthermore,, smaller organizations are often not able to produce the information internally (through 

self-conductedd research or external consultancy). On the other hand, as Mintzberg (1991) has 

stated,stated, the older and larger an organization, the more formalized its behavior and the more 

elaboratee its structure. Older and larger organizations thus have the procedures and resources to 

formalizee and structure its information. Large organizations can have support staff that exclusively 

devotee their time to scanning the external environment - a luxury small businesses cannot afford. 

Largee organizations can invest more in technical infrastructures and information and 

communicationn technologies. And large organizations are often more diversified and thus have 

moree complex environments, needing to know more about different segments. 

Organizationa ll  characteristics : th e positio n of boundar y spanner s 

Nott everybody within the organization will feel a similar need to scan the environment to be able to 

performm their tasks. Some employees and/or departments are predominantly occupied by internal 

activities,, such as internal logistics, administration, monitoring etc. Others are continuously in 

contactt with customers, suppliers, governments, competitors, etc. etc. People who are primarily 

concernedd with the exchange of information to (1) detect and bring into the organization information 

aboutt changes in the environment, and (2) send information into the environment that presents the 

organizationn in a favorable light, are called boundary spanners (Daft, 1992, p. 80). Boundary 

spannerss communicate the outside in, and the inside out (see also: Tushman & Scanlan, 1981) 

Byy definition, external information will enter the organization via the boundary spanning units or 

personnel.. Boundary spanners link and coordinate an organization with key elements in the 

externall environment. It is the task of boundary spanners to fit new, external information into the 

schemee of organizational norms, values and languages, which gives them considerable discretion 

andd influence (Perrow, 1986). Boundary spanners have to be well connected to the outside world 

ass well as to the internal organization to be both able to acquire external information and integrate 

externall information within the organization. Again, boundary spanning - in the form of 
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environmentalenvironmental scanning - concerns both the acquisition of information as well as the sharing of 

information. . 

Thee places in the organization where the boundaries between internal organization and external 

environmentt are crossed are called points of dependence (Galbraith, 1977). Boundary spanners 

cann be influential: 

AsAs an organization's external environment becomes more turbulent and unstable, the 

information-processinginformation-processing function of the broker, the boundary spanning role should become 

centralcentral to an organization's ability to effectively gather and act on relevant information 

(Galaskiewicz,, 1985/ 

Too understand the relevance of environmental scanning in an organization, and to understand who 

iss looking or searching for external information it is necessary to look at the position of boundary 

spannerss in an organization. The position of boundary spanners in an organization is dependent on 

thee kind of business processes and the kind of organizational structures in place. The 

organization'ss structure and processes determine how widespread environmental scanning will 

occurr throughout the organization; will it be centralized at one specific point of dependence, or do 

boundaryy spanners exist throughout the organization? 

Thee value chain (Porter, 1985) is probably the most familiar way to structure the production process 

intointo sub-activities. At various stages of the production process or value chain, information from the 

outsidee world will enter the organization. It is clear that the departments involved with the buying of 

inputss (such as raw materials, human resources, financial resources) and the selling of outputs 

(marketingg & sales) need to have intensive contact with the outside world. Other boundary 

spanningg positions may exist but this depends on the core business or production processes. It is 

especiallyy important to determine its information intensity. A simple distinction is made by Bots & 

Jansenn (1993). They categorize organizations according to two dimensions: the amount of 

informationn needed in the production process, and the amount of information needed in the final 

productt or service (see table 2.3). 

Organizationss who produce a lot of information, as either a side-product alongside their main 

productss (for example airline companies who produce flight schedules - information - but who 

mainlymainly sell airline tickets) or as a main product (for example a newspaper publisher), generally have 

veryy information-intensive departments along the output-side of the organization (such as 

marketingg & sales). These output-departments need to absorb a lot of information and they also 

needd to produce a lot of information as well. Furthermore, within these organizations several 

specificc departments will exist who have to produce these information products, for which 

informationn input is necessary. On the other side there are several organizations who need a lot of 

informationn during the process of creating their main products or services, but in which the 

informationn is only needed as raw material, or is used by the support staff. 
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Amoun tt  o f 
informatio nn in 
productio n n 
proces s s 

Amoun tt  o f informatio n in produc t 

High h 

Low w 

High h 

Banks,, newspapers, 
airlinee companies 

Low w 

Oill companies 

Cementt industry 

Tablee 2.3. Information intensity of production processes (Bots & Jansen, 1993) 

AA more or less similar categorization is made by Weggeman (1996) to explain the extent to which 

industriess are willing to invest in knowledge management. Weggeman distinguishes between 

companiess that operate on a business-to-business market (and thus have close interaction with 

theirr customers, often on a regular basis) or on a business-to-consumer market (and thus have 

moree or less invisible customers or have at least a volatile relationship with customers). Weggeman 

hass related this dimension, to one in which a distinction is made between organizations that are 

mainlyy labor intensive, and organizations that are knowledge intensive (see table 2.4). Weggeman 

statess that the knowledge intensive industries will feel more urge to invest in knowledge 

managementt (of which the use of electronic information services can be a part) than labor intensive 

organizations.. Furthermore, organizations that operate on a business-to-business market will be 

moree knowledge-intensive than organizations that operate on the consumer market. 

Marke tt  or ientat ion : 
thee individua l custome r is 
invisibl ee (consume r market ) 

Clien tt  orientatio n 
Interactio nn wit h individua l 
client ss (bustness-to-business ) 

Dominan tt  resource s 

Labo rr  intensiv e Knowledg e intensiv e 

LMLM Organization 

Hotell and catering industry 

LL C-organizations 

Garmentt and clothing 
Industry y 

KM-organization KM-organization 

Mediaa industry 

KCKC - organizations 

Professionall services 

Tablee 2.4. Market orientation and production factors (based on Weggeman, 1996) 

Thee amount of boundary spanners in an organization and the position these boundary spanners 

occupyy not only depend upon characteristics of the business processes but also on the 

organizationall structures and the amount of decentralization 

Somee contain that environmental scanning and interpretation occurs only at the top management 

levell in an organization (e.g. see Daft & Weick, 1984). This does not seem to hold true anymore. 

First,, not all strategic management takes place at the top of the organization. In some types of 

organizations,, some parts of strategic management is done at lower echelons of the organizations. 
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Thiss is especially true for adhocrades and professional organizations and in some cases also for 

diversifiedd organizations. Furthermore, not all environmental scanning is for strategic purposes. 

Informationn about the external environment can be essential at different parts of the business 

processess or value chain and in different parts of the organization. Boundary spanning occurs at 

variouss levels of the organization and is no longer (if it ever were) the exclusive domain of top 

management.. Management's exclusive control over external information resources is steadily 

declining,, "in part because of the downsizing of organizations and the decline of the number of 

layerss in an organizational hierarchy" (Johnson, 1994, p.1): 

TheThe comfortable world where one's supervisor provided authoritative directives concerning 

organizationalorganizational activities has gradually changed to one where organizational members must 

makemake their own decisions about what goals should be emphasized and how they should 

bebe accomplished (idem). 

Thee present trend of decentralization is thus increasing the amount of boundary spanners and 

influencingg the positions of boundary spanners (not all external information resides at the top). 

(De)centralizationn "refers to the hierarchical level that has authority to make a decision. When 

decisionn making is kept at the top level, the organization is centralized. When decisions are 

delegatedd to lower organizational levels, it is decentralized. Organizational decisions that might be 

centralizedd or decentralized include purchasing equipment, establishing goals, choosing suppliers, 

settingg prices, hiring employees, and deciding marketing territories." (Daft, 1992, p. 15). Thus, the 

moree an organization decentralizes decision-making on external matters, the less environmental 

scanningg and interpretation remains the exclusive task of top management. As outlined in the 

beginningg of the chapter, decentralization is a clear trend in present organizational structuring (see: 

Castell,, 1996). The general profile of the new organizational forms is "small, or located in small 

subunitss of large organizations; its object is typically service or information, if not automated 

production;; its technology is computerized; its division of labor is informal and flexible; and its 

manageriall structure is functionally decentralized, eclectic and participative" (Heydebrand, 1989 

quotedd in: Fulk & DeSanctis, 1995). 

Thee structure of the outside world determines to a large extent the degree to which an organization 

needss to scan this outside world. The structures and processes within the organization determine 

whoo the boundary spanners are in the organization, and thus how widespread this scanning occurs 

withinn the organization. 
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2 4 .. Conclusion : Ou t o f contro l bu t no t ou t o f sigh t 

Theree is a growing realization that organizations need to manage their intellectual resources as well 

ass their physical assets. Parts of these intellectual resources will be allocated to the scanning of the 

externall environment. Information about the external environment becomes increasingly relevant. 

Becausee of various different trends such as outsourcing, decentralization and global 

competitivenesss organizations need external information to do their work. Primary goal of this 

chapterr was to explain the processes of environmental scanning: what is it, how is it done and by 

whom? ? 

Environmentall scanning is a way to gather information about various segments of the external 

environmentt of organizations in order to be able to make the organization more responsive to 

outsidee developments. Environmental scanning should result in organizational intelligence. In order 

too achieve this, individual intelligence should be shared within an organization and integrated with 

internall frames of reference. Environmental scanning can thus be embedded in more general 

knowledgee management practices. Especially boundary spanners are involved in environmental 

scanning.. These boundary spanners can be located within a specific organization, based on the 

organizationall processes and structure. The degree of environmental scanning within an 

organizationn depends partly on the way the environment is perceived (in terms of uncertainty and 

interdependence),, organizational characteristics (e.g. size, age, and organizational growth patterns) 

andd management values. 

Thee use of electronic information services can be positioned within these processes of 

environmentall scanning. In this chapter we have tried to set the preconditions under which 

electronicc information services can be of use, based on the theoretical integration of various 

perspectivess on the interaction between organizations and their environments. Electronic 

informationn services can provide information that is sought for in the processes of environmental 

scanning.. They can provide information that can be integrated with internally existing knowledge. 

Theyy can help not only in the gathering of information, but also in facilitating the integration of this 

externall information with internally existing knowledge and the sharing of this information among 

variouss members of the organizations. 

Environmentss are hard to manage: "Management exerts control over what happens within, but has 

almostt no control over what happens without". The required information about the environment is 

almostt quite literally "out of control" (Macdonald, 1995). Out of control does not mean out of sight: 

FromFrom an organizational perspective, it seems axiomatic that the firm must have control 

overover its own resources, including information, perhaps especially information inasmuch as 

thethe handling of information is the basic purpose of organization, and information is itself itself an 

instrumentinstrument of control within its boundaries From an information perspective, extending 

thethe boundary of control to encompass external information seems not only unnecessary, 

butbut likely to deny the firm the very information it requires for learning and change. From an 
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informationinformation perspective, it is clear that the firm can extend its boundaries - its information 

boundariesboundaries - without also extending organizational control. (Macdonald, 1995) 

Publiclyy available electronic information services can help organizations in their environmental 

scanningg activities, allowing this information to be out of control but within its boundaries. 

Inn the next chapter we will take a closer look at characteristics of electronic information services to 

analyzee to what extent these services are suited for external orientation, that is environmental 

scanning. . 
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Blurrin gg the Boundarie s 
Technologicall possibilities for electronic information services 

Electronicc information services provide organizations access to information gathered in and by 

otherr organizations. Electronic information services can thus, in principle, be used for 

environmentall scanning. As we have seen in the previous chapter, environmental scanning 

includess both browsing/viewing at and searching for information about the external environment. 

Also,, it requires a combination of acquisition of external information and a diffusion of this 

informationn internally. Environmental scanning is embedded within the interaction between the 

organizationn and its external environment and within knowledge management policies. In this 

chapterr we investigate to what extent electronic information services can facilitate the processes of 

environmentall scanning. We will first shortly introduce the various sources that can be used for 

environmentall scanning and then focus on the wide variety of electronic information services that 

havee been developed to accommodate these various forms of environmental scanning. Special 

attentionn is given to the internet as a catalyst in the field of electronic publishing and as a platform in 

whichh many of these various services are incorporated. 

Wee will then discuss various technological developments that can facilitate the use of electronic 

informationn services for environmental scanning. Focus will be on technologies that increase the 

accessibilityy of electronic information services, such as technologies that integrate electronic 

informationn services with internal databases. The boundaries between electronic information 

servicess and other forms of computer-mediated communication are blurring by developments such 

ass the emergence of Intranets and online communities. 

3 . 1 .. Source s o f environmenta l scannin g 

Onee of the strategies to deal with the perceived environmental uncertainty is to increase the 

informationn processing capacity of an organization (Galbraith, 1973). Galbraith distinguishes two 

alternativess for increasing the information processing capacity. First, organizations can invest in 

informationn systems that allow the organization to acquire and process more information without 

overloadingg its members. Secondly, organizations can create lateral relationships between 

separatee organizational units that have to deal with each other. Various different sources for 

environmentall scanning and organizational interpretation can be distinguished by their contribution 

inn increasing information capacity (either sources that can be labeled as either information systems 
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orr lateral relationships). Another distinction is based on the specific contribution they provide to 

knowledgee management (sources that either focus on the acquisition of information or the diffusion 

off information). 

Organizationss can choose to invest in information services that provide information about the 

externall environment and invest in information systems that can store and distribute this information 

internally.. Or organizations can choose to create lateral relations between the organization and its 

environmentt to acquire information and create lateral relations within the organization to share and 

interprett the acquired information. Information and communication technologies can play a 

supportivee or decisive role in both strategies. Electronic information services are thus one of the 

availablee options for environmental scanning (see table 3.1). 

Acquisitio n n 

(outsid ee in) 

Diffusion/sharin g g 

(insid ee in) 

Source ss of informatio n 

Latera ll  relation s 
(persona ll  sources ) 

Customers s 
Competitors s 
Professionall advisors 
Suppliers s 
Governmentt officials 

Supportt staff 
Supervisors s 
Colleagues s 
Subordinates s 

Informatio nn system s 
(impersona ll  sources ) 

Newspapers s 
Periodicals s 
Governmentt documents 
Radio/television n 
Newsletters s 
Electronicc information 
services s 

Bulletinn boards 
Internall mailing lists 
Privatee networks 
Groupwaree systems 

Tablee 3.1. Sources for environmental scanning 

3.2.. Electroni c informatio n services : toward s a definitio n 

Ann information service (electronic or otherwise) can be defined as a comprehensive set of 

meaningfull data as it is presented to the end user (see also Mediaraad, 1994). An information 

servicee encompasses the format in which the information is stored and packaged (e.g. a book or 

database),, the way this package is distributed to recognizable locations (such as a bookstore or an 

internett server) and/or the support of the end user (including training, support by information 

professionals,, and marketing). In other words, the information service includes the entire 

informationn value chain. A service is more than a product. An information product relates to just the 

wayy information is packaged. An information services concerns the entire value chain. 
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Aksoyy (1992) has defined four different stages of the information chain, which are somewhat more 

specifiedd by Locksley (1992) - who distinguishes four stages as well, but labels them a little bit 

differently.. In combining the two, we identify the following stages in the information value chain: 

•• Production, creation and/or collection of information: the activity of producing items of 

informationn which is a creative process carried out by authors, computer programmers, 

journalists,, researchers, etc. 

•• Packaging/reproduction of information into usable products or services such as an 

electronicc database. The packaging process may include storing the information on 

variouss media or reassembling information with other items of information (old or new). 

•• Distribution of information products/services to points of access (such as libraries, 

bookstores,, internet hosts) where a potential user can get the information. 

•• Support of use (including marketing): the user is enabled to buy, retrieve or read the 

informationn (see figure 3.1). 

Collection / / 
Creatio n n 

Packaging / / 
reproductio n n 

Distributio n n Facilitation / / 
Suppor t t 

Figuree 3.1. The information value chain 

Inn this research project we will focus on those information services for which in the entire production 

processs or information value chain, information and communication technologies (computers and 

telecommunications)) are used. In electronic information services, the information is written in a 

digitall format). The information is then stored in electronic databases (Aumente, 1987; Standera, 

1987).. Consequently, the information is then distributed to recognizable locations where people can 

usee it. This can be either a central computer (server or host) that can be accessed via 

telecommunicationn connections (online information services), or users can buy a storage disks 

(suchh as cd-roms). Finally, users retrieve the information from their own peripheral equipment (such 

ass a personal computer or a Personal Digital Assistant (PDA)/palmtop. 

Althoughh figure 3.1 presents a linear process in the information value chain, users and suppliers 

havee a lot of flexibility in altering this information chain. From a user perspective, ICT-based value 

chainss allow users to have direct influence on the production of information - as we will discuss later 

inn this chapter. Furthermore, ICT-based value chains often re-start at the end of the chain, because 

itt is relatively easy (compared with the paper-based value chains) for publishers and other users to 

integratee the information in new information chains. Users can download the information into one's 

ownn databases, distribute it to other users, or incorporate it into one's own work documents. 
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Anotherr essential characteristic is that an automated collection of information can more easily result 

inn various (different) value chains or offshoots (one of which can be paper-based), compared to 

olderr formats of collection (see figure 3.2,3.3. and 3.4). 

Supplyy side of 
thee value chain 1)) Users can actively influence 

thee production and retrieval 

off information (reverse 

chains)) in the electronic 

valuee chains 

Collectionn ) ( Selectbn <̂  Retrieval (Processing <̂  Use 

Usagee side of 
thee value chain 

Figuree 3.2. Reversed value chains 

-rx~>r>o < < 

Figuree 3.3. Re-starting the value chain 

Figuree 3.4. Multi-channel publishing 

2)) Users can re-start the 

informationn value chain 

basedd on the output of the 

previouss value chain: it is 

relativelyy unclear who the 

endd users are of electronic 

informationn services 

3)) Based on a media-neutral 

storagee of information, 

publisherss can start various 

parallell information chains 

usingg different formats for 

packagingg and various 

distributionn channels 
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Supplierss have the same flexibility in which the electronic information chain can be organized, 

comparedd to the traditional paper process (Kist, 1996). Traditionally the functions of publisher, 

printerr and distributor were clearly distinctive. With electronic information chains there are several 

optionss (see figure 3.5.): 

•• vertical integration: the editorial production process and the distribution process are 

integrated d 

•• vertical disintegration: all functions are performed by separate entities; the publisher does 

nott even play a coordinating role 

•• disintegration with or without intermediation: the publishers keep its coordinating role but it 

iss (also) using other intermediaries, such as internet providers or host organizations 

•• coalition formation or partial penetration: between old and new players who come into 

eachh other's territories, such as a printer who begins to use database or a coalition 

betweenn a publisher and a software house. 

Inn combination with figure 3.2. we would argue that another alternative will arise; users will climb up 

inn the information value chain and start alliances with providers (big professional organizations are 

alreadyy doing so - see chapter 7). 

Existing g 
valuee chain 

Source e 

Publishing g 

Printing g 

1 1 
Distribu--
tion n 

User r 

Vertical l 
integrator r 

Source e 

Editing g 

Publishing g 

Pre--iress s 

Multipli --
cationn & 
Distribu--
tion n 

User r 

Verticall  desintegration sec/ Partial pene 
wit hh or  withoug intermediation tratio n or 

coalition n 

Source e 

T T 

t t 

» » 

i i 

User r 

Source e 

* * 

1 1 T T 

User r 

Source e 

« M i l l 

1 1 

H H 
User r 

Figuree 3.5. Increasing flexibility in organizing the information chain (Kist, 1996) 

Inn sum, ICT-based information value chains allow more two-way-traffic and interactivity than 

traditional,, linear information value chains (as portrayed in figure 3.1). Williams, Rice and Rogers 

(1988,, p. 10) define the concept of interactivity as "the degree to which participants in a 
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communicationn process have control over, and can exchange roles in, their mutual discourse...". 

Interactivityy therefore consists of two dimensions: 

1)) the degree in which participants can have influence on the access and use of 

informationn (that is, can determine the choice of subjects (what to use), the time 

schedulee (when to use it) and the sequence of the discourse, and 

2)) the degree in which participants have influence on the storage of information (that 

is,, individual participants can themselves be both or either the source of 

informationn as well as the receiver). 

Inn 1982, Bordewijk & van Kaam (see: Arnbak, van Cuilenburg & Dommering, 1990) have used 

thesee two dimensions, in a time when interactivity was a less fashionable word, to identify four 

differentt information flows (see table 3.2). 

Influenc ee on acces s 

andd use 

Centra ll  institutio n 

Individua ll  participan t 

Influenc ee on informatio n storag e 

Centra ll  institutio n 

Allocution n 

Consultatio n n 

Individua ll  participan t 

Registration n 

Conversation n 

Tablee 3.2. Information flows 

Inn electronic information services a central institution (e.g. an electronic publisher) determines the 

contentt of the information base, and individual participants can determine which information to use 

andd when to access and use it. From an organizational perspective, electronic information services 

containn information that they cannot produce, do not want to produce and/or do not have to 

producee (respectively because of, for example, limited resources and skills, a poor balance of costs 

andd benefits, or because somebody else already did). 

Inn our research project, we thus focus on information services that contain information that is 

producedd outside the control of the individual organization in which these services are used. 

Electronicc information services can thus be defined as external consultation databases with limited 

interactivity.. Proprietary databases are not included in our research project, because from an 

organizationall perspective, organizations do have full control on the storage of information in these 

databases. . 

Inn sum, electronic information services as we will study them, can be defined by the following 

commonn characteristics: 
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•• Information and communication technologies are used throughout the entire information 

valuee chain; 

•• The information services are publicly available - everyone should be able to establish their 

eligibilityy through subscriptions, memberships, or other stated qualifications; 

•• The information services have at least limited interactivity: services are included in which 

organizationss and individuals have no control on the content of information but are able to 

determinee when and what to use; 

•• The stored information concerns the organization's external environment, as defined in 

chapterr two. These services offer access to information systems of others, or access to 

informationn gathered in (and by) the environment of the organization. 

Diversit yy  of electroni c informatio n service s 

Besidess these commonalities, there is much variety in the specific types of services (Ojala & Bates, 

1986).. One of the more fundamental differences in content concerns the distinction between 

referencee and source databases, or between secondary and primary information sources 

(Standera,, 1987). Reference databases "serve as referral points to the information sought" and 

containn information about information, such as bibliographic databases. These databases help to 

findd information that is located elsewhere (e.g. an article in a journal or books on the shelf) with the 

helpp of meta-information or information about information. Meta-information can include title, author, 

corporatee source (e.g. publisher), journal source, year of publication, language, descriptors (key 

words)) or abstracts of the information. Source databases are themselves the information source. 

Thee information in source databases can be numeric (such as stock exchange rates and statistics), 

full-textt (such as law cases, encyclopedic references, newspaper and magazine articles or news 

updates)) or combinations of both (descriptions of companies, who's who guides, etc.). Source 

informationn is not limited to words or figures but can also include audio, video, graphics 

(multimedia).. Source databases can be further categorized in retrospective (a-synchronous) and 

real-timee information services. The first refers to services in which relative static and time-

insensitivee information is stored for a long period of time and which is primarily used for analysis. 

Thee latter concerns services with immediate access to continually changing information (such as 

stockk rates on financial markets or news flashes). Another time-related distinction concerns the 

differencee between current awareness databases (informing about present developments) and 

archivall databases (containing information of the past). Major subject areas are STM (scientific, 

technologicall and medical information), legal information, financial-economic data, and general 

newss (Sieverts et al„ 1994). Naturally, electronic information services can contain information about 

alll the different environmental segments as outlined in the former chapter. 
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Inn the historic development of electronic information services a transition is observable from 

individuall reference databases to combined source databases (Standera, 1987). The following 

typess of services can be distinguished: 

•• Library catalogs - to search bibliographic reco rds representing the holdings of one or more 

libraries.. These catalogs are offered through online services such as public access 

catalogss from universities and offline with cd-roms like LISA (for library and information 

science),, Econlit (for economics) and PAIS (public affairs). 

•• Individual subscription-based source databases. Some of them are online and real-time, 

suchh as Reuters, Dow Jones and Bloomberg. Others are online and provide retrospective 

databases,, such as Dun & Bradstreet (especially credit ratings of companies), KvK Online 

(businesss data from the Chambers of Commerce) and Het Financieele Dagblad Online 

(thee Dutch equivalent of the Wail Street Journal or the Financial Times). And again, some 

off these source databases are stored on cd-rom, like ABI/lnfomn (business journals), 

Delwell (Chamber of Commerce data together with company year reports), or Wolters 

Kluwenss Business Library or Fiscal Library. 

•• Aggregated subscription-based online databases. In individual commercial services, the 

userr must have a personal subscription to a specific database. Users who want to consult 

differentt databases often have to have different subscriptions and passwords, etc. etc. To 

solvee this problem several host organizations have emerged where the user only 

subscribess once and then gets access to many different databases, employing one 

interfacee language. Videotex was an early example of such a system. Other examples are 

Lexis/Nexis,, FT Profile, Dialog (and Profound), Science Direct (from Reed Elsevier), De 

Nederlandsee Pers Databank (the Dutch Press Database), and the entry portals of internet 

contentt providers, such as America Online. 

Manyy of the above mentioned information services use the internet to distribute information to the 

users.. The internet and especially the World Wide Web have initiated many new developments in 

electronicc publishing in all stages of the information chain. The internet especially has blurred the 

boundariess between the various forms of information flows (combining consultation, conversation, 

allocutionn and registration in one channel) and has blurred the distinction between source and 

referencee databases - source databases are often directly linked to reference databases (such as 

searchh engines). Furthermore, the internet allows for a seamless technological integration between 

thee internal organization and the outside world (via Intranets and extranets) and is a catalyst for 

manyy technological development that increase the accessibility of electronic information services 

throughoutt the information value chain. Before we discuss the concept of accessibility and its rather 

paradoxicall relationship with interactivity, we will first introduce some of the essential characteristics 

off the internet for electronic publishing, with a special focus on the World Wide Web. 
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3.3.. The World Wide Web on the interne t 

Thee internet is a mechanism for connecting various local area networks (LAN's) into one big 

networkk and providing access for individuals to these networks (Krol, 1995, p. 14). Through special 

communicationn and technology standards, any computer can communicate with virtually any other 

computerr linked to the internet using ordinary telephone lines or any other form of 

telecommunicationn connection (Laudon & Laudon, 2002). One of the most interesting portions of 

thee internet - in light of our research project - is the World Wide Web (WWW). The organization of 

thee World Wide Web - if there is any - can best be described as a form of distributed database 

management: : 

InformationInformation content can reside on one computer while other types of value added features 

facilitatingfacilitating access can reside on another computer. Alternatively, information content on 

oneone agency's computer [or of a publisher, JN] may be combined with information content 

onon another agency's computer [or any other publisher, JN] (Perritt, 1994). 

Distributedd database management comprises two elements: 

•• Different databases can be developed by different providers and physically located 

anywheree in the world, but virtually connected through hyperlinks and - to put it simply -

justt a click away. This means that the distinction between reference and source databases 

iss blurring. Reference databases can guide you directly to the source by including the 

hyperlinkk to the source in the database 

•• A client-server model in which information is stored on one computer (the server) while the 

interfacee to that information is stored on another computer (the client). This means that 

userss can work with one interface (the Web browser) to access many different kinds of 

informationn services. 

Distributedd database management allows many to independently provide information on the Web 

andd link this information to information sources of other providers. 

Thee internet can simply be used by electronic publishers and other providers as another distribution 

mechanismm for delivering information services to end-users. Its significance, however, is much 

broader.. Internet has proven to be a fruitful breeding ground for various technological innovations in 

alll stages of the information value chain and can thus lead to major changes in which electronic 

informationn services present themselves to the users, especially to increase both interactivity and 

accessibility.. Before we look at some of these developments in more depth, we will first discuss the 

conceptt of accessibility and its rather paradoxical relationship with interactivity. 
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3.4.. Accesstoilit y an d interactivit y 

Peoplee can get overwhelmed by the enormous supply of electronic information that distributed 

databasee management environments can provide. The consequence may be that users have the 

feelingg that they are looking for a needle in a haystack and that they have to put too much effort in 

gatheringg the right information. Or they may have the feeling that they get too much information, 

whichh causes them to put too much effort in processing and interpretingg the information. Users thus 

needd the skills, knowledge and means to gather and process electronic information. As McClure 

(1993)) has stated: 

InIn the past, it has been extremely difficult for individuals to publish their ideas or make them 

widelywidely available to a large audience. In the future, the problem will be the reverse (...). The 

networknetwork has made it easy to produce and send information: the problem is to to get people to 

readread or review the information service or product sent to them (p. 164). 

Accessibilityy of electronic information services refers both to the ability of the user to overcome 

certainn barriers of information retrieval and use, as well as the ability of the information service 

providerr to lower these barriers. The ability of the user to overcome certain barriers in the use of 

electronicc information services is best described in the term information literacy, that is: "the ability 

too locate, process and use information effectively, regardless of delivery mechanisms and the type 

off format in which the information appears" (McClure, 1993, p. 154). 

Thee most direct way to improve the accessibility of an information service is thus to improve the 

abilitiess of the user (by education, for example). However, electronic publishers can do more to 

increasee accessibility by trying to lower the encountered barriers for users. Form a supply-side 

perspective,, accessibility thus refers to the degree in which an information service enables a user to 

acquiree information with as little barriers as possible. In research conducted for the Rathenau 

Institutee (Bouwman, Nouwens, Slootman & Baayens, 1996), we distinguished four barriers of 

accessibility: : 

•• Physical accessibility; the actual public availability of information. 

•• Financial accessibility, or the resources needed to buy and maintain necessary equipment 

andd to pay fees for the use of information. The provider of electronic information can 

influencee the financial accessibility by controlling internal expenditures, efficient 

management,, and by pricing policies and revenue models (subscriptions and/or 

advertising) ) 

•• Technical accessibility, or the skills needed to deal with information and communication 

technologies.. The provider can influence the necessity of these skills in the development of 

thee databases, the choice of the distribution means, the provision of user support, and in 

makingg the databases suitable for different access methods (through different kinds of 
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peripherall equipment such as the telephone, television and personal computer, and 

allowingg the integration of external information services within internal, proprietary 

networkss and/or PC-software). 

•• Cognitive accessibility, the knowledge needed to interpret and use the retrieved 

information.. The supplier can influence cognitive accessibility in the design of the dialog-

interface,, the layout and the readability of information, user support, and presenting the 

informationn within a meaningful context. 

Thesee dimensions show the broad scope of control that suppliers have in improving the 

accessibilityy of electronic information services. In general, the more the different links of the value 

chainn are supported by the information service providers, the more accessible the information can 

be.. If a unit of information is only publicly available (with no active dissemination role of anyone), it 

willl be difficult to get it. If it is packaged in a document and sent to depository libraries, it will be 

somewhatt easier. If the information is even sent to one's office and is supplied in such a form that it 

iss easily incorporated in the tasks of the user, it will be even more convenient. 

Traditionally,, there has been a rather paradoxical relationship between accessibility and 

interactivity.. Accessibility presumes as little effort as possible in using information, while interactivity 

assumess that more efforts will lead to more choice and thus more satisfaction with the use of 

interactivee services (compared to traditional media). Traditional information value chains result in 

end-productss such as a printed book or a television program, in which the user has (almost) no 

controll over the content or the ways in which this content is being used. The accessibility of a book 

iss high, but the freedom of choice is low. Traditionally, the more an information provider pre

arrangess the different stages of the information value chain, the less influence the user had on the 

finall product. With information and communication technology users are invited to consult various 

databases,, to actively look for information that fits their needs, without losing the support of the 

informationn service provider in every step of the way. The efforts of the user can move away from 

consumingg pre-packaged information products, towards a more individual selection of information 

fromm a large pool of sources and a more individual processing of this selected information (see also 

figuree 3.2). 

Interactivee technologies do not relieve information providers from the task to support the users in 

thee various stages of the information value chain. With information and communication 

technologies,, a provider can support these different parts of the information chain (and lower the 

barrierss of accessibility) without limiting the control that the user has in dealing with this information. 

Bothh accessibility and choice can be enhanced. Publishers can make the interactive possibilities of 

ICTT as accessible as possible. We will discuss in the remaining parts of this chapter various 

developmentt that have increased accessibility. In packaging, distributed database management 

hass blurred the distinction between source and reference databases. Also, reference databases 

havee become more or less intelligent agents. In distribution, we see an integration of the various 
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informationn flows as distinguished in table 3.2., especially combining consultation with 

allocution/alertingg technologies and conversation/e-mail communications. In support of use, we will 

highlightt the possibilities for a technical integration between internal networks and the outside world 

throughh the use of an Intranet (in the internal organization) and the emergence of online 

communitiess or extranets (in the outside world),. 

3.5.. Packaging : blurrin g th e distinctio n betwee n sourc e and referenc e 

Thee internet has allowed many to independently provide information on the Web and link this 

informationn to websites of others. Not only traditional electronic publishers can provide information 

onn the World Wide Web. Hoffman, Novak & Chatterjee (1995) distinguish three different source 

webb sites (that can be integrated in one website, but that are distinguished for their functional 

purposes): : 

•• E-commerce (online storefront). 'These Web sites offer direct sales through an electronic 

channell via an electronic catalog or other, more innovative format". 

•• Corporate communications or internet presence sites that "provide a virtual presence for a 

firmm and its offerings". Different types of internet presence sites exist, according to the 

authors,, such as single page electronic fliers, sites that create an image of a product for 

emotionall consumer appeal and information sites that "provide detailed, rational 

informationn about the firm and/or its offerings". 

•• Content sites of new and traditional publishers. Again, three different types are 

distinguished,, such as fee-based content sites in which the provider supplies content and 

consumerss pay for access, such as Science Direct, Wall Street Journal Interactive, 

sponsoredd content sites who sell advertising space to generate revenues for publishers, 

suchh as the web sites of CNN, and searchable databases & directories with an organized 

listingg of subjects and/or organizations. 

Nott only the content sites are relevant to our research project. Corporate web-sites with company 

profiles,, product information, white papers, etc. are also potential sources of information for people 

whoo are scanning the external environment. 

Besidess these source websites, reference websites are critical to locate information on the Web. 

Thee principal methods of locating information on the Web are directories of classified and 

categorizedd web sites (such as Yahoo or Startpagina.nl) and search engines (such as Google or 

Lycos).. The directories make a selection of websites (based on human judgement) and categorize 

themm on topics (sometimes website owner can buy a top of list position in a category). Search 

enginess search web pages automatically. They contain software that looks for web pages that 

containn the search terms that users have entered. Search engines do no display information about 

everyy site, but create indexes of the web pages they visit and only search through these indexes. 
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Webb page owners can register their URL's at search engine sites (to be incorporated in the 

indexes)) or can include various key words in the header information of a web site, in order for 

softwaree agents to find their site. 

Thee internet has blurred the boundaries between reference and source databases, because source 

databasess are directly linked to the search results of the search engines and directories. 

Furthermore,, we have seen the emergence of web portals that are a true combination of reference 

andd source. Portals provide users an initial point of entry to the Web, along with specialized content 

andd other services. Portals help users to locate information on the Web and can direct them 

towardss sources of information, but they also provide specific content that is interesting for its target 

group.. One can distinguish horizontal portals and vertical portals. Horizontal portals give a general 

overvieww of interesting sources on the internet, such as the homepages of internet access 

providerss (e.g. Planet internet). They often provide general interest content such as news, sports, 

weather,, directories, etc. Vertical portals focus on a specific interest topic or a specific target group, 

suchh as a portal for the legal professional or pregnant women. 

3.6.. Distribution : combinin g consultat ionwit h allocutio n (alertin g services ) 

Searchh engines require users to formulate a search question and then pull the information from the 

Web.. With alerting technologies users give their information preferences once and agents then 

deliverr information whenever new information within the user preferences is published. Users do 

alsoo not have to repeat search queries for different information sources. Information filtering agents 

filterr content from different information sources and present it to the user. This does not only save 

thee use of a lot of network bandwidth, but it also relieves the user from various time-wasting 

retrievall actions. Users define their interests in keywords or include subject areas or information 

"channels"" in their personal information profile. In the more refined adaptive filtering, an agent 

refiness the keywords on the basis of prior experiences and appreciation of articles. Filtering agents 

cann reside on a web server or on the user's desktop. If the latter is the case, an information filtering 

agentt delivers personalized information in a locally viewable format without requiring a direct 

internett connection. 

Thee filtered information can be displayed in different forms, such as a Screensaver, an e-mail 

message,, a news ticker, pop-up windows or an updated Web page. Hagel & Singer (1999) 

introducedd the concept of an infomediary, which among other things, first builds profiles of user 

preferences,, interests and habits (based on what users do during their online sessions), and then 

u s ee these profiles for filtering services (filtering out unwanted information) and agent services 

(helpingg consumers to search). 

Traditionall alerting technologies are based on check-box personalization, in which web sites use 

explicitt data gained when visitors fill out registration forms, including their interests in certain topics. 

Moree advanced alerting technologies are based on analytical software for personalization. Many 
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websitess use clickstream tracking tools to collect data on website visitors and customers. These 

toolss record the site users last visited before entering the site and the site where they go to after 

leavingg the site. They record the specific pages visited on a site, the time spent, the types of pages 

visited,, etc. etc. Based on these customer tracking tools, web site owners can personalize the web 

sitess to display content, ads or adjust the look & feel of a site based on the characteristics of a 

specificc user. Collaborative filtering software compares one user's behavior with data about other 

customerss with similar interests or search activities. The software then makes recommendations to 

userss based on their similarity with other visitors ("others who were interested in this piece of 

information,, also used these pieces..."). 

3.7.. Distribution : combinin g consultatio n wi t h conversatio n (communication ) 

Ass we have seen in the beginning of this chapter, various sources of information for environmental 

scanningg are available. Electronic information services are one that can be especially helpful in 

gettingg information from the outside in. But this means these services can only do half the trick. The 

naturee of boundary spanning - using both external and internal contacts - requires both the 

acquisitionn and diffusion of knowledge. Recent developments in electronic information services 

alloww the combination of both acquisition and diffusion, both in interaction with the outside world as 

welll as within the organization. Electronic information services can thus be used in seamless 

combinationn with other sources of information, such as e-mail, messaging, chats, news groups or 

FTPP (file transfer protocol). Especially e-mail can be relevant for our research project because 

manyy mailing lists exist that send information to a large group of users. Some mailing lists can be 

consideredd electronic newsletters (in which a central institution provides content to a group of 

subscribers)) and others are more like bulletin board systems in which subscribers can add content. 

Differentt information flows are thus integrated on the internet. Consultation services are integrated 

withh conversation services, as in bulletin boards, news groups and mailing lists. Furthermore, 

alertingg technologies show us that consultation services are combined with services of selective 

allocutionn based on a registration of user behavior. The Web is useful for the distribution of 

information,, both for consulting various electronic information services, conversing with personal 

informationn sources, and allocuting information to selective niche audiences. 

Registration n 

Conversation n 

Tablee 3.3. Combining information flows 

Allocution n 

Consultation n 
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3.8.. Suppor t of use: the interna l integratio n of network s (Intranets ) 

Thee Web does not only blur the boundaries between the various information flows Web technology 

alsoo provides organizations with the opportunity to blur the boundaries between external and 

internall sources of information, combining acquisition (outside in) and sharing (inside in). 

Intranetss use common internet protocols in conjunction with internal business applications to easily 

communicate,, distribute information and facilitate project collaboration across the entire enterprise 

whilee keeping unauthorized users out. In fact, Intranets allow on a private network of an 

organizationn the same functionalities as the internet has in the outside world. Upton & McAfee 

(1996)) distinguish three different forms of functionality. In ascending order of complexity, these 

include: : 

•• simple data transmission (sending packets of information from one place to another, such 

ass e-mail or videoconferencing), 

•• data access (to permit members of the network to share common pools of information -

internall and external - some of which must allow some users to add or change the 

information), , 

•• access to applications (the capability that allows all authorized people to access and utilize 

applicationss on any given computer, eithe r local or distant). 

Intranetss fit into the more general transition from centralized mainframes to integrated desktop 

automation,, where individuals use a personal interface (e.g. a browser) to get into an intermediary 

layerr of the general infrastructure through which one can get access to various communal 

databases,, applications and communication networks (Bemelmans, 1994). Intranets can provide 

thiss kind of functionality, because of the open internet standards that make it relatively easy for 

userss to share information regardless of differences in individual systems, using even similar 

interfaces.. They also make it possible for members of the network to use one another's computing 

powerr and they permit users to choose the communication channels that they think are best suited. 

Intranetss offer a seemingly fluent integration between the internal network and the outside world (or 

moree specific, the internet). For users, homepages on the Intranet look the same as homepages on 

thee internet and both are accessed through the same interface. Members of the Intranet can 

accesss the internet for external e-mail and retrieval of information. Furthermore, the organization 

can,, through the Intranet, publish information on the internet for everyone to see (for purposes of 

externall presence, outbound marketing, product information/catalogs and order placement). 

Electronicc information services are thus becoming an integral part of what is generally phrased 

"computer-mediatedd communication". "Computer mediated communication systems bring together 

capabilitiess of both computers and telecommunication networks to facilitate the input, structuring, 

processing,, retrieval and exchange of content" (Rice, 1990; 627/8). Intranets are sometimes 
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extendedd to Extranets to which authorized external users have access for purposes of order 

trackingg and fulfillment, customer support and transactions (see figure 3.6). 

Thee internal network can be shielded off from the external network (the internet). Not everybody on 

thee internet can access the Intranet of an organization (or mostly, hardly anybody on the internet 

cann access the Intranet) and vice versa. Just as gatekeepers and boundary spanners structure the 

interactionn between the organization and its external environment, so do gateways, firewalls and 

serverss structure the interaction between internal and external networks. Organizations need to 

securee their networks to be certain that access to the Intranet sources is only granted to those who 

aree allowed to. To protect the internal network from unauthorized access to databases and data 

transferss (both from within and outside the organization) firewalls are often used. A firewall is a 

computerr system that shields the internal network from the external network, and that screens and 

filterss the traffic between the internal and the external. Furthermore, it can grant or deny access to 

outsidee users who want to log in. One can also use various cryptograp hie techniques to protect the 

privacyy and confidentiality of all data transfers that are executed between an Intranet and the 

internet. . 

Figuree 3.6. The integration of internal and external networks 
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3.9.. Suppor t o f use : th e externa l integratio n o f ne twork s 

(communrties/extranets ) ) 

Thee combination of different functionalities and the integration of internal and external networks are 

leadingg to so-called on-line communities. Online communities allow for social, interpersonal 

communicationn on the internet. Communities can roughly be defined as a group of people having 

somethingg in common and who create a sense of shared identity by meeting each other more or 

lesss regularly (Peters, 1997). Traditional communities are geographically bound and are thus 

communitiess of residence or shared locality. When people come together because of their race, 

religion,, profession, or because of their leisure activities, they form a community of interests. Finally, 

onee can have the feeling of being part of a community because of a strong sense of attachment, a 

feelingg of shared identity (see also: Armstrong & Hagel, 1996). 

Onlinee communities are especially interesting because they allow users not only to select content 

butt also to add content - both for undifferentiated audiences as well as for interpersonal 

communicationn - and thus make full use of the possibilities of interactivity. Electronic publishers are 

oftenn the "natural owners" of an online community, because often they already cater to a 

communityy of interest, but they can also join already existing community owners such as industry 

organizations: : 

InIn online electronic publishing, new concepts of readership communities based on 

interests,interests, needs and lifestyles are emerging and audiences are defining themselves as 

membersmembers of a group of individuals with similar interests who can interact online. However, 

thisthis growing sense of online community is frustrated by the inability to easily find related 

content,content, services and other users. Community services fulfill the needs of such groups by 

integratingintegrating content, communication and commerce services. (European Commission, 

1996). . 

Partt of the value of online communities are its portal functionalities.. Customers can go to one 

centrall place and get information from various sources. Information services are not organized by 

publishingg company, but organized around information needs of customers. Because the internet 

allowss distributed database management, it is fairly easy to provide one access point (e.g. a web

site)) for different information services, all of which may seem physically grouped together, but in 

factt are located (and developed and maintained) at different parts of the world. Furthermore these 

onlinee communities do not only grant users the possibility to consult electronic information services, 

butt also the opportunity to communicate with representatives of the providers of these services (like 

journalists,, experts, etc.) or to communicate with any other member of the online community. 

Publisherss that create these communities and that "satisfy both relational and transactional needs 

willl reap the benefits of greater customer loyalty and may gain important insight into the nature and 

needss of their customer base" (Armstrong & Hagel, 1996). 
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3.10.. Conclusio n 

Electronicc information services can profit from recent developments in information and 

communicationn technology to become a useful tod for environmental scanning and knowledge 

management:: electronic information services do not necessarily have to be only suited for 

comprehensivee and selective searching but are increasingly used for viewing and browsing. Users 

cann surf the internet for casual viewing. They can check alerting channels for conditioned viewing, 

theyy can search a specific database for selective searching and they can use various search 

enginess and virtual communities for a comprehensive search. Furthermore, electronic information 

servicess do no longer form rather isolated islands of information within organizations, but are 

becomingg increasingly integrated within internal networks and online communities; providing the 

opportunityy to both acquire and share external information. 

Thee emergence of internet and especially the World Wide Web has initiated many new 

developmentss in the field of electronic publishing in all stages of the information value chain . In the 

creationn and production of information, new providers have entered the market. Not only services of 

traditionall publishers are relevant but so are for example the many company presence sites, 

internett has blurred the difference between reference databases and source databases, as well as 

thee difference between individual and aggregated databases, because the actual physical location 

off a database is becoming less relevant. In the packaging of information, web browsers have set a 

neww standard for graphical user interfaces. Because the internet is a general platform for both 

informationn and communication, it has blurred some of the distinctions in information flow or 

distribution.. Information services have added allocution and conversation flows (such as alerting 

technologiess and mailing lists) to help users in getting thee information they want. Finally, the internet 

hass facilitated the use of information by the integration of external information services with each 

otherr and with internal networks of organizations. They can use the same interface to use both 

internall and external sources, and to use various external sources. 

Thesee technological developments have provided many opportunities for publishers and users but 

itt has proven difficult to create a successful business model with these internet technologies. 

Electronicc publishers have proven to be conservative adopters of these new technologies. In our 

researchh we therefore focus on the more traditional electronic information services, because they 

representt by far the largest part of publisher's revenues, but we will take into account some of the 

newerr functionalities of these services as they are provided and used within the organizations we 

havee studied. We will also investigate whether providers of electronic information services perceive 

thesee developments as opportunities for stimulating the use of electronic information services within 

processess of environmental scanning. 
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A A 

Shootin gg on a movin g targe t 
AA meta-analysis of existing research 

Wee have described the processes of environmental scanning and the technological developments 

thatt allow electronic information services to support this process of environmental scanning. In this 

chapterr we investigate which factors, according to existing research, can affect the actual use of 

publiclyy available electronic information services for environmental scanning, and thus investigate if 

presentt research can point towards new directions to answer the question whether electronic 

informationn services are suited for environmental scanning. 

Thesee questions are answered by systematically reviewing existing research in a so-called meta

analysis.. The meta analysis is used to help determining the most interesting research areas and 

cann thus be considered a prelude to our empirical research. In this chapter, we will describe what a 

meta-analysiss is, why we have conducted one, how it is conducted and with what results. 

4.1 .. What is a meta-analysis ? 

Itt is hard to imagine a research project without any kind of literature review of existing research: "for 

sciencee to be cumulative, an intermediate step between past and future research is necessary: a 

synthesiss of existing evidence" {Light & Pillemer, 1984). For knowledge to be cumulative, one 

needss to "stand on the shoulders of giants" as van den Hooff (1997) has eloquently described it. 

Thee principle of literature reviews in general and meta-analysis in particular is to build "on 

knowledgee which was gathered by other researchers and theorists in the same field, to be able to 

standd on their shoulders and look just a little further." (p. 61). 

However,, many of the literature reviews are characterized by its subjectivity, inefficiency and 

unsystematicc practices (Light & Pillemer, 1984). Few formal rules exist as to where to look, what to 

lookk for, what to include and exclude from available studies and how to analyze and extract the 

dataa in the studies in order to be able to draw meaningful conclusions. A meta-analysis can 

overcomee these traditional shortcomings of literature reviews by combining structured guidelines of 

literaturee search with systematic methods of content analysis. The literature search is guided by a 

precisee and goal-oriented research question and is specifically focused on the extraction of relevant 

variabless and relationships between variables. Furthermore, special attention is given (especially 

comparedd with traditional literature review) to how the analyzed articles have gathered, interpreted 

andd analyzed their data. 
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AA meta-analysis is thus a more or less objective, systematic and verifiable way to do a literature 

review.. The result is a thorough overview of which relationships between variables have been 

researchedd and tested. One can easily see where the blind spots are in research efforts so far. 

Moreover,, this kind of literature analysis can lead to new insights, because the systematic 

combiningg of different results of different studies can lead to new relationships between variables 

nott mentioned in individual studies (Bouwman & Neijens, 1991). A meta-analysis, however, offers a 

stripped-downn perspective on theories: theories are reduced to variables and relationships between 

variables.. It is hard to integrate sophisticated theoretical constructs into the meta-analysis. To 

enrichh these data an integration with more elaborative conceptual models is necessary. Therefore, 

thee theories as presented in chapter two and three serve as building blocks and starting points for 

ourr analysis here. 

4.2 .. Purpos e o f th e metaanalys i s o n th e us e o f electroni c informatio n service s 

Lightt &. Pillemer (1984) highlight several issues that serve as guidelines for the literature search: 

1)) What specific question is the review trying to answer? 

2)) I s the review exploratory or built around specific, testable hypotheses? 

3)) Which studies should be included? 

Inn this chapter an exploratory analysis of research and theory building is presented on the use of 

electronicc information services, guided by the following research question: 

whichwhich (relationships between) variables are considered to influence the use of publicly 

availableavailable electronic information services for environmental scanning in recent academic 

literature? literature? 

Nott all the variables found in the examined literature will be included in the surveys and interviews 

withh suppliers (chapter 6) and users (chapters 7). On the contrary, the main purpose of this meta

analysiss is to find the most interesting areas for research, either because contradictory results exist 

betweenn the different studies on specific relationships between variables, or because blind spots 

exists.. This is also why this analysis is mainly exploratory in nature instead of a quantitative analysis 

off testable hypotheses; we are looking for new ways to explore the issue. A purely quantitative 

analysiss would also disregard the fact that within the social sciences there's little consensus on the 

researchh methods being used: both quantitative and qualitative research methods provide 

meaningfull insights in the use of electronic information services. From both types of research 

(relationshipss between) variables can be derived and thus be integrated into one exploratory meta

analysis,, but the (relationships between) variables are hard to add up to an aggregate measure of 

correlation. . 
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Withinn this research project we have chosen to use only published articles (in academic journals or 

proceedingss of academic conferences) and books, in so far as they are directly related to 

environmentall scanning and/or the use of electronic information services. The articles/books are all 

publishedd in the period 1990 -1994. The articles were retrieved from several catalogues (both print, 

cd-romm and on-line)1. In total almost 50 articles were found and included in the study. We finished 

thee meta-analysis in 1994, because the literature review was mainly meant to be a preparatory step 

forr the research design. However, we have conducted two follow-up studies. One focused on a 

specificc part of the research where many conflicting results exist - the accessibility of electronic 

informationn services. In another update, we wanted to see whether the emergence of the internet 

andd the World Wide Web severely changed research interests and results (which it didn't, as we 

willl see later on). 

4.3.. Analysi s of reading s 

Alll the articles were summarized. The summaries were used to extract variables and relationships 

betweenn variables (always in the exact words of the original author). The aggregated list of 

variabless and relationships were further processed during the computer-aided content analysts. 

Thee content analysis is based on the NET-method and performed with the aid of the computer 

applicationn CETA (De Ridder, 1994a, 1994b). Within the NET-method messages are split into 

nuclearr sentences in which a connection is made between two meaning objects. Nuclear 

sentencess consist of: 

•• the source (a code for author and article, for example "au93") 

•• the subject (variable x, the independent variable, for example "proximity of the 

source") ) 

•• the object (variable y, the dependent variable, for example "accessibility") 

•• the connection (the relationship between x and y, for example "is (part of) 

operationalizationn of) 

11 The catalogues used, are: Communication Abstracts, ARIST (Annual Review of Information Science and 
Technology),, On-line catalogue of Dutch academic libraries (NCC), CD-ROM catalogues such as ABI/lnform, 
Econlitt and LISA, and PICA Online Contents. Keywords used in all the electronic catalogues were informaton 
service,, telecommunication service, information technology (always in combination with either use, 
organization,, business or information), environmental scanning, external information, the different examples of 
informationn services such as online, CD-ROM, multimedia, audiotex, videotex and all the Dutch equivalents of 
thesee keywords 
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Thee subject and object are described with exactly the same terms as the ones used by the author 

too avoid as much interpretation as possible and to stick as closely as possible to the original 

sentence.. The connections were either characterized as causal or similarity. 

Causall relationships describe to what degree x (the subject) contributes to y (the object). In CETA, 

itt is difficult to link conditional statements to causal relationships (for example; x influences y only if 

xx has a certain value, or x influences y only if z has a certain value). The solution to this problem is 

too simplify the relationships. For example, if an author would say that electronic information services 

aree used in the intelligence phase of the decision making process only if the decision -maker is an 

experiencedd user of computers, the relationships are simplified: "intelligence phase / is linked to / 

usee of electronic information services" and "computer experience of user / influences / use of 

electronicc information services". This simplifies the model, but does not conflict with our intention to 

exploree the research area and contributes to the answer of our research question. Also, I have 

usedd the term "causal" lightly; if only a correlation is shown the relationship will still be included in 

thee meta-analysis, with the x and y variables corresponding to the conceptual model in chapter two 

(thatt is; use of electronic information services is always a dependent variable, unless explicitly 

statedd otherwise). 

Besidess causal relationships, also similarity relationships were included in the meta-analysis. 

Similarityy relationships describe to what degree object and subject are identical or the object is a 

partt of the subject. The sentence "intelligence / is phase in/ decision making" identifies a similarity 

relationships.. Words as "is equal to", "is part of", "is a characteristic of" all point to similarity 

relationshipss (De Ridder, 1994). 

AA set of nuclear sentences can be represented as a network in which meaning objects are the 

pointss and an arrow represents the connection. The end-result of the meta-analysis should 

thereforee be a model in which related variables are graphically connected. But several steps are 

neededd between the entry of nuclear sentences within a database and the end-result of a network 

off connected variables: 

1)) Differentiation 

2)) Clustering 

3)) Conclusion 

Add 1) Differentiation . 

Thee database consists of three separate sets of relationships each containing a particular kind of 

statements. . 
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•• Empirical research: every statement about a relationship between two relevant 

variabless that has been "derived from systematic and, as far as possible, objective 

observationn and evidence" (McQuail, 1987, p. 4). Thus all empirically tested 

relationships,, both from quantitative and qualitative research, are included. 

•• Theoretical statements. In this database the following statements have been 

included: : 

•• relationships first formulated by others, including empirical ones (thus 

secondaryy sources citing earlier research findings, e.g. "environmental 

uncertaintyy will lead to organization differentiation (see: Lawrence & 

Lorsch,, 1967)"); 

•• relationships formulated as testable hypotheses {but not actually tested), 

e.g."" H22. the use of electronic information services is positively related 

too the quality of decision making"; 

•• Expert suggestions. This database contains especially assumptions underlying 

moree specific statements (e.g. "in general, the higher in the organization, the more 

peoplee will need external information; therefore we will examine the information 

behaviorr of top managers") and preliminary suggestions to explain anomalies of 

existingg research (e.g. 'this hypothesis is not verified, but maybe it's because ....) 

Thee distinction between these databases is not only made to avoid comparing apples with oranges, 

butt also to see if there are any discrepancies between the three databases. For example, which 

statementss are taken for granted (in the database with expert suggestions) but hardly ever tested 

(nott in the database with empirical research)? 

Add 2) Clusterin g of variables . 

Becausee the meaning objects are not entered as a predetermined set of variables under which all 

dataa has to resort - but instead are used as they are phrased in the original article - many different 

meaningg objects describe basically the same variable. Even if these meaning objects are renamed 

intoo one meaning object, the networks of variables will be too complicated, simply because of the 

amountt of relationships involved (in total, over 200 relationships are listed in the database) as can 

bee seen in figure 4.1. 
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Environmentall characteristics 
Strengthh of value chain^ 
Complexity y 
Uncertainty y 

Organizationall cha 
Heterogeneous s 

functionality y 
Sizee \ 

Mediaa characteristics 
Qualityy of irvfts^ource 
Accessibility y 
Functionall related 

technologies s 
Technicallyy related 

technologies s 
Costs s 

Accesss method 
Directt access 

Taskk characteristics 
Decisionn phase 
Centralization n 
Formalization n 
Taskk complexity 
Taskk routine 

Individuall characteilstics 
Age e 
Experience e 

Usee of external 
informationn sources 

Onlinee information service 

Usefulnesss of CBI 

Videotex x 

Audiotex x 

»» Adoption of online 
databases s 

Figuree 4.1. An Indian war of arrows flying in every direction 

Itt is therefore necessary to create broader clusters which are based on the general framework as 

outlinedd in chapter two. We distinguished the following clusters of variables: 

•• the use of electronic information services, also including the terms "databases" 

"sources",, "systems" and "media" when they are used to describe the kind of 

servicess we have labeled "electronic information services", and specific forms of 

electronicc information services; 

•• environmental scanning, including sub-dimensions of it, such as "amount of 

scanning",, "content of scanning", 'lime used for scanning", but also more general 

termss such as "boundary spanning activities", "acquisition of external information", 

"needd for external information" and "external orientation", and specifications of it, 

suchh as 'type of scanning" (e.g. active versus passive) and "access method" (e.g. 

accesss by end-user versus access through intermediaries); 

•• Effects split into quality of information processing (including "better access to 

information",, "less time needed to find information", "recall of information", 

"accuracy",, "comprehensiveness" etc.) and task performance (such as "quality of 

task",, "quality of decision", "productivity' etc.); 

•• Environmental characteristics 

OrganizationalOrganizational characteristics 
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IndividualIndividual characteristics (including task characteristics) 

MediaMedia characteristics 

Add 3) Formulatin g conclusion s 

Thee clustered models of relationships between variables should help us in drawing conclusions 

aboutt the results so far and the implications for our research design, including the operationalizatJon 

off variables and the formulation of hypotheses. 

4.4.. The empirica l result s 

Thee general, clustered model of the empirical database is displayed in figure 4.2. 

Environmental l 
Characteristics s 

Organizational l 
Characteristics s 

Task k 
Characteristics s 

Individual l 
Characteristics s 

Media a 
Characteristics s 

Uncertaintyy (+,+) 
T-Dynamicss (+,+) 
P-Dynamicss (+,+) 
M-Dynamicss (+) 
Strategicc uncertainty ( 
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Figuree 4.2. Empirical relationship 
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Itt is clear that environmental characteristics are among the most researched variables in relation to 

environmentall scanning and the use of electronic information services. There is a clear relationship 

betweenn environmental uncertainty and environmental scanning. But there is a bit more 

ambivalencee in the relationship between uncertainty and the use of electronic information services. 

Forr example, Choo & Auster (1993) and Auster & Choo (1993) in two different studies (one a meta

analysis,, the other a survey among managers of telecommunication companies) argue that media 

characteristicss (such as quality of the source and accessibility of the source) are more important 

thann uncertainty. Also, they argue that electronic information services are not suitable in uncertain 

situations.. The argument is made that in situations of uncertainty, managers tend to use personal 

sourcess (such as colleagues or consultants) instead of impersonal ones (such as electronic 

informationn services. 

Inn all, environmental characteristics have received much attention in recent studies. Almost all 

environmentalenvironmental characteristics are related to (perceived) environmental uncertainty, or specific 

dimensionss of it. Broekmate et al. (1993), for example define three types of dynamic environments: 

productproduct dynamics, technology dynamics and market dynamics. The more dynamic each of these 

areas,, the more small and medium-sized companies (the focus of their study) search information 

onn these areas with the only exception being market dynamics; even if market dynamics are low 

theree is still a moderate to large felt need to search information. Broekmate et al. (1993) also define 

aa new variable - strength of the value chain - which is closely related to the theory of resource 

dependency.. The more long lasting relationships an organization has with its suppliers and/or 

buyers,buyers, the less it will feel the need to use external sources to find information. Instead, these 

organizationss will look inside the value chaii for new information. 

Thee influence of environmental characteristics on environmental scanning and the use of electronic 

informationn services seem more or less in line with theory as presented in chapter 2. This can not 

bee said of organizational characteristics. Their impact on environmental scanning and the use of 

electronicc information services seem rather ambivalent. In the adoption of videotex and commercial 

databasess size doesn't matter, according to Grover et al. (1993). Broekmate et al. (1993), however, 

foundd a moderate relationship between size and the efforts (in terms of time, money and people) 

putt in searching external information. The age of an organization and the amount of financial 

resourcesresources show the same ambivalent or weak relationships. One study found no relationship 

betweenn the strategy of the organization and the amount of environmental scanning (Hambrick, in 

Chooo & Auster, 1993). This is explained by stating that organizations with different strategies might 

possesss the same information but simply act differently on it. An interesting new variable is 

heterogeneousheterogeneous functionality as introduced by Verhoeven (1994). General practitioners who work in 

moree diversified practices tend to use external information sources less, compared to their 

colleaguess who are on their own, because the former can rely on their direct colleagues to give 

themm information. Finally, Grover et al. (1993) found a positive relationship between the 

centralizationcentralization of the implementation of electronic information services (and other telecommunication 

technologies)) and the adoption of it. Important to note is also that the use of electronic information 
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servicess is only related to individual effects (e.g. the quality of individual information processing and 

taskk performance), rather than effects on organizational design or organizational performance. 

Mediaa characteristics are by far the most researched factor within the literature studied. The biggest 

controversyy in the research on the use of electronic information service concerns the question 

whetherr quality of information source or accessibility of the information source is the most important 

determiningg factor for use of electronic information services. Verhoeven (1994) - in his study on the 

usee of information sources by general practitioners - found that accessibility was more important 

thann quality, and online information services were not considered very accessible. Kraemer et al. 

(1993)) do not differentiate between the two variables in terms of impact on the use of information 

sources.. Auster & Choo (1993) showed that accessibility is less important than quality. To explain 

thiss empirical result (which conflicts with earlier research) they suggest (but not test) that quality is 

especiallyy important when the organizational environment is more turbulent. When environmental 

scanningg really matters (because of perceived uncertainty), quality of the source is more important 

thann accessibility. This is the only study in which the dominance of either one is suggested to be 

relatedd to contextual factors such as the organizational environment or particular tasks (no studies 

weree found in which this was actually tested). Part of accessibility may be comparability. A general 

presumptionn of innovation studies, states that the more an innovation resembles old practices, the 

moree adoption of the innovation will be likely (van den Hooff, 1997). LaRose & Atkin (1992) show 

thee use of electronic information services is strongly related to the use of functionally related 

technologiess (especially other information sources) and technically related technologies (especially 

telephone-basedd services). 

Anotherr important dispute concerning the accessibility of information sources concerns the role of 

intermediaries.. Information services are sometimes directly used by end-users (the ones who 

actuallyy use the information) or used by intermediary users such as librarians or members from a 

supportt staff who search these services for other people who do not have the time or the skills to 

usee these services. DeRiemer (1992) considers access through a librarian as a barrier and found 

negativee relationships with frequency of use of an online information service. Hart & Rice (1991) 

showw - in a qualitative (48 interviews) and quantiative study (N=81) in four organizations - that this 

findingg is dependent on the type of database. Source databases are often directly used while 

referencereference databases are indirectly used. Hart & Rice also have verified their hypothesis that people 

withh equivocal tasks tend to directly access databases themselves while people with routine tasks 

doo this indirectly through librarians. Direct access is not necessarily positively related to improved 

tasktask performance. It saves time to find information but it doesn't directly improve effectiveness of 

work.. Kraemer et al. (1993) have shown that public managers (N=260) who are indirect users of 

computer-basedd information (among which information from external databases) value this 

informationn as more useful - that is, helpful in enhancing their work performance - than direct users. 

Butt the use of electronic information service does lead to the reduction of intermediary nodes (less 

indirectt access) and to a more active search strategy. 
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Besidess the dispute between direct access and intermediary access, hardly any link has been 

empiricallyy established between environmental scanning and the use of electronic information 

services.. Both phenomena have been studied from very different and mutually excluding 

perspectives.. A focus on electronic information services within the broader context of organizational 

andd environmental characteristics was hardly found. 

4.5.. Theoretica l result s 

Naturally,, the theoretical model which has resulted from our meta-analysis looks more complicated 

thann the empirical model and resembles - even in its aggregated format - more the Indian war with 

arrowss shooting in all directions (see figure 4.3.). 

Organizational l 
Performance e 

Qualityy of info 
Processing g 

Task k 
Performance e 

Accessibilityy (4 
Availabilityy (+ 
Userr friendliness (4 
Costss (-) 
Trainingg (+) 
Mediaa richness (+) 
Mediaa Symboiism (+) 

Legend: : 
++ = positive e 
-- = negative 
?? = unknown 
Thee thicker the arrow, 
thee more relationships 
found.. Each symbol 
representss a relationship 

Figuree 4.3 Theoretical relationships 

Thee effects of media-use on an organizational level have come on the theoretical agenda. 

Especiallyy Huber (1990) hypothesized various effects of the use of electronic information services 

whichh both relate to individual task performance as well as organizational changes, such as a 

reductionn of hierarchical level, a diversification of decision units, a more uniform distribution of 

decision-makingg (centralized organizations will decentralize and vice versa), and a reduction of 
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intermediatee nodes (which will lead to less distortion of information but also to information overload 

forr the decision-making unit). Hart & Rice (1991) also argue that indirect access - or, in other words, 

thee use of intermediate nodes - will reduce the chance for information overload. Other theoretical 

organizationall effects are improved organizational intelligence, competitive response, 

organizationall effectiveness, competitive advantage and participation/motivation of employees. 

Perroww (1986) also emphasizes the downsides of using electronic information services. He argues 

thatt too much of the good thing can be harmful as well. Th e higher the amount of sources the less 

chancee on consensus which slows the speed of decision making. Furthermore, the improvement of 

accesss to information can improve organizational intelligence but can also be irreconcilable with the 

boundedd rationality of people (and can thus lead to information overload). 

Anotherr striking difference with the empirical model is the direct relationship between environmental 

characteristicss and organizational change as an explicitly articulated alternative for environmental 

scanning.. Perrow (1986) offers an alternative to deal with interdependencies, namely isomorphism 

(conformingg to the dominant values of others). Daft (1992) also offers organizational alternatives for 

environmentall scanning in situations of environmental uncertainty: besides isomorphic behavior, 

thee organization will probably differentiate, will become less formal and will become more organic. 

Also,, in order to decrease the degree of resource dependency, several alternatives are mentioned 

suchh as lobbying with government, the change of environmental domain, involvement in trade 

associationss and coalition-building with others. 

Finally,, compared to the empirical model more attention is given to the interrelationship between 

certainn variables. For example, the connection between task characteristics and media 

characteristicss refers to the importance of accessibility. When decision-making is in its intelligence 

phasee accessibility of a particular medium is an important feature. Saunders & Jones (1990) show 

aa nice catch-22 in relating different stages of decision-making to the use of information sources. 

Mediaa allowing patterned, passive viewing will tend to be used in the early stages of problem 

recognition.. Also, these sources will have to be more accessible than sources later in the decision

makingg process, because the decision-maker is not yet willing to put too much effort in searching, 

sincee one does not know the relevance of the outcome yet. Moving along in the decision-making 

processs to design and choice, internal sources will be used more frequently compared to external 

sources.. One can wonder where electronic information services fit in. Based on content they are 

moree suitable for problem recognition, but they are often not considered very accessible and they 

oftenn do not allow for passive viewing. Especially Zerbinos (1990) argues that videotex because of 

itss hierarchical structure encourages active, purposeful seeking of information (instead of passive 

viewing).. Equally conflicting demands arise from the hierarchical level of individuals. The higher in 

thee organization, the more one needs external information, but this does not automatically lead to a 

moree active scanning of the environment. Because the higher in the organization, the more 

managerss have the authority to delegate information-search activities to subordinates (Kraemer et 

al.. 1993). 
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Neww variables are mentioned concerning the accessibility of electronic information services. 

Trainingg of users and user friendliness of interfaces can increase the use of electronic information 

services,, the proximity of a terminal (the purely physical accessibility) influences the use of 

electronicc information services. Finally the individual knowledge of the system (how the system 

works)) and the domain (understanding the content of the system) influences environmental 

scanningg and the use of electronic information services (Kiestra, 1994). 

4.6.. Exper t suggestion s 

Thee literature for practitioners and business professionals on the use of electronic information 

servicess hardly relates the use of electronic information services to organizational and individual 

characteristicss and not at all to environmental characteristics (see figure 4.4.). 
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Figuree 4.4. Expert suggestions 

Onlyy the relationship between media characteristics and the use of electronic information services 

iss very explicit. Within the literature used in this section, many authors discuss the supply side of 

electronicc information services (such as Boskamp & Bouwman, 1991; CEC, 1993; Boumans, 1993, 

Bouwman,, 1993, Rosenbrand, 1988) or are rooted in the discipline of library and information 

sciencee (such as Groeneveld, 1994; Hoonhout et al, 1994; Kiestra, 1994; Sieverts et al, 1994; 
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Taylor,, 1986). This naturally puts emphasis on media characteristics. Again, accessibility and 

qualityy are the dominant variables, with related variables such as computer literacy, ease of use, 

costs,, complexity of source and diversity of source. 

Thee main contribution of the expert suggestions mode! concerns the relationship between 

environmentall scanning and the use of electronic information services. Again, this is probably 

causedd by the dominance of the library and documentation community in the literature used. For 

example,, the structure of the scanning unit (often the business library) is considered as an 

importantt variable influencing the use of electronic information services (Sieverts et al., 1994) as is 

typee of scanning (active or passive) and direct access. The relationship between environmental 

scanningg and quality of information processing refers to access by end-users. The more end-users 

directlyy access electronic information services, the less efficient the search is supposed to be 

(Groeneveld,, 1994), although the author goes on to say that this will probabl y be less so in the near 

future.. Finally costs has conflicting relationships with the use of electronic information services. 

Naturally,, the higher the costs the less willing people are to use these services, but the more one 

willl access it directly to make sure the user gets exactly what he or she wants. 

4/7.. Accessibility : A follow-u p 

Accessibilityy has proven to be one of the most dominant research themes (with contradictory 

results)) in this meta-analysis on the use of electronic information services. Especially the dispute 

whetherr quality or accessibility of information source is the most important factor and the conflicting 

resultss about the consequences of direct or intermediary access have received attention of 

academicss in this field. In another study (Bouwman, Nouwens, Slootman & Baaijens, 1996) we 

investigatedd the accessibility of electronic government information by conducting a meta analysis. 

Thee meta-analysis was specifically focused on government information, but some of it is especially 

usefull for our next chapter about electronic publishers, because the meta-analysis specifically links 

thee concept of accessibility to the information chain (the production process by electronic 

publishers). . 

Somee initial remarks have to be made about the literature used. Little additional empirical research 

wass found. Most articles were written in a political context and showed perspectives from specific 

interestt groups, such as commercial publishers, the library community and government officials. 

Bothh commercial publishers and librarians try to defend their position by defending the essential 

rolee they play in improving accessibility of government information. 

Itt doesn't make much sense to construct the same kind of models as in the meta-analysis 

describedd above. First of all, there isn't much empirical research conducted in this area and second, 

thee frequency in which certain relationships occur in the meta-analysis doesn't say much about the 

importancee of the relationship or the evidence concerning a relationship. Because of the political 

contextt in which most articles have been written, the frequency of relationships is more an 
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indicationn of the relative strength or persistence of a particular interest group. But the study does 

givee us more ammunition in the debate on intermediate access or direct access. 

Aboutt intermediaries it is stated that they are more able to deal with complex search structures but 

lesss knowledgeable about the specific lingo of professional users and knowledge domains (such as 

law,, or business) (Ebersole, 1994). Also, intermediate usage does not allow for end users to 

browsee the available information, but do allow for more structured searches (Christian, 1994). 

However,, some intermediate usage may be necessary, because not everybody has direct network 

accesss or is fully aware of the capabilities and limitations of the needed hardware and software 

environment.. Christian argues that casual users and those lacking network access will be served 

throughh intermediaries. In any case, the role of intermediaries will change because the end user is 

increasinglyy becoming the initiator (Boiler & Firestone, 1995). Those that serve these new initiating 

userss by "agenting, filtering, integrating, analyzing, contextualizing, and authenticating information 

aree likely to be the successful new intermediaries in our society" (Boiler & Firestone, 1995). In 

makingg government information accessible not only librarians are mentioned as intermediaries but 

alsoo the press, consultancy firms and/or branch organizations. Librarians and other intermediaries 

aree not only helpful in searching the specific databases but can also help to select the best 

databasess or make people aware of the existence of certain databases. Many stress the role of 

librariess as a safety net for the information have-nots or the unsophisticated customers (OTA, 1993; 

Sprehe,, 1993; Mcclure, 1993; Perritt, 1994, Hernon & McClure, 1993 and the OMB, 1994). The 

informationn industry association embraces the library system for its contribution to a diversity of 

sourcess through which government information can be made accessible (HA, 1995). Some of these 

authorss also stress the importance of user/customer support, through help desks, courses, clear 

manuals,, etc. The advantages of direct versus intermediate access thus seem to depend on the 

specificc wishes and capabilities of end users, although many of the currently existing information 

servicess probably still need professional users (such as librarians) or people who use the service 

frequently),, because of their complexity. 

Itt is important to note that accessibility of an electronic information service is not only dependent 

uponn the experience and skills of its users or the complexity of its search engine. The study for the 

Rathenauu Institute clearly showed the direct links between the organization of the information value 

chainn (as described in chapter three) and the accessibility of an information service (as can be seen 

inn figure 4.5). The accessibility is not only improved by support during use (as is done by 

intermediaries).. Also during other links in the value chain, providers can improve the accessibility of 

thee information service. During distribution it is especially a matter of marketing, making people 

awaree the service is available (Ebersole, 1994; Hernon & McClure, 1988). Equally important is the 

chosenn point of access (BIOS-3, 1995; OTA, 1993), which can be among others at the desktop at 

homee or in the office, at a laptop, at a shared terminal (e.g. a terminal at the business library) or a 

publicc terminal (e.g. the public library). Finally one of the most frequent mentioned actions to 

improvee the accessibility of electronic information services concerns the decentralized development 

off services (as close to the content-owner as possible) followed by a diversified distribution of 
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servicess (Massant, 1994; Jones, 1995; HA, 1995; Christian, 1994). Information should be stored 

media-neutral,, after which it can be distributed via different media and channels. To customize the 

informationn service to the capabilities and wishes of potential users, a diversity of sources should be 

usedd (Sprehe, 1993); some will be only able to use the information on the internet, others want it on 

interactivee teletext, etc. etc. Finally, these diverse sources need to be integrated into one-stop-

shoppingg servers or locations in which different services are bundled and presented to the 

customerr as one service (BIOS-3, 1995; IIA, 1995). Finally, these one-stop-shopping centers 

shouldd have clear search engines or finding aids to help identify which information is available and 

too increase the efficiency of dissemination (OMB, 1995). 

Organizatio n n Financial s s 

Collection / / 
creatio n n 

Packaging / / 
reproductio n n 

Figuree 4.5. Actionable variables within the information value chain 

Inn order for providers to be able to integrate their individually developed information services into a 

one-stop-shoppingg center, they do not only need to create standardized interfaces and inter-

organizationall agreements at the distribution phase of the value chain. They already need to make 

adjustmentss during the collection and processing phases of the information value chain. Editorial 

adjustmentss have to be made in order to enable users to manipulate the data. The structure of the 

databasee has to be synchronized with the search strategies of the users. In order for the search 

enginess to be truly helpful, it is important that different databases within these engines describe 

theirr data in the same way. During the collection and creation of information databases, providers 

especiallyy have to synchronize their goals with those of the public. Often databases are initially 

createdd for internal use only, and after a while they are made available to the public. This often will 

havee to lead to major adjustments in the content and structures of the database because of the 

differentt skills and information needs these public users have (Jones, 1995; BIOS-3,1995). 
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Finally,, during all phases of the information chain, providers need to deal with costs and price 

structuree (among others Ebersole, 1994; Hernon, 1989; Guthrie & Dutton, 1992; Sprehe, 1993), 

technicall and organizational standardization and cooperation (among others OTA, 1993; HA, 1995; 

OMB,, 1994; Reekie, 1995), and especially user participation and involvement in the development 

off the information service (McClure, Bishop & Doty, 1989; Guthrie & Dutton, 1992; Massant, 1994; 

OTA,, 1993). User participation does not only involve end users but also intermediate users (like the 

libraryy community) and other publishers who wish to manipulate existing information and add value 

too it for its particular customer base (HA, 1995). Sprehe (1993) postulates an interesting thesis by 

statingg that the degree of potential user participation depends on the development phase of the 

informationn service itself. If the information has only recently been available to the public, the users 

doo not know the possibilities yet and can hardly articulate their recommendations. 

Inn all, the meta-analysis shows that accessibility is not only influenced by the network or computer 

literacyy of end users, but also by barriers existing at or created by electronic publishers. A summary 

off variables which can be influenced by electronic publishers is presented in table 4.1. 

Organizationa ll  condition s 
fo rr  accessibilit y 

Budget t 
Outsourcingg (added value, public/private partnerships) 
Interestss of stakeholders 
Rolee of intermediaries 
Userr participation in organization of the value chain 
Userr perceptions 

Actionabl ee variable s for Entire information chain: 
improvingimproving  accessibilit y • Financial aspects 

•• Organizational aspects (development, 
managementt and commercial use of databases) 

•• Technological aspects 
Collection: : 

•• Organizational aspects 
Packaging: : 

•• Technological aspects 
Distribution: : 

•• Marketing 
•• Technological aspects 

Servicingg of use: 
•• Promotional activities 
•• (Intermediary) support of use 

Tablee 4.1. A summary of relevant variables which are actionable for electronic publishers 

4.8 .. A n Epilogu e 

Itt is hard to shoot at a moving target. A major disadvantage of the meta-analysis we have 

conductedd is that it can only be a snapshot of the current state of affairs in academic research and 

theory-buildingg on the use of electronic information services. Since we have finished the first meta

analysis,, the internet (and in our study, especially the World Wide Web) has become one of the 

dominantt information services. Much has changed in the internal networks of organizations with 

Intranetss as potential vehicles to integrate external information services within internal 
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infrastructuress and software. Much has changed in the ways electronic information services are 

usedd (they seem no longer to be the exclusive domain of experienced computer users) and how 

theyy look (more multimedia, more hypertext, more graphical user interfaces). The main purpose of 

ourr first two meta-analyses was to prepare ourselves for the empirical research of suppliers and 

userss of electronic information services and to explore in which areas this research can contribute 

most. . 

Too check if new insights have occurred since the end of 1994, a new meta-analysis has been 

conductedd by students in their final year of communication studies (University of Amsterdam), with 

aa major in studies on organizational communication and the use of information- and communication 

technology.. They were asked to select 10 journal articles which described an empirical research on 

factorss influencing (the effects of) the use of electronic information and communication services. 

Studentss could focus on electronic information services (such as WWW, cd-roms, online 

databases),, or electronic communication services (such as E-mail, IRC, bulletin boards, etc.) or a 

combinationn of both in closed-user groups (such as Intranet, Lotus Notes, Groupware, Executive 

Informationn Systems, etc.). They had to select articles in the Dutch or English language, published 

afterr 1994, and describing an empirical research. Twenty-two students came up with 167 different 

articless of which 29 were actual empirical articles about the use of electronic information services. 

Naturally,, these 29 do not give a comprehensive overview of the empirical research being done 

recently,, but they do give insight in what has changed since our first meta-analysis on the use of 

electronicc information services. We will discuss some of the new concepts and variables introduced 

inn the remaining part of this chapter 

Thee most important conclusion based on a quick scan of these 29 articles B that not too much has 

changed.. Still most articles focus on the rather de-contextualized human-computer interaction. The 

mainn independent variables are individual characteristics such as computer skills, age, gender, etc. 

andd the main dependent variables focus on user satisfaction or system evaluation. This is the case 

inn studies of Gluck (1996), Nahl & Tenopir (1996), Bergeron et al. (1995) and Covi & Kling (1996) -

althoughh the last two also incorporate respectively workgroup influence and organizational 

structure,, Dimartino & Zoe (1996) who put special emphasis on the influence of computer skills and 

trainingg as do Torkzadeh & Dwyer (1994) and Wu & Zhao (1994). The role of gender is researched 

byy Mundorf, Westin & Dholakia (1993) and several authors study the role of computer anxiety (such 

ass Anderson, 1996; Igbaria, Schiffman & Wieckowski, 1994). These two variables are probably 

becomingg more dominant because of the boom of internet and the emergence of more and more 

end-userss (and thus inexperienced users). 

Hardlyy any empirical article found by the students discusses the role of organizational or 

environmentall characteristics and again in the consequences of use, most articles focus on user 

satisfactionn or at best improvements in individual task performance. No article was found that 

investigatedd the consequences for organizational performance and the interaction between 

organizationss and their environments. 
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Probablyy also related to the rise of internet is the increased attention in interface design and the 

consequencess multimedia interfaces have on user performances and user satisfaction. Dimitroff et 

al.. (1995) compare different kind of hypertext database in their consequences of system evaluation. 

Hertzumm & Frokjaer (1996) do the same for different retrieval modes (browsing, boolean, Venn 

diagrams,, or a combination of all). Manglano Bosch & Hancock-Beaulieu (1995) study Graphical 

Userr Interfaces; McJnar & Kletke (1996) study the influence of voice interface on system evaluation 

andd finally Mundorf, Westin & Dholakia (1993) study the use of colour, graphics and music. 

Thee students only found one empirical article specifically researching the internet as an information 

servicee (that is, WWW or Gopher) in a professional setting. Kelly & Nicholas (1996) study the use of 

internett by information professionals in the banking and finance sector in which they focus on the 

advantagess and disadvantages of internet as an information source (especially quality and 

accessibility)) and the advantages and disadvantages on how manageable internet is. They argue 

thatt internet has many retrieval difficulties in which browsing/surfing fastly becomes ploughing, that 

theree is free information for organizational intelligence but there are very few authoritative sources 

(whichh makes the information potentially unreliable). In terms of management, internet does seem 

too ask too much time and poses a security threat, but it is cheap and it raises the profile of the 

library/informationn center; internet has put electronic information services on the agenda. 

Inn the ongoing debate concerning quality and accessibility, new perspectives have been added; 

perceivedd usefulness - the extent to which a user thinks an information service will benefit him or 

herr and perceived ease of use - is introduced as an alternative to "quality" (Klobas, 1995; Chau, 

1996).. Klobas compares different models with slightly different interpretations of both quality and 

accessibility,, in which she interprets perceived usefulness as comparable to quality but put in 

context.. In other words, the concept of quality of an information source has been often 

operationalizedd as a more or less objective characteristic of the source. Perceived usefulness 

concernss the perceived quality of a source but relates it directly to the degree the sources benefit 

workk performance. Klobas empirically shows that when quality is operationalized as perceived 

usefulnesss it turns out to be a stronger predictor than perceived ease of use or accessibility. She, 

however,, also shows an even stronger model exists; the theory of planned behavior. This model 

statess that the intention to use depends on the attitudes to outcomes (what will be the result of use 

accordingg to the potential user?), social pressure (the influence of other people) and perceived 

behaviorall control (the extent to which a person believes he or she has control over performance of 

thee behavior). In her LISREL analysis this last model explained the most variance in use. The 

studentss also found two studies which did not only look at perceived usefulness but also at 

perceivedd fun or enjoyment (Igabaria, Ivari & Maragahh, 1995; Igbaria, Schiffman & Wieckowski, 

1994). . 

Inn the debate concerning direct access by end-users or intermediate access by librarians, new 

insightss are given by Edwards & Browne (1995) in which they compare the expectations of users 

andd librarians about the quality of information services in an academic setting. It turns out that 
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academicss (as end users) and librarians have similar expectations but there are differences in the 

emphasiss each group places on aspects of services. Librarians seem to underestimate the 

importancee to academics of the responsiveness of a service and the use of electronic services in 

generall and seem to overestimate the characteristics of the staff who provide services. In other 

words,, librarians seem to underestimate the wishes and expectations academics have in using 

electronicc information services themselves and seem to overestimate their role in doing so. 

Academicss are probably in many respects a-typical users and it is the question whether these 

resultss can be generalized to other professionals, but the article does add arguments to the 

statementt that librarians tend to overestimate the advantages of intermediate access. 

4.9.. Conclusio n 

BucklingBuckling investigators think that the purpose of a literature review is to determine the 

answersanswers about what is known on a topic; in contrast, experienced investigators review 

previousprevious research to develop sharper and more insightful questions about the topic. (Yin, 

1989,1989, p. 20) 

Too follow the wise words of an experienced investigator, the purpose of the meta-analyses 

describedd in this chapter, was not only to see what is known, but also to discover some of the blind 

spotss in present research open to investigate, and to check which questions should be asked to 

supplierss and users of electronic information services (or, which variables should be included in the 

researchh design). Not all the variables mentioned in the preceding 20 pages will be included in the 

remainingg part of this dissertation. The models displayed are mere representations of what is 

alreadyy known on the use of electronic information services. It is now our task to develop 

meaningfull questions by finding missing links or contradictions in the existing literature. 

Thee empirical research has given most attention to media characteristics and environmental 

characteristics.. Within media characteristics, the focus has been on the relative importance of either 

accessibilityy or quality and on the role information intermediaries can play. The relationships with 

organizationall characteristics are ambivalent. In the theoretical and professional readings, 

accessibilityy is again a major topic. But, the organizational context is put on the agenda. The update 

epiloguee tends to the conclusion that this has not changed with the emergence of the internet in the 

businesss arena. 

Concerningg the blind spots in existing research, we conclude there are ambivalent results on the 

importancee of environmental uncertainty: there is a clear relationship between environmental 

uncertaintyy and environmental scanning, but a much less clear relationship between uncertainty 

andd the use of electronic information services. It seems these services are not suited for uncertain 

situations,, because they are not accessible enough for managers and small- and medium sized 

corporationss (who experience higher degrees of uncertainty) and they only allow for very 
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systematicc searching (knowing what you want to know), which is very difficult in situations of high 

uncertaintyy and early phases of decision making (like the intelligence phase). 

Anotherr very controversial topic has been the advantages and disadvantages of intermediate 

usage;; some believe it is a necessity because of the inaccessibility of the services - you need to be 

aa skilled user to be able to efficiently and effectively search these databases - others believe you 

endd up with an unnecessary gatekeeper who doesn't know enough about the business and who is 

limitedd in his or her scanning forms (limited to systematic searching (knowing what you want). 

AA remarkable blind spot has been the organizational context: hardly any attention is given to 

organizationall effects and ambivalent results exist about the relationship between organizational 

characteristicss (such as size) and the use of electronic information services. Whenever authors 

discusss the use of electronic information services, they seem to be focused more on the way 

individualss interact with these machines and the difficulties they encounter. Media characteristics 

andd individual characteristics are dominant. Most of the time, the research subjects were often 

experiencedd users and intermediaries such as librarians and their perceptions of the specific 

servicess are dominant in the literature. Also, most of the articles that discuss electronic information 

servicess are written from the perspective of supply and thus focus on those aspects that can be 

influencedd by the supplier such as ease of use or accessibility, quality and costs. This doesn't seem 

too have changed over the last few years, judging from the results of our update analysis. 

Onn the other hand, the studies on environmental scanning and external information need, focus on 

thee value of environmental scanning and less on the effort it takes. These studies seem to 

concentratee on environmental characteristics and some organizational characteristics that influence 

perceptionss of environments and there is general consensus that "to study environmental scanning, 

thee perspective of the organizational environment as a source of uncertainty seems the most 

appropriate"" (Choo & Auster, 1993). But these studies hardly connect the scanning process to the 

usee of electronic information services. Some investigate all possible sources and then conclude 

thatt personal ones are favorable, others simply stop at the assessment of information needs. 

Inn chapter six we will use the results of the meta-analysis and the general conclusions from chapter 

33 (on electronic information services) to investigate how suppliers think they can bridge the gap 

betweenn suppliers and users. In chapter seven we will focus entirely on the users of electronic 

informationn services, from an organizational perspective. It is in these areas, an unexplored field is 

stilll wide open for us. But first we will discuss how we will research this open area. 
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Thee Makin g of.. . 
Researchh design on providers and users 

Inn theory, electronic information services can play an important role in the process of environmental 

scanning,, depending on characteristics of the organization, the organizational environment and the 

interactionn between the two. With Internet as a catalyst, electronic information services are 

developingg towards a better fit with environmental scanning, because of the integration of services, 

ann integration of information flows and an integration of internal and external networks of 

informationn sources. This should result in accessible interactivity throughout the entire information 

valuee chain. The meta-analysis showed that existing research focuses on how the use of electronic 

informationn services can be explained by characteristics of the employed technologies and the 

individuall users, with hardly any attention given to the organizational context. 

Too take into account the organizational context of both suppliers and users, we will study how both 

supplierss and users are dealing with the roles electronic information services can play in creating 

organizationall intelligence. This chapter will present our empirical research design among suppliers 

andd users. We will present how we have conducted case studies in organizations and industries to 

specificallyy address the organizational context of use. We have used both qualitative and 

quantitativee methods of data collection and analysis. But first, we will introduce our survey among 

Dutchh electronic publishers in which we studied how they try to stimulate the use of their products 

andd services (and thus which factors they perceive as important in influencing the use of electronic 

informationn services). 

5 . 1 .. Studyin g provider s o f electroni c informatio n service s 

Thee use of electronic information services is not only determined by organizational demand but also 

byy (market) supply. Both technological features and editorial content can determine whether people 

wantt to use these electronic information services and/or whether they are able to do so. The 

conductt (behavior) of the providers is an important factor explaining why some people and some 

organizationss consider these services worth the effort and others don't. As we have seen in chapter 

three,, this conduct takes place throughout the entire information value chain. Analysis of this value 

chainn and the supply it generates is therefore necessary. 
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Thee main question to be answered by the interviews with electronic publishers is: 

WhatWhat are, according to providers of electronic information services, the main determinants 

ofof the use of their products and services and how can factors in the different stages of the 

informationinformation value chain affect usage? 

Thee main purpose of the interviews is to get an insight in how the organization of the information 

valuee chain can influence the use of electronic information services. Who are, according to the 

providers,, the (potential) users of their services? What potential values and barriers of media use 

aree important for these users, again according to providers? And finally, how are these ideas about 

userss and usage incorporated in the design, development and support of electronic information 

services?? Which instruments are useful in stimulating usage of these services in organizations? 

Inn order for providers of electronic information services to be included in this research project, they 

havee to apply to the following criteria: 

•• The computer-based databases they provide are publicly available - that is, 

everyonee should be able to establish their eligibility through subscriptions, 

membershipp or other stated qualifications; 

•• The organizations, for which these databases are meant - the (potential) users, 

havee no direct influence on the content of information, but these users are able to 

choosee their content when they want to; the electronic information services have 

too be consultation services; 

•• The contents of the information services concern one of the eleven environmental 

segmentss as outlined by Daft (1992); 

•• The services are directly targeted to the Dutch market; thus only Dutch providers 

orr Dutch representatives/affiliates of international providers are included. 

Bothh commercial publishers and several government agencies, which publish electronic information 

servicess for professional markets, participated in this research project. We interviewed 15 

representativess of commercial publishing companies and 12 representatives of government 

informationn providers. 

Thee interviews were held with managers who perform a liaison function between the internal 

organizationn (and thus know about the internal processes in the value chain), and external 

customers.. Since all of the respondents can be considered knowledgeable about the topics 

discussed,, and skilled to express this knowledge, non-standardized treatment is the most 

appropriatee strategy (Leyenaar & Niemöller, 1988). The questions are open-ended, because we do 

nott want to impose our framework on the respondents; we want to get a definition of the situation, 
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ass they perceive it. The interviews were conducted in order to benefit as fully as possible from the 

strengthss of qualitative data, such as ; 

•• a focus on naturally occurring, ordinary events in natural settings; 

•• local groundedness: a close proximity to a specific situation; 

•• thick descriptions of the context; 

•• locating the meanings people place on events, processes and structures; their 

perceptions,, assumptions, prejudgments and presuppositions (Miles & 

Huberman,, 1994). 

Thee topics in the interviews are based on the theoretical frameworks (from chapter two and three) 

andd the meta analyses (of chapter four), including: 

•• Introduction of respondent and organization; 

•• Description of services and products; 

•• Description of the electronic information market, as they perceive it; 

competitiveness,, corporate examples (successes/failures), trends in the supply-

sidee of the market; 

•• Description of users/customers of their services, in terms of needs (including 

reasonss why the organization has chosen for these market segments); 

•• Description of usage; perceived barriers of usage and how the provider has tried 

too lower these barriers 

•• Ideas about how amount of users and the usage of services can be encouraged; 

inn terms of organizational development at the user's side, market developments, 

technologicall developments, improvements in own organization and information 

valuee chain. 

Severall tools as suggested by Miles & Huberman (1994), are used in the analysis of the interviews, 

suchh as contact summary sheets and qualitative data matrices. The results of the analysis of 

interviewss among product/ marketing managers of electronic publishers are presented in chapter 6. 

Thesee results were the final prelude to the case studies in organizations at which electronic 

informationn services are actually used. 
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5.2.. Case studie s of the use of electroni c informatio n service s 

Ourr research among (non-)users of electronic information services is guided by the general 

researchh question: 

WhichWhich factors determine whether or not electronic information services are used for 

environmentalenvironmental scanning in organizations? 

Inn other words, why do some people in some organizations use electronic information services in 

theirr environmental scanning and other people in the same organizations, or other organizations do 

no?? The individual use of electronic information services is put into an organizational context and 

organizationall use within an environmental context. This means that various levels of analysis are 

takenn into account. 

Att the environmental level of analysis, we are interested in environmental uncertainty (as perceived 

byy members of an organization), and possible explanations of this uncertainty. At the organizational 

levell of analysis, we focus on organizational structures and business processes. Age and size (and 

thuss lifecydes) of the organization, the distribution of decision -making, the strategic position of the 

organization,, the way boundary spanners are positioned in the organizations (structural position of 

gatekeepers,, and the value-adding processes they are dealing with) are all part of our general 

conceptuall model. Furthermore, we look at management practices concerning information and 

communicationn technology; the choice of technologies and the ways they are made accessible. 

Naturally,, some individual characteristics are necessary to complete the conceptual framework. We 

lookk at task characteristics - especially external interdependence, functional specialization, 

hierarchicall position, job experience and environmental scanning behavior, demographics (such as 

age,, gender and education), and network literacy, including experience with services and 

perceptionss of accessibility. 

Inn order to examine the validity of our conceptual framework, it is necessary to examine the use of 

electronicc information services in real-life situations. The importance of context - at different levels 

off analysis - and the consequential broadness of our conceptual framework require the use of 

variouss methods for gathering and analyzing data in a more or less integrated fashion. A case 

studyy design seems to be the most appropriate strategy. 

Yinn (1989, p. 13) stresses context and the use of various methods as the two major characteristics 

off a case study. 

AA case study is an empirical inquiry that 

 Investigates a contemporary phenomenon within its real-life context, especially 

when n 
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•• the boundaries between phenomenon and context are not clearly evident, and in 

which h 

•• multiple sources of evidence are used. 

Yinn (1994) argues that both surveys and case studies are appropriate when there is no control over 

behaviorall events (otherwise, experiments can be a more fruitful alternative research strategy) and 

whenn the research topic focuses on contemporary events. Both conditions apply in our study on the 

usee of electronic information services. The goal of a survey is mostly static -descriptive; an overview 

off the degree in which certain opinions, attitudes, motives and behaviors exist within a population, 

andd how these interrelate with various characteristics of the population. (Hendriks Vettenen & 

Nelissen,, 1995). Surveys are thus more suited for descriptive questions as "who", "what", "where" 

andd "when", and less for the explanatory questions as "how" and "why" (see also Yin, 1994). This is 

especiallyy the case when contextual variables are considered important answers to the how and 

whyy questions. Surveys can deal with phenomenon in context but their ability to do so is "extremely 

limited"" (Yin, 1989, p. 18). A case study is especially suited for complex phenomena or broad 

onceptuall frameworks. Surveys concentrate on a relatively large set of units of analysis and (just as 

experiments)) on a limited amount of variables or characteristics (because of the limitations that 

existt in the possible length of questionnaires). Case studies, on the other hand, focus on a limited 

sett of units of analysis but study a large amount of variables in relation to each other (Peters, 1995). 

Casee studies can combine the best of both quantitative and qualitative research methods; allowing 

too investigate the organizational context more broadly than possible with surveys, and on the other 

handd more guided by theory than is the case in most qualitative research. 

Inn other words, case studies require different methods to gather and analyze the data (especially if 

aa case involves different units of analysis), and they require strong theoretical propositions to guide 

thee data gathering and analysis. "In this sense, the case study can be seen as the most structured 

formm of qualitative research, especially in comparison with the qualitative survey, the ethnographic 

researchh en the qualitative content analysis" (Peters, 1995). 

Embedde dd multipl e cas e desig n 

Theree are two major design decisions in doing case studies. First, one has to decide whether only 

onee case study will be conducted (as a critical case) or whether more cases will be studied - in a 

multiplee case design. Second, one has to decide on the level of analysis. We have chosen for a 

multiplee case study design with also multiple levels of analysis and we will discuss both choices in 

thiss paragraph. 

AA single case study is subject to several potential biases, such as misjudging the 

representativenesss of a single event and exaggerating the relevance of specific data (Leonard-

Barton,, 1990). "Multiple cases augment external validity and help guard against observer biases" 

(Leonard-Barton,, 1990). The aim of studying multiple cases is to increase generalizability, in which 
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ann individual's case's uniqueness must be reconciled with the need for a more general 

understandingg of generic processes across cases (Miles & Huberman, 1994). In a multiple case 

designn every case serves a "specific purpose with the overall scope of inquiry, for which one has to 

followw a replication logic: each case must be carefully selected so that it either 

1)) predicts similar results (literal replication), or 

2)) produces contrary results for predictable reasons (a theoretical replication)." (Yin, 

1989,, p. 53). 

Wee have chosen the multiple case design in order to be able to inve stigate how different conditions 

(onn the basis of which cases are selected) influence different outcomes. 

Furthermore,, to be able to compare cases they have to be studied in similar matters; it is important 

thatt the same variables are used within the different case studies, using similar methods of data 

collectionn and analysis, although compromises have to be made. All cases are different, and in 

everyy case the research design is altered somewhat to either adjust to specific circumstances or to 

specificc goals. Organizations only provide researchers with access to their employees when they 

havee a say in the design, process and outcomes of the research project. "Fieldwork is permeated 

withh the conflict between what is theoretically desirable on the one hand and what is practically 

possiblee on the other (...). In the conflict between the desirable and the possible, the possible 

alwayss wins" (Buchanan, et al, 1988). One has to show the relevance of the research project to the 

organizationorganization and one has to explicate the efforts required from the organization. Both mostly lead to 

ann adjustment of the research project. Some organizations did not wish to or were unable to put as 

muchh effort into the research project as was theoretically desirable; one organization in our case 

studiess did not want to distribute an organization-wide survey because this could send the wrong 

messagee to employees about the organization's intentions with electronic information services. A 

surveyy on how people use certain information services, and what they want for the future, could 

givee respondents the wrong impression that the organization is actually able or willing to fulfill these 

demands.. Some organizations alter the research question because they have questions of their 

own.. Some questions are added while others had to be removed because of limited space or time. 

Furthermore,, the use of electronic information services, and especially indirect and intermediate 

use,, is very differently organized in the different organizations. Some have libraries, some don't. 

Somee have internal networks and some don't. These different situations require different questions 

too adjust to the specific organizational context. Altering the research question does compromis e on 

thee comparability between cases but increases access to relevant organizations. Based on our 

theoreticall framework, we have standardized the questionnaire and the checklist for the interviews 

ass much as possible in order to balance the goals of theory building and testing, with the pragmatic 

goalss of the organizations that are participating in the research project. 

Ourr multiple case study design is further complicated by the fact that within each case different 

levelss of analysis are embedded. This is called an embedded design (Yin, 1994). The important 
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distinctionn between the organizational level of analysis and the individual level should be reflected 

inn the research design. It is helpful to distinguish between individuals as respondents and 

individualss as informants. Simply put, respondents tell about themselves, informants tell about 

others.. When individuals are asked about their own behaviors, perceptions, skills and 

characteristics,, we treat them like respondents. When they are asked about the organization and 

aboutt how the organization interacts with its environment, we treat them like informants. 

Whenn an embedded design is used, "each individual case study may in fact include the collection 

andd analysis of highly quantitative data, including the use of surveys within each case" (Yin, 1989, 

p.).. We have done this as much as possible, to get a representative overview of the pres ent state 

off affairs concerning the use of electronic information within an organization or within an industry. 

Also,, the use of surveys within cases gives a clear picture on how individual and organizational 

characteristicss relate to each other and to certain kinds of behaviors and attitudes. Furthermore, 

surveyss are very helpful in a multiple case design, because they increase the comparability 

betweenn organizations. In some organizations, we also held interviews with key informants of the 

organization.. The combination of qualitative and quantitative methods of data collection and 

analysiss can be very helpful in case studies. In cases where both interviews and surveys were held, 

thee interviews mainly dealt with variables on the environmental and the organizational level of 

analysis.. The surveys dealt mostly with variables on the individual level of analysis. 

Thus,, our case study design can be characterized as an embedded, multiple case study design in 

whichh each case (a branch or industry) has at least one sub-level (organizations within an industry) 

andd some have two sub-levels (not only organizations within an industry, but also individuals within 

ann organization). The higher the level of analysis, the more a qualitative research method is used 

forr data collection and analysis. Within each case, individuals are statistically sampled for 

participationn in the surveys. This means that we can generalize the results of the survey to the 

organizationn as a whole (when the survey was done with individuals in that organization) or to the 

industryy as a whole (when the survey was done with organizations in a specific industry). 

Sampl ee logi c 

Thee embedded multiple case study design requires clear selection criteria with which cases can be 

selected,, and, within cases, sub-levels of cases. At the highest level of analysis, the cases have 

distinguishingg characteristics of organizational environments. Four industrie s are chosen as cases. 

"Ann industry is a group of competitors producing products or services that compete directly with 

eachh other (Porter, 1990, p. 33). Industries are the appropriate highest level of analysis because 

organizationss within these industries will have more or less the same organizational environment -

althoughh perceptions of this environment may vary. A comparison across cases will result in a 

studyy of the relative influence of characteristics of organizational environments on the use of 

electronicc information services. The industries are analytically sampled: the selected industries are 

nott representative for all Dutch industries. 
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FourFour industries are selected: 

1)) professional services (especially accountancy, tax consultancy, management 

consultancy), , 

2)) garment and clothing industry, 

3)) the hotel andd catering industry and 

4)) news media (a daily newspaper department and a department of a national TV 

newss organization). 

Thesee four different cases are supposed to differ from each other in the amount of environmental 

uncertainty.. We would expect bars and restaurants to be positioned in a relatively simple and stable 

environment.. On the other hand, the professional services industries are expected to operate in a 

complexx and unstable environment (see table 5.1.). 

Environmenta l l 
Complexi ty / / 
Chang e e 

Stab l e e 

Unstab l e e 

Simpl e e 

Restaurantss and Bars 
Garmentt industry 

Clothingg (confection industry) 

Comple x x 

Hotels s 
Mediaa industry 

Professionall services industry 

Tablee 5.1. Environmental uncertainty (based on Daft, see also chapter two) 

Also,, using the categorization of Weggeman (1996) to distinguish knowledge-intensive industries, 

wee can position the different industries at different ends of the theoretical dimensions. 

Marke tt  or ientat ion : 
th ee individua l custome r is 
invisibl ee (consume r market ) 

Cl ien tt  or ientat io n 
Interactio nn wit h individua l 
client ss (business-to-business ) 

Dominan tt  resource s 

Labo rr  intensiv e Knowledg e intensiv e 

LMM Organizatio n 

Hotell and catering industry 

LC-organization s s 

Garmentt and clothing 
Industry y 

KM-organizatio n n 

Mediaa industry 

KCC - organization s 

Professionall services 

Tablee 5.2. Market orientation en knowledge intensity, according to Weggeman (1996) (see also chapter two). 
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Thee selection of industries is thus based on assumed differences in their environmental uncertainty 

andd knowledge intensity. Whether these differences are in line with the perceptions of respondents 

inn the various organizations remains to be seen. The point here is that we tried to use a theoretical 

replicationn logic. We tried to select industries that are expected to be different in their need for 

environmentall scanning. 

Withinn each industry, we selected various organizations. Because of the major differences in how 

thee various industries are organized, we used different selection criteria. In the professional 

servicess industry research was done in three organizations - three of the major accountancy/fiscal 

andd management consultancy firms (at that time labeled as The Big Six). In one of the accountancy 

firms,, it was unfortunately impossible to distribute a survey1. In the other two firms both 

organization-widee surveys were conducted and interviews were held with key informants of the 

organizationn (see figure 5.2). The individuals within the organizations are statistically sampled to 

participatee in the organization-wide surveys to get a representative overview of individual 

characteristics,, behaviors and perceptions. Some individuals were also selected as informants to 

havee interviews with, for a better insight in the organizational structures and processes and the 

interactionn between organizations and their environments. The informants for the interviews were 

selectedd on three different grounds: 

•• Either they are individuals who are knowledgeable about the external environment 

off their organization (such as strategic managers and marketing managers); or 

•• They are responsible for information management in general and/or the 

managementt of electronic information services in particular (such as business 

librarians,, information managers and knowledge managers); or 

•• They have a boundary spanning role in the primary process (senior members of 

thee professional staff - consultants, accountants and fiscal advisors). 

Thiss industry is probably the most knowledge-intensive, and some of the organizations in this 

industryy already are implementing knowledge management policies. A close comparison between 

thee organizations within this case is possible. The big six companies are very similar on many 

dimensions,, but each of the three organizations under study implemented different information 

managementt policies surrounding the use of electronic information services. 

Thee news media organizations who participated in our research project are not representative of all 

thee news media in the Netherlands, but do play a dominant part in this industry. The same selection 

mechanismss apply as in the professional services industry. All journalists from the news 

departmentt of the broadcasting company were selected for the survey, and within the newspaper 

organization,, both journalists and staff members of the holding (management team and support 

stafff such as marketing and EDP) participated. Unfortunately, no free lance journalists or 

'' In this organization, the research project was combined with a master thesis, conducted by Sherida Alvarez 
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internationall correspondents were included, because of organizational difficulties of retrieving them 

fromm the personnel databases. Insight in the organizational structures and processes was gathered 

byy informal interviews and participation in daily operations2. 

InIn the hotel & catering industry and in the garment and confection industry a somewhat different 

samplee strategy was chosen. Because of the low information intensity of the primary processes and 

thee fact that many small organizations exist within these industries, a few end users of electronic 

informationn services are expected. It therefore doesn't make much sense to distribute surveys 

throughoutt the organization, because for most of the respondents the questionnaire would not be 

relevant.. But, since size and information intensity are both important variables in our conceptual 

framework,, we did want to include them in our research. Therefore, it was decided to draw a 

statisticallyy representative sample of organizations from the industry and send them a survey on the 

usee of electronic information services in their organization. Within the hotel and catering industry an 

a-selectt sample is drawn from the database of the SVH education center. The education center of 

thee textile and clothing industry has a similar database. All organizations within the database 

receivedd a survey. Both surveys were targeted to general managers of the organization - and they 

performedd as informants of the organization3. 

Method ss of dat a collectio n and analysi s 

Alll cases rely on surveys to get a representative overview of the use of electronic information 

servicess within organizations (professional services and news media) or within industries (hotel and 

catering,, garment and clothing). The standardized surveys allow a representative overview within 

ann organization or industry, and close comparison across organizations or industries on mostly 

individuall characteristics and some organizational characteristics. In all cases qualitative research 

wass conducted to get an understanding of the relevant variables on the environmental and 

organizationall levels of analysis. In the cases of the professional services industry this was mostly 

donee through in-depth interviews with key informants. In the other industries, master theses were 

writtenn on the specific industries, and internships were done to guarantee close contact between 

thee organization and the researchers. In the hotel and catering industry, and the garment and 

clothingg industry, representatives of branch organizations were actively involved in the research 

project.. And in all the organizations of the professional services industry, members of the business 

informationn departments (a library, a knowledge center or a marketing department) participated 

activelyy as well. These different data gathering methods are used in combination, mainly to stress 

thee point that the user should not be regarded separately from his or her professional and social 

environment. . 

Mariannee Herbert conducted her internship and wrote her master thesis partly within this research project at 
thee broadcasting organization. Lieke Oderwald did the same at the newspaper organization 
33 Within the hotel and catering industry, the research project was combined with an internship conducted by 
Ingee Alphenaar, and within the garment and confection industry, the research proejct was combined with an 
internshipp conducted by Manou Brouwer, 
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Thee surveys in our research project are mainly meant to give a broad overview, focusing on the 

frequencyy in which certain phenomena occur instead of getting insight in the complexity of certain 

processes.. Questions relate more to what, where, when than to how and why (as suggested by 

Denn Hertog & Van Sluys, 1995). Dillman (1978) distinguishes four kinds of information that 

questionnairess can deal with: 

•• Attitudes (what people say they want) 

•• Beliefs (what people think is true) 

•• Behaviors (what people do) 

•• Attributes (what people are) 

Inn our surveys, we have roughly made a distinction between attributes of individuals or 

organizations,, behaviors concerning environmental scanning and the use of electronic information 

services,, and perceptions (attitudes and beliefs) of the barriers for use and the usefulness of this 

usee for their own work performance and organizational performance. 

Thee design of the questionnaire was largely in accordance with the guidelines of the Total Design 

Methodd of Dillman (1978), and recommendations made by Den Hertog & Van Sluys (1995). In 

analyzingg the different cases, we use a variable-oriented strategy (Miles & Huberman, 1994) in 

whichh we present themes that cut across cases. To avoid that specific case dynamics are 

bypassedd we will end chapter seven with short summaries of the main research results per case. 

5.3.. Conclusio n 

Thiss chapter dealt with the methodological part of the research project. We have decided to 

investigatee both the supply side and the demand side of electronic information services. With 

providerss of electronic information services we have conducted qualitative interviews to see how 

theyy believe they can influence the use of electronic information services. With users we have 

chosenn for an embedded multiple case study design, which is in sharp contrast with most research 

foundd in the meta-analysis. The importance of organizational context in explaining the use of 

electronicc information services and the consequential different levels of analysis, are the main 

rationalee behind the research design of embedded multiple case studies. 

Inn the following chapter the results of our research among electronic publishers in the Netherlands 

willl be presented. In chapter seven we will present the results of the case studies to see how users 

aree dealing with electronic information services within their own organizational context. 
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1 1 
Integrate dd service s and fragmente d 

market s s 
Thee study on electronic publishers 

Inn the previous chapters we have argued that electronic information services can facilitate the 

environmentall scanning processes in organizations. We have seen technological developments 

thatt look very promising for the usefulness of electronic information services. In the meta-analysis 

wee have seen that especially individual and media characteristics are researched as determinants 

off the use of electronic information services. In some instances conflicting results were found, 

particularlyy concerning the relative importance of quality versus accessibility, and the pros and cons 

off intermediary use by business librarians, other information professionals or personal assistants. 

Wee have also shown that electronic publishers can stimulate the usage of electronic information 

servicess throughout the various stages of the information value chain. 

Inn this chapter, we will take a closer look at the actual information value chains, based on 27 

interviewss with managers of Dutch (commercial and governmental) publishers. Interviews were 

heldd to get a rich picture of the perceptions providers have of their clients: 

•• Who are, according to providers the (potential) users of electronic information 

servicess and why? 

.. What potential values and barriers are important (according to publishers) to 

stimulatee or hamper the use of electronic information services? 

•• How are these ideas incorporated in the strategic and operational choices 

publisherss make in organizing the information value chain? 

Too complement this picture we have also studied the marketing communication messages of 

publisherss (brochures and websites), since in these messages providers try to address their 

potentiall customers on those issues that will convince them to use their information services. The 

interviewss were held in 1994 and 1995. We studied brochures of the publishers in 1994, 1998 and 

20033 to look for changes in product and service portfolio. Press clippings throughout this period 

weree used to keep up-to-date on company profiles and product developments. 
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Ourr initial goal of the interviews was to add the insights of the actual practitioners in the field of 

electronicc publishing to our theoretical framework and case study design and the interviews have 

beenn used accordingly. In this chapter, however, we want to focus on the difficulties publishers 

experiencee in adjusting traditional information value chains to the opportunities that ICT's provide. 

Thee interviews show that electronic publishers were struggling to stimulate the use of electronic 

informationn services and specifically to reach the end users. In fact, the present information value 

chainn is raising barriers to the use of these services These barriers are surprisingly structural in 

nature,, because their struggle is not caused by a lack of understanding the technologies but related 

too fragmented markett structures, strategic perspectives and customer relationships. 

Despitee increases in the online revenues of the major publishers, they are still known as rather 

conservativee in implementing new technologies and finding strong customer bases for their ICT-

basedd products and services. In a recent study Wildvank (2003) concludes that publishers have 

provenn to be very conservative in their innovation strategies: 

•• Publishers have mainly focused on applying ICT's in distribution (especially the internet), 

butt not in other parts of the information value chain; 

•• Publishers only invest in proven technologies, the rest is left for niche players; 

•• Mobile technology is only used by some of the newspaper companies. Academic and 

professionall publishers mainly focus on PDF -files and the internet; 

•• Most of the publishers use ICT to reduce costs not to create new products; 

•• Publishers are slow in creating sound revenue models for their ICT-based activities 

•• The majority of the publishers perceive themselves as trend-followers instead of 

trendsetters. . 

Thesee conclusions are confirmed by a recent market study on online publishing (Discript, 2003). 

59%% of 211 participating publishers are not yet online active and 90% of them will wait at least two 

yearss before they will provide online services. However, professional and academic publishers are 

amongg the most active ones: 55% of the professional publishers and 59% of publishers with 

subscription-basedd services are online. But, although many provide online services, most of the 

websitess do not have a clear revenue model: 93% of the online publishers provide free sites and 

onlyy a few have a site where users have to pay for their information (14% charge a fixed fee, 9% 

chargee variable fees) Many provide a site in combination with folio products: 35% provide a free site 

inn combination with a folio subscription and almost half of all the most recent sites are directly linked 

tott folk) content or brand. 
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Thee interviews provide some insights that can explain this relative inertia. We conclude that many 

providerss were and still are in the middle of a difficult transition from a traditional publisher towards 

ann electronic publisher, which has a major impact on the information chains of these publishers and 

thee business models they are able to use. We will discuss the information chains, the attempt to 

attractt end users, the difficulties providers face with intermediate users, the ways they influence 

technicall and financial accessibility and how they try to support organizations in their usage of 

electronicc information services. 

6 . 1 .. Th e participant s o f th e informatio n industr y 

Abelll (1980) holds that one can define an industry by who is being satisfied, what is being satisfied 

andd how this is being satisfied. An industry is thus defined by: 

1)) Customer groups (who) 

2)) Customer functions or needs 
(what) ) 

3)) Technology (how) 

Custome rr  group s 

SS Technologie s 

Figuree 6.1. Dimensions for a business definition (Abell, 1980) 

Thesee dimensions can also be used to limit the scope of our research project. For electronic 

publishingg companies to be included in this research project, they needed to apply to the following 

criteria: : 

1)) Customer groups: the services must be directly targeted to the Dutch business 

market t 

2)) Customer functions or needs: the content of these services concerns at least one 

off the environmental segments as outlined by Daft (1992, see page 12) and thus 

tryy to satisfy a need for environmental scanning 

3)) Technology: publishers provide electronic information services, as defined in 

chapterr three. No restrictions in scope are made on the type of technology (such 

ass online or offline, internet or cd-roms, etc.). 

Custome r r 
needs s 

Business Business 
Definition Definition 
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Thee organizations were selected from a comprehensive list of providers (from several branch 

organizations),, taking into account some variation in size of the organizations, types of products 

andd services (online/offline, real-time/retrospective), and types of business content (e.g. legal, 

financial,, company, governmental, management, technical, general news). We have also 

interviewedd representatives from government organizations or from electronic publishers with 

government-basedd information (see: Bouwman et al., 1996). 

Thee participating organizations were ABC voor Handel & Industrie (company information), ANP 

(presss agency), Bureau Van Dijk (developer and distributor of cd-rom's with company information), 

Departmentt of Economic Affairs (business information) Dun & Bradstreet (credit ratings and other 

companyy information), Excerpta Informatica (IT literature), Het Financieele Dagblad (general 

businesss news), De Informatiebank (marketing data and newspaper articles), NV Databank 

(Chamberss of Commerce), Lexis/Nexis, Delwel (Reach: company information), Reuters (financial 

information,, business news), SDU (government and judicial information), VNU Business 

Publicationss (management information), and Kluwer (judicial and business information)1. 

Thee participating organizations were and are a fairly representative reflection of the Dutch electronic 

informationn market catering professional users. Based on several reports (such as the European 

Commission,, 1997; Information Market Observatory, 1994; European Commission, 1996; 

Ministeriee van Economische Zaken, 1998), we conclude that the most important characteristics of 

thee Dutch market are: 

1)) A few large international electronic publishers like Reed Elsevier (with science, 

legall and business information), Wolters Kluwer (legal & governmental 

information)) and VNU (marketing information) dominate the Dutch market. 

2)) Dutch professionals mainly get their hard facts business information from foreign 

companiess like Reuters, Dun & Bradstreet, and Bureau Van Dijk. Dutch providers 

mainlyy publish trade magazines. 

3)) Offline information products (like cd-rom) are more popular in the Netherlands 

thenn elsewhere (e.g. Wolters Kluwer and Reach). 

4)) The Dutch government is active as a provider of electronic information but is not 

alwayss at the forefront of new developments (e.g. www.overheid.nl). 

Amongg our interviewees, only one organization offers truly financial data (Reuters), over 30% offer 

companyy profiles and credit ratings, and the largest group (50%) consists of business/economic 

information.. Four out of fourteen offer legal information. Unfortunately Science Direct (from Elsevier 

Science)) did not participate in our research project, which means providers of STM (Science, 

11 Delwel is now part erf Elsevier Business (as is its cd-rom REACH). De Informatiebank no longer existis: its 
Dutchh Press Database is presently owned by Elsevier's Lexis Nexis (under the name of FactLAN|Eand its 
Marketingg Database was sold to Nieuwsselect BV - a small independent company. 
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Technologyy and Medical information) are not well represented. At the time of the interviews, most 

publisherss either provided an offline or an online product. By now, all the participating organizations 

aree online, half publishes cd-rom's and 35% offer their services through Intranets and/or Lotus 

Notess interfaces. Six provide alert services, four provide profile-based alerting and some a 

combinationn of both. 

6.ZZ Traditiona l perspective s in a fragmente d marke t 

Ass we have seen in the meta-analysis (chapter four) which we have conducted about the 

accessibilityy of government information, the structure of the publisher's market and the strategic 

perspectivess of publishers can influence the accessibility of the electronic information services and 

thuss indirectly the use of these services. Considering the remarks our respondents made, the 

Dutchh supply-side market is not very-well developed to increase accessibility: many are traditionally 

orr internally oriented, and although several providers work together with external parties, the market 

iss very fragmented from a user's point of view. 

Fromm the companies we have interviewed five were originally internal departments within larger 

organizationss (such as an IT-department or an internal library and/or documentation department), 

servingg mostly internal customers. Often, offering external access to their electronic information 

servicess is seen as an attractive by-product in which external customers pay for internal costs: 

TheThe existence of the database is largely justified by the fact that it is an important tool for 

ourour own editorial department and library.... We do not have the structure that the database 

isis a separate profit center.... although we certainly do not loose money with it. 

WeWe do not provide information, because we think that people are going to use it. We do it 

forfor ourselves, as an archive in which we can search afterwards. 

Besidess these internal perspectives many were originally paper tigers, traditional publishers whose 

mainn revenues are generated with paper books, magazines and/or newspapers2. The main 

strengthh of these traditional publishers is that they have existing distribution channels and an 

existingg customer base. They also often have long-lasting relationships with information suppliers, 

suchh as journalists and authors, whose information they have stored, bundled and categorized. 

Traditionall publishers have also an edge over other content providers because of their experiences 

"inn creating a sense of a shared community of interest, in segmenting audiences, in tailoring 

contentt to meet and drive demand, and in building brands" (European Commission, 1996). 

WeWe are convinced that online information services will only be successful the upcoming 

years,years, that is; generate a lot of traffic, if they are supported in print media. That is a bit of 

homespunhomespun psychology. You cannot see an online service. You can see a magazine lying 

22 Besides 5 originally internal departments and 6 traditional publishers, there were two press agencies who 
aree used to distribute information electronicaly, and three application -oriented information providers who are 
rootedd in management consultancy and/or credit management. 
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onon a table. And you read a magazine because you like the general atmosphere, the styling, 

thethe way you are addressed. You need to transform that feeling to an online service. 

Furthermoree traditional publishers have aJso the advantage over other electronic information 

servicee providers because of cross-selling opportunities; through traditional media one can attract 

attentionn for the electronic media. As one representative of Marketing Data stated: 

"Marketing"Marketing Data is rather rather unique because it is successful without a paper product behind it. 

BusinessBusiness results are acceptable, although you won't exactly win a fortune with it."3 

Evenn a commercial success like Science Direct from Elsevier generates only 10% of its revenues 

fromm online subscriptions. 60% has a combination of folio and online subscriptions (Emerce, 27 

SeptemberSeptember 2002). 

Thee major disadvantage of the traditional perspective of many electronic publishers is their 

hesitancee to aggressively promote the electronic equivalence of their paper information products. 

Manyy are afraid of cannibalization and still find it difficult to generate revenues with their online 

versions.. For example, many Dutch newspapers are online but are struggling to make money with 

itt and some are pulling back a little bit. An interviewee is not surprised, not even in 1994: 

InIn the Netherlands, it is very hard to convince publishers to go online. Especially 

newspapersnewspapers were very hesitant in the beginning; we'll be sitting next to our competitors and 

doesn'tdoesn't it hurt our newspaper subscriptions? But, if you look at the Financial Times and FT 

Profile,Profile, then you'll see that all major English newspapers are joined together and nobody 

makesmakes a problem about it. FT Profile publishes the Financial Times online before the 

publicationpublication on paper. 

AA representative of SDU sums up the various reasons why traditional publishers are hesitant to go 

online: : 

•• Publishers do not know how (to structure and index information, develop 

interfaces,, create multimedia) 

•• Publishers are not ready yet (there is no digital material, they are mainly product -

orientedd instead of service-oriented, copyright infringements, interactivity) 

•• Publishers are not used to invest heavily 

•• The market is not ready yet (penetration of technical infrastructure, de-facto 

technicall standards) 

•• Uncertainty about which media are best suited (offline, online, internet, etc.) 

•• Lack of clarity about the new media economics 

33 RCCIVEV was the owner of Marketing Data and the Dutch Press Database (Nederlandse Pers Databank) 
att the time of the interview (1994). The Press Database has later been sold to a large newspaper corporation 
(PCM),, who owns 4 of the 5 largest national newspapers. Marketing Data was sold to Nieuwsselect BV - a 
smalll independent company. 
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Also,, as a consequence of the paper dominance in electronic publishing, electronic information 

servicess do not offer new information: 

WhatWhat we do in fact see, what happens a lot is that the electronic information is basically the 

samesame information as it was already available: old wine in new bottles. 

Or,, as another publisher puts it when commenting on other publishers: 

TooToo many publishers are only dealing with transforming paper publications into electronic 

ones. ones. 

Inn chapter three we saw that one of the differences between traditional and electronic publishing is 

thee flexibility in which the information value chain can be organized (see figures 3.2 through 3.4). 

Traditionally,, the functions of publisher, printer and distributor were clearly distinctive and often 

controlledd and closed by the publisher. Most electronic publishers we have spoken chose vertical 

integration:: at least eight out of fourteen providers perform the entire information chain themselves. 

Sevenn have chosen a limited form of vertical disintegration by incorporating other information 

sourcess into their own information service, especially company data (chambers of commerce), 

newss (ANP) or government information (judicial info, statistics). A typical form of coalition formation 

wass the cooperation between the Chambers of Commerce, Bureau van Dijk and Delwel in 

producingg Reach - A cd-rom in which company data from the Chambers is combined with 

standardizedd financial information from Delwel and which uses the software from Bureau Van Dijk . 

Reachh was sold by both Delwel as well as Bureau Van Dijk and the Chambers of Commerce. 

Presently,, however, Reach is a fine example of market concentration, because Delwel is taken 

overr by Elsevier Business. 

Remarkablyy there is hardly any hosting service available (vertical disintegration with 

intermediation).. International cases as Lexis/Nexis, FT Profile or Dialog/MAID or internet 

equivalentss as America Online are not followed in the Netherlands. In fact, some were strongly 

opposedd to integrating their services in host services: 

FromFrom the start, we have decided to offer this service independently.... So everyone who 

wantswants to have [x] full-text has to come to us. We decided this, because we believe 

electronicelectronic publishing to be a very important activity.... We want to be the only one in that 

territoryterritory to provide this kind of information We wanted to keep the development of the 

serviceservice in-house, in order to maintain in close contact with the user group and to avoid 

unnecessaryunnecessary intermediate links that could prune away profits. 

Thee reasons are clear: this provider wants to be the only one, wants to strategically learn from this 

activity,, wants to stay in close contact with the user group and does not want to give profits to 
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others4.. The consequence of this strategy, however, is that the user experiences a rather opaque 

andd fragmented market supply of services, with numerous autonomous information services to 

whichh the user can subscribe: 

ItIt is fragmented, and the supply of services is absolutely chaotic. There is hardly any 

standard.standard. With Lexis/Nexis there is one layout, in the Netherlands every database has its 

ownown interface. 

Hostingg services are needed, according to another provider: 

•• Some traditional publishers consider becoming electronic publisher. We believe 

theythey will have a hard time. Some just put all articles of one newspaper on a cd-

romrom and you can see they haven't thought about it. Either you focus on current 

awarenessawareness and news value but then you shouldn't use a cd-rom or you focus on 

archivalarchival value, but then our conviction is: one newspaper is not a newspaper. One 

digitaldigital newspaper is not an electronic information service, because people search 

forfor information and want to search through various newspapers. 

•• [With government information]... you need to make some editorial adjustments. 

YouYou cannot say to the market; you can search through information from various 

departments.departments. No, you need to say: we have great information about human 

resourceresource management and we have taken that from various departments and put 

themthem together for you. 

Thee opportunities electronic publishing offer in re-organizing the information value chain have not 

ledd to independent distribution channels or service organizations who integrate publishing products 

andd services from various sources. Also, there is hardly any convergence with other (information-

producing)) sectors such as IT, consultancy or even other publishers. 

Thee fragmented view of the market by electronic publishers is also reflected in their narrow 

definitionn of competition. All parties consider only companies as their direct competitors who offer 

exactt substitutes in terms of functionality, content, target groups and technology. A provider of 

onlinee company directories only mentions other online company directory providers in the 

Netherlands;; a press agency mentions other newspapers, a provider of legal information the other 

providerr of such information. At least four or five say they hardly have any competition because 

theyy hold a unique position in the market: 

[Other[Other providers of business information are not real competitors].... because they offer a 

differentdifferent kind of information; with us, you start with the literature, the overview. With other 

44 The publisher we quote has made a major strategic shift since 1994 and now offers its information through 
variouss international hosting services. 
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thethe entry point is the company. This means that you get a lot of soft, qualitative information 

fromfrom us. 

Thesee providers disregard the fact that users often have to choose between various sources of 

businesss information and they will consider different services with different functionalities, 

technologiess and types of information as alternatives. Moreover it isn't beneficial for providers 

themselves:: they miss out on many cooperation opportunities and learning effects: 

TheThe most important conclusion is that that the market is differentiated, that one cannot speak of 

oneone market for electronic information services. It is differentiated both in supply as in 

demand.demand. I do believe for that matter that publishers are not concerned enough about the 

marketmarket as a whole, how the market is structured and I believe that that partly explains why 

theythey do not really know who their competitors are or who their potential partners are for 

cooperation. cooperation. 

6.3.. The attemp t to  attrac t end user s in larg e organization s 

Providerss of electronic information services do not only find it difficult to get an overview of the 

presentt information industry and the opportunities to change the information value chain, they also 

havee a hard time finding the right individual users within the right organizations for the right reasons. 

Mostt providers focus on large organizations within professional services, such as financial 

institutions,, consultancy, accountancy, etc. Within those organizations they mainly serve business 

librariess and information professionals, although they'd rather reach the end user directly. 

Somee electronic publishers are remarkably vague about their target groups: 

That'sThat's quite simple. Because, in fact, we focus on the entire business community. And 

then,then, it's true, especially that part that has some financial resources and need information 

regularly....regularly.... Who they are? That's hard to say. 

Inn fact, three providers had similar comments. About nine said they are more task specific than 

branchh specific. That is, they focus on departments throughout the entire business community that 

deall with credit management (1), marketing & sales (5), procurement (2) and documentation (2). 

Afterr some insisting, providers came up with some general characteristics of organizations that are 

moree likely to use electronic information services. Almost everybody referred to the size of an 

organizationn and contested that big is beautiful. Big is beautiful because large organizations have 

enoughh financial resources and diverse information needs: 

•• They need to have some cash, because otherwise they won't spend money on 

information....information.... Secondly, the need to have rather diverse information needs, which 
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areare also very dynamic. So they need to update the information regularly. And 

naturally,naturally, it has to be related to the primary business activities. 

Bigg is also beautiful, because large organizations are more willing to invest in technical 

infrastructuress and information flows: 

•• We do serve some small companies but generally this system is too difficult for 

them;them; an expert system gives too much lumber. 

 I do believe that only very few companies in the Netherlands do use these kinds of 

servicesservices in an extraordinary structured fashion. If you are going to do that in an 

organization,organization, it will have many major implications for the information flows within 

anan organization and for your technical infrastructure. 

Althoughh many of the electronic providers we have interviewed, said they preferred end users to 

librarians,, almost everybody asserted that most users were information professionals, such as 

librarianss or other intermediary users such as juniors or assistants. Only two companies said they 

hadd predominantly end users among their clientele. 

Historically,, intermediaries are the most dominant user group of electronic information service, 

becausee they administer the subscriptions, have the technical know-how and have the searching 

skills.. One respondent also believes that librarians were the original users because they were 

cheaperr than end users. 

Ann interesting in-between solution between intermediaries and end users is suggested by some 

providers,, who assert that the end user is often not the strategic manager (who might be the final 

userr of the information), but "the assistant of the manager". The end user would be the one who 

directlyy uses the information as input for his or her tasks to make a decision; an intermediate user 

onlyy passes the information on to someone else, which uses it for decision-making. Also, 

interestingg intermediaries are organizations who provide professional services to small- and 

medium-sizedd enterprises (SME's): 

IfIf they need information about, for example, macro-economic developments, they often 

visitvisit their advisor or accountant, who gets the information from us. Much of the transfer of 

informationinformation happens here. 

Thiss makes the users in the professional services industry not only end-users but also intermediate 

userss for their clients. 

Somee providers favor intermediary, professional users over end users because they are able to 

searchh more efficiently and can critically assess the relevance of search results: "In the end, 

everybodyy can use these services, but it will take some half an hour, and others only ten minutes". 

Also,, this respondent asserts, "Journalists often want to see the entire article while pibrarians] often 
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onlyy need the headlines. That'ss simply a matter of experience.". Or, as another provider puts it who 

nott only offers direct access but also the support of professional searchers, reference search is a 

specificc job. But many are not aware of this, 

.... which means that regularly we see consultants entering our library, who are searching 

ourour databases for the whole afternoon. We try to convince them it is much more efficient to 

callcall us and let us do the searching, because it will only take us an hour and we will 

probablyprobably come up with a qualitatively better result. 

Althoughh these providers argue that intermediaries establish higher productivity in their search 

strategiess and economies of scale, they are clearly an exception to the rule. Most publishers see 

librarianss as the biggest obstacle of widespread use of their services within organizations, because 

off the large gap between librarians and the ones who actually need the information. There are 

severall reasons for this large gap, according to providers: 

1)) Librarians have other technological wishes than end users 

•• We now get stories of information professionals who tell us they want command-

basedbased search queries. The end user wants the opposite. 

 We always have to deal with two kinds of users - the end user and the librarian -

andand they both want two completely different ways of searching 

2)) Librarians have not enough knowledge of the business 

TheThe library department department within an organization constitutes a major obstacle for the use 

ofof the new technology. Take a bank for instance, we see our products being bought by 

librarianslibrarians or what have you. But you also see that these people have little 

understandingunderstanding of financial analysis. We then often see that our products are then 

transferredtransferred - either through a technical network or a change of subscription - to the 

specificspecific departments who do the financial analyses... The more specific the information 

needs,needs, the more we need to get close to the end user 

3)) Librarians do not sufficiently educate end users 

•• Traditionally someone had to administer the collection... and I have met a lot of 

peoplepeople whom I accuse of believing that the collection existed solely in honor of 

themselves themselves 

•• / do believe that several trends will cause traditional information professionals to 

bebe by-passed. Information professionals, who have the right prospects, will need 

toto do things differently.... They need to educate users about the available 
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informationinformation services and they need to disseminate the information to the end users 

inin a more active manner 

4)) Intermediation simply results in a waste of time and of reach 

•• The information function remains still with the internal intermediary, regrettably -

butbut dont quote me on this one. One would naturally prefer the end user... I have 

thethe suspicion that end users can define their information needs much better than 

allall these intermediate links. The more links there are between the actual use of the 

serviceservice and the end user, it gets worse and worse, because you will always get 

mistranslations.mistranslations. It will also have a negative impact on the topicality. And last but 

notnot least, you are not able to give feedback; it rarely happens that a search 

immediatelyimmediately yields the results an end user expected. 

•• A central point in the organization often hampers the widespread use of 

information.information. If ten persons in an organization have the information needs, then five 

ofof them will not take the time or make the effort to visit the library, three of them do 

notnot even know the library and maybe the other two occasionally will go there. 

5)) Libraries are seen as a cost center and not a profit center 

•• End users immediately see the advantages of an information product; a librarian 

onlyonly sees costs and they are not allowed to spend money 

•• It is simply simply a fact of life that during ongoing reorganizations libraries are subject to 

greatgreat pressure 

•• In contact with clients, we try to avoid the librarian as much as possible, because 

youyou cannot argue against budgets. That's a pointless discussion. You need to talk 

aboutabout something else, about the value of it. Therefore, you need to go to the 

decisiondecision makers. 

6)) Libraries have low status and a bad image. 

InformationInformation is considered boring, because information belongs to the one in the 

basement,basement, the librarian, who needs to be kept on a tight rein because every year he 

startsstarts to pester about his budget 

Intermediariess are clearly not the favorite users of the electronic publishers, but it is not easy to get 

inn close contact with the end user. As we have seen, the librarian doesn't help much in this matter. 

Onn their own, it is hard for providers to determine who has the right information needs in an 

organization;; you need to know the organizational processes and structure: "I wouldn't know; try to 

findd an entrance". Customer research does not help much because there's such a large non-user 
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populationn about whom providers know little; present (intermediary) users do not provide a sound 

indicationn of what future (end) users want, because of their different attitudes and needs. 

Becausee different people in the same company probably need a different part of a cd-rom, one 

providerr regularly tries to "organize a general meeting of ten, twelve departments", but one can 

imaginee this to be cumbersome. Also, end users - who have the information needs, are often not 

thee ones with the power of decision. "It is difficult to convince the one with the power of decision". 

Regrettablyy for the electronic publishers, the high, old & mighty are considered a lost generation, 

becausee they either don't have the time or the skills to use the information services themselves. 

Furthermore,, end users are often incapable of defining their information needs. "You can go, of 

course,, to the end user and ask: do you need this information? But often you do get vague answers 

andd that doesn't help you much... Normally what they say they want is often not what they really 

want."" This is especially the case with nice-to-know information: 

WithWith legal and fiscal information it is easy; every lawyer is a user. A la wyer is judged on his 

awarenessawareness of relevant legal information, such as jurisprudence. They need to carefully 

readread the information they get from us in order to be able to give sound legal advice. It is 

supersuper need-to-know. Nice-to-know is much less committal. Business information is 

presentlypresently often nice-to-know. One does not see the necessity of reading it. General 

managersmanagers are not judged on their information behavior. All those managers are presently 

runningrunning around non-informed and are taking decisions without this kind of information. 

6.4.. Limite d priorit y o n increasin g accessibil it y 

Althoughh providers clearly state their preference for direct access by end users (over indirect 

accesss by intermediaries), they do not know how to find and/or convince these end users. Some 

solutionss may lie in breaking down some of the barriers that exist for end users, such as technical 

accessibility,, or in clearly communicating the benefits of using electronic information service. 

Providerss of electronic information services argue that accessibility is a very important determinant 

forr usage, although they also believe that accessibility will decrease in importance in the near future 

inn favor of information quality and the value usage generates for individual users and organizations. 

Electronicc publishers are mostly concerned with technical accessibility, they downplay the 

relevancee of financial accessibility and mostly neglect to increase cognitive accessibility. 

Wee conclude that electronic providers see some of the barriers for financial, technical and cognitive 

accessibilityy but they are hesitant or unable to lower these barriers. Because of this unwillingness or 

inability,, most providers deliberately serve niches with very specific information needs; they thus 

deliberatelyy create narrow client bases who are willing to overcome these barriers and are relatively 

insensitivee to price. The consequence, however, may be an absence of a critical mass of users, 

fragmentedd market supply and confused users (see also Cullen, 1986). 
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Downplayin gg th e relevanc e of financia l accessibilit y 

Thee price structure of many electronic information services is often complicated and not 

transparent.. Providers of online services often have a combination of a subscription fee or entrance 

fee,, with additional charges for the amount of time one searches, the amount of information one 

findss and/or the amount of information one downloads. Large organizations can often negotiate 

fixedd prices with electronic publishers. For example, Lexis/Nexis offers the following different pricing 

schemess to its customers: 

•• Transactional: pay-per-view, above a monthly subscription charge, 

•• Hourly option 

•• Fixed monthly option; unlimited searching in selected material for one standard 

monthlyy price 

•• Seat option; a single monthly fee based on the number of users in an organization 

Providerss of cd-rom's are often more or less bound to fixed prices. Often, they are fairly high, 

assumingg regular use. 

Althoughh the high and complicated price structures might cause an obstacle for users, electronic 

publisherss downplay these financial barriers: 

•• Ihe first want to make people aware of the time they already spend on searching 

information.information. This searching can be abolished with our products; they can directly 

startstart analyzing. 

•• Regularly I hear users saying they rather go to an academic library and search for 

information.information. This costs a lot of money as well, but you don't see it directly. If you 

gogo online, you get a bill at the end of the month, and you see you have to pay 250 

guilders. guilders. 

•• The products are not expensive, it all depends on where you want to spend your 

money.money. In the Netherlands they see it as a problem that they have to buy all the 

informationinformation that a cd-rom contains; do I need all this? The Dutch don't look at user 

friendlinessfriendliness or the value of it. They also don't see that a cd-rom is much cheaper 

thanthan hiring an analyst who has to request annual reports and subsequently 

analyzeanalyze them, while you can do this immediately with the cd-rom. People who 

workwork in an international setting, such as the larger financial instituthns, do get 

this." this." 
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Thee fadin g relevanc e of technica l accessibilit y 

Inn chapter 3 we defined technical accessibility as the skills needed to deal with information and 

communicationn technologies, which can be influenced by the development of the database, the 

choicee of the distribution means, the provision of user support and in making the database 

accessiblee through various ICT's such as telephone, television and personal computer and the 

integrationn of external information services within internal networks. 

Ass we have seen in the provider's remarks on intermediate use, technical accessibility is still 

consideredd very relevant because publishers have to serve very different dient groups: librarians 

mainlyy want a command-based search language, while end users want graphical user interfaces 

withh clickable items. We have also seen that end-users are willing to overcome technical barriers in 

situationss of clear need-to-know-information (as is the case with legal and fiscal information) or 

whenn the information requires expert knowledge (as is the case with financial analyses). In any 

otherr instances, technical accessibility is an important barrier for starting to use electronic 

informationn services. 

Somee publishers do not point to the system as the main obstacle, but blame the user: 

// think the largest obstacle is ignorance, not knowing these services exist, and if they do 

know,know, ignorance of how to use it. Moreover, people miss the patience to ask how it works 

oror to read the manual. 

Furthermore,, providers believe that the importance of technical accessibility will diminish because 

off technological improvements in the interface and the database system: 

•• Look, the user friendliness will be under control in the near future and then the 

qualityquality of the information will play a bigger role 

Twoo years later, one provider also asserted that the internet has made systems more accessible. 

Becausee of the internet, users do not h ave to worry about the technology. The publisher does not 

needd to create their own software, they are not responsible for the functioning of the software at the 

client'ss desktops, they don't need to update new software version, and there are feedback 

possibilities.. In sum, the internet has set the standard and most databases can be retrieved in a 

similarr matter. 

Limite dd effort s to increas e cognitiv e accessibilit y 

Thee recognition of technical accessibility as a possible barrier is more widespread among 

publisherss than the relevance of cognitive accessibility. Cognitive accessibility is defined in chapter 

threee as the knowledge needed to interpret and use the retrieved information, which can be 

influencedd by the supplier in the design of the user interface, user support and by presenting the 

informationn within a meaningful context (e.g. consultative selling and after-sales). Almost all 
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providerss of online information services offered user support in the form of a technical helpdesk (7 

providerss do), a professional search helpdesk (6) and/or business presentations and workshops 

(8).. Remarkably, hardly any cd-rom provider offers these kinds of helpdesks: apparently, they sell 

cd-rom'ss by catalog. In addition, four providers offer customized development of software. 

Presently,, most also provided their services through various platforms (not exclusively online or 

offline,, but all kinds of combinations), and some allowed integration of their services within internal 

networks. . 

Onee provider emphasizes the importance of layout to provide a meaningful context for users. 

Furthermore,, the user has to be supported in interpreting the data and in using various analysis 

tools.. Personal contact with the user is recognized as a means to improve cognitive accessibility 

•• Other organizations sell something and then you won't hear a thing from them 

anymore.anymore. One of my clients has said this to me. With us they do hear from us. 

[XXX][XXX] has enormous financial problems, because they think they can sell cd-rom's 

byby the catalogue 

 You need to show your face, in order to lower the barrier for users to call us when 

theythey have problems 

•• We need a one-to-one relationship, because the librarian is merely our access 

pointpoint to the organization; we want them to be willing to bring the service into the 

organization organization 

But,, only a few are successful in establishing personal contact. One provider conducted a survey 

andd discovered 'that 70% of our customers do not have contact with us.... Half of our database 

subscriberss say they never have contact with us. That is altogether wrong." 

6.5.. Th e valu e o f informatio n service s 

Electronicc publishers can support users of information services by putting information into context, 

byy making it more applicable. Electronic publishers do not only provide information but can also 

explainn their users how this information can best be applied, how the use of their services can 

generatee value for the using organizations. This means that electronic publishers do not only 

providee a database filled with information, but also provide some consultancy on the tasks that can 

bee performed with this data. Other major stated values of the information services are 

comprehensivenesss and selectivity. 

Makin gg informatio n applicabl e 

Publisherss consider consultative selling by emphasizing the interpretation of the information 

important: : 
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•• The role of the publisher changes drastically. Instead of a provider of information, 

youyou become a problem-solver; you support users in their jobs. That's why 

personalpersonal contact is always very important; if only to show the possibilities of the 

system. system. 

Althoughh electronic publishers stress the importance of applications, a lot of them are not very 

specificc in their application possibilities; most of it is not much more than niceto-know: 

•• If you go to a prospect with our information as a consultant, and you convincingly 

showshow that you are aware of developments in their market and if that is the added 

valuevalue you can provide which makes you win the prospect, then it is worth your 

money money 

•• Do you know everything about your clients? How many employees they have is 

relativelyrelatively easy to assess, but revenue developments is already already a bit harder or the 

amountamount of take-overs, or the type of product innovations they have introduced. It is 

notnot hard information you need to know, but still it can be convenient to know. 

Off the electronic publishers we have interviewed, most advertised their information service to be 

usefull for management activities, such as competitor analysis, recruitment, strategic orientation, 

clientt information (8 providers mentioned this kind of applications). Others mentioned financial 

analysiss (3), judicial analysis (3), direct marketing (2), procurement (1), trading information (1). 

Reachh (presently a joint product of Bureau Van Dijk and Elsevier) is a positive example of an 

application-basedd information service. Reach doesn't only allow searching for company directory 

informationn and annual reports, but Reach also contains additional software with several tools for 

financiall analyses. "Only a few publishers do this. Most cd-rom's in the market provide only 

standardd search software." The cd-rom is not made for one specific application, though: "These 

productss are not related to pre-determined applications, because you can run over 150 selections. 

Thee financial analyst will do some financial comparisons while the general manager will use it for an 

analysiss of competitors." 

Informationn services cannot only be put in a meaningful context by providing additional software. 

Sometimess clear marketing communication can help as well. Dun & Bradstreet offers a good 

example.. In their marketing communication they emphasize that their services should be supportive 

off the whole transaction cycle of a company. Any corporate transaction (business-to-business), 

theyy claim, start with searching for target groups and the identification of potential trading partners: 

1.. Researching new markets 

2.. Identifying best prospects 

3.. Managing ongoing customer relationships (esp. risk management) 

4.4. Maximizing cash flow (undertaking debt collections) 
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Thesee four different phases are supported with company data about sales, credit ratings, supplier 

characteristics,, payment behavior, competitive analysis, direct mail criteria, etc. Users can search 

thee database themselves to get information about parts of the transaction cycle or can ask for a 

reportt made by Dun & Bradstreet based on the information in the database (such as a trading 

informationn report, risk report, credit control report, list broking - a selection of prospect addresses). 

WithWith the shift from reports provider to information provider, our database becomes much 

moremore an integral part of the decision processes of our clients; we become a kind of 

consultant,consultant, a partner in the primary business process. 

Thesee two examples show providers are working on creating added value for their customers by 

creatingg services that are tailor made for specific applications. 

Hig hh volume s of informatio n and hig h selectivit y 

Mostt providers focus on added value in the searching process itself (instead of the value of the 

acquiredd information for business processes): 

•• The searching is quite different than with our paper books. You can make 

combinationscombinations of record fields and you can search on fields on which the book 

doesdoes not sort companies. For example, try to find all companies that export to 

Italy;Italy; with the book you would be busy fora couple of days. 

•• You can search full-text in our service. You can search for branch code, or from a 

thesaurus,thesaurus, or general news headings, or a country code. 

Alll providers stress the large amounts of information they provide and the comprehensiveness of 

theirr information: 

•• Isn't it beautiful that you can search with seven branch codes in our database? 

•• Comprehensiveness is the most important quality 

Comprehensivenesss in itself is not that important: the problem is not that people donl have enough 

information,, there is plenty information everywhere. The problem is to find the right information. 

Therefore,, publishers mainly emphasize the possibilities for selectivity in their products and 

services,, although sometimes they interpret the need for selectivity negatively, as a limited view of 

thee users: 

•• If someone buys our product, they normally only need a small piece of it. That 

piecepiece is put put on the screen and they don't change it anymore. He could do a lot 

moremore with the product, but they don't because of a lack of training and lack of 

interest interest 
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•• Typically people only use 20% of all the functionalities available in our product. We 

shouldshould make those 20% as accessible as possible and focus our efforts on it. We 

looklook for how users can have optimal results with minimal efforts. Our starting point 

waswas two buttons. We didnt start from what information do we have and how 

shouldshould it all be displayed. No, instead we focused on two buttons: people should 

onlyonly need two buttons to optimize information retrieval.... We call this roadside 

picnicking:picnicking: when people sit next to the road, they only use a strip of land of a 

couplecouple of meters. They dont see anything else. The same is true about an 

informationinformation product with a whole bunch of information and functionalities. People 

areare most at ease within a certain bandwidth and they dont want to discover all the 

otherother things the product has to offer. They think it's too tiring, or too time-

consuming,consuming, or too scary. 

Somee who emphasize selectivity admit they are not quite able to provide it optimally: 

•• Information is everywhere. There's simply too much (....). This means that we 

shouldshould develop tools for the user to realize a few things within this enormous 

supplysupply of information. We need to inform them timely when new relevant 

informationinformation is available. But most of all we should provide selections for them. We 

shouldshould in fact cluster and segment user groups and provide each an up-to-date 

chunkchunk of information. 

Electronicc publishers suggest several ways to provide selectivity in their information services. 

Selectivityy can be provided in the search software, in value added analysis tools, in additional 

servicess (like communication facilities) and in creating search engines that can search in various 

databasess at once. The publisher of the magazine with job vacancies argues that all 

advertisementss look alike: they all want a jack-of-all-trades: 

CompaniesCompanies are therefore interested in a system that can improve the quality of the 

responseresponse to the advertisements. Online services can provide this opportunity. The service 

doesdoes not only provide advertisements, but also company profiles, management potential 

tests,tests, etc. You can give users all kind of instruments that they can use to more selectively 

respondrespond to advertisements. 

Anotherr provider suggests not using standard search software, so you can continuously adapt to 

changingg and/or specific user demands: 

WeWe want that every user permanently gives us feedback about our software, in order to be 

ableable to adjust it... We don't want to hear that clients stop using our products, because they 

thinkthink that because of changing needs, our software is not suitable anymore. With every 

newnew update, there need to be new software features. Our clients are the product managers 
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ofof our products. Our competitors cannot do this: they cannot change the software because 

theythey use standard software made by others. 

Betterr selectivity and usability of information services can also be obtained by providing additional 

services: : 

InIn our marketing communication we emphasize that they can get several added value 

services,services, such as SDI (Structured Dissemination of Information, based on a search profile) 

oror personal document research. 

Thee additional services can also be provided through integration of information sources and the 

integrationn of communication facilities within the information service. The integration can be done at 

thee level of the collection of information sources or at the interface level: 

•• A cd-rom is a perfect tool to combine twenty to fifty different databases, without the 

useruser knowing that there are several different databases. One should be able to 

looklook for the company data of a specific company and then push a button to find all 

recentrecent newspaper clippings of that specific company. 

•• FT Profile is a good example: they have about 180 databases. That's nice but 

nobodynobody cares. We have said: what do you really want? You want business 

informationinformation or market information or news. The interface is structured structured in that way. 

TheThe user poses a question within a subject area and subsequently gets an 

answer,answer, which comes from various sources. 

Finally,, one provider was even thinking about creating an onlinel community to integrate various 

informationn source and communication and information facilities: 

AtAt the moment, we only provide information services. I know a lot of people want to 

combinecombine this with e-mail facilities or want to post their own information on a bulletin board... 

ForFor a number of trade organizations we publish newsletters. But we could also provide for 

theirtheir members an electronic platform that they use to electronically communicate with each 

other,other, or with which they can inform each other with news facts. This would mean that we 

havehave created a separate net for people in the same trade or with the same jobs. 

6.6.. Conclusio n 

Thee use of electronic information services is not only determined by organizational demand but also 

byy market supply. Electronic publishers can stimulate the use of their services, based on the 

perceptionss they have on the needs and capabilities of users. Our research goal for this part of this 

dissertationn was (a) to add insight of practitioners into our conceptual model and (b) to see how the 

organizationorganization of the information value chain may be of influence on the use of electronic information 

services. . 
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Concerningg the insight of practitioners, we can conclude - based on the interviews with electronic 

publisherss in 1994 and studying their marketing communication in 1994 and 1998 - that publishers 

limitt the scope of organizational characteristics. Size, combined with information-intensive 

productionn processes and products is probably the most important variable to explain usage. 

Relatedd to size are characteristics such as enough financial resources and internal diversity in 

informationn needs. Because of environmental and organizational characteristics, the professional 

servicess industry is the most interesting industry, according to the electronic publishers. 

Thee value of their services is rather vaguely related to organizational applications and 

performancess - it helps users mostly to get some nice-to-know information that can support tasks in 

generall management and marketing & sales. Only providers of financial information offer clear 

application-basedd tools. Electronic publishers focus more on individual effects on search 

performancee - the efficiency and effectiveness of searching, with special attention to the 

comprehensivenesss of the search results, and on how to select within these comprehensive 

informationn sources. 

Inn the debate about the preference for either intermediate or direct use (by end users), electronic 

publisherss take a very clear and firm position: they clearly prefer end users, although they mostly 

havee contact with intermediary users. Publishers find it difficult, however, to by-pass business 

librarianss and don't know how to get the end users. Improving accessibility can help to obtain end 

userss as customers.. They can use technological tools to increase the access ibility of their services, 

ass we have seen in chapter three. Technology can be used to delegate user tasks to the system, 

throughh intelligent agents, search engines and profile-based alerting services. Accessibility can also 

bee improved by the integration of functionalities, databases and user groups. Furthermore, 

publisherss can show in their marketing & sales efforts the value of electronic information services 

byy showing the relevance of environmental scanning, by helping organizations to put the use in 

specificc organizational contexts and by targeting their services to specific users within the 

organizationn (as suggested in chapter two). 

Inn the additional meta-analysis on accessibility (see chapter 4) we constructed a list of 

characteristicss or activities of publishers than can influence accessibility. In comparing the 

statementss of representatives of electronic publishers with this checklist, we have to conclude that 

electronicc publishers have acted rather conservatively to improve accessibility (table 6.1). They 

recognizee certain financial, technical and cognitive barriers, but find it difficult or unnecessary to 

lowerr these barriers. 

Sincee 1998, most providers have improved technical accessibility, by providing more integration 

(combiningg information sources in host services and combining various ICT's in their electronic 

informationn services), by designing graphical user interfaces and improved search engines and by 

creatingg special segments of information for individual users based on individual profiles. There is a 

definitee trend from hosting (combining various separate database at one access point), to portals 

(userss can search at once through various, integrated databases) to online communities (not only 
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combiningg information services but also providing a platform for electronic communication with the 

electronicc providers as well as with other users). 

Organisational l 
conditions s 

Operationall choices 
inn the value chain 

Budgets s 

Outsourcing g 

Intermediaryy users 

Influencee user on 
servicee development 

Perceptionn of users 

Originall goals 

Pricee structure 

Technical l 
developmentt and 
maintenance e 

Usee of ICTs 

Informationn sources 

Marketing g 

Support t 

Unclear;; little insight in revenues, costs and profits 

Theree is a lot of cooperation between electronic publishers in the first parts of the 
informationn chain, but there is hardly any integration in end products or services 
(andd in distribution). This means that the users see a very fragmented and not 
transparentt supply of services 
\Althoughh many want to focus on end users, most only reach intermediaries; 
publisherss admit that this is partly because of the design of their systems and 
servicess (too difficult for end users), but they also blame librarians that they donl 
doo enough to educate end users 
Veryy limited: hardly any contact with end users. Most online publishers go to visit 
companiess who have subscriptions once or twice a year, but they mostly meet 
librarians. . 
Mostlyy negative: often publishers have vague ideas about their users or they are 
explicitlyy negative (especially about librarians), but they also sometimes think 
userss in general are ignorant, lazy, impatient, cheap, etc. 
Manyy electronic publishers started with their services as a by-product of 
traditionall products or internal services 
Inn general, prices are not very transparent and complex and publishers try in a 
roundaboutt way to let users pay for any added value they receive (which 
basicallyy punishes good use) 
Technologicall innovations come slowly; often one is stuck to old-fashioned 
technicall infrastructures and interfaces. Furthermore, in developments, publishers 
aree guided by the wishes of their present users, which are mainly librarians. 
Librarianss have often different wishes and demands than end users (e.g. 
command-basedd search queries instead of menu -driven interfaces) 
Inn the beginnings electronic publishers focused on either online or cd-rom 
productss (this was stil! the case in 1994). Later they also provided their services 
viaa the internet and for Intranets and Lotus Notes (but publishers certainly were 
nott the first to offer services for these platforms) and publishers are now offering 
combinationss of all kind of ICTs (both online and offline) 
Electronicc publishers stick very closely to their original databases. Editing of 
informationn is very limited and is often only aimed at standardization. 
Providerss limited the scope of their markets to a few users and a few competitors. 
Theyy are vague about the ways their information can be used in organizations 
andd by whom. They don't define clear target groups (industries and organizations 
withinn industries) and dont know how to find target individuals within these 
organizations. . 
Veryy limited. Some providers provide technical and search helpdesks to improve 
technicall accessibility. Hardly anything is done to improve cognitive accessibility 
andd to put the information in a meaningful context for users. There is hardly any 
consultativee selling in the electronic business-to-business information industry. 

Tablee 6.1. Concluding remarks on the efforts of electronic publishers to increase accessibility 

Inn sum, based on the interviews and the marketing communication with electronic publishers there 

aree many problems with the present use and the present users of electronic information services. 

Furthermore,, publishers assume that accessibility is more important than the value of information 

ass a determinant of usage. However, the usage is not only limited because of characteristics of the 

users,, but also by limitations of the electronic publishers: they have only vague ideas about how 

theirr information can be put into use (and do not actively advise customers on how to use it) and 

aboutt the organizational contexts in which electronic information services are used. 
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Electronicc publishers behave in a way that is historically understandable - because they are 

boundedd by organizational traditions (such as being part of traditional publishers who are afraid of 

cannibalization)) and technological limitations (such as old systems). With the traditional information 

chainss there was little attention for accessibility: you don't need to explain people how to read a 

book.. There was even little attention for the end user: traditional publishers are accountable for the 

volumee of sales and not for the amount of users or usage. Finally, in a pre-arranged information 

chain,, it is very convenient to have one point of access where people can pick up the information 

productt - the business library: one point of access diminishes sales & distribution costs. With 

electronicc information value chains distribution costs are becoming close to irrelevant and end 

userss can be served individually. Unfortunately, traditional publishers only knew librarians as their 

customerss and not end users. Thus, although understandable, some of the electronic publishers 

wee have interviewed do not fully profit from the opportunities that information and communication 

technologiess have created. 

Thee interviews show not only the practical relevance of our theoretical framework and the way the 

markett sets priorities within this theoretical framework, but it also shows that not only user 

characteristicss (on individual, organizational and environmental levels) influence usage, but also 

characteristicss of the supply of electronic information services. These characteristics are broader 

thann the media characteristics that were mentioned in chapter four and include characteristics of 

thee whole information value chain as electronic publishers construct them. 
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Organizationa ll  barrier s and environmenta l 
uncertaint y y 

Thee use of electronic information services 

7 . 1 .. Introductio n 

Inn theory, electronic information services can play an important role in the process of environmental 

scanning.. The meta-analysis of existing research, however, shows a large gap between the needs 

off environmental scanning and the use of electronic information services. Existing research focuses 

onn how the use of electronic information services can be explained by technological features and 

characteristicss of the individual users. To close the gap between the needs of environmental 

scanningg and the use of electronic information services, we need to take into account the 

organizationall context of both suppliers and users. Therefore, we have studied how both suppliers 

andd users are dealing with electronic information services in creating organizational intelligence 

aboutt the external environment. In the previous chapter we concluded that electronic publishers 

havee not benefited optimally from the opportunities that technological developments provide to 

increasee the accessibility and usability of electronic information services. In this chapter we present 

thee results of our user research. We have conducted case studies in various organizations and 

variouss industries to specifically address the organizational context of usage. 

Ourr goal is to explore to what degree our theoretical framework is supported in daily practice and to 

furtherr investigate which conditions hamper or stimulate the role of electronic information services 

withinn environmental scanning processes. Which factors determine whether or not electronic 

informationn services are used for environmental scanning in organizations? In other words, why do 

somee people in some organizations use electronic information services in their environmental 

scanningg and other people in the same organizations, or other organizations do not? The individual 

usee of electronic information services is put into an organizational context and organizational use 

withinn an environmental context. 

Att the environmental level of analysis, we are interested in environmental uncertainty (as perceived 

byy members of an organization). At the organizational level of analysis, we focus on organizational 

structuress and business processes, such as the distribution of decision-making, the organizational 
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strategy,, the way boundary spanners are positioned in the organizations. Furthermore, we look at 

managementmanagement practices concerning information and communication technology; the choice of 

technologiess and the ways they are made accessible. Naturally, some individual characteristics are 

necessaryy to complete the conceptual framework. We look at task characteristics - especially 

externall interdependence, functional specialization, hierarchical position, job experience and 

environmentall scanning behaviour, demographics (especially age, gender and education), and 

networkk literacy, including experience with services and perceptions of accessibility. 

Wee have chosen the embedded multiple case study design in order to be able to investigate how 

differentt conditions coexist with different outcomes. We will present cases for which we expected a 

widee variety of environmental uncertainty and usage of electronic information services and 

organizationall capacities (see chapter 5 on research design). Four industries are selected: 

•• professional services (especially accountancy, tax consultancy, management 

consultancy), , 

•• news media (a daily newspaper department and a department of a national TV news 

organization). . 

•• garment and clothing industry, 

•• the hotel and catering industry 

Thee selection of industries is based on assumed differences in their environmental uncertainty and 

knowledgee intensity. Within the professional services industry and the news media industry we 

conductedd case studies in several organizations in which large samples of the employees were 

surveyed.. Within the hotel and catering industry and the garment & clothing industry, we only 

conductedd an industry-wide survey. 

Wee will first introduce the various cases that have participated in our research emphasizing the 

greatt variety of organizational contexts and shortly discussing the response rates of the quantitative 

surveys.. We will then focus on the main results of the case studies. Our conclusion is that 

electronicc information services play a limited role in the environmental scanning processes of 

individualss and organizations. We did see a lot of people using these services to some extent (and 

thiss will probably be even more so presently) and we also saw a lot of interest in the organization's 

externall environment (and again, this will probably be even more so presently). But, with the 

exceptionn of the journalists in the media- industry, we did hardly measure a correlation between 

interestt in the external environment and the use of electronic information services. In this chapter, 

wee will not focus on the factual use of electronic information services, because this has probably 

changedd in the last few years with the fast rising of the internet, but we will try to answer the 

questionn why there is hardly a relationship between interest in the organization's environment and 

thee use of electronic information services. We will focus on three causes for this lack of relationship: 
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1)) In some cases there is not enough variation in the interest in the organization's 

externall environment 

2)) In some cases many use electronic information services despite a relatively low 

interestt in the organization's external environment: they use these services mainly 

too satisfy an interest in a very specific segment of the organization's external 

environment t 

3)) In some case many do not use electronic information services, despite a relatively 

highh interest in the organization's external environment, because they either use 

alternatives,, experience a lack of accessibility or do not have access to services 

thatt satisfies their information needs 

Betweenn the cases many differences occur in the importance of these reasons for a limited role of 

electronicc information services in environmental scanning, we will therefore end this chapter with an 

emphasiss on the organizational context by discussing the main results of each case separately. 

7.2.. Introductio n of case s 

Wee have conducted our research on the use of electronic information services within four industries 

withh varying degrees of environmental uncertainty. The professional services industry probably has 

too deal with the most complex and dynamic organizational environment of the various industries, 

followedd by the media industry. 

Thee professional services industry has long been dominated by the so-called Big Six -

internationallyy leading accountancy, tax and management consultants firms. At the time of the 

research,, all six were still in full operation. Presently, some of these organizations have merged or 

divested.. We have invited three of the original six to participate in our research project. Two of them 

(labeledd 1-of-6 and 2-of-6) were studied in full, with approximately 10 (ten) interviews and a large 

quantitativee survey among a large part of their professional staff. These two cases are more or less 

comparable.. Within the third accountancy/tax & management consultancy firm (3-of-6) we only held 

interviewss with 14 professionals, based on the questionnaire we also send to all the professionals in 

thee other two organizations1. 3-of-6 initially intended to participate in the same manner as the other 

twoo organizations. Unfortunately, the board of directors did not give permission to do so, because 

theyy were afraid the survey could arouse expectations among respondents that could not be met at 

thatt moment. This organization did not know yet whether and how they could improve the 

availabilityy of electronic information services. The other two clearly intended to invest in the 

availabilityy of services and were eager to know whether their investments had any impact or how it 

couldd give any impact. 

11 This case study was also the main topic of the master thesis of Sherida Ah/ares, who conducted the 
interviewss and did the first analyses. 
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Inn 1-of-6 and 2-of-6 the tested questionnaire was largely used as intended: a large-scale survey 

amongg the professional staff. In both organizations the survey focused on the information behaviors 

off individual professionals, how they value external information, their direct and indirect use of 

electronicc information services and the kind of effects they experience from usage. The 

questionnairess were accompanied with a letter from one of the members of the respective Boards 

off Directors. Besides these questionnaires, interviews were held with key figures in the organization 

too get a grip of the organizational characteristics and policies. In both 1 -of-6 and 2-of-6 interviews 

weree held with some general managers (in the fields of marketing, ICT and information policies) 

andd professionals (both juniors as well as seniors from the various disciplines - tax, legal, auditing, 

managementmanagement consultancy). All interviews were conducted in the same manner as in 3-of-6. The 

interviewss in all three cases of the professional services industry will be mainly used to explain or 

highlightt some of the results of the quantitative survey. 

Similarr case studies were done in the media industry, although here we also see some alterations 

becausee of specific company goals. Two organizations were invited to participate, one is a leading 

TVV news organization, the other a leading newspaper company in the Netherlands. In the TV news 

organizationn we have focused on the editorial staff and how they deal with electronic information 

servicess within their general newsroom system. This leading TV news organization was planning to 

implementt an updated version of the system, which allows more digital editing and assembling of 

pictures.. The organization wanted to know how (dis-)satisfied the journalists were with the present 

functionss of the newsroom system and what their position was on future updates2. In the 

newspaperr company we have done surveys not only with journalists but also with some of the staff 

unitss of the holding (IT, marketing services and commercial development, advertising sales and the 

boardd of directors). Here, we primarily focused on the use of the internet. 

Finally,, because of the different character of the horeca and the garment & clothing industries 

(comparedd to the media and professional services) and especially the different kind of 

organizationss within these industries, we decided to distribute the questionnaire to the management 

off a large sample of organizations with the help of industry organizations (SVH, the education 

centerr of the horeca industry, and VOC/BETEX, the education center of the garment and clothing 

industry).. Together with the SVH we produced an extensive survey of the entire industry and 

producedd a publication that was presented at their trade conference3. Together with VOC/Betex we 

onlyy conducted the survey. In both industries, we focused on the use of the internet. 

Respons ee rate s 

Consideringg the reasonable to high responses in the various cases, we believe the individuals 

withinn the organizations showed a great interest in the research topic of electronic information 

servicess (and probably especially the use of the internet in the organization). Response rates vary 

fromm 25% in the garment & clothing industry to 59% of the staff units of the newspaper holding 

22 The study was conducted together with Marianne Herbert who used these results in her master thesis. 
33 The case study was done together with Inge Alphenaar who wrote her master thesis on this subject. 
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companyy (see table 7.1.). Responses also seemed reasonably representative of the entire 

populationn of employees of (parts of) an organization, or population of organizations (as was the 

casee within the horeca and the garment & clothing industry). We will discuss the response in a little 

moree detail, to get a better feel of the composition of the various cases. 

1-of-6 6 
2-of-6 6 
3-of-6 6 
Newspape rr  journalist s 
Newspape rr  holdin g 
TVV News 
Hote ll  & caterin g 
Garmen tt  & clothin g 

Sizee of sampl e 
2929 9 
630 0 
--
272 2 
210 0 
126 6 
1350 0 
400 0 

Respons e e 
781 1 
172 2 
--
86 6 
123 3 
51 1 
400 0 
100 0 

Respons ee rate 
27% % 
27% % 

--
32% % 
59% % 

30% % 
25% % 

Interview s s 
9 9 
6 6 
11-14 4 
Internship p 
Internship p 
Internship p 
Internship p 

Tablee 7.1. Response rates in the cases 

Withinn the professional services industry, we see a response rate of approximately 27% with a fair 

representationn of the four major business practices in the organizations (see table 7.2). 

1-of-6 6 
Populatio nn Respons e 
44 (N=2929) rate : 26.7% 

(N:=781)5 5 

Busines ss Assuranc e 1757 440 (25%) 
(audit ) ) 

Taxx  676 166(25%) 

Managemen tt  431 162(38%) 
Consultanc y y 
Lega ll  service s 65 11(17%) 

2-of-6 6 
Populatio nn Respons e 
(N=630)) Rate: 27.3% 

(N=172)6 6 

2599 55(21%) 

2299 "70(31%) 

655 20(31%) 

777 15(19%) 

Tablee 7.2. Response in the professional services industry 

Thee response on all known demographic characteristics is representative for the entire professional 

workforcee in both organizations7. 

Withinn the cases of the media industry we encountered more problems. The questionnaire to the 

TVV journalists was very long (with 88 questions and 144 variables), because of the double research 

goalss (the use of the electronic newsroom in general and more specifically the electronic 

informationn services within it). The journalists had to be personally convinced to fill in the 

questionnaire.. In the end the response was very reasonable (40.5%) but somewhat limited to the 

44 Figures are based on the human resources report of 1996 
55 Another 70 members of the support staff of 1-of-6 (of a total of 876 support employees in the population) 
havee also responded, but we will focus on the professional staff 
66 The business practice of 12 of the 172 respondents of 2-of-6 is unknown. 
77 32% of all partners in 1-of-6 and 35% of all partners in 2-of-6 have returned the questionnaire. The average 
agee is a little over 32 in 1 -of-6 (the same as in the total population) and 30 in 2-of-6 (the average age is 29 in 
thee total population). 81 % of the respondents in 1 -of-6 is male (compared to 75% in the total population) and 
inn 2-of-6 76% is male (compared to 74% in the total population. 
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peoplee who worked directly on the newsroom floor. The chief editors did not participate, nor did any 

off the coordinators (who are in charge of the regular editors). Just a few of the anchormen and the 

reporterss participated (probably due to the fact that especially reporters are often on location) - see 

tablee 7.3. The top of the organization is a little bit underrepresented, but in all other demographic 

characteristicss it seems similar tot the overall population8 

Function ::  Populatio n (N=126): Respons e rate: 40.5% (N=51) 
End-edito rr  vj~ 4 
Anchorman/Woma nn 11 1 
Editor ss 51 25 
Reporte rr  12 1 
Directo rr  8 4 
Director-assistan tt  15 3 
Produce rr  9 2 

1 1 Headd of Librar y 1 
Librarian ss  7 
Secretar yy  1 
Missingg 7 

Librarianss 7 2 
Secretar yy  1 1 

Tablee 7.3. Response rates of TV News 

Comparedd to the TV news organization it was fairlyy easy to get high responses from the employees 

off the newspaper company. In total 482 questionnaires were distributed of which 209 were 

returned:: this is a response rate of 43%, which is very high. Apparently a lot of people wanted their 

voicess to be heard on this subject, as we will see later on. The journalists received the 

questionnairee at home, because many are often out of the office. Of the 272 distributed 

questionnaires,, 86 were returned (which is a very acceptable response of 32%). In table 7.4. we 

seee how the response is distributed among the several functions among the journalists9 

Functio n n 
Newss reporte r 
Documentar yy reporte r 
Edito r r 
Edito rr  interne t 
Chieff editors 
Other r 
Tota l l 

27 7 
14 4 
18 8 
8 8 
10 0 
9 9 
86 6 

3 1 % % 
16% % 
211 % 
9% % 
12% % 
111 % 
100% % 

Tablee 7.4. Response rates among the journalists of the newspaper company 

Thee average age of all respondents is 40 years, which is a little higher than in the total workforce 

(38.55 years) - ranging from 24 to 63 years. On average, people worked an amazing 14 years in this 

organizationn (ranging from less than a month to 42 years), but the organization itself was not 

27%% of the response is considered managerial, and 73% nonmanagerial (in the population, 32% is 
consideredd managerial). Also, 70% is working as journalistsand 30% as supportive. This is quite similar to the 
real-lifee situation. Other general characteristics, for which we have no figures for the entire workforce, are: 
59%% of the respondents is male, 54% of the respondents is a full-time employee, 30% is a free-lancer. The 
averagee age is over 37 years, varying from 21 to 54. On average, the respondents have worked with TV 
Newss for almost 8 years, varying from 6 weeks to 25 years. 
99 Unfortunately, we are not able to generate response rates per function, because we do not know the 
distributionn of functions in the entire population of the newspaper journalists. 
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surprisedd by this result (although we don't have any figures for reference). Especially among the 

stafff members of the newspaper holding company, high response rates were noted. The 

questionnairess for the holding departments were distributed with internal mail and 59% returned the 

questionnairess (see table 7.5.). 

Departmen t t 

Boar dd of director s 
Marketin gg service s & commercia l 
developmen t t 
Advertisin gg sales 
IT T 
Other r 
Unknow n n 
Total l 

Populatio n n 
(N=210) ) 
4 4 
21 1 

71 1 
79 9 
35 5 

210 210 

Respons ee rate: 
59%(N=123) ) 
33 (75%) 
12(57%) ) 

43(61%) ) 
499 (62%) 
14(40%) ) 
2 2 
123 3 

Tablee 7.5. Response rates of the staff departments of the newspaper holding company 

Finally,, in the horeca industry we took a sample of 1350 companies that were associated with the 

educationn center (these companies are officially registered to hire interns from various professional 

schools)) out of a total list of 4000 companies. Of these 1350 companies 400 returned the 

questionnaire,, which results in a response rate of 29.6%. The response is not representative for the 

entiree horeca industry, because only companies with a PC took the effort to return the 

questionnaire.. We also have an overrepresentation of large companies and of hotels. In table 7.6. 

wee see the differences between figures of the entire horeca industry, the organizations that are 

listedd in the SVH pool of 4000 companies and the response to our questionnaire. For example, just 

37%% of the participating organizations in our research have less than 10 employees. This type of 

organizationn is much more common in real life: 77% of all horeca organizations have less than 10 

employees.. So especially the smaller organizations are underrepresented. Also, just 4% of the 

participatingg companies are labeled as a café. In the entire industry, cafe's form 47% of the 

population.. In our research, cafe's are clearly underrepresented and hotels are clearly over 

represented. . 

Amoun tt  of 
employee s s 
<10 0 
10-19 9 
2049 9 
>50 0 

Horeca a 

77% % 
15% % 
6% % 
2% % 

SVHH pool 

50% % 
29% % 
14% % 
7% % 

Response e 

37% % 
25% % 
24% % 
13% % 

Typee of 
compan y y 
Café é 
Restauran t t 
Hotel l 

Horeca a 

47% % 
46% % 
7% % 

SVHH pool 

14% % 
68% % 
18% % 

Response e 

4% % 
48% % 
48% % 

Tablee 7.6. Response rates in horeca industry 

Thee response rate in the garment & clothing industry was 25% - 100 returned questionnaires of a 

totall of 400 that were sent - unfortunately we don't have any reference figures to check how 

representativee this response has been. 

Inn all, response rates were reasonably well, with especially top management participating very well 

especiallyy in the two organizations of the professional services industry (1-of-6, and 2-of-6) and in 
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thee newspaper company. The respondents are fairly representative for the organizations they work 

inn (or in the case of horeca, for the industry in which they work), at least on all known demographic 

andd job characteristics. There will probably be a bias in their interest in electronic information 

services,, but we don't have any evidence of such a bias (although most respondents have a very 

positivee attitude on the effects of these services, as we will see later on). 

7.3.. Mode l of analysi s 

Withinn each case we took the following general model (see figure 7.1.) as a starting point of our 

statisticall analysis. 

Environmental l 
Uncertainly y 

Usee of electronic 
"^-- Information 

services s 

Perceived d 
effects s 
off use 

Figuree 7.1. Model of analysis 

Thee main theoretical assumption is that the higher the environmental uncertainty, the more 

organizationss (and people in organizations) will use electronic information services. We also expect 

thatt the more they use electronic information services, the more impact they perceive on their 

individuall information behaviour and job performance and on the organization as a whole. All other 

variabless are considered possible factors that may influence these general relationships. For 

example,, individual characteristics as age may correlate with the use of electronic information 

services,, or a task characteristic as managerial position may correlate with environmental 

uncertainty. . 

Inn all cases most of these variables are measured comparably, although there are differences in 

formulationn and sometimes different items are added or deleted (see appendix C). We will first 

discusss the main variables (use of electronic information services and interest in the organization's 
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externall environment) shortly and then discuss the relationships between the two and with the other 

variables.. We will only discuss correlations and differences with a level of significance lower than 

11 % and - in the case of correlations - with a value higher of 0.20. 

77 A. Use of electroni c informatio n service s 

Thee actual usage figures in the various cases are not very relevant (and have probably increased 

dramaticallyy since we have measured them). Even during the short time span of the case studies, 

timingg proved to be very influential on the amount of users. The most important conclusion, 

however,, is that the most information- and knowledge intensive industries seem to use the greatest 

varietyy of electronic information services and show the highest user rates (taking into account the 

timingg differences). 

Theree is a great variety of electronic information services available within the selected cases, but 

theree is one dominant information service that provides something for everybody and it's called the 

internett (see table 7.7). 

1-of-6 6 

2-of-6 6 

3-of-6 6 

Newspape rr  journalist s 

Newspape rr  holdin g 

TVV News 

Hote ll  & 
Caterin gg (Horeca ) 
Garmen tt  & clothin g 

Typ ee of service s 
internet t 
KRC/Library y 
Wolterss Kluwer cd-roms 
Lotuss Notes mailing lists 
Lotuss Notes databases 
BVI I 
internet t 
Library y 
Wolterss Kluwer CD Roms 

>> Lotus Notes databases 
•• Marketing department 
»» Dokos Intranet 
»» Library 
»» internet 
»» Library 
•• News wires 
>> internet 
•• Library 
•• internet 
»» Library (with Dutch Press Database) 
•• News wires 
»» internet 
•• Some other services 
•• internet 
•• Some other services 

Tablee 7.7. Availability of electronic information services in all cases 

Inn the professional services industry and the media industry we also see some niche databases for 

specificc user groups. The professional services firms use various legal cd-rom's (published by 
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Woiterss Kluwer), the media industry uses the news wires of press agencies such as Reuters and 

ANPP and there are many information services for particular niches in the market. All five 

organizationss in both industries have integrated many electronic information services in their 

internall networks (either an intranet, a Lotus Notes infrastructure or a newsroom system), although 

manyy were cautious with granting employees access to the internet. In all organizations of the 

professionall services industry as well as in the TV news organization, the corporate library plays a 

dominantt role in the selection of information sources, policies on access methods (either stand

alonee or integrated, and either access for all or for a limited group of people) and intermediate 

usage.. All libraries have additional information services that are not accessible from the desktop. 

Withinn the horeca and garment & dothing industries, the PC is less dominantly present and 

networkss even less so; only the internet seems to be used (see table 7.7). 

Withh so much diversity it is hard to compare the different cases in their use of electronic information 

services.. But let's start with the one common element - the internet. 

Onee commo n element : Th e interne t 

Thee internet is used throughout every industry and adoption has increased dramatically in the last 

feww years, maybe because it offers something different for everybody, both for work and pleasure. 

Wee suspect that the major differences between the cases can be explained by the timeline in which 

wee studied them and the different environmental context. The most recent surveys in any industry 

alwayss show higher penetration rates than the earlier research and - taking this into account - the 

mediaa industry seems to score the highest penetration rate, followed by the professional services 

industryy and last the less information-intensive industries of horeca and garment & clothing (see 

figuree 7.2.). The importance of the timeline is best illustrated with the results of the horeca and the 

clothingg industry. The garment & clothing industry had 49% of the participating companies using the 

internet.. On average, the companies have an experience of 11.7 months, with a median of ten 

months.. This means that more than half of the users in the garment industry did not use the internet 

att the time of the case study within the horeca case - a year and half before. Therefore, If we would 

havee studied this industry at the same time as the horeca case, we would probably have seen only 

slightlyy higher penetration rates. 
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Figuree 7.2. Relationship between time of research and percentage of internet users 

Inn terms of frequency, we were able to ask respondents in the media, horeca and garment & 

clothingg industry how many times they used the internet within a specific time period. To be able to 

comparee the results we focus on the percentage of regular users (more than once per week) (see 

figuree 7.3.). We again see that the internet is more frequently used within the media industry, 

followedd by the garment & clothing industry, with the horeca industry ending up last. And, in 

accordancee with the penetration rates, we see that the frequency of internet usage is higher in the 

mostt recent surveys and lower in the earlier case studies (internet is more frequently used within 

thee newspaper organization than in the TV news organization and the horeca industry lags the 

garmentt & clothing industry). 

Withinn the cases there are some differences between the respondents. At the TV News 

organization,, there are strong differences in the use of internet with the librarians scoring an 

averagee of 5.7 (on a scale from 1 (never) to 6 (a few times a day), the leading journalists 3.2 and 

thee rest of the journalists a mere 1.710. Among the various editorial teams of the newspaper 

organization,, there are also many significant differences. The internet editors use the internet the 

mostt frequently (an average of 4.50 on a scale of 0 to 6, it means in this case a little more than 

oncee a day), followed by the financial editors (4.29). The special interest editors score the lowest 

Kruskall Wallis chi = 9.86* 
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averagee (2.54), although many of the users say the internet is very useful for this topic.11 The 

internett editors also surf the web for the highest variety of subjects12. 

Regula rr  Interne t user s (>1 x per week) per case 

Garmentt Horeca Newspaper Newspaper TV News 
Journalistss Holding 

cases s 

Figuree 7.3. Regular internet users in cases 

Thee importanc e of nich e service s in specifi c market s 

Althoughh the internet is the most popular electronic information service (or actually collection of 

services),, there are a lot of other electronic information services available for specific professional 

groupss that seem to be essential for their core business. In the media industry, the journalists 

especiallyy use the news wires from press agencies such as Reuters and ANP. In the professional 

servicess industry, Wolters Kluwer is dominant in providing legal and fiscal information. In 1 -of-6, the 

internall network proves to be useful for e-mail alerting services with an internal interpretation of 

externall developments. 

Inn the media industry, the press agencies are clearly the most popular electronic information 

servicess with 98% of the TV journalists and 85% of the newspaper journalists using it (see table 

7.8.). . 

Kruskall Wallis chi = 13.8" for the frequency of internet usage. The same differences (with the same 
ranking)) occur with the amount of time spend on the internet: chi = 13.8". 
122 Anova F = 4 . 5 " (Levene, p>.05). Post-hoc analysis shows significant differences (*) between internet 
editorss on the one hand (with an average of 4.5 subjects) and special interest and general news on the other 
(averagee of 1.4 and 0.8). 
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Electroni cc  informatio n service s 

Presss agencie s 
Volkskran tt  on cd-ro m 
interne t t 
Netherland ss Press Databas e 
Otherr  service s 

TVV News (N=49) ) 

98% % 
63% % 
53% % 
20% % 
n.a a 

Newspaperr journalists 
(N= = =65-85) ) 

85%% (N=80) 
n.a. . 
59%(N=81) ) 
n.a. . 
37%% (N=85) 

Tablee 7.8. Use of electronic information services among journalists. 

Thee dominance of press agencies is even stronger when one takes the frequency of usage into 

account.. The internet can in no way compete with the lifeline of most TV journalists - the press 

agenciess - which are consulted at least once a day by respectively 85% of the TV journalists (n=48) 

andd 83% of the newspaper journalists (n= 68) (see figure 

7.4.). . 

Usee of Interne t and Press agencie s in TV and Newspape r cases 

Internett in TV Press in TV Internet in Press in newspaper 
newspaper r 

Figuree 7.4. Use of internet and press agencies among journalists 

Withinn the professional services industry, the internet is also challenged by other electronic sources 

off information, internet is the most popular source both in 1-of-6 and 2-of-6 with something for 

everybodyy (see table 7.9.). In 1-of-6, it is especially popular among consultants: 60% of them use 

internett web sites. This percentage is much lower for the auditors (22%) and the tax advisors 

(25%).13 3 

133 Cramer's V = .35", Kruskal Wallis chi = 80.6" 
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Usee of electroni c informatio n service s 1-of-6(N=628) ) 2-of-6(N=171) ) 
Market-relatedMarket-related information services 
interne t t 
Chamber ss of Commerc e onlin e 
Smal ll  & Medium-size d enterprise s (Notes ) 
Financia ll  Daily 
Datapr oo (Notes - ICT) 
Gartne rr  report s (Notes ) 
Reach h 
Reuter s s 

33%% (1) 
15%% (4) 
12%% (5) 
12% % 
8% % 
7% % 
3% % 
n.a. . 

58%% (1) 
20%% (4) 
n.a. . 
3% % 
n.a. . 
n.a. . 
12%% (5) 
6% % 

LegalLegal information services 
Fisca ll  Librar y (WK -tax) ) 
Guideline ss annua l report s (WK) 
VPB(WK-tax ) ) 
IP/VB(WK-tax ) ) 
Compendiu mm (WK-audit ) 
Legall  librar y (WK - legal ) 
ELEXX (WK-Europea n law) 
BPA A 

19%% (2) 
17%% (3) 
12% % 
11% % 
8% % 
4% % 
n.a. . 
n.a. . 

37%% (2) 
6% % 
n.a. . 
n.a. . 
4% % 
28%% (3) 
8% % 
6% % 

Tablee 7.9. Use of electronic information services in professional services industry 

Althoughh the internet is used by the largest percentage of employees, especially for tax and legal 

advisorss the Wolters Kluwer databases seem more important than the internet and other market-

orientedd information sources. All (100%) of the lawyers and 89% of the tax advisors in 1-of-6 use at 

leastt one of the cd-rom's of Wolters Kluwer, compared to just 36% of the auditors14. The 

penetrationn rates of the Wolters Kluwer cd-rom's among the various disciplines is almost similar in 

casee 2-of-6. Again we see that Wolters Kluwer cd-rom's are very dominant within especially the 

fiscall and legal consultancy15. In terms of frequency, tax advisors in 2-of-6 spend the most of their 

timee on the use of Wolters Kluwer cd-rom's with an average of 1.7 hours a week (a little more than 

thee lawyers). Auditors only spend 0.8 hours per week16. There is also a strong relationship between 

thee hierarchical level and the amount of time spend on Wolters Kluwer cd-rom's: the higher the 

position,, the less time one spends ranging from 0.3 hours for partners to 2 hours for assistants17. 

Wee see that the specialized cd-rom's are almost exclusively used for the specialized disciplines. 

Thee Fiscal library is almost only used by tax advisors, the Legal library by the lawyers and the 

Guideliness for annual reports by the auditors. For all of them the specific Kluwer databases are a 

fountt of life: "I know a lot of professions, but I don't know many in which developments about 

legislation,, jurisprudence and policies are as dynamic as ours. There's something new everyday on 

bothh the national and international level." (tax expert). 'The cd -rom's are also used for its archive; I 

thinkk that with almost every consult report, people use these cd-rom's of Wolters Kluwer to make 

suree that they interpret a case correctly."(tax expert). 

144 Differences between the disciplines are significant with Kruskal Wallis chi = 50.1 ** 
1 5100%% of all legal advisors and 87% of all tax advisors use at least one of these cd-rom's (versus 37% of all 
auditorss and just 5% of all consultants) in 206. Differences are significant". 
166 Anova F = 3.6* with Leven's test p>.05. Post-hoc analysis shows a significant* difference between tax 
advisorss and auditors 
177 Spearman's Rho = .45** for a re-scaled variable to an ordinal level (to overcome the skewness of the 
frequencyy variable on a scale level). 
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Ann important difference between 1-of-6 and 2-of-6 has been the use of the internal network Lotus 

Notes.. Within 2-of-6 only 17% use databases on this internal network often to very often. In 1-of-6 

onlyy 16% don't use the internal network regularly. Especially the internal e-mail newsletters are very 

popular.. The two expert bureaus who are responsible for the monitoring and distribution of 

professionall knowledge (including legislation and methodology updates) also create a newsletter 

whichh they distribute via e-mail throughout the entire organization. This kind of alerting technology 

iss very successful, because these newsletters are the most widely used services within 1-of-6 

(moree popular than the Wolters Kluwer cd-rom's and the internet). 93% of the auditors and 68% of 

thee tax advisors use the newsletter on audit methodology and knowledge, 97% of the tax advisors 

usee the newsletter on tax legislation, 57% of the auditors and 50% of the tax advisors use the legal 

notess - which is created by the legal advisors aimed at the rest of the organization. Some external 

databasess (such as Gartner and Datapro) are also made accessible within the interface of the 

internall Lotus Notes network and these are predominantly used by the consultants18 

Conclusio n n 

Thee knowledge intensive organizations seem to be using a little bit more of the internet but the 

majorr difference is in the range of services being used and the relative dominance of the internet. 

Withinn the horeca and the garment & clothing industry there doesn't seem to be any alternative for 

thee internet and also within staff departments of the news paper holding company, internet is 

dominant.. The professionals of the news and professional services organizations however do also 

usee internet a lot, but they use many other services as well (such as the newswires of the press 

agenciess for journalists, the Wolters Kluwer cd-rom's for (fiscal/) legal advisors). 1-of-6 also uses 

internall newsletters (distributed via e-mail) to inform professionals on external (legal and fiscal) 

developments. . 

7.5.. T h e importanc e o f informatio n abou t th e organizationa l environmen t 

Thee organizational environment is omnipresent (see chapter two) and can be something else for 

everybody.. As we will see, almost everybody reports a high interest in the organizational, external 

environmentt (or segments of it). Before we go into the relationship between environmental 

uncertaintyy and the use of electronic information services, we will first give a short outline of how we 

measuredd environmental uncertainty (or interest in the organizational external environment). In 

nearlyy all cases environmental uncertainty is operationalized in the same manner, except for the 

mediaa industry. We will therefore discuss the results in the media industry separately. 

188 The management consultants predominantly use Gartner (21%), Delivery (18%) and Datapro (15%) -
managementt and ICT related databases. In total, 98% of the tax advisors, 95% of the auditors and 60% of 
thee consultants use Lotus Notes. The differences between the three are significant (Kruskal Wallis chi = 
149.3") ) 
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Interes tt  in environmenta l segment s 

Inn all cases - except for the journalists in the media industry - we have measured environmental 

uncertaintyy in the same way. We have asked all respondents to rate on a 4-point scale how 

importantt it is for their job to be informed about the various segments of the organizational 

environment.. The 11 (eleven) environmental segments are: legislation, clients, competitors, other 

industries/suppliers19,, human resources, financial markets, technology & professional knowledge, 

managementt & organization, macro-economic developments, socio-cultural developments and 

finallyy international developments. Environmental uncertainty can thus be operationalized as the 

interestt in information per segment, or the amount of segments a respondent rates as important 

(scoree 3 or 4) or the average score on all segments or combinations of segments (dimensions of 

thee environment). 

Thee results on the average scores between the various cases are not as different as expected. If 

wee combine all the results, we see that everybody has more or less the same average scores with 

thee managers of the horeca industry the highest scores on interest in environmental segments and 

thee staff members of the newspaper holding having the lowest scores (see table 7.10.). 

Withinn both 1-of-6 and 2-of-6 we see that only with three out of eleven environmental segments a 

majorityy of the respondents consider these segments of none or little importance (these items are: 

macro-economics,, socio-cultural trends, human resources). This is only one of eleven segments in 

thee horeca industry and two out of eleven in the garment & clothing industry. Among the staff 

memberss of the newspaper holding company, seven out of eleven segments are considered of 

nonee or little importance by a majority of the respondents. 

Client s s 
Legislatio n n 
Industr yy  or Supplier s 
Technolog yy & 
professiona l l 
knowledg e e 
Managemen tt  & 
Organizatio n n 
Financia ll  market s 
Competitor s s 
TotalTotal average 

1-of-6 6 
(N=781) ) 

3.33(1) ) 
3.18(2) ) 
3.15(3) ) 
3.14(4) ) 

2.900 (5) 

2.85 2.85 

2-of-6 6 
(N=169) ) 

3.19(3) ) 
3.455 (2) 
3.099 (4) 
3.62(1) ) 

2.833 (5) 

2.83 2.83 

Newspape r r 
holdin g g 
(N=80) ) 
2.699 (3) 

2.366 (5) 
2.911 (1) 

2.533 (4) 

2.822 (2) 
2.41 2.41 

Horec a a 
(N=396) ) 

3.511 (2) 
3.52(1) ) 
3.311 (3) 
3.266 (4) 

3.16(5) ) 
3.06 3.06 

Garmen tt  & 
Clothin gg (N= 99) 

3.53(1) ) 
3.244 (3) 
3.255 (2) 
3.000 (5) 

3.14(4) ) 
2.83 2.83 

Tablee 7.10. Top 5 segments per case20 

Withinn the newspaper holding and the horeca and garment & clothing industry we referred more specifically 
too suppliers. 
2020 Range from 1 (not important) to 4 (very important) 
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Maybee the most remarkable results of the case study in the horeca and garment & clothing 

industriess with low information intensity is that their managers experience very high interest in the 

variouss environmental segments. Also, the high interest in environmental segments in the horeca 

cannott be strongly linked to the various kinds of companies (in terms of type of company, size , age, 

pc-- infrastructure)21 and thus seems to exist throughout the industry. The relatively high scores in 

horecaa and the garment and clothing industry need some nuance, because they are somewhat 

incomparablee with the other cases, because in these instances only the general managers were 

asked.. It is probable that not many other people in these organizations have the same interest in 

thesee environmental segments. Within the garment & clothing industry we asked for whom the 

segmentss are important and 53% states information on these segments is only relevant for 10% of 

thee organization, especially the general manager (91 % of the organizations believe so), the sales 

managerr (57%) and the product manager (55%). But for the top of these organizations it is clear 

thatt external environments are very important. 

Thee relatively low average scores in the holding company of the newspaper organization can be 

causedd by the fact that these respondents seem to specialize in just one or a few of the 

environmentall segments. The high scores on technology are due to the high response among 

peoplee from the IT-department. The IT-department is otherwise a lot less interested in the 

organizationall environment than the other three. The IT-department scores a much lower average 

onn overall importance (1.95) than the other three departments (both marketing and sales are 2.7, 

managementt is 3.2).22 As would be suspected from a more or less traditional staff organization of a 

professionall bureaucracy, we also see a strong significant relationship between hierarchy and the 

relativee importance of environmental segments (spearman's rho = .33**). 

Inn chapter 2, we stated that the environmental segments can be grouped into a task environment 

andd a general environment, or a transactional and a contextual environment. In the holding of the 

newspaperr company all segments constitute a homogeneous scale and a one-dimensional factor, 

soo no dimensions can be distinguished23. Within the horeca24 and the garment & clothing industry25 

211 no significant correlations with r or rho>.25. 
2222 Anovaa F = 12.9" (Levene, p>,05). Post-hoc analysis shows significant differences between fT and the 
otherr three divisions {*). 
233 All segments constitute a homogeneous scale: alpha = .91 and item total correlations are above .46, and 
onee factor explaining 53% of the variance. 
244 Within the horeca industry it was possible to divide the organizational environment into two homogeneous 
andd uni-dimensional factors in congruence with the theoretical distinction. (1) Transactional environment; 
thosee segments that have a direct impact on the performance of the organization, such as clients, suppliers, 
competitors,, professional knowledge and international developments. (2) Contextual environment: those 
segmentss that have an indirect and managerial impact, such as human resources, macro-economics, 
financiall markets, management & organization, social-cultural trends, legislation and again international 
developments.. All segments constitute a homogeneous scale (alpha = .86 with item-total correlations > .41). 
withh two factors explaining 51.3% of the variance. The factors consist of a transactional environment (clients, 
suppliers,, competitors, professional knowledge and international) and a contextual environment (human 
resources,, international, macro-economic, financial, management & organization, socio-cultural and 
legislation). . 
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thee distinction is as straightforward as theory predicts. In 106 it proved to be impossible to 

distinguishh meaningful dimensions of the organizational environment26. 

Inn 206 it is a bit more complicated. Within 2-of-6, we see a distinction between the task environment 

off consultants (focusing in professional knowledge and client information) and a more general 

environmentt (split in a contextual and a transactional environment). With factor analyses, we 

distinguishedd four dimensions within their environment27: 

N-1688 Mean 
•• Professional knowledge (methodology & 3.54 

legislation) ) 
•• Client-focused (clients, industries, 2.98 

managementt & organization) 
•• Contextual information (financial markets, 2.61 

macro-economicall info, socio-cultural info, 
international) ) 

•• Transactional information (competitors, human 2.52 
resources) ) 

Tablee 7.11. Environmental dimensions for 2-of-6. 

Thee highest average score is on professional knowledge, followed by client-focused information. 

Thee two segments that are primarily important for the organization but not for the professionals 

(competitionn and human resources) close the ranking. 

Alll industries but the professional services focus in their own organizational environment on a 

combinationn of transactional information (clients, suppliers, competitors) and contextual information 

(legislation,, professional knowledge). The professional services industry (1-of-6 and 2-of-6) is 

mostlyy interested in those segments that concern their clients. They are not so much interested in 

thee environment of the organization they belong to (for example: less interest in their competitors), 

butt foremost in those developments that directly influence their advice to clients: legislation, 

professionall knowledge and market information on clients (organizations) and industries. 

Withinn the garment & clothing industry the various segments can be clustered according to the distinction 
betweenn a transactional and a contextual environment, although in factor analyses three dimensions 
emerged:: (1) Transactional environment: clients, suppliers, technology and legislation, (2) Contextual contact: 
humann resources, competition, financial, (3) Contextual themes: macro-economical, socio-cultural, 
managementt & organization. The eleven segments do no constitute a homogeneous scale, because the 
interestt in international news shows low item-total correlations. Without this segment; alpha =.80 and all item-
totaii correlations are higher than .30. Three factors can be disinghuished with an explained variance of 
60.8%. . 

Withinn 106 there are no clear dimensions of environmental uncertainty. Reliability alpha of all segments = 
.766 and .78 if one deletes legislation (because its item-total correlation is below .30). But in factor analysis, 
onlyy two dimensions are found with an eigenvalue higher than 1.0, but these two dimensions only explain 
47%% of the total variance. 

Alll items form a homogeneous scale, but legislation and profe ssional knowledge show very low item-total 
correlations.. So we distinguished two scales: one with professional knowledge (alpha = .65, item-total 
correlationss are higher than .55 and explained variance of the factor is 75.9% with component values of .87) 
andd one with the remaining items (alpha = .79, with item-total correlations above .37). These remaining items 
formm three different factors with a total explained variance of 63.3% (and a straightforward varimax rotation 
matrix). . 
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Inn conclusion, in overall average scores, the various industries do not differ much in the importance 

theyy place on all the environmental segments. Horeca and garment & clothing managers believe 

thee various environmental segments are very relevant for their organization (but this is probably 

truee for only a few people within the organization). The professional services industry is mainly 

interestedd in the external environment if it directly helps the quality of their work towards clients (and 

nott so much the relevance of it for their own organizational strategy) and the staff departments of 

thee newspaper company seem to be the most specialized (with every respondent only interested in 

justt a few of the environmental segments), therefore scoring low total averages. 

Journalist ss  are a specia l cas e 

Thee importance of external information is self-evident for journalists but unfortunately it is not very 

usefull to use the regular environmental segments as we have used them in other case studies. 

Journalistss do hardly operate in such a corporate environment, but simply use information about the 

entiree society as a source for raw material that serves as input for their production processes. 

Thereforee we had to reformulate the questions on the importance of external information. 

Basedd on McQuail (1997), we used the following measurements of the importance of external 

information: : 

•• The relative importance of source consultation 

•• The subjects on which journalists report 

•• The time pressure of environmental scanning 

McQuaill (1997) describes news making as the "process of taking notice of an event in the world to 

writingg about it or filming it and process it to a news item for dissemination". The process 

encompassess source consultation, selection, gathering, processing and dissemination of subjects 

whichh provide (according to specific selection criteria) relevant information about the world. McQuail 

alsoo stresses that news creation is under constant time-pressure and that the time circulation is 

goingg faster and faster: news has to be brought as soon as possible to the viewers and readers, 

sometimess even instantly. The competition on the news market is largely based on who is the first 

withh the news facts (who has the scoop) and who can add interesting facts to the storyline. The 

veryy essence of news is its currency and timeliness. Furthermore, competition has forced news 

organizationss to increase their news processing capacity. 

Therefore,, we first asked the journalists how much of their time they are spending on source 

consultation.. If we exclude the answers from those who said to spend no time at all on source 

consultationn (mainly members of the support and the operational staff), the respondents of the TV 

newss organization spend on average 50% of their time on source consultation (median annhode 

aree the same), varying from 10 to 95%. Naturally there are many differences between the various 
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functions.. Journalists spend 50 to 55% of their time on source consultation. And, within support the 

librarianss are off course heavy users with 80%, and the rest of the direction/production is just 10% 

(N=30)28.. In the newspaper company the journalists spend a little less on source consultation or 

informationn gathering: on average the journalists spend 3 1 % of their time on con sulfation, varying 

fromm zero to hundred percent. The median is 25%. One quarter of the journalists spend more than 

45%% on information gathering. 

Secondly,, we asked the respondents on what subjects they consulted these sources. The subjects 

weree adjusted to the terminology of the organization. Table 7.12 shows the most popular subjects 

withinn the newspaper company: 

N=80 0 

Politics/legislatio n n 

Economy/busines s s 
Art/culture/medi a a 
Sport s s 
Specia ll  interes t 
Financia ll  market s 
Crime/Polic e e 
Scienc ee & Technolog y 

Often/ver y y 
ofte n n 
28% % 

26% % 
18% % 
13% % 
15% % 
18% % 
15% % 
14% % 

Mean n 

2.511 (on a scale 
fromll to 5) 
2.68 8 
2.31 1 
1.85 5 
2.15 5 
1.91 1 
2.01 1 
2.20 0 

Tablee 7.12. The most popular subjects for the newspaper journalists 

Mostt of the items have a very skewed distribution , because most journalists focus on one or two 

itemss and score very low on all the others. Further analysis distinguishes two factors: 

•• Hard news: politics, economy, financial markets, crime 

•• Soft news: culture, sports, science & technology29 

Wee have also asked the relative importance of regional, national and international news. The 

Newspaperr journalists spend on average 21% on regional information (median is 15%), 51% 

nationall information (median is 50%) and 26% international (median is 25%). For all three variables 

thee scores range from 0 to 100. 

Journalistss of the newspaper do not experience a great lack of information. Asking them on which 

subjectss they often feel a lack of information, most of the journalists answer "none of the above" 

(57%% - N=62). The most difficult subjects are economy/business (24%), politics (19%) and sports 

288 Differences between functions are significant with Anova F = 5.31**, and Levene's lest p>.05. Post-hoc 
testss are not possible because some groups have less than two cases. 
2929 All items but "special interest constitute a reasonable homogeneous scale with alpha = .71, but one item-
totall correlation is below .30. Factor analysis distinguishes two factors which explain 58.1 % of the variance. 
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(16%).. The more journalists express a need for hard news the more dissatisfied they are about the 

sufficiencyy of information: more subjects are mentioned in which they feel a lack of information30. 

Withinn the TV news organization we have focused on a rough distinction in subject and timeliness 

(againn in the terminology of the organization). On average, one spends 40% on foreign news, 35% 

onn national news, 10% on political news and 5% on economical news. Within foreign and national 

newss there seem to be specialists - with a range from 0 to 90% of their information spending time 

andd economic and political news is always a part of the job - with a range from 0 to 30% of the 

informationn spending time (N=37). There is a gender difference in content. Male respondents 

spendd most time on foreign news (on average almost 50% compared to 18% of information time of 

thee female respondents) and female respondents spend most time on national news (60% versus 

28%)31. . 

Inn timeliness, current news (of the last 24 hours) constitutes the biggest part of the information time 

withh an average of 40%. Spot news (of the last hour) takes on average 30% of the information time 

off the respondents. Background information and static information follow with 20 en 12.5%. Again, 

somee respondents tend to specialize because the percentages for spot news, current news and 

backgroundd information vary from 0 to 80%. Spot news seems to be the exclusive territory of the 

journalistss with averages of 35% for the editors and 45% for the leading journalists while on the 

otherr hand, the others score 5 to 9%32. On the other hand, background information is almost the 

exclusivee territory of the library (an average of 50% of their time spend on source consultation) with 

editorss having 20% of their time spend on this kind of information and the top journalists only 

11%33. . 

Thesee time constraints make the information flows rather strenuously for some of the employees. 

Manyy of the journalists believe that they get too much unimportant information: 44% do (strongly) 

agreee with this statement. Timing is also an issue: 45% (strongly) feel it happens regularly that they 

gett relevant information too late. Only 31% often (strongly) feel a lack of information. Journalists get 

tooo much information rather than too little, but timing is essential.34 Time constraints place a lot of 

emphasiss on spot news for the journalists. Background information is less important or is delegated 

too the librarians. Also, respondents tend to specialize in either national or foreign news. This will 

havee a clear impact on the use of the various available electronic information services (as we will 

seee later). 

Pearson'ss r = .31**) 
311 Independent samples test gender and foreign news: T = -3.94** with the assumption of equal variances 
(F=2.5,, p>.05). Independent samples test between gender and national news: T = 4.18** with assumption of 
unequall variances (F=8.0**). 
322 Independent samples test between function (division between journalists and support) and spot news: T = -
3.06*** with equal variances assumed (F=3.03, p>.05). 
333 Anova F= 2.73* (with Levene's test, p>.05) 
344 The three statements constitute a homogeneous scale (alpha = .71 with item total correlations > .43) and a 
uni-dimensionall factor explaining 63.5% of the variance. 
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7.6.. Relationshi p betwee n organizationa l environmentan d usage 

Thee relationship between the interest in the organization's external environment and the use of 

electronicc information services is rather limited. In paragraph 7.4. we saw that the most knowledge-

intensivee industries showed the highest user rates and the greatest variety of electronic information 

servicess that are used. But these differences cannot be caused by differences in the interest in the 

organization'ss external environment, because there is simply not enough variation in environmental 

uncertaintyy - total averages are more or less the same for each case, the same segments seem to 

bee considered important in each case. 

Withinn each case we do see some variation among employees in environmental uncertainty and in 

thee use of the available electronic information services. Among the journalists we have found a 

clear-cutt relationship between information interests and the use of the electronic information 

services.. In all other cases the relationship between environmental uncertainty and usage is very 

limited.. We only see some relationships between specific environmental segments and the use of 

specificc electronic information services. 

Thee journalist s us e electronicall y th e informatio n the y need 

Wee asked the journalists how much time they spend on information gathering and source 

consultation,, which subjects they report on and how current the information is they search. On all 

thesee topics clear relationships exist with the use of electronic information services. 

Thee more time the newspaper journalists spend on gathering information, the more one uses both 

thee internet and the various press agencies. Also, the frequency of usage of the press agencies 

increases35.. We don't see this relationship with the TV journalists, probably because there is not 

sufficientt variation in the time spend on consultation. 

Theree is also a clear relationship between the relative importance of hard news items and the 

frequencyy of use of both the internet and the press agencies36 among the newspaper journalists. 

Thee relationship with press agencies is not surprising - this source can mainly be used for hard 

news.. With the internet the story is a bit more ambiguous. The ones with a need for hard news are 

moree likely to use the internet (this relationship cannot be found for soft news). But the most popular 

subjectss among the present users of the internet belong mostly to the category of soft information. 

Thee most popular subjects are art/culture/media (64% of all users (N=44) search the web for this 

subject),, economy/business (55%), special interest (55%) and science & technology (55%). internet 

iss something for everybody. Many use the internet for various subjects: 50% of the users surf the 

Webb for three subjects or more. 

355 Pearson's r = .25* for internet usage (dichotomous), r = .36** for the use of press agencies (dichotomous) 
andd Spearman's rho = .44** for usage frequency of press agencies. 
366 Spearman's rho=.30* for relationship between hard news and time spent on the internet (ordinal); rho = .37* 
forr the relationship with usage frequency of press agencies (ordinal). 
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Withh the TV journalists we listed different subjects and again we see direct, clear relationships 

betweenn the importance of these subjects and the use of electronic information services . The use 

off press agencies is strongly and positively related with the interest in foreign news and strongly, 

negativelyy related to the interest in national news. The more one needs national news, the less one 

usess the press agencies.37 Apparently the press agencies are mostly used for foreign news, 

althoughh ANP (one of the press agencies) provides mainly national news. Maybe journalists have 

manyy alternative ways to get national news or the national information services do not suffice. The 

latterr is likely because the journalists with a strong emphasis on national news are also the more 

dissatisfiedd with the general information supply (too much, too little, too late)38. Finally, the interest 

inn economic news is strongly related with the use of the internet.39 

Thee use of the various sources of information has also much to do with the demanded tjmelinessof 

information.. The use of press agencies is directly related with the relative importance of spot news: 

thee more one needs spot news, the more frequently one checks the press agencies40. There is a 

negativee relationship with static and background information41. There are no clear relationships with 

internett and timeliness. 

Inn al l othe r cases : lo w correlation s betwee n us e and environmenta l 
uncertaint y y 

Withh very information-intensive professions like journalists, we do see that the sum of various 

segmentss shows good relationships with the use of the internet and in their case press agencies. 

Wee don't see these relationships with the other cases. For example, the newspaper holding 

companyy has the highest internet penetration rate (73%), yet many respondents did not express a 

strongg need for external information. They also have not much contact with the outside world 

(externall interdependence) and they score low on most of the environmental segments except 

technologicall developments. Therefore, there are no significant relationships between the need for 

externall information or external interdependence and the use of the internet in the newspaper 

holdingg company. We also couldn't find a general relationship between the importance of the 

organizationall environment and the use of electronic information services within 1-of-6. In 2-of-6, 

wee did create four environmental dimensions, but we didn't see strong significant relationships 

betweenn the interest in the outside world and the use of the various electronic information services. 

Pearsonn r = .56** for the relationship between the scale variable press agencies and foreign news, and 
Pearsonn r = -.58** for the relationship with national news. 
388 Pearson's r = .46**. There is also a strong relationship with foreign news, only reversed: Pearson's r = -
.36*** (with the statements on the information supply negatively stated). 
399 Pearson's r = .37* for the relationship between internet (dichotomous) and economic news, and Pearson's r 
== .37* for the relationship between economic news and usage frequency of all electronic information services 
combinedd (except the two from the press agencies). 

Pearsonn r = .34" for the relationship between spot news and the scale-variable use of press agencies (both 
evnn and text wire). 
411 The more one needs static information, the less one uses these press agencies: Pearson r = -.40*. The 
moree one needs background information, the less one use press agencies, as measured on an ordinal scale: 
Spearman'ss Rho = -.42** 
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Finally,, also in the horeca and the garment & clothing industry there aren't any strong relationships 

betweenn the interest in environmental segments and the present usage of the internet. 

So,, in all cases but the journalists', there is no correlation between the individual scores on 

environmentall uncertainty (or dimensions of environmental uncertainty) and the use of electronic 

informationn services (such as whether or not they use a specific service, the amount of services 

theyy use and the frequency of usage). 

Theree can be various reasons for this lack of relationship between environmental uncertainty and 

thee use of electronic information services: 

55

Uncertainty y 

1.. A lack of variation in the use of electronic 

informationn services. In this scatter diagram all 

respondentss express low levels of use despite 

differentt levels of environmental uncertainty. 

PP 4 2.. A lack of variation in the perception of 

environmentall uncertainty. In this scatter 

diagramm all respondents express a similar high 

amountt of environmental uncertainty, although 

theirr levels of use vary. 

Uncertainty y 

3.. Despite low levels of environmental 

uncertainty,, people are still using electronic 

informationn services - this is the case if 

respondentss are predominantly in the 

highlightedd area of this scatter diagram. 

 Uncertainty 
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4.. Despite high levels of environmental 

uncertainty,, people are not using electronic 

informationn services - this is the case if 

respondentss are predominantly in the 

highlightedd area of this scatter diagram 

Figuree 7.5. Schematic scatter diagrams for the lack of relationship between use and uncertainty 

Inn total we explored the scatter diagrams and box plots of 52 relationships between levels of 

(dimensionss of) environmental uncertainty and use of electronic information services (either 

use/non-use,, or amount of used services, or frequency of use) within 5 cases (1-of-6, 2-of-6, 

newspaperr holding company, horeca, garment & clothing). 

Inn 10 of the 52 instances we predominantly found proof of the first situation; a lack of variation in 

eitherr the use of electronic information services or the perception of environmental uncertainty. 

Withinn 1 -of-6, 2-of-6 and the newspaper holding company especially the relationship with frequency 

off use is hampered by a lack of variation in the amount of times one is using electronic information 

services;; many are limited users. Within the horeca and the garment & clothing industry, there is 

limitedd variation in the perceptions of environmental uncertainty which limits a correlation between 

uncertaintyy and usage. 

Inn 7 of the 52 instances we predominantly found proof of the second situation; high levels of usage 

despitee relatively low levels of environmental uncertainty. This is probably due to high levels of 

specialization;; high interest in one or two segments but low to moderate interest in the 

organizationall environment as a whole. In the newspaper holding company this is the case in the 

relationshipp between environmental uncertainty and the use of internet. For example, the IT -

departmentt demonstrated low general need, but high need for technological information and this 

waswas for them reason enough to actively search the internet. It appears that especially the IT 

departmentt wants to use the internet to stay in tune with latest ICT developments and marketing 

usess it somewhat for occasional environmental scanning. The internet is probably used for different 

purposess by the various departments, who specialize in only a few segments of the organizational 

environment.. In this case at least, the operationalization of "need for external information" should 

nott be the average of all environmental segments. 

Theree is more proof to the fact that the relationship between environmental uncertainty and usage 

iss distorted by specialization, because there are various correlations between interest in specific 

environmentall segments and the use of specific electronic information services. Within 1-of-6 there 

aree some very strong relationships between the importance of legislative information and the use of 
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Wolterss Kluwer cd-rom's42. Also, within 2-of-6 (one of the professional services organizations), the 

usee of electronic sources is strongly linked to the expressed interest in client information43. But, 

theree are several respondents who report a low interest in the more client-focused environmental 

segmentss but still are using electronic information services. These are people who use electronic 

informationn services for a different purpose, specifically satisfying their information needs 

concerningg legislative developments. In short, in the high end of the cases (professional services 

andd staff members of the newspaper company), we only see relationships between specific 

environmentalenvironmental segments and usage of specific electronic information services. 

Inn most instances and in all cases, however we have seen the reversed situation; in 35 of the 52 

examinedd relationships we see many respondents with little or no use of electronic information 

servicess despite the fact that they experience high levels of environmental uncertainty. These 

respondentss do have interest in the organizational environment, but are not using electronic 

informationn services to satisfy their information needs. We have asked in several cases to the non-

userss why they presently did not use any of the electronic information services. The non-users in 1 -

of-66 and 2-of-6 mainly state they don't use electronic information services because of a lack of 

awareness.. The employees of the newspaper company (both staff members and journalists) 

mainlyy blame their non-use on a lack of accessibility. In all cases intermediate usage is a real 

alternativee for some respondents and usefulness is the least expressed reason for not using the 

electronicc information services (see table 7.13.). 

Inn the remaining paragraphs of this chapter we therefore zoom in on the fol lowing possible reasons 

forr the fact that many do not use electronic information services despite high levels of 

environmentall uncertainty: 

•• respondents experience barriers of use, because of a lack of awareness and accessibility, 

•• respondents use alternative sources for environmental scanning, especially traditional 

informationn sources (such as print media) and information intermediaries (such as 

librarianss and colleagues) 

•• respondents question the usefulness of electronic information services, because these 

servicess do not match with their information needs or because they do not expect or 

experiencee a positive effect on their work performance. 

Forr 1 -of-6: Correlations between the importance of legislative information and the use of at least one 
databasee of Wofters Kluwer: rho = .46** and the amount of WK cd-rom's rho = .45**. There are also 
correlationss with a few specific databases: the use of the fiscal library (spearman's rho = .42"), the use of 
IP/VPP (rho = .23**), and the use of VpB (rho=.23**). 
433 The use of Lotus Notes and external services (measured on a five-point scale) is correlated with various 
variabless that express the interest in client information. For the correlation with the interest in prospect items, 
Pearson'ss r=.46", with client items r=.32" and the dimension of organizational environment, labeled client-
focusedd information ( r - 3 5 " ) . 
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Awareness s 
•• 1 don' t kno w thes e database s 
•• 1 don't know what*s available 
Accessibility y 
•• Don't know how to get a 

connection n 
•• Too expensive 
•• Too much time 
•• Too much effort 
•• Not the right equipment 
Alternatives s 
•• Other sources are better 
•• Someone else uses for me 
Usefulness s 
•• Not relevant for me 

1of-66 2-of-6 
(N=241)444 (N=59) 

40% % 
56% % 

n.t. . 
n.t. . 

15% % 
8% % 

11% % 

4% % 
19% % 

10% % 

Newspaperr Newspaper 
journalistss (N=42) holding (N=23) 

53% % 
n.t. . 

n.t. . 
n.t. . 

27% % 
5% % 
n.t. . 

5% % 
29% % 

12% % 

10% % 
n.t. . 

36% % 
5% % 

12% % 
7% % 

52% % 

14% % 
10% % 

2% % 

n.t. . 
0% % 

4% % 
22% % 

9% % 
9% % 

44% % 

0% % 
22% % 

13% % 

Tablee 7.13. Reasons for not using electronic information services 

7.7.. Alternatives: traditional sources and intermediate usage 

Despitee high levels of environmental uncertainty, many respondents do hardly use any of the 

electronicc information services or none at all. We have some proof that some people don't want to 

usee electronic information services because they get their information in another way. First, where 

measuredd we have found strong relationships between the importance of the organizational 

environmentt and traditional environmental scanning. Second, in several cases intermediate usage 

iss a real alternative for direct use of electronic information services. 

Wheree measured, there is a relationship between the importance of the organizational environment 

andd traditional environmental scanning. Horeca entrepreneurs presently use traditional information 

sourcess to scan the environment. The interests in environmental segments correlate nicely with 

theirr external communication behavior45. Although there is no relationship with present usage of 

internet,, there is a relationship with future expectations. The sooner one expects to start using the 

internet,, the more interest the respondents have demonstrated in both information on the 

444 A large group of users (n=249) also answered this question - probably to explain why they use it a little -
andd they show almost the same results: 55% of them didn't know their organization had these databases and 
44%% didn't know these databases. The two relevance statements are at the bottom of the list with 10 and 3%. 
455 External communication behavior is measured as a scale variable consisting of "contact outside company", 
"foreignn contact", "'contact other horeca companies", "contact semi-government organizations": alpha = .71 
withh item-total correlations >.36 (including the "reading of trade magazines" and "reading of magazines of 
industryy organizations", but these form a different factor). The two factors explain 63,2% of the variance. The 
relationshipp between external communication behavior and interest in contextual environment shows a 
correlationn of Pearson r = .30" . The relationship between external communication behavior and interest in 
transactionall environment shows a correlation of r =.26**. We also see a correlation between the contextual 
environmentt and contact within the company: r = .27**. 
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contextuall environment as welt as the transactional environment . The garment and confection 

industryy is also actively using traditional sources of information to scan the environment, with the 

highestt average scores (on a scale from 1 to 5) for employees within the organization (3.34, n=98), 

tradee magazines (3.27), reading material from VOC/Betex (3.04) and other industry organizations 

(2.99).477 In both these industries with low knowledge intensity electronic information services 

apparentlyy do not yet have a position in the environmental scanning process. Respondents stick to 

thee traditional sources. As we will see later, the use of electronic information services in these 

industriess is for the time being more related to capability than to information needs. 

Butt the relationship between the importance of the organizational environment and traditional 

environmentalenvironmental scanning is not only present within the industries with low knowledge intensity. We 

havee also measured this relationship in the case of 2-of-6 and here we also see that the use of 

traditionall sources is strongly linked to the expressed interest in client information49. 

InIn the professional services industry and the media industry there is a real alternative for using 

electronicc information services, that is letting others use electronic information services for you. We 

willl therefore zoom in on the role of intermediate usage in the various cases as an alternative for 

directt usage. 

Intermediat ee usag e 

Electronicc information services can potentially reach more people by indirect usage: people using 

thee various services on behalf of other people. As we have seen in previous chapters, there has 

beenn much debate in the literature on the role of intermediaries and whether it improves the 

effectivenesss and efficiency of the use of electronic information services . From some of our cases 

wee conclude that intermediate usage can be a real alternative for reducing environmental 

uncertainty.. But, the impact of intermediate usage is limited. It is considered fruitful when the 

informationn behavior is not closely linked to the primary proces and tasks. Also, indirect usage is 

directlyy linked to hierarchy. The higher in the organization, the more others are asked to do some 

searches.. The role of information professionals and corporate libraries is very small, because 

colleaguess are the most popular as information intermediaries. 

Intermediatee usage refers to of asking someone else to actually use the electronic information 

servicess to find some information; the user of the information is not the same person as the user of 

thee information service. Often one thinks of information professionals and librarians as the 

intermediaries,, but often also direct colleagues are asked. 

466 Spearman's Rho =.27" for the relationship between expectancy to use and the interest in contextual 
environment.. Spearman's rho =.26** for the relationship between expectancy and the interest in the 
transactionall environment. 
477 the various sources do not constitute a meaningful scale variable. 

Correlationss between the use of the traditional sources (newspapers/ magazines and personal sources 
suchh as colleagues, clients and other organizations) and an interest in the client items (Pearson r = .46*"), the 
prospectt items (r = .37"), client-focused information (Pearson r = .38") and contextual information (r = .29**) 
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Intermediatee usage frequently occurs in all organizations, but there is much variety in the popularity 

off intermediate usage among the different cases. In 1-of-6 and 2-of-6 we have asked the non-users 

whyy they presently are not using the various electronic information services. 19% of the non-users 

inn 1 -of-6 (N=241) answered that someone else is using these services on their behalf. Especially 

partnerss gave this reason for not using electronic information services: 45% of the partners say so 

andd this percentage is only 9% for the junior & senior advisors49. In 2-of-6 these percentages are 

evenn higher: 29% say that intermediate usage is the reason they are presently not using any 

servicee themselves and all (100%) of the non-using partners have given this reason. Among the 

stafff members of the newspaper holding, 22% say they don't use any of the services because they 

delegatee it to somebody else. 

Intermediatee usage is most popular in 2-of-6 and in the TV News organizations and a lot less so in 

11 -of-6 and the newspaper company. Within 2-of-6 and the TV news organization over 60% of the 

respondentss ask others to search for them. In the other organizations this figure drops to 

approximatelyy 30% of all respondents (see in figure 7.6, the percentages refer to the combination of 

"onlyy intermediate" and "intermediate & direct"). 

Withinn 3-of-6 intermediate usage also wasn't common practice among the 14 interviewees. Five 

seldomm ask others to search the intranet, and another two never do so. One of them says the 

intranett does not contain relevant information, the other says he gets the results faster by doing it 

himself.. "It is just a matter of clicking the icon and typing the keyword. It is really senseless to 

delegatee if', or as another one put it "because it is so easy, I would rather do it myself. By the time I 

havee asked someone, I have already the results on my screen." 

Onlyy in the newspaper company we do see a large number of respondents who only come in 

contactt with electronic information services through intermediate usage (figure 7.6. shows the 

percentagee of respondents with only intermediate usage). Also, in the newspaper company 

intermediatee usage is an alternative for some of the beginning or less experienced users, because 

theree are significant relationships between intermediate usage and the experience with internet50 

andd the frequency of usage51. 

499 Cramer's V = . 32 " 
500 Spearman's rho = -.31* for the relationship between internet experience and asking others among the 

newspaperr journalists. 
511 Spearman's rho = -.38" for staff members and Spearman's rho = -53 " for the newspaper journalists. 
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Intermediat ee use popula r at 206 and TV News 

ünone e 

EE only direct 

HH intermediate & direct 

•• only intermediate 

1066 206 TV News Print News Print holding 

Figuree 7.6. Intermediate usage and/or direct usage in different cases 

Thee combination of intermediate and direct usage is slightly related to the amount of interest in the 

organization'ss external environment in the professional services industries. That is, the more 

interestt one has in the environment, the more one uses electronic information services (either 

directlyy or indirectly).. Within 1-of-6 the relationship is the strongest with non-users scoring an 

averagee of 2.60 on environmental uncertainty (from a range from 1 to 4) and people who use 

electronicc information services both directly and through intermediaries scoring an average of 2.92: 

non-users:: the ones who don't use at all 2.60 0 

•• only intermediate: the ones who only use through intermediaries 2.88 

•• only direct: the ones who only use directly 2.80 

•• intermediate & direct: the ones who do both 2.92 

Thesee differences in average scores are significant, especially the differences between the non-

userss and the other three types of users. Non-users experience significantly lower levels of 

environmentalenvironmental uncertainty.52 Within 2-of-6, this is true for a segment of the users53.. 

Anovaa F = 11.88" for the differences on the average score on all environmental segments between the 
fourr groups. In a post-hoc test, the non-users differ significantly (p<.01) with the ones who only use directly 
andd the ones who use both directly and through intermediairies. The same is true for the differences on the 
amountt of important environmental segments (with a score of 3 or 4); Anova F = 9.32". The non-users on 
averagee list 6.4 segment as (reasonably or very) important, compared to 7.1 for the direct users and 7.6 for 
thee ones who use both directly and indirectly. 
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Thee alternative of intermediate usage is especially available for the higher management layers in 

thesee organizations. We already saw that many partners in 1 -of-6 and 2-of-6 say they do not use 

electronicc information services themselves because they let someone else search for them. In both 

organizations,, another strong relationship between hierarchy and intermediate usage exists. About 

45%% of all partner/directors in 1-of-6 let others do the searching, compared to 18% of all juniors54 

(seee also table 7.14.) and the average amount of times partners do so is also significantly higher55. 

Combiningg both direct and indirect use of electronic information services, only 22% of all partners 

doo not come in contact with electronic information services and this percentage increases down the 

hierarchyy to 30% of all assistants. In the interviews most respondents of 1-of-6 argued that 

intermediatee usage was preferable for some people (especially managers and partners) because of 

aa lack of time and expertise or regularity in use. "I do not benefit optimally from the various 

databases,, because I don't have any time to dive into these databases... but I am also lazy, 

becausee I ask others to do so and often they come up with some nice stuff, so apparently it works, 

butt I have no idea how much terrible effort they had to put into it... Furthermore, I am just not 

capablee of asking the right questions, but experienced users do know this" (consultant manager). A 

taxx manager says "all electronic information services are used indirectly, even juniors hardly use 

them.. It takes too much time, and you only use them once and again." 

1-of-6 6 

None e 
Onlyy Indirec t 
Onlyy Direc t 
Bot h h 

partner r 
(N=68) ) 
22% % 
10% % 
32% % 
35% % 

manager r 
(N=145) ) 
17% % 
13% % 
38% % 
32% % 

senior r 
(N=220) ) 
31% % 
4% % 
37% % 
28% % 

assistant t 
(N=301) ) 
30% % 
3% % 
53% % 
15% % 

Tablee 7.14. Direct and/or intermediate usage by different hierarchical levels in 1-of-6. 

Thesee hierarchical differences are even more apparent in 2-of-6. Through the combination of direct 

andd intermediate usage, all partners (100%) do come in contact with electronic information services 

(seee table 7.15.). There are strong relationships between hierarchy and the intermediate usage of 

533 Concerning the use of the Wolters Kluwercd-rom's, the four groups differ significantly in both their need for 
prospectt information as well as their need for professional knowledge (mainly legislative information). Anova 
F=22.62"" for the differences on the average score of the need for professional knowledge between the four 
groupss of wolters kluwer users. Especially the non-users show significantly less interest in professional 
knowledgee compared to the direct users and the ones who use Wofters Kluwer both directly and indirectly, 
accordingg to the post-hoc test. Anova F = 8.76" for the differences on the average score on the need f a 
prospectt information. According to the post-hoc test, the ones who only use Wolters Kluwer directly show 
significantlyy less interest in prospect information than the two groups who use intermediaries. 
Concerningg the use of the market-related electronic information services, the differences between the various 
groupss are not as clear-cut and we only see significant differences between the four groups in their need for 
prospectt information. Anova F= 8.47" for the differences on the average score on the need for prospect 
informationn with especially a significant difference between the non-users and the ones who use electronic 
informationn services both directly and indirectly 
544 Kruskal Wallis chi = 32,6" 
555 Kruskal Wallis chi = 10,4" 
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bothh Wolters Kluwer cd-rom's56 and the market-related electronic information services, including 

internet57.. Partners ask on average 6.7 times a month, compared to 2.3 times a month for 

assistants58. . 

2-of-66 partner manager senior Assistant 
(N=11)) (N=37) (N=40) (N=68) 

Nonee o% 3% 5% 9% 
Onlyy Indirec t 9% 19% 3% 0% 
Onlyy Direc t 0% 3% 8% 57% 
Bot hh  91% 76% 75% 34% 

Tablee 7.15. Direct and/or intermediate usage by different hierarchical levels in 2-of-6. 

Finally,, within the TV news organization we also see that hierarchy seems to influence the 

intermediatee use of electronic information services. There is a relationship between age and asking 

otherss to do some research (Spearman's rho = .33*), which would suggest that hierarchy has 

somethingg to do with it59. 

So,, because of the alternative of intermediate usage, more partners come into contact with 

informationn from these various services than any of the other hierarchical levels. But the role of the 

informationn professionals and corporate librarians is limited. Intermediate usage is mostly 

performedd by junior colleagues instead of professional intermediaries. Professional intermediaries 

aree only asked when the information search is not closely related to the primary process of the 

respondents. . 

Iff one asks others to search the intranet, it is most often asked to someone lower in the hierarchy, 

likee a junior or senior assistant or trainees. Just one of the interviewees in 3-of-6 asks the IRC to do 

thee search. Another interviewee explains that normally a team is working on an assignment which 

meanss that sometimes one of the team members is asked to do the information search for all of the 

teamm members; most often this is one of the assistants. One senior however does search for the 

assistants,, because in his field of expertise - tax consultancy - he states that the search interface is 

nott user-friendly and you need some domain knowledge to find the right keywords. He is truly the 

exception. . 

82%% of the partners asks others to do an information search on Wolters KluwerCD's, compared to 78% of 
thee managers, 67% of the seniors and only 22% of the assistants (most of them thus always search 
themselvess and often for someone else). Correlation between hierarchy and intermediate usage is very 
strong:: Spearman's Rho = - .50" . Because of these strong hierarchical relationship we see also correlations 
withh age, amount of years employed and even gender: Correlations between intermediate usage and age: 
Pearson'ss r= .29" , with years of employment: r = .39 " and with gender: T-test T = 2.87** with assumption of 
equall variances (F=3.4, p>.05). 
577 91 % of the partners asks others to search, dropping to 87% of the managers, 65% of the seniors and 22% 
off the assistants. Correlation between hierarchy and the intermediate usage of market-related electronic 
informationn services: Spearman Rho = - .57". 
588 Spearman's Rho = -.26** 
599 Also: top journalists seem to ask it more often than the others: Kruskal Wallis chi = 8.83*. 
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Inn the other two organizations of the professional services industry, we clearly see that intermediate 

usagee is predominantly performed by colleagues, also with a clear hierarchical influence. In the 

majorityy of cases within 1-of-6, the indirect users are the junior advisors (51%), followed by the 

supportt staff, including the KRC (25%). Of all indirect users of Wolters Kluwer cd-rom's in 2-of-6 

(N=83),, 82% of them asks assistants to do the job, followed by the next step in the hierarchy 

(seniorss are asked by 45%). The librarian follows with a great gap and is only asked by 12% of the 

indirectt users. Compared to the indirect use of Wolters Kluwer databases, the support staff is a bit 

moree popular for indirectly using the market-related information services: 28% of the indirect users 

askk marketing, 26% ask secretaries and 22% ask the librarian. 

Thee role of the corporate libraries and the information professionals is limited. Respondents clearly 

preferr colleagues over the librarian, and they also state that the closer the information behavior 

concernss the primary processes or tasks of their jobs, the less they want to rely on the professional 

intermediaries.. A director in auditing at 1-of-6 clearly states that Wolters Kluwer has to be used 

directly:: "you need to do it yourself, because you are the one who has to write the report". For the 

market-relatedd services, one could use the Knowledge and Research Center (KRC), because "if 

youu do not use these databases regularly, you do not get the skills". The KRC is quite popular, but 

itss role is limited because of its centralized position in the organization. Yet, interviewees still seem 

too prefer a centralized position, despite its negative impact on usefulness: 

"If"If you would have these people in the profit-and-loss responsible business units, they 

wouldwould need to have their own clients and then you could get the dilemma that they both 

needneed to serve a client and inform the internal organization. You need to specialize these 

people,people, even though this might mean professionals and librarians don't understand each 

other."other." (fiscal director). 

Inn the TV news organization, we also see some indications that intermediate usage isn't suited for 

informationn behavior that is closely related to the primary process. The ones who search for others 

feell less of a time constraint and are more frequent users of the general electronic information 

servicess (not including the press agencies).60 This could also explain the relationships with the 

interestt in static information and with spot news61. 

Inn conclusion, traditional sources and intermediate usage can be an alternative way to reduce 

environmentall uncertainty. Intermediate usage of electronic information services is especially 

popularr among the higher management layers of an organization and when t concerns information 

taskss that are not closely related to the primary tasks of the user. Intermediate usage is preferably 

carriedd out by direct, younger, colleagues instead of by librarians. Their role seems to be limited. 

600 Spearman's rho = .45** between frequency of searching for others and frequency of using the general 

electronicc information services. Same relationships exist with individual services, e.g. with internet usage Rho 

== .31*. 
611 Kendall's tau c = .36* for the relationship between searching for others (dichotomous) and interest in static 
newss and tau c = -.40* for the relationship with spot news. 
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7.8.. Usefulnes s of electroni c informatio n service s 

Despitee high levels of environmental uncertainty, many respondents do hardly use any of the 

electronicc information services. Some don't use these services because they prefer alternatives; 

theyy use traditional sources or ask others to search for them (intermediate usage). Others may 

believee that these services are not very useful in reducing environmental uncertainty, because they 

doo not satisfy information needs. We have proof in especially the professional services industry that 

theree is a mismatch between information demand and information supply. This mismatch of 

demandd and supply does not affect the general attitude towards the usefulness of electronic 

informationn services. Almost everybody is very positive about the effects of usage for individual 

workk performance as well as for the performance of the organization as a whole. Uses are even 

moree positive than non-users on the effects they perceive or expect. 

AA mismatc h betwee n deman d and suppl y in th e professiona l service s 
industr y y 

Despitee high levels of environmental uncertainty, many respondents do hardly use any of the 

electronicc information services or none at all. In some cases this is because these services do no 

helpp to reduce environmental uncertainty, because they do not satisfy specific information needs. 

Thiss especially seems to be the case in the professional services industry in which we closely 

examinedd the differences between the various disciplines in their rating of the importance of the 

variouss environmental segments. We conclude there is a a mismatch between information demand 

andd information supply, which might have caused a lack of a relationship between environmental 

uncertaintyy (demand) and the use of electronic information services (supply). 

Thee organizational environment is very important to the professionals in the professional service 

industry.. Especially information about the client's organizational environment is essential. 

Everybodyy wants to be informed about developments in professional knowledge, but only the tax 

andd legal advisors are served satisfactorily with the Wolters Kluwer cd-rom's. Consultants believe 

theyy don't have services to be informed about professional knowledge. Especially auditors and 

consultantss need market information; some (especially consultants) use the internet, others use 

somethingg else - at least there is no one clear source for market information. There is no Wolters 

Kluwerr equivalent for market information. 

Itt is no surprise that the professionals of all disciplines within the three case studies (1 -of-6, 2-of-6 

andd 3-of-6) show a high interest in the organizational environment. All disciplines score high 

averagess of interest, and for only a few of the segments a majority of the professionals were of the 

opinionn that these segments were of little or no importance for their work. There seems to be a 

clearr distinction between environmental segments that give direct input into the professional 
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knowledgee of the auditors, tax advisors and management consultants and segments that provide 

backgroundd market information. 

Environmentall segments are important in so far as they help professionals in serving the client. We 

didn'tt see any importance of segments that were essential for the firm itself (like human resources 

andd to a lesser extent competitors). There is a clear need within the professional services industry 

forr information regarding the market of clients and developments taking place in the organizational 

environmentt of clients. 

Ass one manager puts it: all information is client-driven or deals with changes in legislation. A 

consultantt director said: "business units do not automatically stimulate exchange of information, 

becausee they have to focus on their own profit & loss and we should not exaggerate in our goal to 

workk in muïtjdisciplinary ways. We don want to be overwhelmed with information. It has to be 

demand-drivenn and therefore it has to be focused on customer information." And with an 

organizationn like 1-of-6 "you can hardly structure the information: every company in the 

environmentt can be potentially important, especially when you work in relatively short projects". The 

focuss on the environment is even expected to grow because of the strategic goal to work in multi 

disciplinaryy teams around sector groups that focus on a specific industry, instead of a specific 

discipline.. Professionals expect they will experience more diversity in their information needs: 

"Sectorr groups have very varied assignments within a specific industry. These groups need a lot of 

markett information and need a lot of cooperation between the various disciplines, both during 

acquisitionn as well as during the assignment." 

Theree are many differences between the three disciplines in their present information needs, 

becausee the organizational environments is so much related to their specific services for their 

specificc client. These differences between the various professional practices were one of the 

recurringg themes in the interviews. One of the most important differences concerns the relationship 

withh clients: "Some clients of the auditors remain so for 15-20 years, while in consultancy you 

continuouslyy have to acquire new clients and you need to have a more dynamic structure. The 

lifecyclee of a client with a consultant is much shorter." (marketing manager). As a manager of a 

Corporatee Finance department in 3-of-6 states: "you cannot equate the work in any way; it is 

routine-likee versus ad-hoc. We only make use of prospective information about future trends. We 

lookk to the future, they focus on retrospective information. We continuously have new clients, they 

havee long-term relationships with existing clients. They often need the same information year after 

year,, we continuously need new information because we have new clients with new problems. 

Theyy have the same problems every year. You simply cannot compare the two jobs." 

However,, from our surveys we conclude that the interests in the organizational environment seem 

too be quite the opposite of what we expected: auditors have the highest average score on all the 
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environmentall segments combined62 and most importantly the auditors seem to value market 

informationn the most, while consultants express a very high need for information on professional 

knowledgee (methodologies) and on the direct input of their work: management & organization. For 

thee auditors and the tax advisors the professional knowledge consists of information about 

legislationn and methodologies, and for consultants it consists of also methodologies/technologies 

andd literature on management & organization. For example in 1-of-6, 100% of the professionals in 

bothh the tax and legal department considered developments in legislation important. This is only the 

casecase for 40% of the management consultants. 

Onn all but information on competitors and socio-economic information the differences between the 

variouss practices are very significant63. A comparison of means shows that management 

consultantss differ most from the other two major disciplines (see table 7.16.). The rows show which 

segmentss the various disciplines consider significantly more important than the other disciplines (as 

mentionedd in the columns). As a consequence, the columns show which segments are considered 

significantlyy less important than the otherdisciplines. 

Profession s s 

Accountant ss (+) 

Taxx advisors(+ ) 

Lega ll  advisor s 
(+) ) 

Managemen t t 
Consultant ss  (+) 

Accountants s 

Legislation n 

International l 
Legislation n 

International l 
Management t 
Professional l 

Taxx advisors (-) 

Macro-economic c 
Management t 
Industry y 

HHi i 
Management t 
Professional l 
Industry y 

Legal l 
advisorss (-) 
Marco-economic c 
Clients s 

•H H 
Management t 
Professional l 

Management t 
Consultantss (-) 
Legislation n 
Clients s 
Humann resources 
Financial l 
Macro-economic c 
Financial l 
Clients s 
Legislation n 
Financial l 
Legislation n 

r : Sp2^ ^ 
Tablee 7.16. Differences on interest in environmental segments between disciplines in 1-of-6 

Tablee 7.16. shows that accountants have on average a higher interest in legislation, clients, human 

resources,, financial markets and macro-economical developments, than management consultants 

do.. Management consultants on the other hand show a higher interest in international information, 

informationn on professional knowledge, and on management & organization. 

Withinn the business assurance (accountancy) department we see differences in hierarchy: (junior) 

auditorss show a significantly lower interest in information about the organization's environment in 

Anovaa F = = 8 ,4" with Levene's test p>.05 on the amount of segments that are fairly to very important. The 
averagee of auditors is 7.8 compared to 6.7 f a the management consultants. Post-hoc-tests show these 
differencess to be significant". Also the total average is 2.91 for auditors en 2.77 for consultants (of all the 
items).. These differences are also significant according to Anova F = 4 .2 " and Post -hoc-tests show a 
significantt difference between the two". 
633 Kruskal Wallis chi ranges forthe significant items from 21.4 to 302.4 (for legislation)". Note: in most cases 
theree is no homogeneity of variances. 
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generall than the managers and the partners64. In the other departments there are no significant 

differencess between the various hierarchies. 

Thee problem however is that the present information supply in especially 1-of-6 does not match 

withh the information needs we have found in our survey. Auditors predominantly want market 

informationn and professional knowledge (legislative information) and show a diverse interest in the 

variouss environmental segments, but they presently receive mostly legislative information from 

internall research agencies. On the other hand, consultants get mostly company & industry 

informationn from the Knowledge & Research Center, but report a clear lack of information on their 

professionn (management & organization literature). Consultants seem to be stuck in the middle: 

theyy don't know where to go for their input for professional knowledge, or at least don't get it yet 

fromm the electronic information services. And they don't get enough of market information. 

Ass a consequence there are many non-users among the auditors and the consultants. Only 9% of 

thee tax advisors and even 0% of the legal advisors use none of the 22 external databases 

(includingg internet) that are available in 1-of-6. This percentage is much higher for the consultants 

(36%),, but especially among the auditors we see a large number of non-users: 42% . So, contrary 

too common belief, auditors show the greatest diverse interest in the organizational environment, but 

theyy don't use the electronic information services as much as the others do, because they really 

onlyy are served with information about external developments in professional knowledge and legal 

issues,, which is not as dynamic as for the tax and legal advisors. 

Wee have also asked all respondents on which segments they are not sufficiently informed. The 

samee picture occurs. All disciplines in both 1-of-6 and 2-of-6 feel a lack of market information (about 

clients,, industries and competitors) (see table 7.17.). 

Missin gg informatio n in Missin g informatio n in 
1-of-6(N=780)) 2-ofr$(N=158 ) 

1.. Industries00 

2.. Clients 
3.. Competitors 
4.. Management & Organization 
5.. Financial markets 

46% % 
37% % 
30% % 
18% % 
17% % 

1,, Clients 
2.. Industries 
3.. Professional knowledge 
4.. Competitors 
5.. Financial markets 

54% % 
5 1 % % 
44% % 
3 1 % % 
29% % 

Tablee 7.17. Many respondents in 1-of-6 and 2-of-6 lack market information 

644 Anova F=8.0** with Levene's test shows p>.05. Post-hoc-tests show that the difference between juniors 
andd partners, and between juniors and managers are significant**. 
655 We have also tested relationships with some demographic characteristics like gender, age, and amount of 
employmentt years, but these do not show significant relationship or very low correlations. 
666 Cramer's V = .29" 
677 Within 2-of-6 there are no significant differences in the use of internet between the various divisions 
(althoughh internet is the most popular among consultants) and between the various hierarchical levels 
(partnerss use the internet only a littie bit less compared to the others). 
633 Another surprising difference between the various disciplines is the perceived lack of industry information. 
57%% of the auditors feel this lack compared to only 37% of the consultants and 28% of the tax advisors. 
Thesee differences are significant according to Kruskal Wallis chi = 46.5** 
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Thee information about external developments in professional knowledge of auditors and tax 

advisorss (legislation and methodology) is well taken care of in 1-of-6. Almost none of these 

professionalss (5% of the tax advisors and 12% of the auditors) say they are insufficien Uy informed 

aboutt these segments. This is quite different for the management consultants. 30% of them do feel 

aa lack of information about changes in their professional knowledge (methodology and 

managementt & organization)69. In 2-of-6, however, they are less satisfied with the degree of 

informationn on professional knowledge. The reason might be that many people complain that the 

Wolterss Kluwer cd-rom's are often not available because of technical difficulties. Maybe, the lack of 

ann internal agency who interprets external developments and distributes this throughout the 

organizationn (as was happening in the other organization) causes some of the distress. For these 

twoo reasons, this organization differs from the previous case (1 -of-6). 

Inn conclusion, the many differences in interest in segments of the (client's) organizational 

environmentt and the limited and/or scattered possibilities to get market information result in a very 

loww correlation between environmental uncertainty and the use of electronic information services. 

Electronicc information services are only able to serve niche interests in segments of the 

organizationall environment. For example, there are only correlations between interest in legal 

informationn and the use of legal information services (from Kluwer). 

Perception ss on th e effect s of usag e 

Despitee high levels of environmental uncertainty, many do hardly use any of the electronic 

informationn services or none at all. This might be caused by the perception of employees that 

electronicc information services are not very useful and do not help employees to improve their 

performances.. The former paragraph shows that the usefulness is severely limited by the mismatch 

betweenn information demand and information supply in the professional services industry. But still, 

mostt respondents have a very positive attitude towards the effects they perceive or expect from the 

usee of electronic information services. If used, they believe it will considerably increase the 

performancee of themselves as well as of the organization as a whole. 

Effect ss on jo b performanc e 

AA lot of users seem to be positive about the effects of using the electronic information services for 

theirr job performance. It especially helps them to find information easier, and to get it in a more 

focusedd manner. Within 1-of-6 and 2-of-6 they also believe it helps them to better serve their 

clients.. The lowest scores are on the innovative possibilities of electronic information services. From 

justt 36% of the respondents in 1 -of-6 who believe they are able to find unique information they can't 

findd elsewhere to about 60% of the respondents among the newspaper journalists (see table 7.18.). 

Thee negative effects on information overload seem to be relatively modest: only 16 to 34% believe 

theyy are less able to process the amount of information. In 2-of-6 we made a distinction between 

Thesee differences are significant according to Kruskal Wallis chi = 48.5" 
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thee Wolters Kluwer cd-rom's and the market-related information services. The largest differences 

betweenn the services concerns the effects on innovativeness: just 16% of the Wolters Kluwer users 

(strongly)) agree with the statement they can find information with it they can't find anywhere else 

comparedd to 52% of the users of the market-related information services (including the internet). 

Thee same difference occurs on the statement on whether the use of services stimulates the 

creationn of new ideas (45% of the Wolters Kluwer users compared to 75% of the market-related 

\\ 70 
services). . 

2-of-66 News- News-
1-of-6nn market paper paper 
(N-186-191)) <N=122- 2-of-6WK Holding Journalist TV News Clothing 

T f l *k«ffert ** 72 123} (N=117-119) (N=88) <N=47-48) (N=48) (N=96) 

Easierr  to fin d 
informatio n n 
Findin g g 
informatio n n 
mor ee focuse d 
Findin g g 
uniqu e e 
informatio n n 
Bette rr  servin g 
myy client s 
Stimulatin g g 
neww ideas 
Creates s 
infomiatio n n 
overloa d d 
Bette r r 
informe d d 
abou tt  marke t 
Findin g g 
informatio n n 
faste r r 
Findin gg bette r 
infomiatio n n 
Bette rr  job 
performanc e e 

63% % 

60% % 

36% % 

58% % 

52% % 

16% % 

26% % 

n.t. . 

n.t. . 

n.t. . 

n.t. . 

84% % 

52% % 

77% % 

75% % 

29% % 

n.t. . 

84% % 

n.t. . 

n.t. . 

n.t. . 

80% % 

16% % 

64% % 

45% % 

19% % 

n.t. . 

87% % 

n.t. . 

n.t. . 

82% % 

80% % 

58% % 

n.t. . 

75% % 

33% % 

n.t. . 

n.t. . 

n.t. . 

n.t. . 

79% % 

71% % 

60% % 

n.t. . 

n.t. . 

34% % 

n.t. . 

n.t. . 

60% % 

77% % 

54% % 

71% % 

50% % 

n.t. . 

n.t. . 

n.t. . 

n.t. . 

n.t. . 

n.t. . 

n.t. . 

53% % 

68% % 

n.t. . 

n.t. . 

n.t. . 

n.t. . 

27% % 

n.t. . 

n.t. . 

n.t. . 

Tablee 7.18. Percentage of users that (strongly) agree on statements of individual effects. 

Furthermore,, the more one uses, the more positive one is about the effects of use . And the more 

experiencedd one is the more positive effects one sees74. Finally, self-perception also influences the 

700 Wilcoxon signed ranks tests show a significant difference on both unique information (Z=^.2") and on new 

ideass (Z= -3.0**) 
711 The first three statements form a homogeneous scale {alpha = .69 and item-total correlations of at least .31) 
andd a uni-dimensional factor which explains 63.7% of the variance (and component values of at least .56). 
Thee next three statement also form a homogenous scale (alpha = .73 and item -total correlations of at least 
.52)) and a uni-dimensional factor which explains 65.3% of the variance (and component values of at least 78) 
722 because of a fault in the questionnaire, approximately 40-41 of all respondents did wrongfully not answer 
thiss question. Another 33% didn't have to because they don't use any of the electronic information services 
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perceptionn of effects on their own work performance; the more skilled a respondent beliefs he is, 

thee more positive he is on the effects of using Wolters Kluwerdatabases75. 

Thee effects on job performance seem to occur in different stages. First it helps to improve user's 

informationn behavior - getting information more efficient and effective - and then it helps to improve 

thee quality of service towards their clients. The five frequent users of the Intranet in 3-of-6 see it is 

veryy supportive for their jobs in which they need a lot of external information. Four out of these five 

seee positive effects in their information behavior - they find it easier to search for information and 

theyy believe it to be more focused and faster. The fifth frequent user believes the Intranet to be 

meree supportive - "besides this, a lot more has to happen". 

Elevenn interviewees of 3-of-6 agree that it is easier to find the relevant information in a more 

targetedd fashion. Because it is easier, it also takes less time to gather the needed information and 

mostt respondents see therefore a decrease in time they spend on information gathering. 'We can 

fasterr consult different sources and more targeted. I don't have to read entire magazines anymore." 

Thee other three think alternative sources like books are easier to use. 

Sevenn of these eleven respondents also think the quality of the information increases and thus the 

qualityy of the work they are doing, especially concerning the services for their clients: because they 

aree better prepared, they are better able to advice their clients and make the proposals for advices 

moree tailor-made. 'The quality of information in the proposal phase increases with a positive impact 

onn the value of the end product because you are better in tune with the client's developments." 

Thee intranet does not influence the speed of work. Information search is just one of many aspects 

off their work. One respondent says he is able to find information faster, and he is able to improve 

thee quality of his work, but it does not necessarily save time. Furthermore, five interviewees see an 

increasee in the amount of information they have to cope with. 'The more information you get, the 

moree you want", as one put it. Another respondent says the use of clippings from the Dutch daily 

withh financial news (Het Financieele Dagblad) has motivated him to become a regular reader of 

thee paper version of this newspaper, which he didn't read before. 

Almostt nobody says they are now, as a consequence of the intranet, able to find information they 

couldd not find before. There were always alternative sources. One interviewee, however is 

impressedd with the information you can have before you meet a prospect: "you can have a fantastic 

overvieww of what has happened in the last of time in their industry; newspapers are no alternative; 

youu would have to go through a whole stack of newspapers to get this overview." Again, only the 

servicess with marketing formation provide unique information. 

Inn 1-of-6: Pearson correlations between effects on Information processing and (a) amount of information 
servicess r = .25**; (b) amount of market-oriented services; r = .30**; (c) amount of time spend on services r = 
.25**;; and (c) use of the internet r = .22**. Pearson correlations between effects on results of information 
processingg and (a) amound of information services r = .24**, (b) amount of market-oriented services r = .34**; 
(c)) the use of the internet r = .26** 
744 In 2-of-6: Relationship with the scale of all items but "too much information" and "unique information"(alpha 
onn this scale = .74, explained variance = 59%): Pearson r = . 37** 
755 In 2-of-6; Spearman's rho = .26** 
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Thee users of the genera) electronic information services and the internet specifically in the TV News 

organizationn are very enthusiastic about their usage and seem strong advocates for using these 

services.. As we will see in the next paragraph users are very confident about their own searching 

skillss and they tend to talk a lot about it with others and believe the organization doesn't do enough 

off that. Furthermore, they are very positive about the added value of these services (see table 

7.19.). . 

N=488 "~~~ % (strongly ) Mean 
agrees s 

•• Electronic information services are a useful 61 % 
supplementt to other sources of information 

•• Electronic information services provide my a lot of 63% 
relevantt Information 

Tablee 7.19. Added value of electronic information services according TV journalists. 

Thee more one uses electronic information services, the more added value one sees compared to 

whatt is already available.76 There are also strong relationships with the self-perception of skills and 

thee appraisal of electronic information services in terms of added value77. 

Amongg the employees of the newspaper company there is also a lot of consensus on the positive 

effectss of internet usage. Both the journalists as well as the staff members of the holding company 

aree very enthusiastic about the possibilities of internet. Because there is so much consensus on the 

effectss of usage, we don't see many differences between the various respondents, although there 

iss a relationship between the self-perception of the staff members and their perception of the effects 

off usage78. The respondents of the garment & clothing industry have shown the same positive 

perspectivee on the effects on the individual information behavior and again there isn't much 

variancee between the respondents. 

Organizationall effects 

Onn the perception of organizational effects most respondents are even more positive then on the 

individuall levels. Non-users were asked to give their opinion as well. In all, these statements seem 

too refer more to a positive attitude concerning their expectations on the usefulness of electronic 

informationn services, than to a perception of present reality and respondents don't seem to make 

muchh of a difference between the various statements: they generally think it has a positive effect79. 

Inn the professional services industry, the highest scores are on the effects for more client orientation 

766 The more one uses the internet, the more positive one is about added value (spearman's rho = .60") - the 
samee is true with the usage frequency of the Volkskrant (rho = .43") and with the usage frequency of all the 
electronicc information services (Pearson's r = .54") 
777 Spearman's Rho = .59** for the correlation between self-perception of skills and the appraisal of added 
value. . 
788 Spearman's rho = .38** between self-perception and www effects 
799 For example, in 2-of-6 the combination of organizational effects has an Alpha = .90 and all item-total 
correlationss are above .63. 

3.63 3 

3.67 7 
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andd organizational intelligence (better informed). The innovative effects (on ideas and new 

businesss development) will less likely occur, according to many respondents. In the newspaper 

companyy they foremost see an effect on the performance of journalists (see table 7.20.). 

Organizatio nn effect s 

Newspape rr  Newspape r 
1-of-66 2-of-6 Holdin g Journalist s 
(N=743)) (N=167-168) (N=117-121) (N=75-83) 

Bette rr  informe d abou t outsid e 
worl d d 
Moree reliabl e informatio n 
Moree clien t 01 tente d 
Moree efficienc y in usin g 
informatio n n 
Moree marke t oriente d 
Moree new ideas fo r product s 
Bette rr  in busines s developmen t 
Journalis tt  perfor m bette r in thei r 
job s s 

72% % 
53% % 
72% % 

56% % 
59% % 
53% % 

n.t. . 

n.t. . 

84% % 
66% % 
86% % 

75% % 
77% % 
65% % 
66% % 

n.t. . 

n.t. . 
34% % 

n.t. . 

46% % 
47% % 
55% % 

n.t. . 

67% % 

n.t. . 
57% % 

n.t. . 

60% % 
27% % 
31% % 

n.t. . 

82% % 

Tablee 7.20. Percentage of respondents that (strongly) agree on statements of organizational effects 

Inn 2-of-6, we see that the ones who are most active in traditional ways of scanning are more 

positive800 and the more one uses electronic information services, the more positive they are81. So, 

everybodyy seems to have a positive attitude towards electronic information services, but users of 

electronicc information services and active scanners seem to be even more positive. 

Thee users of the intranet in 3-of-6 seem to strongly believe the intranet will increasingly become a 

competitivee necessity. All the interviewees believe external information is more accessible for 

organizationall members at all levels. As a direct result from this increased availability and 

accessibilityy of market information the organization can do a better job, especially towards clients. 

Thiss kind of information is mainly used as background information about their clients/prospects and 

aboutt trends and developments which can help in benchmarks for their clients. "It is easier to 

requestt information about a company, because in the old days you were dependent on the 

corporatee library (the present information and research center) and you had to pay for their 

services.. If you now meet a client, you are better informed and clients appreciate it." Another one 

seess an increase in effectiveness, because you can become more "effective in your decision

makingg and in the acquisition of assignments. You increase the added value for your client and this 

resultss in an improvement of effectiveness." 

Onee auditor does not see these effects, because he does not need much of this kind of information. 

Anotherr one "would be surprised if suddenly clients would say that they noticed we are more up

datee and aware of their industry." Also, one merely sees the intranet as a support tool, with even a 

Pearsonn r = .24*' 
'' Pearson r = .23*' 
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possibilityy that the information impoverishes, because people will feel less an urge to browse to 

otherr sources. "I don't believe these automated systems can produce truly up-to-date, adequate 

andd tailor-made information. In many cases, you just need people with experience." 

Inn the end, however, the development of the intranet will be a competitive necessity for 3-of-6, 

believee many interviewees. "If you don't and others do, we will fall behind with our competitors. 

Informationn is of vital importance to our work." Another one says that it increases their competitive 

positionn in relation to the smaller firms, because "smaller firms often do not have these sources". 

Andd two other respondents believe they can treat prospects better and thus acquire more clients 

(evenn in competition with other firms). 

Inn the horeca case we were asked by the commissioner (SVH) to be more specific in the 

formulationn of statements on their perception on the possibilities of the internet. Because we 

exceptedd the use of internet to be limited, we focused on attitude and expectations - to what 

degreee are they interested in using the internet? We formulated several statements that relate both 

too the scepticism and the enthusiasm for internet82. 

Thesee statements show strong relationships with a few of the most important variables of our 

researchh project. First they correlate strongly with the use of internet83 and with the expectancy to 

startt using the internet soon84. Secondly, the interest in environmental segments is also strongly 

relatedd to these attitudes of scepticism and enthusiasm (or the lack of it). The more the respondent 

iss interested in information about the transactional environment, the more enthusiastic he is about 

thee internet. The same relationship is true for interest in information about the contextual 

environment85. . 

Alll respondents were confronted with two other statements on relevance of the internet, specifically 

whetherr they believed the internet provided useful and relevant information for their company (69% 

(strongly)) agreed - n=388) and whether they believe internet is a useful supplement to the existing 

informationn sources (74% (strongly) agrees - n=390). These statements can be combined under 

thee label of relevance86. There is a direct relationship between relevance and present use. Thus the 

822 These seven statements constitute a homogeneous scale with alpha = .75 (and all item-total correlations 
aree above. 31). Factor analysis generated two factors explaining 60.3% of the variance. One factor expresses 
thee skepticism of internet - with statements such as "It will take at least five years before the SVH community 
iss up & & running", 'The student will use distance education a little because he will not be motivated", 'The 
sociall contact between students and schools will disappear as a consequence of the emergence of electronic 
services",, and the other factor expresses the enthusiasm for the internet, with statements like "Electronic 
informationn services are important for the horeca", "I am very interested in a SVH community", "Internet in a 
horecaa company is a must", "I want to make use of electronic educative services". 
833 Spearman's rho = .43" for the relationship between frequency of internet usage and enthusiasm and 
spearman'ss rho =.34** for the relationship with skepticism (everything is positively receded). 
844 Spearman's rho = . 5 1 " for the relationship between enthusiasm and expectancy of using internet 
855 Spearman's rho = .34" for the relationship between enthusiasm about the internet and interest in the 
transactionall environment. Spearman's rho = . 3 1 " for the relationship between enthusiasm and the interest in 
thee contextual environment. 
866 Alpha = .75 with item-total correlation = .60. and a factor explaining 80.3% of the variance. 
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moree one uses the internet, the more they see the relevance of it87. Also, the more one is interested 

inn the transactional and contextual environment, the more one sees the relevance of internet88. 

Inn conclusion, most respondents are (very) positive on the possible consequences of the use of 

electronicc information services for their individual job performance and the organization as a whole. 

Thee more one uses these services, the more one generally perceives positive effects. It is unclear 

whetherr these perceptions are a reflection of a general attitude towards electronic information 

servicess (mostly positive, some neutral or negative) or whether they are perceptions of what users 

actuallyy experience. The interviews in the professional services industry show the users can easily 

givee concrete examples of how the use has benefited their work. Also some of the answers may be 

causedd by political motives - trying to convince management to be more generous with granting 

accesss to electronic information services. In any case, management will find fertile grounds for 

furtherr implementing these services, especially on market information, such as information about 

industriess and clients/prospects. The low levels of use despite high levels of environmental 

uncertaintyy can not be caused by a negative attitude on the usefulness of electronic information 

services,, considering the high expectations respondents express. 

7.9.. Barrier s of use : awarenes s & accessibilit y 

Despitee high levels of environmental uncertainty, many respondents do hardly use any of the 

electronicc information services or none at all. Besides a mismatch between information demand 

andd supply and the preferences for alternative sources (especially traditional information sources 

andd intermediate usage), we also see many barriers for use. Many respondents are simply not 

awaree of the possibilities of electronic information services. Furthermore, respondents are critical of 

thee accessibility of these services and organizations are not willing or capable to increase the 

accessibility.. Although the role of librarians is limited as intermediate users of electronic information 

services,, they can be influential in stimulating and increasing the use of these services in their 

organizations.. Their primary focus could be on lowering the barriers of use. One of the major 

barrierss of usage, according to the interviews and surveys in several cases, was the lack of 

publicity.. Because of this, many respondents probably did not know these electronic information 

servicess are available, and if they did, did not know how they can benefit from it and which 

informationn was available. There is also a role for the IT departments to increase the accessibility of 

electronicc information services. They could especially work on integrating electronic information 

servicess with internal networks. 

Pearsonn r = .25" for the relationship between relevance and present internet usage. There is also a 
relationshipp with the expectancy of internet usage: Spearman's rho = .49**. 
888 Spearman's rho = .29** for both relationships. 
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Awarenes s s 

Almostt all respondents we have asked believe their organization should do more to create 

awarenesss of the availability and possibilities of electronic information services (see figure 7.7.). 

Theree is enormous consensus; in most organizations a majority of the respondents are dissatisfied 

withh the information and knowledge management policies concerning the use of electronic 

informationn services. Most organizations were very reserved in stimulating the use of electronic 

informationn services and clearly most employees (strongly) disagree with these policies. 

Perception ss on informatio n policie s of organization s 

Informss sufficiently Stimulatess sufficiently Itt is clear what's available 

Figuree 7.7. Attitudes towards information policies in different cases 

Mostt interviewees of 3-of-6 believe the lack of publicity hampers the use of electronic information 

services.. They have the impression that the Intranet is not frequently used by colleagues. Seven 

respondentss believe colleagues use it (a lot) less then they do and four believe it will be more or 

lesss the same. Besides a mismatch between information supply and demand for consultants, six 

respondentss explain the lack of use by unfamiliarity of their colleagues with the Intranet. The 

majorityy of the respondents believe that the staff of the corporate information and research center 

didd not do enough to stimulate use of the Intranet. The interviewees knew about the Intranet, 

becausee they knew someone at the information center or they read about it once in the internal 

newsletter.. "But unfortunately, this kind information is ignored or quickly forgotten bymost people". 

Theree is much consensus in the professional services industry that their organization could do more 

too make employees aware of the possibilities of electronic information services. But these kind of 

professionall bureaucracies are very reluctant to create cost centers or staff departments which 

cannott bill their services to clients. Although 1-of-6 was actively working on a policy of knowledge 

management,, the information manager says it is quite complex in an organization like 1 -of-6. 'This 
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iss because the practice-based business unit structure. A steering committee controls the 

informationn management from the various disciplines. System management is geographically 

organizedd and there is hardly any application management. I am continuously busy with putting out 

firess and solving little crises and there is no time for any strategic reflection or making policies." The 

marketingg manager sees the same problem: "we have many good ideas, but we are weak in the 

managementt of our operations; a typical characteristic of a professional bureaucracy, because we 

havee only a few staff units and they are always merely seen as a cost center". But the marketing 

managermanager is optimistic: 'We are on the right track. We now have created a center for documentation 

whichh goal it is to professionally look at the outside world. Only a year and a half ago, with all do 

respect,, it was a big mess which cost a lot of money... Furthermore in an organization which is 

allergicc to overhead, we have chosen a concept in which a research center is developed that can 

doo research for the professionals." 

Inn 2-of-6 it is even worse; they are even more negative on the policies of their organization. As with 

alll professional bureaucracies and the previous cases, there seems to be an allergy for staff 

employeess and in this organization even more so - probably because it is smaller than the other 

two.. Staff is truly seen as a cost center: "we have all these very critical and academically educated 

over-stressedd people, who don't take policies as a rule. Regularly we get a remark like; 'well, well, 

withh how many people are you doing all this and how mush does it cost..'. This is no fun if you know 

youu have been working really hard for them", as the marketing associate notes. 

Thee same is true for the technical infrastructure of the organization. Most of it is imposed from the 

Unitedd States, but there has been little attention for organizing and managing the infrastructure. The 

ICTT manager favors a much more restricted policy, than most of the professionals. "I am 

continuouslyy busy with putting out fires, constantly solving crises. We have a very differentiated 

infrastructure,, because everybody shouts they are unique in their needs" {the ICT manager), This 

discrepancyy between the position of the policy makers and the perspective of th e employees also 

existss in the media cases. In contrast with 1-of-6 and 2-of-6, here we do see differences between 

userss and non-users. The more time users spend on the internet, the more strongly they agree 

aboutt the importance of stimulating usage89 and the lack of information given on the possibilities90. 

Thee staff members of the holding company are equally negative about the way management deals 

withh the internet. There are strong relationships between the importance of the external 

environmentt and the emphasis the users put on that everybody should have access to the 

internet911 and these boundary spanners also believe internet should be actively stimulated92. The 

newspaperr organization was at the time of study very reserved about providing people access to 

Spearman'ss mo = .38" 
900 Spearman's mo = -.30* 

Spearman'ss mo =.39" for the relationship between importance of the external environment and the opinion 
thatt everybody should have access. This relationship also exists between with the self-perception of skills and 
thiss opinion: Spearmnas rho = . 33". 
922 Spearman's rho = . 3 1 " for the relationship between importance of the external environment and the 
opinionn that the use of internet should be actively stimulated. 
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internet.. Especially the staff departments were very opposed to these policies and strongly believe 

thatt their work can benefit from the use of internet. 

Anotherr way to create awareness is through the informal networks in the organization. We have 

askedd all respondents in all cases a few questions on how much they talk about the use of 

electronicc information services and how they perceive others are using it. Only among the TV 

journalistss and the horeca and garment & clothing industry, we have seen a significant relationship 

betweenn these items and usage. In theory, these are items of social influence - the more the social 

environmentt uses it and talks about it, the more one feels pressured to also start using them. 62% 

off the TV journalists seldom or never talk about electronic information services with others (n=50). 

40%% expect that others are using more then they are (n=40), but most believe the colleagues are 

(very)) positive about usage: 62% (n=42). We do see very strong relationships between usage of 

thee internet and social influence items: The more one uses the internet and all the other electronic 

informationn services, the more one talks about it93 but the less one (rightfully so) expects others to 

usee more than they do94. There is also a very strong relationship between talking about the 

servicess and the self-perception of skills95. The direction of this relationship is unclear: it could be 

sociall influence - that is, because people talk about, people start using it - or it could be a social 

effectt - because people are using it, they start to talk about it with others. 

Inn the horeca case, we have asked the respondents about how they think their colleagues feel 

aboutt the value of electronic information services, whether they knew other companies who use 

internett and which percentage of the horeca industry they expect to use internet already. These 

itemss were meant to measure the degree of social influence. Approximately 40% of the 

respondentss knew other horeca companies who used internet. Social influence seems to be an 

importantt factor in deciding to use the internet as well, since there is a strong relationship between 

knowingg others and using yourself96 Also, the more one knows others, the more frequently internet 

iss being used97 and the sooner they expect to be on the internet as well.98 The garment & clothing 

casee shows some of the same relationships. In this case too, strong relationships exist between the 

usee of the internet and social influence " . 

933 Spearman's rtio = .56** with usage frequency of all the electronic information services and rho =.60" for 
internett usage, and the same relationship exists with the use of the Volkskrant Rho = .41 **. 
944 Spearman's rho = .63" with usage frequency of all the electronic information services and rho=.62" for 
internett usage, and the same relationships exist with the use of the Volkskrant (rho = .36*) and NDP 
(rho=.34*) ) 
955 Spearman's mo = .53** 
966 Pearson r = .35" for the relationship between knowing others who use and using yourself. 
977 Spearman's mo = .50" for the relatioship between knowing others who use and the frequence of internet 

use. . 
988 Spearman's rho =.28** for the relationship between knowing others who use and the expectancy to start 
usingg the internet. Social influence is also related to the type of company: hotels (r=.33") and larger 
organizationss (rho =.30**) seem to know more companies who already use the internet. Furthermore, the 
moree positive one thinks colleagues are, the sooner the company expects to be on the internet (rho=.26**) 
999 Pearson r = .42** between knowing others and the use of internet. Also, the more negative one is about the 
opinionn of others, the less usage we see of other electronic information services (rho = -.26*). Also, the more 
otherss one knows, the sooner one expects to start using the internet (Cramer's V = .45**. Also, the more one 
knowss others who use the internet, the more interest respondents have in contextual information (rho = .35**) 
andd transactional information (rho = .26*). 
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Accessibilit y y 

Inn the surveys, most respondents seem to be reasonably positive about the accessibility of 

services,, but in the interviews many were much more critical and in a relative comparison, the 1 -of-

6-respondentss made a clear statement against the quality and accessibility of electronic information 

services.. In some cases, the non-users were much more negative about the accessibility than the 

users,, which could hint that accessibility is a major barrier. 

Inn all cases we asked respondents whether they agree it is easy to use the available electronic 

informationn services and whether they disagree the use of these services is too time consuming. 

Wee should however be careful with comparing the results of figure 7.8. In the newspaper company, 

thee horeca industry and the garment & clothing industry, the statements only relate to the 

accessibilityy of the internet. In 2-of-6 the accessibility statements only relate to the Wolters Kluwer 

databases.. Wolters Kluwer can be reasonably satisfied with the judgement of the respondents of 2-

of-66 on the accessibility of its cd-rom's: 54% find it (very) easy to use and 42% (strongly) disagrees 

withh the statement that they are too time-consuming (N=121). Within 1-of-6 and the TV news 

organization,, the statements refer to all available electronic information services, which resulted in a 

generall neutral answer: 60 tot 64% of all professionals (N=781) of 1-of-6 are neutral to the 

statementss of whether they believe external databases are easy to use and whether they cost too 

muchh time to use. 

Accessibility y 

J»» Print News 
O O 

II Not too Time consuming 

]] Easy to use 

0%% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 

%% of respondents 

Figuree 7.8. Beliefs on accessibility in different cases 
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27% % 
14% % 
9% % 
7% % 
5% % 
4% % 

1. . 
2. . 
3. . 
4. . 
5. . 
6. . 

Lotuss Notes 
Colleagues s 
KRC C 
internet t 
Internall expert bureau 
Externall databases 

47% % 
29% % 
9% % 
6% % 
3% % 
2% % 

Althoughh the respondents in 1-of-6 took a neutral position in the statements on accessibility, they 

aree generally very critical to the accessibility and quality of electronic information services when 

askedd to compare them to other information sources for environmental scanning: which source do 

theyy believe to be the best information source for external information and which the most 

accessible.. Electronic information services are considered the least accessible source of 

information.. Remarkably though, this has nothing to do with the lack of affinity with ICT, because 

thee results are very positive for the internal infrastructure (Lotus Notes). Table 7.21 shows the 

completee ranking. 

Qualit yy  (N=781) Accessibilit y (N=781) 

1.. Colleagues 
2.. Lotus Notes 
3.. KRC 
4.. internet 
5.. External databases 
6.. Internal expert bureau 

Don'tt know/none of the above 34% Don't know/none of the above 5% 

Tablee 7.21. Ranking of sourcess on quality and accessibility. 

Externall databases score very low: only 5% consider them the best source and 2% the most 

accessiblee one - a remarkable gap with the internal electronic information infrastructure. As one 

consultancyy director explains 'The infrastructure for knowledge management exists of people, 

processess and tools. Tools are the least important part. These tools encompass both internal and 

externall databases, of which external database are the least important. External databases contain 

byy definition existing or old knowledge or actually just facts and no knowledge at all." Naturally, 

experiencee with and use of the various sources of information, does influence the choice for best 

andd most accessible source. Of all the users of at least one electronic information service, 16% 

considerr these services (including the internet) to be the best information source. But, we hardly 

seee an increase in the ranking of accessibility. 

AA very positive impact can be expected from the integration with the internal network (e.g. an 

intranet).. Almost everybody seems to be using it and almost everybody seems to be positive about 

it.. This network is considered second best in information quality but best in accessibility. The 

managementt consultants show a remarkable ambivalence about Lotus Notes. Only 6% consider 

themm the best source of information, but 33% think it is the most accessible one. The potential of 

Lotuss Notes for the management consultants has not been fully used yet. If Lotus Notes would 

carryy more services directly aimed at these consultants (for example, a newsletter with professional 

knowledge/methodologiess or with information on management & organizational trends), the use 

shalll probably increase. 
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Somee interviewees of 1 -of-6 believe, the use of all these services could be stimulated if they were 

too be integrated within Lotus Notes. The director of the expert bureau for professional tax 

knowledgee says they are looking for further cooperation with Wolters Kluwer. 'The fiscal cd-rom's 

aree updated four times a year and we want to increase the update ratio a lot, because it is crazy 

thatt you need to go through our own internal database to get information from the last month or so 

andd you have to go to the library for all the other information." We want to incorporate the fiscal 

libraryy in a Lotus Notes environment: "we pay attention to score rate (you can not lack an article) 

andd user friendliness - we don't want to train our people for every new cd -rom. That's why we want 

too integrate it with Lotus Notes, because it increases the currency en the user friendliness and it 

combiness internal and external data. What I would like the most of course is, if I would type in a 

keywordd in Lotus Notes, that I would find both an internal advice as well as some Wolters Kluwer 

articless and a colleague who has had experience in this field.... The problem however is that you 

havee all these different information providers with their own cd-rom, and it is too expensive for us to 

rebuildd every cd-rom into our network. Either they should do it, or we have to accept some 

inaccessibility." " 

Incorporatingg these services within the Lotus Notes network will increase the accessibility of these 

servicess enormously. But this will have a great impact on how electronic information providers will 

havee to sell their services: they have to allow it to be integrated within the organizational 

infrastructuree of their clients. Also, some work needs to be done by the organization itself. One of 

thee most popular information services have been the news letters in which dedicated internal 

personnell interpret major developments in the outside world on their professional knowledge and 

methodologies.. Organizations need to find ways to interpret external events and distribute these 

interpretationss internally. The Lotus Notes network seems to be suited for this kind of tasks. Truly 

intermediatee usage by librarians - or in this case a Knowledge and Research Center - is mostly 

usefull for the top-management of an organization. And even then, they normally first ask juniors to 

doo the search for them. 

Thee major difference between 1-of-6 and 2-of-6 is the role of Lotus Notes. The popularity of Lotus 

Notess within 2-of-6 is only a fraction of its popularity in 1 -of-6, probably because 2-of-6 has not dealt 

withh it in a structured way: "we have a whole bunch of internal and external sources. And we hardly 

usee any of them. Take the Financial Daily online for example. Their data is stored on Notes. But I 

don'tt think anyone is using it. They should post clippings in a mailbox based on previously stated 

preferences",, according to the ICT manager. 'They started two years ago with the Lotus Notes 

networkk and everybody just throws in stuff. It doesn't add anything to our knowledge, absolutely 

nothing"" (IT-manager). An auditor agrees: "there is so much information and last I tried to check it 

outt and I couldn't get access, so never mind. I don't know what it has to offer". 

3-of-66 tried to overcome these accessibility problems by building an intranet in which most sources 

aree integrated. But still, the interviewees were not satisfied. Most of it is related to the searching 

skillss and attitudes of the users. One experienced auditor knows how to quickly search the 
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traditionall books, "faster than I can type a keyword in the Intranet search engine". The organization 

couldd help by giving support. Some do believe that a lack of support limits the adoption of the 

Intranet.. Because the Intranet has never been introduced properly, one respondent believes that 

mostt people do not know of the existence of the Intranet, let alone know what it has to offer. Others 

believee that a lot of professionals have a lack of affinity with information - and communication 

technologiess in general. "You have to convince the older ones that they can benefit from the 

intranett and then you have to show them how it works and you almost have to force them to play 

withh it for at least half a day." Furthermore, some interviewees criticize the lack of support and 

guidancee during the usage of the intranet. "If you call the help desk you get an answering machine". 

Onee believes he is quite acquainted with the most obvious possibilities of the Intranet, 'but if I would 

exploree the outer limits, I will probably not be able to do so on my own." Two other respondents 

explainn the limited present use of the Intranet by their direct colleagues because of their experience 

andd affinity with information technology, but "there are simply a lot of people who do not like to work 

withh computers", and "it has always been the case within this firm that it takes quite some time and 

effortt to introduce a new application and to let people use it." Two respondents think the Intranet is 

"self-explanatory"" and do not find the lack of support a problem: "the system is so easy to u se, it's 

fairr to expect that our professionals should know how to use it within one evening." 

Furthermore,, it is not always easy to search through the various information sources. One 

intervieweee sums up the searching difficulties: "you cannot always target as much as you would like 

to,, it is sometimes rather surprising what you find under a specific heading, it isn't relational enough, 

sometimess you do get a stack of paper, but it doesn't say what you wanted to know". Two 

respondentss find it hard to determine where to look for specific information, because it is often 

storedd in different ways on different locations. A great majority state that they are often not able to 

findd the right information. As one respondent puts it: "If you search with a keyword, you sometimes 

gett 12 articles and sometimes 60, and the abstract says things like WFR:1991/nr..So you have to 

goo through the entire long list to get what you were looking for." 

So,, availability of information sources through an integrated platform is a lot - and in fact 3-of-6 was 

onee of the first organizations in the Netherlands to do so - but it isn't enough. The availability must 

bee brought under the attention of the employees, must be closely integrated in the primary 

processess of the organization and must be nicely matched to the information needs of the 

professionalss in an integrated manner. Because even in a case where a organization tried to 

integratee various information sources as much as possible in one intranet with one look-and-feel, 

userss still feel the information sources are rather fragmented. In 1-of-6, Lotus Notes was very 

thoroughlyy introduced (with among other things mandatory introducto ry courses). 

Inn the newspaper company, most journalists answered rather neutral on the different items of 

accessibility:: 41 % is neutral on the statement that the internet is easy to use and 42% is neutral on 

thee statement that internet is time-consuming.100 Users of the internet are more outspoken than 

1000 The various accessibility items do not constitute a homogeneous scale. 
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non-users.. The more one uses the internet, the less it is considered too time-consuming101, the 

moree the journalists think it is easy to use102. Putting it slightly different: non-users are significantly 

moree negative about the accessibility of the internet than the users. 

Amongg the staff members of the holding company, a majority of the users (strongly) believe that 

internett is easy to use (59% think so), but most are rather neutral on the question of the internet is 

tooo time-consuming (48%) (n=118)103. Again, internet users are also more positive on the easiness 

off use104. 

Capabilit y y 

Thee perception of accessibility has much to do with capability: how experienced or how good are 

peoplee in using electronic information services? The more skilled one is, the more positive one is 

likelyy to be about the accessibility of these services. In the horeca and the garment & clothing 

industry,, the capability of an organization to incorporate electronic information services seems also 

veryy influential on the use of these services. 

Onee should not underestimate the inexperience of users, internet may have increased user skills, 

butt for most other services, most employees will be novices. In 1-of-6, most users were not very 

experienced,, with an average of 2,5 years, and the experience is almost always limited to the use 

off databases within this organization. Contrary to common belief, these figures are the same for the 

youngerr workforce (younger than 30 years): 82% of them had no experience with these services 

beforee they worked in this organization (n=180). This means the organization can not assume that 

newcomerss in the organization are familiar with the various electronic information services. 77% of 

thee users (n=429) in 1-of-6 have a negative self-perception and believe that they don't know 

sufficientlyy how to deal with electronic information services. In 2-of-6, 65% have a negative self 

perceptionn and believe they have hardly any or not enough skills. The ones who use electronic 

informationn services, naturally are more positive about their skills105 and there is also a very strong 

relationshipp with the amount of time they spend on electronic information services and their self-

perceptionn of skills.106 Indirect users of electronic information services also show a higher self-

perception107. . 

Mostt respondents in the newspaper holding company have a pretty high self-perception on the 

skillss to use electronic information services: 63% of all respondents (n=123) believe they are 

reasonablyy or very well skilled in the use of electronic information services. This self -perception of 

7011 Spearman's rho = -.51** with usage frequency and rho = -.37* with time spend on the internet. 
102102 Spearman's rho = 35*. Also; the more subjects they search on the internet, the easier it is to use (rho = 
.42").. There is also a strong relationship with self-perception of skills and the statements on easy to use 
(rho=.53"). . 
1033 None of these items together constitute a meaningful and homogeneous scale. 
1044 Spearman's rho = .35** for the relationship between perceptions on ease of use and the actual use of the 
internet.. The relationship also exists with frequency of internet usage: rho = .38** and time spend on the 
internett rho = .35**. 
1055 Spearman's Rho = .57" . 
1066 Spearman's rho = .400**. Also: a relationship with years of experience and skills (rho = .37") 
1077 Spearman's rho = .29*" 
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skillss is significantly related to the various accessibility items108. Among the newspaper journalists 

confidencee is much lower: 59% believe they are not sufficiently skilled. The more one uses the 

internet,, the more one feels themselves knowledgeable about the possibilities of electronic 

informationn services109. 

Mostt of the TV journalists do not believe they are very skilled either in using the general electronic 

informationn services (besides those from the press agencies). 74% consider themselves a novice 

att most or hardly know anything about it. Only 11 % say they are well skilled to use them. The more 

onee uses the internet, the higher the skills they claim110. There are also strong relationships with the 

self-perceptionn of skills and the appraisal of electronic information services in terms of efficiency111 

Especiallyy in the horeca and the garment & clothing industry capability is important. On an 

individuall level, respondents are hardly familiar with the possibilities of the internet. 45% of all 

respondentss (strongly) agreed with the statement on that matter.112 Knowing others who use the 

internett has a positive impact on the familiarity113. The respondents of the garment and clothing 

industryy know very well how to get an internet account (78%, with a mean of 3.89, n=99), but think 

itt is much more difficult to see which information the internet can provide for them: only 10% 

stronglyy believe this is clear. 65% believe the internet is a useful supplement to the existing range of 

informationn services and this is more or less similar to the horeca case. Especially the novice 

internett users agree with this statement114. 

Onn an organizational level, capability is related to size and infrastructure, internet usage or the 

expectancyy to start using internet soon is more strongly related to organizational capability than to 

informationn needs in the horeca and the garment & clothing industry.. 

Thee horeca industry is traditionally not a frontrunner in the adoption and use of information and 

communicationn technologies. But there are of course many variations within the horeca, ranging 

fromm the large-scale hotel and restaurant chains to the small cafeteria around the corner. As we 

wouldd have expected, hotels are the ones who are most often on the internet and expect more to 

gett on the internet soon115. The present usage seems to be related to variables that have to do with 

thee capability of the organization, like size of the organization and the availability of ICT 

infrastructure.. The bigger the organizations, the more likely they are using the internet in our 

10aa Spearman's rho = .54** with "easy to use" and rho =-.22* for "too time-consuming". 
1099 Spearman's rho = .75", also a relationship with the use of other electronic information services 
(rho=.57**).. Rho = .67** for the relationship with time spend on the internet. 
'100 Spearman's rho = .64" with usage frequency of ail the electronic information services and rho =72** for 
internett usage in relationship with self-perception. The same relationships exist with NPD: rho = .410* and 
Volkskrant:: Rho = .48" . 
11'' Spearman's Rho = .33** for the relationship between self-perception and the perceived efficiency of 
electronicc information services. 
112112 Naturally, internet users are more familiar (rho=.40") as are users of other electronic information services 
(rhoo = .28") and more frequent users (rho = . 35**). 
1133 Spearman's rho = .33** for the relationship between familiarity and knowing other companies which use 
thee internet. 
1144 The longer the experience, the less one sees this added value: rho = - .39" 
1155 Kruskal Wallis for present internet use and type of company: chi = 13.9** and for future use chi = 237** 
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survey.. Of the companies with more than 50 employees, 50% already u sed the internet, compared 

too only 10% of the companies with less than 10 employees.116 

Wee also see many relations with the degree to which the organization has adopted an ICT 

infrastructuree and the use of internet. There are strong correlations between the amount of PC's, 

thee amount of PC's with telecommunication links, the amount of PC's with cd-rom and the amount 

off applications in use and whether one uses internet or not117. The amount of PC's and the amount 

off PC applications also correlate strongly with the expectations on when to start using the internet 

andd similar relationships exist with the use of other electronic information services which 34% of the 

companiess do118. 

Thee garment & clothing case shows some of the same relationships. In this case too, strong 

relationshipss exist between the use of the internet and ICT-infrastructure119, and size120, but hardly 

anyy relationship exists with environmental scanning and type of company: the clothing production 

andd the trade organizations are expected to use the internet sooner than the garment production 

industryy if they don't use it already121. 

Inn conclusion, accessibility of services and/or capability of users can still be important barriers for 

use.. Both organizations and service providers will need to work hard to lower these barriers to 

furtherr increase the use of electronic information services. 

7.10.. Relationship s and difference s withi n cases 

Beforee we make our concluding remarks, we first will summarize the major outcomes per case. In 

everyy case different variables emerge as dominant in our model. In appendix C we have 

summarizedd all the variables per case and the most important relationships between the variables 

inn each case. 

1-of-6 ::  Difference s betwee n discipline s are dominan t 

Withinn 1 -of-6 the general relationships seems to be holding after the test of statistics. Environmental 

uncertaintyy does relate to the use of electronic information services, although it only concerns 

specificc segments of that environment and relationships with specific services that have content on 

thesee segments. Further, the more one uses electronic information services, the more positive 

1166 Spearman's Rho = .28 between size and internet usage 
1 '77 Pearson r = .28" , r = .30", r =.38** and r=.35" respectively 
11BB Spearman rho = .36 between expectation and PC amount, and rho=.28** with amount of applications. 
Pearson'ss r =.40** between amount of PC's with cd-rom and use of other information services, r = .28** with 
amountt of PC's with modem, and r=.38** with amount of pc applications. 
1 '99 Spearman's rho = .42** for the relationship between the amount of PCs and the use of internet 
Spearman'ss mo = .29** for the use of other electronic information services. The more PC's, the longer the 
internett experience (rho = .53**), the larger amount of applications, the more one uses the internet (r = .44") 
andd other electronic information services (r=.36**) 
1200 The larger the amount of employees, the more experience the organization has with the internet (rho = 
.52**).. Size is related to how early one has adopted the internet, but doesn't have a strong relationship any 
moree with the present usage of the internet. 
'211 Cramer's V = .33** between type of sub-tndustry and expected use of internet. 
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respondentss are on the effects for their own work as well as the organization as a whole. The most 

importantt variable relates to the task characteristics, containing both the division between the 

differentt disciplines (auditors, tax, management consultants and legal advisors) and hierarchy. 

Theree are many differences between the professional disciplines in their perception of 

environmentall uncertainty and (accordingly) their use of electronic information services. Hierarchy 

relatess strongly to intermediate usage. 

Withinn 1-of-6, there seems to be a clear distinction between environmental segments that give 

directt input to the professional knowledge of the auditors, tax advisors and management 

consultantss and segments that provide background market information. The electronic information 

supplyy is neatly divided along the same demarcation: legislation-information is delivered via Wolters 

Kluwer,, market-information is delivered via internet and other electronic information services. Only, 

professionalss are far less satisfied about the market information. And consultants seem to be stuck 

inn the middle: they don't know where to go for their input for professional knowledge, or at least 

don'tt get it yet from the electronic information services. 

Thee entire organization believes management should do more to stimulate the use of these 

services,, because most of them clearly believe in the benefits. 

2-of-6 ::  Dissatisfie d wit h hfrestructur e 

Theree are not many differences between 1-of-6 and 2-of-6. Only, the various disciplines do not 

differr as much as in the former case, which also results in a more coherent organizational 

environment.. Intermediate usage is much more an alternative in this case, especially among the 

higherr in hierarchy (task characteristics). In this case, environmental scanning in general is included 

ass a variable and it correlates nicely with environmental uncertainty. 

Theree is a big difference between 1-of-6 and 2-of-6, however. It relates to the popularity of the 

internall infrastructure (in both cases Lotus Notes) within 2-of-6. It is only a fraction of its popularity in 

thee other organization, probably because the other organization has dealt with it in a much more 

structuredd fashion (see the interview statements in this chapter). Similar to the previous case, 

unfamiliarityy (part of accessibility) is the reason why non-users say they don't use any of the 

electronicc information services. 

Thee case study shows also that intermediate usage can be quite popular, especially for partners 

andd managers, who can ask others to perform the information searches. The organization doesn't 

seemm ready yet to outsource this information search to research specialists, because for its typical 

aversionn against cost centers. The consequence however is that many do not search for market 

informationn at all or find informal and casual ways to do so. 
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TVV News : Usin g undertim e pressur e 

Journalistss are under constant time pressures to meet deadlines and to bring the most important 

newss as early as possible to the viewers. This seems to influence their information behavior 

heavily.. Time constraints are an important part of environmental uncertainty. Journalists use what is 

directlyy available and appreciate therefore the easy and continuous accessibility of the information 

off press agencies, like Reuters and AP, although they seem to be dissatisfied with the amount of 

nationall news (which should be provided by ANP). Users are positive about the effects. The 

generall relationships between uncertainty, use and effects seem to exist in this case. 

Theree is a strong relationship between the concept of social influence and the use of electronic 

informationn services. The more one talks about the internet, the more one uses it. The present 

userss see themselves as the advocates of a new era. They have come accustomed to internet and 

aree very positive about it, they see many positive effects and talk a lot about it with others. Social 

influencee can be both an effect of usage as well as a cause for usage. 

Inn this environment, accessibility is very important- if journalists expect that it takes too much time 

orr effort, they will not use it. This explains why there is little intermediate usage (and when they ask 

others,, there is a strong relationship with less time-constrained information), and why non-users are 

farr more negative on the accessibility of electronic information services than users. 

Newspape rr  company : complaint s abou t restricte d policie s on interne t 

Byy far the most important variable in the newspaper company is accessibility, because of the very 

restrictedd policies of the organization to allow employees access to internet. Respondents complain 

aboutt it and want to stress they want internet badly. Especially the staff departments (task 

characteristic)) were very opposed to these policies and strongly believe that their work can benefit 

fromm the use of internet. 

Inn the holding company we have seen thatt the operationalization of "need for external information" 

shouldd not be the average of all environmental segments. In a large organization like this, different 

departmentss are specialized in different parts of the organizational environment. The IT -

departmentt demonstrated low general need, but high need for technological information and this 

wass for them reason enough to actively search the internet. 

Withh very information-intensive professions like journalists, however, we do see in the newspaper 

companyy that the sum of various segments shows good relationships with the use of the internet 

andd in their case press agencies. Even here, we see that journalists tend to specialize in certain 

topics,, internet usage was related to the need for hard news information, but users believed internet 

alsoo to be suited for some of the items of soft news, like special interest, internet can have 

somethingg for everybody. 
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Althoughh both the journalists and the staff employees did not express great dissatisfaction with the 

presentt supply of information, they very strongly expressed the wish for internet. They expected the 

effectss on information behavior and organizational intelligence to be positive, but there also seems 

too be a sentiment of being kept away from a goodie. 

Thee most important reason for not-using the internet has been the lack of suitable equipment. 

Somee try to overcome this barrier by taking a private internet account and then trying to let the 

organizationn pay for it, others have seen a real alternative in intermediate usage: 60% of the non-

userss sometimes asks others to search for them. But most of the intermediate users are not very 

happyy with this situation. 

Labor-intensiv ee industries : th e interne t hyp e withi n th e hote l & caterin g 
industr yy  and th e clothin g & garmen t industry . 

internett usage and especially the expectancy to start using the internet soon is more strongly 

relatedd to organizational capability than to information needs in both the horeca and the garment & 

clothingg industry. Traditional organizational characteristics as size and the development of the PC 

infrastructuree are strongly related to the use of internet. Also, much more than in all the other cases, 

respondentss feel some social influence (part of organizational characteristics). In both cases, the 

usee of internet was very strongly and consistently linked to whether respondents knew other 

organizationss who use the internet or to the degree the respondents believed the industry to be 

positivee about the use of internet. Because the effects in the horeca case were formulated 

differentlyy and really concern expectations of what impact the internet might have, we see a strong 

relationshipp between use (or expectancy to use) and expected effects. 

Maybee the most remarkable results of the case study in the two industries with low information 

intensityy is that their managers experience very high interest in the various environmental segments 

-- almost comparable to the interests of business consultants in the professional services industry. 

Thee only difference will probably be that this environmental uncertainty will be limited to a fewer 

amountt of people in the organization - as we have seen in the garment and clothing case. But for 

thee top of these organizations, external environments are very important. Many traditional 

informationn sources are used to get information about this environment. 

7 .11 .. Conclusio n 

Becausee of the internet, electronic information services have strongly penetrated almost every 

industryy in the Netherlands, even the ones with the lowest information intensity, such as the horeca. 

Thee internet has become quickly the most popular of the electronic information services. As a 

consequencee the timing of when the various case studies were conducted has proven to be crucial: 

thee more recent the research, the higher the user rates of internet. 

Withinn the industries with the lowest information intensity (horeca and garment & clothing), the use 

off electronic information services is mostly limited to the internet. In all other cases (in the 
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professionall services industry and in the media), a much larger variety of electronic services are 

availablee and are being used by a much larger portion of the employees of the organization. 

Wee will discuss the major factors of our analytical model shortly (see figure 7.9.). 

Usee of electroni c 
^ -- Informatio n 

service s s 
Effect ss of use 

Figuree 7.9. Different factors influence the use of electronic information services 

Althoughh environmenta l uncertaint y and information intensity do seem to influence the variety of 

servicess being used, we otherwise see hardly no evidence of a strong relationship between 

environmentall uncertainty and the use of electronic information services. Statistically, it isn't verified 

thatt the more uncertain organizations perceive the environment to be, the more they will use 

electronicc information services. The timing of the investigation has proven to be too important. Also, 

theree is not enough variation between the different cases in their perception of environmental 

uncertainty.. This is theoretically an important point: everybody has some interest in the 

organizationall environment and everybody perceives this environment as a whole as rather 

complexx and dynamic. In answering the question on environmental uncertainty, most respondents 

mostlyy seemed to state that their environment is uncertain, but that some segments are more 

importantt than others. 

Also,, for most respondents and employees the environment is not so important as a strategic issue: 

wheree are we going and how can we react on developments in the outside world? Most 

importantly,, the environment is a source for task information. The consultants, auditors and tax 

advisorss in the professional services industry mainly looked at the environment of their clients -

whatt is happening there and how can I incorporate this in my services, my consultancy reports? 
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Thee journalists do the same thing: the environment is simply a source of information, a raw material 

too incorporate in news items. 

Withinn the cases there is much diversity in usag e and environmenta l uncertainty , but again we 

onlyy see a limited relationship between the two. There are only relationships between interest in 

somee specific environmental segments and the use of specific, task-oriented electronic information 

services.. There is a strong correlation between the interest in hard news and the use of the 

servicess of press agencies in the media case. There are strong correlations between interest in 

developmentss on legislation and jurisdiction and the use of the Woiters Kluwer cd-roms (on 

legislation).. There are strong relationships between the interest in (information) technological 

developmentss and the use of internet for that purpose in the newspaper holding company. Only if 

ann electronic information service satisfies a specific interest in one of the environmental segment it 

hass proven to meet a need. 

Thee limited relationship between environmental uncertainty and the use of electronic information 

servicess can be caused by a mismatch between information supply and demand. Simply put, there 

iss hardly any relationship, because the information services can not be used to solve environmental 

uncertainty,, because they don't provide content on the relevant environmental segments. Within 

thee professional services industry we clearly saw such a mismatch. The present information supply 

doess not fit with the information needs of the various disciplines. Especially the lack of available 

markett information is remarkable; many use the internetto get this (especially the consultants), but 

itt doesn't suffice. Also, there is too much focus on the professional knowledge in the information 

supplyy to auditors (their information needs are much more diverse) and too little focus on 

professionall knowledge in the supply to management consultants. 

Inn other industries it becomes evident that the relationship between environmental uncertainty and 

usee is blurred because of a lack of capabilit y & accessibility : maybe there is a clear need for 

informationn and users are willing to use electronic information services to satisfy these needs but 

theyy simply can't. This is most obviously the case within the newspaper company. Many want to 

usee the internet, but don't have (easy) access to it because of the restrictive policies of the 

organization.. They can only use it at home, or at a dedicated PC on the work floor or don't know 

howw to get a connection. Within the TV News organization time constraints are essential; when the 

usee of electronic information services fit in their tight time schedules they can be used (because of 

easyy accessibility or fast results), otherwise they are ignored. Capability is also an important barrier 

inn the horeca and the garment & clothing industry. They are presently using traditional information 

sourcess to satisfy their information needs on the organizational environment: there are strong 

correlationss between interest in the organizational environment and traditional environmental 

scanning.. But the organizations are not yet able to (also) use electronic information services in this 

process.. This capability becomes manifest in organizationa l variable s such as size - an 

organizationn needs a certain scale to incorporate the use of electronic information services in its 
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workk routine - and IT maturity - they need to be accustomed to a certain degree of automation and 

informationalizationn in their organization. 

Otherr perceptions of accessibilit y - whether respondents believe these services are easy to use 

andd not too time consuming - seem to matter less. People are not worried about accessibility as a 

barrier,, although non-users have a more negative perception than users do. Also, the experience a 

personn has with electronic information services matters (in fact, this is the only individua l 

characteristi cc  that has proven to be relevant in our analysis). It is also important to note that 

electronicc information services are considered the least accessible information source for 

environmentall scanning. In an organization as 1-of-6 this has nothing to do with a lack of affinity 

withh information and communication technology, because their internal information and 

communicationn network (Lotus Notes) is considered the most accessible source of information. 

Physicall accessibility - simply not being able to get access - is a real problem in some 

organizationss because of chaotic infrastructural policies or simply because the organization denies 

accesss to certain services for certain people. Within an organization like 1-of-6 it is suggested that 

thee integration of electronic information services within their Lotus Notes network could increase 

accessibilityy and can thus encourage more usage of these services. This might very well be true for 

thee other organizations with their own ICT infrastructure. 

Sometimess users may want to use electronic information services for environmental scanning but 

theyy are not aware of the availability of these services in their organization or even of the 

possibilitiess of these services for environmental scanning. Lack of awarenes s (part of accessibility) 

iss mentioned by the non-users as the most important reason for not using any of the electronic 

informationn services with accessibility and relevance lagging behind. Both users and non-users 

complainn about the lack of informatio n (part of organizational characteristics) on the possibilities 

off these electronic information services within their organizations. 

Intermediat ee usag e by information professionals (like librarians or researchers) is only in a very 

limitedd sense an alternative for direct use of services. Only the higher management layers in an 

organizationn frequently use intermediaries instead of using these services themselves. The reach 

(amountt of people using these services) of electronic information services does not increase 

amongg the rest of the organization because of intermediate use: only people who are themselves 

usingg the electronic information services do sometimes ask others to search for them. Furthermore, 

theyy normally do not ask employees of the corporate library or knowledge centers but direct 

colleagues.. The role of the librarian in this process is limited because they are not sufficiently 

involvedd in the primary process, either because they don't know enough of the content of the tasks 

(ass seems to be the case in the professional services industry) or it takes too much time to mobilize 

them. . 

Corporatee libraries and knowledge & research centers can play an important role in creating 

policiess for knowledge management, in lowering the barriers for usage - especially making people 
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awaree of the possibilities, helping people to increase their capabilities and trying to match the 

informationn supply with the needs of their colleagues. 

Accordingg to our research, they will find fertile grounds in their organizations for an increase in the 

usee of electronic information services. Most respondents have high expectations of the effect s of 

electronicc information services for their job performance and the organization as a whole. Users 

seee that their own information behavior has become more efficient and effective. They don't believe 

thee use of electronic information services will lead to more innovation, because the present services 

hardlyy contain unique information or information they can't find anywhere else. But they do believe 

theyy are becoming more market- and client-focused and they believe this will benefit the 

organizationn as well. 

Withh our case studies we tried to close the research gap between the needs of environmental 

scanningg and the use of electronic information services. A gap that was caused by the focus in 

mostt studies on the relationship between individual characteristics and technology. We therefore 

expandedd the horizon by taking the organization into account. And it is clear, the organization 

matters.. The cases differ much among themselves in the relative importance of the different 

variables.. In each organization, different variables are important in explaining the use of electronic 

informationn services. In some organizations accessibility is more important than in others, in other 

organizationss intermediate usage is a real alternative, in others it isn't. The organization matters in 

suchh a degree that we hardly see any relationship with individual characteristics anymore. But the 

gapp between needs and use remains. For many different reasons, electronic information services 

aree simply not as suited for environmental scanning as they theoretically could be. 
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m m 
Openin gg up horizon s 
Summaryy and conclusions 

Ourr research project on the use of electronic information services has come to an end, for now. We 

havee been shooting on a moving target that has changed rapidly especially concerning the 

technologicall characteristics of electronic information services, and the emergence and the very 

fastt and widespread adoption of internet. Nowadays, the World Wide Web of the internet is widely 

usedd at home and at the office, the graphical interface and the distribution mechanisms have 

becomee the standard for providing online, electronic information services and publishers are 

steadilyy increasing their internet revenue shares. 

Thiss research project is however not predominantly a study on the possibilities of specific types of 

informationn and communication technologies. It is a study on the interaction between organizations 

andd their external environments, focused on the way in which people in organizations try to gather 

informationn about the outside world. In this concluding chapter, we will first summarize the most 

importantt results of our research project, focusing on the more structural dynamics and patterns 

thatt influence the role of electronic information services in environmental scanning. We will then 

highlightt some of the major changes that have occurred since we have finished the collection of our 

researchh data (in 1998) and discuss the impact it might have on our findings: if we would repeat our 

researchh today, would it yield completely different results? Finally, we will elaborate on the impact 

ourr results might have on theory building, empiric research and business practices. 

8.1.. Summar y of researc h result s 

Thee central question to our research is which role electronic information services can play in 

environmentall scanning processes and which factors affect the actual use of electronic information 

servicess within organizations. We have defined environmental scanning as the activity of gaining 

informationn about events and relationships in the organization's environment the knowledge of 

whichh would assist management in planning future courses of action (see chapter 2). Electronic 

informationn services can be a source of environmental scanning, because they provide acces s to 

informationn about the organization's external environment. Electronic information services can be 

distinguishedd from other sources of environmental scanning by two measures: (a) information and 

communicationn technologies are used throughout the entire process of the information value chain, 

andd (b) electronic information services have limitedd interactivity - they only allow consultation of 
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sourcess (but they can be integrated with more interactive information and communication 

technologies)) (see chapter three). 

Inn essence, the answer to our central question is that electronic information services can play an 

importantt role in environmental scanning but many organizational factors can hinder the use of 

electronicc information services. Our main conclusions are: 

•• Environmental scanning contains both the acquisition, sharing and interpretation of 

information. . 

•• Information and communication technologies increasingly enable these three functions of 

environmentall scanning, because of developments in integrating various services and 

applicationss and because many technological developments have the potential of making 

itt easier for individuals to use electronic information services, to make interactivity 

accessible. . 

•• Previous research has focused on media characteristics {especially a lack of accessibility 

andd the necessity for intermediate usage) and user characteristics (especially 

unfamiliarity).. The organizational context has been underexposed. 

•• Yet, we argue the organizational context is very important for usage, concerning both the 

organizationall context of suppliers and users. 

•• The supply-side is still very fragmented and not transparent for the user, despite the 

possibilitiess that information and communication technologies offer to open up the 

informationn value chains. 

•• Among the users, different organizational contexts have highlighted various factors that 

cann hinder the use of electronic information services. Organizations can lift barriers for use 

byy increasing awareness, accessibility, alternatives (especially intermediate usage for 

managers)) and availability (of especially marketing & sales information). 

Lett us shortly elaborate on our main conclusions by giving a short summary of our theoretical and 

empiricall findings. The first two chapters give a theoretical viewpoint on how electronic information 

servicess can be used. They can be used in the processes of environmental scanning because - by 

definitionn - electronic information services provide information on the external, organizational 

environment.. Potentially, electronic information services can therefore be of great value to 

organizations,, because - as we have argued in chapter two - the external environment is of vital 

importancee to the success and the survival of organizations. The external environment consists of 

alll elements that exist outside the boundaries of the organization and that have the potential to 

affectt all or part of the organization. To grasp the abstract concept of the external environment, we 

havee distinguished ten segments of the external environment (like suppliers, market/clients, 

competitors,, technology, regulation, financial markets, etc.). Most theories emphasize the strategic 

importancee of the external environment but as we have seen in our case studies for many the 

externall environment is also of great operational value. In especially knowledge-intensive 

organizations,organizations, a lot of employees need external information to perform their tasks. Environmental 
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scanningg is thus important from the operational to the strategic levels of an organization, although 

somee organizations and some individuals within these organizations will feel a greater need for 

environmentall scanning because they experience more environmental uncertainty. 

Environmentall scanning involves not only acquiring external information by individuals but also the 

sharingg of this external information internally to aggregate it from individual intelligence to 

organizationall intelligence and applying this intelligence to increase organizational performance. 

Environmentall scanning is thus part of knowledge management practices that focus on integrating 

variouss forms of knowledge in an organization and enable this knowledge to be shared. 

Informationn and communication technologies increasingly enable the sharing and application of 

externall information, because of developments in integrating various services and in increasing 

accessibility.. We have seen in chapter three a great variety of electronic information services that 

facilitatee the acquisition of external information. We have distinguished source databases from 

referencee databases, retrospective and real-time services, current awareness and archival sources, 

offlinee and online, etc. etc. Internet has been a catalyst for many technological developments in the 

areaa of electronic information services. First by making interactivity more accessible. Technological 

developmentss make it easier for people to take an active role in the information value chain instead 

off just consuming pre-packaged units of information. Standardized distribution mechanisms and 

userr interfaces are an example of increased technological accessibility. Secondly, the internet has 

enabledd an integration of various services, such as the combination of consultation with allocution 

(alertingg technologies) and with conversation (communication technologies, such as e-mail and 

chat).. We also highlighted the integration of electronic information services with each other 

(portals),, the integration with internal networks (Intranet) and the integration with external networks 

(onlinee communities). All these developments are helping to make interactivity accessible and are 

helpingg electronic information services in meeting the demands of environmental scanning 

(especiallyy sharing and applying external information). 

Althoughh electronic information services can be used for environmental scanning, the chapters on 

thee actual use show that many barriers exist between need (for scanning) and use. Chapter 4 has 

focusedd on existing research, chapter 6 focused on provider's perspectives of use and chapter 7 on 

organizationss and industries in which electronic information services can be used. According to 

existingg research, the use of electronic information services is predominantly determined by media 

characteristics,, such as accessibility and quality. Existing research shows ambivalent results on the 

importancee of environmental uncertainty: there is a clear relationship between environmental 

uncertaintyy and environmental scanning, but a much less clear relationship between uncertainty 

andd the use of electronic information services. It seems these services are not suited for uncertain 

situations,, because they are not accessible enough for managers and small- and medium sized 

corporationss (who experience higher degrees of uncertainty) and they only allow for very 

systematicc searching (knowing what you want to know), which is very difficult in situations of high 

uncertainty.. Another very controversial topic has been the advantages and disadvantages of 
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intermediatee usage; some believe it is a necessity- you need to be a skilled user to be able to 

efficientlyy and effectively search these databases - others believe you end up with an unnecessary 

gatekeepergatekeeper who doesn't know enough about the business and who again mainly allows systematic 

searching.. A remarkable blind spot has been the organizational context: hardly any attention is 

givenn to organizational effects and ambivalent results exist about the relationship between 

organizationall characteristics (such as size) and the use of electronic information services. We do 

believee this organizational context is important in understanding the use of electronic information 

servicess and have looked at both the organizational context of suppliers (focusing on their 

informationn value chains) and of using organizations (focusing on factors that correlate with use of 

electronicc information services). We would expect that because of technological developments, 

suchh as the standardization of user interfaces and the growing experience of users with the 

internet,, the relative importance of technical accessibility might be decreasing. 

Ass we have seen in chapter 6, the supply side is organized in a fragmented and not transparent 

matterr which we believe severely limits the accessibility and usability of electronic information 

services.. Many electronic publishers are traditional paper tigers who are hesitant to aggressively 

promotee electronic information services, focus on existing information in a new package and not on 

neww opportunities like production on demand, interaction and transaction possibilities and 

application-basedd services. Many other electronic publishers started as an internal department who 

onlyy saw external clients as an attractive cash generator. The market of electronic information 

servicess is also very fragmented: most choose vertical integration of the information value chain 

withh hardly any integration of services (like portals) and hardly any convergence with other 

publisherss or other sectors like IT or consultancy. 

Representativess of the electronic publishers we interviewed, also had vague definitions of their 

targett customers and they mostly target intermediaries, of whom they themselves believe they are 

thee biggest obstacle for widespread use of their services. Electronic providers were also unwilling or 

unablee to lower the barriers of financial accessibility (e.g. high usage fees, complex fee structures), 

technicall accessibility (e.g. difficult search engines) and cognitive accessibility (e.g. limited personal 

contactt and/or helpdesks). Their focus has been on using the internet as a means of distribution 

andd on implementing proven, standardized technologies. Finally, they put little priority in 

emphasizingg the applicability or the usefulness of electronic information services; there is hardly 

anyy consultative selling, focus is on comprehensiveness (and amount of information) and the 

searchingg process and not on processing and applying this information in individual tasks. 

Publisherss are not yet capable of offering electronic information services in such a way that they fit 

perfectlyy in the processes of environmental scanning; they make tons of information available for 

acquisition,, but don't help much in sharing and applying the information. 

Chapterr 7 has shown that the role of electronic information services in environmental scanning is 

stilll rather limited. Because, although many use to some extent electronic information services and 

althoughh environmental scanning is considered important across all cases, there is a very limited 
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relationshipp between the interest in information about the organization's external environment and 

thee use of electronic information services. We have emphasized that the organizational context 

matterss a lot in this sense, which is why we see so many differences between the various 

organizationss in the professional services industry, the media industry, the hotel & restaurant 

industryy (horeca) and the garment & clothing industry. Lef s see how the results of our case studies 

helpp us in making sense of the lack of relationship between interest in the external environment and 

thee use of electronic information services, taking our general model of analysis as a starting point 

(seee figure 8.1). 

Environmenta l l 
Uncertaint y y 

Usee of electroni c 
• ^ -- Information 

services s 

Task k 
characteristics s 

Organizational l 
Characteristics s 

&& policies 

Accessibility y 

Intermediate e 
Usagee & 

Alternatives s 

Figuree 8.1. General model of analysis 

First,, we have to state that electronic information services are no longer obscure in most 

organizations.. These services used to be difficult to use and only used by a few. With the 

emergencee of the internet this is no longer the case; many are now at least slightly familiar with 

searchingg and retrieving electronic information. Most theories that focus on the influence of 

individuall characteristics on use are becoming less relevant. In fact, in our case studies, we hardly 

saww any relationship between individual characteristics and the use of electronic information 

services. . 

Second,, the organizational environment is omnipresent. For some in a strategic sense, for others in 

aa very day-to-day operational level (and for strategic managers, strategy is part of daily operations). 

Almostt everybody we surveyed experience high interest in the external environment or segments 
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off it. On an environmental level and organizational level, we don't see much difference between the 

organizationss in interest in the external environment - apparently the external environment is 

importantt to some extent for everybody- and we don't see much difference in the use of electronic 

informationn services across the different cases. 

Butt the organizational context does matter, because in each organization different circumstances 

existt that influence the use of electronic information services within these organization. We first 

investigatedd for whom in an organization, the organizational environment is relevant, who are the 

boundaryy spanners in the organization? This varies from a few percent of the employees in the 

garmentt & clothing industry (especially management) to almost everybody in the professional 

servicess industry. Furthermore, electronic information services are more useful in operational tasks 

thann in strategic tasks. That's probably why we didn't see any correlations between the general 

interestt in the external environment and usage, but we did see some correlations between the 

specificc interest in segments of the external environment and the use of electronic information, such 

ass the use of legislation databases for fiscal advisers or the use of internet for ICT-information for 

thee ICT-employees in the newspaper holding company. So, in order to understand the use of 

electronicc information services we probably first have to look for those boundary spanners that 

needd external information for their operational tasks. A close look at the primary process of an 

organizationn should give an indication on whether electronic information services are actually used. 

Furthermore,, the use of electronic information is strongly correlated with the availability of 

alternativee sources of environmental scanning, like colleagues or print media. Intermediate usage 

(especiallyy by colleagues in the same primary processes and in a few cases information 

professionalss like corporate librarians) can be such an alternative as well. In the larger and more 

knowledge-intensivee organizations, intermediate usage/colleagues are an alternative for especially 

thee higher management levels who can delegate information acquisition tasks to more junior 

employees.. In the less knowledge-intensive organizations, traditional print sources often suffice. 

Also,, the use of electronic information services is hampered by a lack of availability of the right 

electronicc information services or a lack of awareness what kind of services or information exist. We 

havee seen this to be the case in especially the professional services industry with market 

informationn (concerning clients, competitors and industries). Chapter six explains in part why this 

lackk of availability exists: the fragmented information industry is often not able to provide a coherent 

andd transparent market supply of electronic information to the crucial boundary spanners in an 

organization.. They traditionally focus on closed information value chains (which results in 

fragmentation)) and they traditionally target corporate librarians who are often not the best boundary 

spannerss in an organization. 

Chapterr seven also shows that accessibility can severely be limited by a passive attitude of 

organizations.. Many respondents believe external information is very relevant and almost 

everybodyy is very positive about the possible effects electronic information services (can) have on 

theirr own performance as well as on the performance of the organization as a whole. Yet, 
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managementt has been very reluctant to take an active position in the adoption processes of 

electronicc information services. Users and non-users perceive the accessibility of these services to 

bee sufficient (it doesn't take too much effort to (learn to) use them), but they criticize the limited 

wayss in which these services are made of use within the organization. 

So,, the use of electronic information services doesn't correlate much with the general interest in the 

externall environment but does correlate significantly with specific interests in environmental 

segments.. Environmental scanning and the use of electronic information services is not only a 

strategicc matter, but foremost an operational one. Although the use of electronic information 

servicess doesn't correlate much with individual characteristics, task characteristics are very 

importantt (the role of external information in the primary processes). The user-friendliness of ICT's 

iss not a big issue (anymore?), but accessibility still is. This accessibility does not so much depend 

uponn the technical characteristics of the electronic information services but mostly upon the extent 

too which providers are willing to open up their information value chains to allow more interactivity 

andd more transparency and upon the extent to which using organizations are willing and capable of 

buildingg an internal information value chain upon these external electronic information services in 

orderr to allow the internal sharing and application of external information. Organizational 

characteristicss such as size and age do not really matter but IT maturity, knowledge management 

policiess and the availability of colleagues and other alternative sources do correlate nicely. 

8.2.. Time s are changin g 

Muchh has changed in our research area since we finished our data collection (in 1998). Especially 

inn the availability and use of information and communication technologies, we have seen many 

developments.. Not so long ago, internet was just a difficult to use UNIX-based computer network 

forr the academic community. Videotex was heavily promoted in France (Minitel) but failed to attract 

largee groups of customers in the rest of the world. Many electronic information services were at 

bestt exotic - or worse: obscure - with low accessibility and high prices. Many argued that you 

neededd information professionals to skilfully use electronic information services. This actually 

means,, you had to go through fourr years of college to be able to use the different command 

languages. . 

Nowadays,, the internet (and the World Wide Web) are widely used at home and at the office. 

Recentt figures (NielserVNetratings, 2003) show that over 9 million persons over 16 years of age 

havee access to the internet, representing 72.4% of the Dutch population. Six million of them are 

activee during a particular month (e.g. in April 2003). At the end of 2001,76% of all companies (in 

absolutee numbers: 465.000) in the Netherlands had access to the internet. Almost every company 

withh a PC, also has access to the internet. Just about 10% of the companies have their own 

Intranett and this figure has been relatively stable over the last three years (Nipo Interactive, 2002). 

Internett is clearly becoming omnipresent, both at home and at work. Also, mobile technologies are 

providingg new distribution mechanisms to provide information anywhere and anytime. Devices like 
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handheldss or personal digital assistants (PDA's) will be used, especially to alert users for important 

eventss and developments. 

Muchh has also changed with the publishers. Elsevier has heavily invested in Science Direct putting 

alll academic magazines online. VNU has sold their consumer magazine division which enabled 

themm to buy Nielsen. VNU is now solely focusing on providing marketing and media information to 

thee business community. Wolters Kluwer has invested in internet portals and software companies 

too create smart information tools, integrating content into intranet plaza's and workflow 

managementt systems. All claim that by now at least 30% of their revenues are from electronic 

services,, such as cd-rom and the internet. 

Inn theory, the organizational context has gained importance. The discipline of knowledge 

managementt has emerged which focuses on how to manage both tacit as well as explicit forms of 

knowledgee in the organization and especially on how to guarantee that knowledge is shared within 

thee organization. Another important emerging theme has been Customer Relationship 

Managementt (CRM). CRM focuses on managing all of the ways that a firm deals with its existing 

andd potential new customers. CRM is both a business and a technology discipline that uses 

informationn systems to coordinate all of the business processes surrounding the firm's interactions 

withh its customers in sales, marketing and service (Laudon & Laudon, 2002). CRM is an example 

off the focused and structured way in which an organization can deal with one of the most important 

segmentss of the organization's external environment - the customer. 

So,, much has changed and there are many developments that may expand the role electronic 

informationn services can play in environmental scanning. But, without denying the profoundness of 

thesee changes, we also should not exaggerate. Technology has changed a lot, but technology isn't 

thee most important factor of the limited role of electronic information services. Internet has become 

aa commodity and a mass product, but it is unclear how much it is used for professional purposes -

thee majority of users have access for private reasons. For example, Only 21% of all internet users, 

usee the internet at work (Nipo interactive, 2002). The importance of the organizational context in 

theoryy has increased but still one seems to concentrate on the internal organization instead of the 

interactionn with the outside world. Publishers are using the internet as a new distribution 

mechanismm but products and services are still supplied in a fragmented manner. 

Iff we would repeat our case studies in 2003, we would probably see much higher penetration rates 

forr the internet and maybe also for other electronic information services, but still 27% of all notaries 

inn the Netherlands never use the internet to search for legal information (and 35% of them never 

usee a cd-rom). For lawyers it is still 9% who never use the internet and 11% who never use a cd-

romm (Discript, 2003). Our cases were the frontrunners in the use of electronic information services: 

100%% of the lawyers in our case studies in 1997 already used electronic information services. 
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Intranet,, knowledge management and Customer Relationship management have emerged as 

importantt business themes, but we do see that in practice, these disciplines focus on managing the 

internall organization. Knowledge management focuses on ensuring internal knowledgee to be 

spreadd around the organization. A principal use of the intranets has been to create online, always 

up-to-datee repositories of internal information that can be made more widely and universally 

availablee within the organization. CRM focuses on the customers, but many firms are occupied with 

consolidatingg customer information from multiple communication channels - the call center, e-mail, 

thee Web, mass media, retail and other distribution channels - therefore focusing on an integration 

off what is already known within the company (not outside the company). 

Publisherss have changed, many of them now also provide online products and services, but it has 

provenn to be very difficult to optimally profit from the flexibility that ICTs enable in the information 

valuee chains. Many have used the internet as a new distribution channel to sell their content or as a 

neww package format for existing content (see also: Wildvank, 2003). Most publishers struggle to 

ge n e r a tee new revenue streams with online information: most provide information for free in the 

hopee it creates an appetite for more (chargeable) content (see also Discript, 2003). They have not 

fundamentallyy changed the way they do business: there are still few alliances with organizations 

fromm other industries (like software, consultancy, etc.) and there's still more conglomeration, 

publisherss are still cautious in really altering the information value chains, and allowing customers to 

makee their own selections, to download and to integrate bits and pieces within their internal 

networks. . 

Thee point made is that technological developments and the penetration of these technologies have 

beenn impressive. But it takes time before new technological opportunities ae grasped. And it takes 

timee before technologies are mature enough to meet the demands of the using organizations. It 

takess even more time before the impact of these opportunities on the way we work and live 

becomess visible. The impact of the use of electronic information services on organizational 

intelligencee and the interaction between organizations and their environments is probably still 

limitedd and may only become visible in the years to come. 

Thee structural dynamics that are the basis for the limited role that electronic information services 

playy in environmental scanning have not disappeared or dramatically changed because of 

technologicall improvements. This research project points to some of these structural dynamics, 

like: : 

•• Knowledge about the outside world is at least as important as internal knowledge and 

ICT'ss can help to acquire and share this outside knowledge, yet technologies are mostly 

usedd to structure the internal information flows. 

•• Publishers are moving towards internet and other electronic information services and try to 

playy a role in the knowledge management practices of their clients. But they clearly face 

difficultiess in their transaction from a paper tiger to an electronic service provider, because 
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thee market is still fragmented in closed information value chains (no one-stop shopping 

portalss with various publishers participating) and there is still hardly any consultative 

selling. . 

•• Users have difficulties in defining their external information needs and organizations have 

difficultiess in organizing their internal information chains to satisfy these needs and to make 

thiss information truly accessible. Knowledge management, CRM and the development of 

intranetss still focus mainly on internal information sources. 

Thesee structural dynamics have to be taken into account to enable the recent technological 

developmentss to fulfil their promises and to increase the role of electronic information services in 

environmentalenvironmental scanning. 

8.3.. Theoret ica l implication s of researc h result s 

Thee results of our case studies do help us to get a better understanding on the use of electronic 

informationn services and what it's role in environmental scanning can be and actually is. In theory 

electronicc information services can facilitate environmental scanning processes but in practice the 

organizationall context interferes. Because of this, the use of electronic information services is not 

ass high as could be expected from the (high) interest in segments of the organization's external 

environment.. The organizational context refers both to the information value chain of the suppliers 

off electronic information services (the electronic publishers) as well as how this information value 

chainn can have an internal continuation and adaptation in the organizations that use electronic 

informationn services. 

Inn chapter two on environmental scanning, several concepts were introduced that could be of 

influencee on the extent of environmental scanning and the process of environmental scanning. The 

resultss of our case studies and interviews with electronic publishers give indications that we need to 

redefinee some of the central concepts of our theoretical framework and re-assess the relevance of 

somee of these concepts for the use of electronic information services. First, a redefinition of 

environmentall scanning is needed. In chapter two we quoted Choo & Auster (1993) who defined 

environmentall scanning as the "activity of gaining information about events and relationships in the 

organization'ss environment, the knowledge of which would assist management in planning future 

coursess of action". Although this definition can be interpreted as including both gathering, sharing 

andd interpreting information, especially the part of sharing is underexposed in this definition. The 

mostt important adaptation of the definition is required in its focus on management. The definition 

seemss to imply that environmental scanning is foremost a strategic activity that is relevant for 

managers.. Our case studies show that this is not the case. It is true that managers report high 

interestt in the organization's external environment and a high amount of usage (especially if this 

includess intermediate usage). But this is not only true for managers. For many employees in the 

organizationss - especially those of the professional services industry and the media industry -

environmentall scanning and the use of electronic information services is very relevant for their daily 
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operationall work. The outside information flows in the organization at all levels and positions. The 

organization'ss external environment is no longer - if it ever were - of solely strategic relevance 

exclusivelyy for managers. Environmental scanning should therefore be defined as the process of 

gathering,, sharing and interpreting information about the organization's external environment in an 

organization,, the knowledge of which would assist employees to take action upon it. 

Partlyy as a consequence of this updated concept of environmental scanning, we also need to 

redefinee the main underlying dimension of another general concept of our dissertation: 

environmentall uncertainty. Environmental uncertainty is said to be mainly caused by environmental 

complexityy and environmental dynamics. Environmental complexity relates to the amount of 

environmentall factors that need to be taken into consideration and the degree to which these 

factorss are dissimilar to one another (Duncan, 1972). Environmental dynamics concerns the degree 

too which these factors change over time. The underlying assumption of especially environmental 

complexityy is that the more factors one needs to consid er, the more uncertain one will perceive the 

organization'ss external environment. This is probably true if environmental uncertainty is only a 

relevantt concept for managers dealing with strategic issues, but most employees have specialized 

inn a few segments of the organization's external environment and can still experience a very high 

degreee of environmental uncertainty concerning their tasks. Uncertainty concerning the overall 

externall environment is probably only relevant for managers. For most other employees segmental 

uncertaintyy (related to only those segments that are directly relevant for their operational tasks) is 

muchh more relevant in explaining their environmental scanning behaviour. In our case studies we 

measuredd the interest in the organization's external environment (as an outcome of environmental 

uncertainty)) as the average interest in all segments (or a few dimensions of it). This proved not be 

helpfull in explaining the use of electronic information services. High interest in specific segments 

oftenn correlated much better with usage. Because of the increasing importance of the 

organization'ss external environment for an increasing number of organizational members, we need 

too redefine the concept of environmental uncertainty to be able to take into account these 

specializedd forms of uncertainty. 

Anotherr problem with perceived environmental uncertainty as a concept may be that it is no longer 

discriminativee enough. Because the external environment is increasingly becoming relevant for 

manyy employees in the organization, more and more people will experience high levels of 

environmentall uncertainty. In our case studies, we measured high levels of uncertainty throughout 

alll cases and we could not find many differences between the organizations and industries (even 

managerss in supposedly simple and stable environments as the hotel and restaurant industry 

reportedd high levels of interest in the organization's external environment). If the external 

environmentt is relevant for many organizations and many employees within these organizations, 

manyy will express a high degree of environmental uncertainty which will cause too little variation to 

explainn differences in environmental scanning and the use of information sources (including 

electronicc information services). 
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Inn chapter two, the relevance of environmental scanning was not only explained by the concept of 

environmentall uncertainty, but also by strategic focus and performance goals (such as 

effectiveness,, efficiency and innovation), organizational characteristics such as size and age and 

thee position of the boundary spanners in primary processes and organizational structures . Many of 

thesee concepts were difficult to investigate, because they were hard to operationalize. Many large 

organizationss state different performance goals and experience different growth rates for different 

departmentss or business units and employees find it difficult to prioritise the different performance 

goalss and to differentiate between goals of their own work, their own department and/or the 

organizationorganization as a whole. 

Butt the organizational context is important because in every o rganization different factors caused a 

limitedd use of electronic information services despite high levels of environmental uncertainty. From 

ourr surveys it was especially clear that knowledge management policies to increase awareness 

about,, and accessibility and availability of electronic information services, correlate heavily with the 

usee of electronic information services. In one organization, accessibility was a problem, in another 

thee IT infrastructure, in another the many alternatives for using electronic information services and 

inn again another organization a mismatch between demand and supply (of especially market 

information).. Also, we expect that the concept of boundary spanning will become more relevant. 

Boundaryy spanners have to be central in the organization's processes and structure to truly be able 

too get the outside information in and distribute it within; professional information intermediaries like 

librarianss are often not in that position, direct colleagues are. 

Inn chapter three and four we focused on the concept of accessibility and rightly so as the results of 

ourr case studies show (although electronic publishers downplay the relevance of it). But 

accessibilityy should not be limited to technological features and how easy it is to use these 

technologicall features. Accessibility does not equal user friendliness. Accessibility can be improved 

throughh all stages of the information value chain of the electronic providers, but also by the efforts 

off the using organizations to integrate electronic information services within internal primary 

processes.. Organizations need to create an internal value chain to increase the use of electronic 

informationn and its possible effects on organizational performance. 

Wee found many results that contradict with existing research as we have studied them in the meta 

analysiss (see chapter 4). The meta analysis placed much emphasis on individual characteristics, 

wee didn't see any evidence of this relationship (except the importance of task characteristics). The 

metaa analysis placed much emphasis on technical accessibility, wrongly so. It is not so much the 

technicall features that matters. It is not the atomised human-computer interaction that is relevant, it 

iss the organizational context in which this happens that matters. The meta-analysis showed 

ambivalentt results on the impact of intermediate usage by especially professional intermediaries 

suchh as corporate librarians. Our case studies show that professional intermediaries only play a 

limitedd role in the use of electronic information services but intermediate usage by colleagues can 

bee important. The meta analysis showed a strong relationship between environmental uncertainty 
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andd environmental scanning and an ambivalent one between environmental uncertainty and the 

usee of electronic information services. We saw the same thing. Where measured, environmental 

scanningg correlates nicely with the interest in the organizational environment. But, we have to 

realizee that almost everybody feels some form of environmental uncertainty and even very specific 

andd limited forms of uncertainty can be a strong motive to use electronic information services. The 

metaa analysis showed that the organizational context was often disregarded, wrongly so. Our case 

studiess show that organizational context makes all the difference. 

8.4.. Whafs next? 

Electronicc information services play a limited role in environmental scanning, because they are not 

alwayss fully suited for the demands of the environmental scanning process and users experience 

manyy barriers for use. The limited role of electronic information services might become problematic 

inn the near future. As organizations are getting more porous and boundaryless, are getting more 

openn to the organizational environment throughout all layers, they hardly have the right tools to 

structuree the information flows with the organization's external environment. We have learned to 

analysee thoroughly the internal information flows and how they can be canalised with information 

andd communication technologies. Organizations are far less skilled and experienced in absorbing 

thee external information that flows from the outside in. This is a remarkable situation, because the 

outsidee world is of vital importance for the success of an organization. 

Inn order for organizations to be able to deal with external information, organizations need to open 

upp their worlds. At present, information value chains are very strictly organized and seem to stop at 

thee boundaries of the using organization. Electronic publishers have created rather traditional - and 

thuss linear - information value chains that produce pre-packaged units of information products. 

Organizationss let the information products be picked up by traditional gatekeepers such as 

corporatee librarians and experience many difficulties in disseminating the information internally to 

createe organizational intelligence about the organization's external environment. 

Too increase the role of electronic publishers and thus to help organizations deal with the increasing 

pressuress from the organizational, external environment, suppliers have to put their information 

servicess in an organizational context. They have to allow information chains to converge and 

divergee and enable users to combine acquisition with sharing and application tools. They need to 

alloww clients to incorporate electronic information services with their internal information 

infrastructures.. Also, electronic publishers need to open up their information chains by forming 

alliancess with other publishers, service organizations, ICT facilitators and user organizations to 

createe a coherent, comprehensive and transparent supply of information. Electronic publishers can 

helpp users not so much with using the technologies but foremost with structuring their information 

needss concerning the organization's external environment. They can advise clients on how 

electronicc information services fit with the client's knowledge management policies, practices and 
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ambitionss and how these service help in canalising the interaction between organizations and their 

externall environments. 

Inn our view, the organizations that want to use electronic information services need to open up as 

well.. The environment is no longer - if it ever were - only of strategic concern and no longer only a 

manageriall concern. Information about the organization's external environment is important for 

manyy in the organization and in daily operations. Organizations need to take an active position and 

needd to increase the accessibility of electronic information services. It will mean that electronic 

informationn services need to be available for many in the organization, preferably directly or 

otherwisee through intermediate usage. Organizations need to be able to create their own, internal 

informationn value chains on top of the information products and services that are delivered by 

electronicc publishers. This means that electronic information services need to be integrated with 

otherr sources of acquisition and - more important - with internal networks to enable sharing of 

informationn and integration with the primary processes and applications for this information to be 

fullyy taken into account in daily decision making and operations. Organizations have to actively 

makee employees aware of the availability of information about the organization's external 

environmentt and the possibilities of electronic information services to improve their knowledge. 

Theyy have to educate and stimulate people how to actively search, share and interpret information 

aboutt the organization's external environment. 

Futuree research can help to increase the role of electronic information services in the interaction 

betweenn organizations and their external environments and help organizations with canalising their 

informationn needs concerning the external environment. We can mention a few interesting research 

areass in this field. 

First,, it needs to be clear if it's worth the effort. Information and communication technologies as the 

internett have become a commodity and are widely used. But do they now also help in increasing 

organizationall intelligence about the outside world? By now, the effects of use must be more visible 

-- how does it improve the efficiency and effectiveness of information behaviour and foremost how 

doess it increase individual work performance. Also, it would be very interesting to incorporate recent 

organizationall and technological developments in these studies of effect. Since we finished our 

casecase studies, knowledge management has become a popular and influential discipline and it is 

interestingg to see how electronic information services have created a position in it and to what 

effect. . 

Second,, one of the problems we have discovered in the supply of information has been the lack of 

availablee market information, concerning clients, other companies and industry information. The 

emergencee of especially customer relations management (CRM) has created a burst of client 

information.. The emergence of CRM is very interesting, because it deals with one of the most 

importantt segments of the organization's external environment - clients. Also, one of the central 

aspectss of CRM is to create a meaningful and reciprocal interaction between organizations and its 

clients.. Organizations want to be able to adjust to the habits, preferences and peculiarities of 
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individuall clients or groups of clients to optimally serve its customer base and create a competitive 

advantage.. And they want to give special attention to the most loyal and profitable customers. This 

impliess that a strong CRM policy requires a powerful information infrastructure from which 

organizationss can create knowledge about who are the most loyal and profitable customers and 

whatt preferences they have. Because of the popularity of CRM, many companies have created 

dataa warehouses with important customer information. The pitfall of CRM and database marketing 

howeverr may be that companies are too much focusing on internal data, on what is already known 

aboutt the customers they already have. CRM does have the potential of integrating both internal 

dataa (transactions per customer, contact preferences, etc.) and external data (for example zip code 

informationn of customers or market research information). It is interesting to see to what extent 

electronicc publishers are capable of providing meaningful input to the CRM activities of companies 

andd to what extent companies use also external data to inform themselves about the most 

importantt segment of the organization's external environment - the client. 

Third,, from the supply-side we have put much emphasis on making the information value chains 

moree flexible. Future research could focus on the impact of this flexibility; do providers really allow 

andd users really demand any form of convergence or divergence of the information value chains? 

Doo publishers really build a central platform for acquisition and storage and do they build multiple 

valuee chains with different services for different groups and do they really allow users to create their 

ownn value chains based upon the services electronic publishers provide? It is also interesting to 

investigatee how strategic partnerships can help to create more flexibility in the information value 

chains.. One could especially focus on partnerships with other electronic publishers, with ICT 

facilitators,, with knowledge management or marketing consultants and - also - with clients. Do 

publisherss already cooperate with users and how do they help each other in profiting from this 

information?? Finally, how do organizations cope with building their own information value chains 

withinn general knowledge management practices. How can this be done and how should it be 

organized?? Does it help in the interaction between organizations and its environments? 

Inn the end, this dissertation is not meant to promote the use of electronic information services. If 

theyy are not suited for the job, we do not recommend using them in organizations. But if they can 

helpp in structuring and improving the interaction between organizations and their environments, 

theyy can have an enormous impact in the business environment. Because the only organizations 

whoo will survive or who will have a competitive edge over others, are the ones who are best in 

satisfyingg the needs of the organization's external environment. 
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Questionnairee (translated example) 

Memo o 

To:: All employees 
From:: Board of Directors, <name> 
Concerning:: Survey Knowledge Management 
Date:: 19 September 1997 
Reference:: /knowman/enqumem.sam 

Knowledgee management is one of the key challenges that our organization is facing today. 
Howw do professionals get the right information to enable them to serve their clients optimally 
andd surprise them occasionally? How do we keep up with or excel our competitors on this 
topic? ? 

<namee company> acquires a lot of information from various external information providers. 
Thiss information is often delivered in electronic format (like cd-rom's, Notes databases or online 
databases).. This will make it easier for us to share and exchange information, regardless of the 
physicall location where we work. 

Too give us insight in your information needs and the tools you require to acquire information 
andd knowledge, <name company> is cooperating with the University of Amsterdam to investi
gatee the use of electronic information services. The research results will be very important for 
<namee company>, because it can help us to anticipate more adequately to your information 
needs.. The research will also provide us the opportunity to benchmark our organization with 
ourr direct competitors and other professional services organizations. 

II therefore request you to participate in this survey. Filling in the questionnaire will take ap
proximatelyy 15 minutes of your time. 

Thankk you in advance for your cooperation, 
Bestt regards, 

<signaturee and name of member of the Board of Directors> 
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Instruction s s 
Thiss questionnaire deals with the use of information sources like KRC, Directorate Methodologies 
Auditing,, Directorate Methodologies Tax, Lotus Notes and other external electronic information 
services,, such as the Internet and databases from electronic publishers. 
Withh most questions you are only allowed to mark one of the answer categories. If otherwise, this will 
bee explicitly mentioned. If you have any questions about this survey, you can contact <name 
employeess manager of the knowledge center, tel. xxx - yyyyyyy. 
Goodd luck with answering the questions! 

Yourr  occupatio n 

1a.. Within which department do you work? 

1b.. To which sub-group or cluster do you belong? 

OO 1. Business Assurance 
OO 2. Tax 
OO 3. Legal Services 
OO 4. Management Consultancy 
OO 5. Other, namely 

1c.. What is the official title of your position? 

2.. What is your specialisation? 

3.. Within which sector group(s) do you participate? 

4.. To what extent do you agree with the following 
statements?? (please mark one of the answering pos-
sibilitiessibilities per statement) 
•• I share a lot of information with people from other 

organizationss (outside 1-of-6) 
•• I am continuously communicating with clients 
•• For my work, I hardly have to deliberate with peo

plee from other organizations (outside 1-of-6) 
•• I often have the feeling I lack information about 

whatt happens in other organizations (outside 1-of-
6) ) 

totally y 
disagree e 
1. . 
0 0 

O O 
O O 

dis
agree e 
2. . 
O O 

O O 
O O 

neu
tral l 
3. . 
O O 

O O 
O O 

agree e 

4. . 
O O 

O O 
O O 

totally y 
agree e 
5. . 
O O 

O O 
O O 
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5.. How important is it for the performance of yourjob Not Reasonably Reasonably Very 
too be informed about the following developments important unimportant important important 
(please(please mark one of the four answering categories per 
subject) subject) 

inn legislatio n (e.g. new laws, jurisprudence, politi 
call decisions) 

1.. 2. 3. 4. 
OO O O O 

withh (potental) client s (e.g. earlier work, financial
results,, genera! company figures) 

withinn industrie s (e.g. market developments, O
product/pricee information, competitor analysis, re
centt mergers, acquisitions and alliances) 

withh competitor s (other auditing, tax and man- O O 
agementt consultancy firms) 

concerningg huma n resource s (e.g. the labor mar- O O 
ket,, employment agencies, recruitment & selec
tion) ) 

inn financia l market s (e.g. shareholders, investors, O O 
interestt and currency rates) 

concerningg professiona l knowledg e and tech - O O 
nolog yy  (e.g. new work methods, research & de
velopment,, information technologies) 

concerningg managemen t & organisatio n (e.q. O
qualityy management, marketing, strategy, restruc
turingg approaches) 

concerningg macro-economi c information (e.g. 
inflation,, economic development, income figures) 

concerningg social-cultura l information (e.g. socie
tall trends, lifestyle, public opinion, consumer inte
rests) ) 

concerningg internationa l development s (related 
too any or all of the above mentioned subjects) 

OO O 

OO O O O 

OO O O 
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Thee use of Lotu s Notes/Directorate s / KRC 

6.. Which of the following Lotus-Notes databases do 
youu use to get information about the above mentioned 
developments?? (You can mark as many databases as 
appropriate) appropriate) 

OO 1. C&L Vaktechnische informatie 
OO 2. BVI Nieuws 
OO 3. Legal Notes 
OO 4. MKB database 
OO 5. Delivery Bibliotheek 
OO 6. Globe 
OO 7. Datapro 
OO 8. BRP databases 
OO 9. Gartner 
OO 10. Others, namely 

6a.. How much time do you spend on average per 
weekk with consulting these Lotus Notes Databases? 
(Please(Please fill in the amount of hours per week) 

OO 11. None of the above (+* continue 
withwith question 7) 

hourss per week 

timess per month 7.. How often do you ask the Directorate Methodolo
giess for information ? (Please fill in the amount of 
timestimes per month) 

8.. Which of the following products/services of the KRC have you ever used in your present position? 
(Youu may mark as many services as appropriate) 

OO 1. Requesting a publication 
OO 2. Requesting company data 
OO 3. Database search 
OO 4. Notification service (newspaper clippings) 
OO 5. Official documents of Parliament 
OO 6. Year reports (financial results) 
OO 7. Short request for information 

8a.. How often do you use the products and services of 
KRC?? (Please fill in the amount of times per month) 

QuestionQuestion 9a en 9b only need to be answered when 
9a.. Do you expect to start using any of the products/ 
servicess of KRC in the near future (within one year)? 

OO 8. Production of a reader 
OO 9. Profile of a company 
OO 10. Industry report 
OO 11. Competition analysis 
OO 12. Financial analysis 
OO 13. Other, namely 
OO 14. None of the above (** continue 

withwith question 9) 

timess per month (Continue with 
questionquestion 10) 

youyou do not use any of the services of KRC. 
00 1. Yes 
OO 2. No 
OO 3. Don't know 

9b.. Why do you not use any of the products/services of KRC? (You can mark as many reasons as 
appropriate) appropriate) 

OO 1.1 hardly know the KRC 
OO 2. KRC does not offer me relevant informa
tion n 
OO 3. KRC is too expensive 
OO 4.1 do not know what kind of information 
KRCC can provide 
OO 5. Other sources of information are better 

OO 6. I prefer to search for information myself 
OO 7. KRC doesn't understand my business 
OO 8.1 do not know whom to contact within 
KRC C 
OO 9. KRC is too slow in delivering informa
tion n 
OO 10. Other reasons, namely 
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Consequence ss for you r own job 
(Please(Please mark one of the answering categories per statement) 

10.. Since the use of the above mentioned services Totally Dis- Neutral Agree Totally 
(Lotuss Notes, KRC, Directorates) I am able: dis- agree agree 

too find information more easily 
too get information more focused 
too get information I can not find anywhere else 
too better keep up with developments in other or
ganizationss (outside 1-of-6 NL) 
too better serve my clients 
too better generate new ideas and insights 
II am less able to process the large amounts of 
information n 

agree e 
1.. 2. 3. 4. 5. 
OO O O O O 
oo o o o O 
oo o o o o 
oo o o o o 
oo o o o o 
oo o o o o 
oo o o o o 

Externa ll  database s 
BesidesBesides the internal facilities of 1-of-6, there are several external databases from electronic publishers 
availableavailable within 1-of-6. 

11a.. Which of the following Wolters Kluwer databases have you ever used within 1-of-6 in your present 
position?? (You may mark as many databases as appropriate) 

OO 1. ADW O 8. Fiscale Bibliotheek 
OO 2. Arbeidsrecht O 9. Juridische Bibliotheek 
OO 3. Euro-Subs O 10. Sociaal-juridische Bibliotheek 
OO 4. IP/VB O 11. Richtlijnen voor de Jaarverslaggeving 
OO 5. VpB O 12. Compendium voor de jaarrekening 
OO 6. Business Bibliotheek O 13. None of the above 
OO 7. Europese Bibliotheek (ELEX) 

11b.. Which of the following other external databases have you ever used within 1 -of-6 in your present 
position?? (You may mark as many databases as appropriate) 

OO 1. Internet O 7. Bloomberg 
OO 2. Kamer van Koophandel Online O 8. Milieu CD-ROM 
OO 3. Het Financieele Dagblad O 9. Reach bedrijfsinformatie 
OO 4. Marketing Data O 10. SDU Arbeid CD-ROM 
OO 5. Probase O 11. None of the above 
OO 6. FT Profile 

11c.. Which other external database do you use your-
self? ? 
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IfIf you do not use any of the external databases (as mentioned in question 11a to 11c), you can 
continuecontinue with question 16a. 

12a.. How much time do you spend in total on consult
ingg the various external databases? (Please fill in the 
amountamount of time for one of the appropriate time slots) 

hourss per week 

hourss per month 

hourss per year 

12b.. How long are you already using external data
bases? ? 

13.. Which of the following categories is most applica
blee concerning your familiarity with external data
bases?? (Please mark one of the categories) 

14.. Do you search for others in any of the external 
databases? ? 

14a.. When you search for others in the external data
bases,, how often do you do this? (Please fill in the 
amountamount of time for one of the appropriate time slots) 

14b.. When you search for others, for whom do you 
mostl yy  search? (Please mark one of the possible an-
swers) swers) 

15.. Since the use of the above mentioned external 
databasess (Wolters Kluwer, Internet and otherwise), I 
amm able: (Please mark one of the answering catego-
riesries per statement) 

•• to find information more easily 
•• to get information more focused 
•• to get information I can not find anywhere else 
•• to better keep up with developments in other or

ganizationss (outside 1-of-6 NL) 
•• to better serve my clients 
•• to better generate new ideas and insights 
•• I am less able to process the large amounts of in

formation n 

year(s) ) 

OO 1. Zeer gering 
OO 2. Nog onvoldoende 
OO 3. Redelijk voldoende 
OO 4. Vrij goed 
OO 1. Yes 
OO 2. No 
OO 3. Don't know 

.. times per week 

.. times per month 

timess per year 

O O 

O O 

O O 

OO 1. Junior/business analyst 
OO 2. Senior 
OO 3. Manager 
OO 4. Partner 
OO 5. Support Staff 
OO 6. Others, namely. 

Totally y 
disagree e 

1. . 
O O 
O O 
O O 
O O 

O O 
O O 

o o 

Dis
agree e 

2. . 
O O 
0 0 
O O 
O O 

O O 
O O 
O O 

Neutral l 

3. . 
O O 
O O 
O O 

o o 

o o 
o o 
o o 

Agree e 

4. . 
O O 
O O 
O O 
o o 

o o 
o o 
o o 

Totally y 
agree e 

5. . 
O O 
O O 
o o 
o o 

o o 
o o 
o o 
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YouYou only need to answer question 16a and 16b if you do not use any of the above mentioned 
externalexternal databases (Wolters Kluwer, Internet or otherwise) 

16a.. Do you expect to start using any of the external 
databasess in the near future (within one year)? 

00 1. Yes 
OO 2. No 
OO 3. Don't know 

16b.. Why do you not use any of the products/services of KRC? (You can mark as many reasons as 
appropriate) appropriate) 

OO 1.1 did not know these databases were 
availablee within 1-of-6 
OO 2. These databases do not offer me rele
vantt information 
OO 3. It takes too much time to use these data
bases s 
OO 4. It takes too much effort to use these da
tabases s 
OO 5.1 don't know these databases 

OO 6. Other sources of information are better 
OO 7. Someone else searches for me in these 
databases s 
OO 8.1 do not have the right equipment 

OO 9. Others, namely 

17.. To what extent do you expect to use external da
tabasess in the future? 

OO 1. A lot less than presently 
OO 2. Less than presently 
OO 3. As much as presently 
OO 4. More than presently 
OO 5. A lot more than presently 

Searchin gg informatio n wit h the help of colleague s 

18.. How often do you ask someone within your busi
nesss unit to search information in the external data
basess for you? 
(Please(Please fill in the amount of time for one of the appro-
priatepriate time slots) 

00 Never 

O O 

O O 

O O 

timess per year 

timess per month 

timess per week 

18a.. If you let others search for you, in which databases do you ask them to search? 
(Youu may mark as many databases as appropriate) 

Wolter ss Kluwe r 
OO 1.ADW 
OO 2. Arbeidsrecht 
OO 3. Euro-subs 
OO 4. IPA/B 
OO 5. VPB 
OO 6. Business Bibliotheek 
OO 7. Europese Bibliotheek (ELEX) 
OO 8. Fiscale Bibliotheek 
OO 9. Juridische Bibliotheek 
OO 10. Sociaal-juridische Bibliotheek 
OO 11. Richtlijnen voor de jaa(verslaggeving 
OO 12. Compendium voor de jaarrekening 

Otherr  externa l database s 
OO 1. Internet 
OO 2. KvK On-line 
OO 3. Het Financieele Dagblad 
OO 4. Marketing Data 
OO 5. Probase 
OO 6. FT Profile 
OO 7. Bloomberg 
OO 8. Milieu CD-ROM 
OO 9. Reach Bedrijfsinformatie 
OO 10. SDU Arbeid 
OO 11. Weet niet 
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18b.. If you let others search for you, who mostl y 
searchess for you? (Please mark one of the possible 
answers) answers) 

OO 1. A junior/business analyst 
OO 2. A senior 
OO 3. A manager 
OO 4. A partner 
OO 5. Support staff 
OO 6. Others, namely 

19.. About which of the following subjects are you not sufficiently informed? 
(Youu may mark as many subjects as appropriate) 

OO 1. Legislation 
OO 2. (potential) Clients 
OO 3. Industries 
OO 4. Competitors 
OO 5. Human resources 
OO 6. Financial markets 
OO 7. Professional knowledge & technologies 

OO 8. Management & organisation 
OO 9. Macro-economic information 
OO 10. Social-cultural information 
OO 11. International information 
OO 12. Others, namely 
OO 13. None of the above 

20.. Which of the following information sources pr o- O 1. External databases of publishers 
videss you with the best information about aboven O 2. Internet 
mentionedd subjects? (Please mark one of the sources) O 3. Lotus Notes 

OO 4. KRC 
OO 5. Directorates Professional knowledge 
OO 6. Colleagues 
OO 7. Dont'know 
OO 8. None of the above 

21.. Which of the fol lowing information sources is the 
mostt accessible? (Please mark one of the sources) 

22.. How do you characterize the attitudes of your col
leaguess in your business unit about external data
bases? ? 

23.. To what extent do you think your colleagues in 
yourr business unit use the external databases? 

OO 1. External databases of publishers 
OO 2. Internet 
OO 3. Lotus Notes 
OO 4. KRC 
OO 5. Directorates Professional knowledge 
OO 6. Colleagues 
OO 7. Dont'know 
OO 8. None of the above 

OO 1. Very positive 
OO 2. Moderately positive 
OO 3. Neutral 
OO 4. Moderately negative 
OO 5. Very negative 
OO 6. Don't know 

OO 1. Much more than I do 
OO 2. More than I do 
OO 3. About as much as I do 
OO 4. Less than I do 
OO 5. Much less than I do 
OO 6. Don't know 
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24.. To what extent do other companies of the Big Six, 
usee external databases, according to you? 

OO 1. Much more than in 1-of-6 
OO 2. More than in 1-of-6 
OO 3. About as much as in 1-of-6 
OO 4. Less than in 1-of-6 
OO 5. Much less than in 1-of-6 
OO 6. Don't know 

Accessibilit yy  and availabilit y 

25.. Do you have an Internet connection on your PC? 
(Please(Please only mark one of the answers) 

OO 1. Yes 
OO a. at home 
OO b. at the office 
OO c. at home and at the office 

00 2. No 
OO 3. Don't know 

26.. Can you connect to the Lotus Notes network of 1 
of-66 outside the office (e.g. at home or elsewhere)? 

OO 1. Yes 
00 2. No 
OO 3. Don't know 

27.. What kind of PC do you have at the office? O 1. Laptop 
(Please(Please mark one of the answers in both columns) O 2. Desktop 

OO 3. Both 
OO 4. Don't know 

OO 1. 486 microprocessor 
OO 2. Pentium 
OO 3. Pentium-pro 
OO 4. Power PC 
OO 5. Don't know 

28.. How important is it for your work that you able to: 
(Please(Please mark one of the answering categories 

perper statement) 
•• Use the Internet 
•• Use Lotus Notes databases at home 
•• Use external databases via Lotus Notes 

Nott im- Reasonably Reasonably Very impor 
portantt unimportant important tant 
1.. 2. 3. 4. 
O O OO O 
O O OO O 
O O OO O 

29.. To what extent do you agree with the following 
statements?? (Please mark one of the answering cate-
goriesgories per statement) 

1-of-66 informs us sufficiently about the possibilities 
off external databases 
Thee use of market information is sufficiently stimu
latedd by 1-of-6 
Itt is clear which external databases are available 
too me 
Externall databases are easy to use 
Itt takes too much time to use the external data
bases s 

Totally y 
disagree e 
1, , 

Disagree e 

O O 

neu
tral l 
3. . 

O O 
O O 

Agree e 

4. . 
O O 

O O 

Totally y 
agree e 
5. . 
O O 

O O 
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Consequence ss of the use of externa l database s 
(please(please mark one of the answers for each statement) 

30.. Because of the use of external databases in 1 
employeess of 1-of-6: 

•of-6 6 

Aree better informed about what happens outside 
thee organization 
Havee the possession of more reliable information 
Aree better able to anticipate the client's situation 
Aree able to use information more efficiently 
Functionn more market-oriented 
Generatee more new ideas for products, services 
andd business concepts 

Totally y 
disagree e 
1. . 
0 0 

0 0 
O O 
O O 
O O 
O O 

Dis
agree e 
2. . 
O O 

O O 
O O 
O O 
O O 
O O 

Neu
tral l 
3. . 
O O 

O O 
O O 
O O 
O O 
O O 

Agree e 

4. . 
0 0 

O O 
O O 
O O 
O O 
O O 

Totally y 
agree e 
5. . 
0 0 

O O 
O O 
O O 
O O 
0 0 

Finally:: some individual characteristics 

30.. Are you a man or a woman 

31.. What is your age? 

32.. How many years are you employed at 1-of-6? 

33.. In which city is your office located? 

OO 1. Woman 
OO 2. Man 

year(s) ) 

year(s) ) 

ThisThis is the end of the questionnaire. Once again, we would like to thank you very much for your coop-
eration.eration. We are very interested in your opinion about this questionnaire. Your comments and remarks 
willwill helps with the interpretation of the research results. If you want to explain some of your answers, or 
ifif you want to express specific demands, desires or complaints on these issues, we urge you to note 
themthem on this page. Thank you very much! 
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H H 
Variable ss and relationship s per case 
Variable ss 106 

Tas kk characteristic s 

•• Discipline (auditors, tax, legal, management consultancy) 
•• Hierarchy: Management level (partner, manager, senior, junior) 
•• Client contact (agree/disagree 1 -5) 
•• Deliberation with clients (agree/disagree 1 -5) 

Individua ll  characteristic s 

•• gender (male/female) 
•• years of employment (ratio) 
•• age (ratio) 

Environmenta ll  uncertaint y 

•• Importance of 11 environmental segments (ordinal 1 -4) 
•• Amount of important (score 3-4) segments (interval 1-11) 
•• Average score on all segments (ratio) 
•• Lack of information on 11 environmental segments 

Usee of electroni c informatio n service s 

•• Use of 22 services (yes/no) (non-use: all no) 
•• Use of Wolters (yes/no) 
•• Use of market services (yes/no) 
•• Use of amount of wolters 
•• Use of amount of market services 
•• Frequency of all services combined (ratio: hours/minutes per year/month/week), 

(recedee into ordinal) 
•• Experience of user (scale: years/months) 
•• Reasons for not using (nominal) 
•• Use of any of the Lotus Notes services (yes/no of ten services) 
•• Use of notes (yes/no) 
•• Frequency of use of notes (ratio; hours/minutes per year/month/week) 

Intermediat ee usag e 

•• Not using because of intermediate usage (yes/no) 
•• Asking others (yes/no) 
•• Frequency of asking others (times per year/month/week) 
•• Asking to whom (nominal; hierarchical levels) 
•• Searching for others (yes/no) 
•• Searching for whom 
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Accessibilit y y 

Proximityy of KRC (yes/no on location) 
Accessibilityy of 6 sources (nominal) 
Qualityy of 6 sources (nominal) 
Awarenesss of possibilities (agree-disagree 1-5) 
Usee at home and/or office (yes/no) 
Perceivedd accessibility (2 ordinal items 1-5) 
Self-perceptionn of user (ordinal: 1 -4) 

Organizationa ll  characteristic s 

Information/encouragementt (scale 3 statements) 

Effect ss of us e 

Userr perceptions on individual effects (two scales of three statements) 
Perceptionss on organizational effects 

Relationship ss 106 

Alll arrows in the figures are significant (p<.01) correlations or differences between the variables. 

Wee only selected correlations with Pearson's r or Spearman's Rho is higher than .20. The direction 

off the arrows are based on theoretical assumptions and do not indicate statistically tested causal 

relationships.. The thickness of the arrows give an indication of the relative degree and/or 

consistencyy of the statistical relationship. 

Environmental l 
Uncertainty y 

Individua l l 
characteristic s s 

Figuree A.1. Important relationships within 1-of-6 
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—— Task 

Differences: : 

Correlations: : 

• • 

Taskk —Use 

Differences: : 

disciplinee - deliberation with clients: Kruskal Wallis chi = 29.0". Consultants 
highestt with means of 2.0 on a negative scab, tax advisors lowest with 2.4. 

hierarchyy - contact with clients: Spearman's Rho =.35" for tax advisors 

disciplinee - use of Internet: Cramer's V=.35", Kruskall Wallis chi = 80.6"; 60% of 
consultants,, 22% of auditors, 25% of tax advisors 
disciplinee - non-use: Cramer's V=.29" ; 42% of auditors, 36% of consultants, 9% 
off tax advisors, 0% of legal advisors 
disciplinee - use of wolters: Anova F = 126.4". Bonferoni shows only a not 
significantt difference" between legal and tax. Alll others are significant**: 100% of 
legal,, 87% of tax, 37% of auditors, 5% of consultants 
disciplinee - use of market services: Anova F = 13.8**. Bonferoni shows only not 
significantt differences** between auditors and tax, and legal and consultancy. All 
otherss are significant**: 91% of legal, 63% of consultants, 40% of tax, 39% of 
auditors. . 
Disciplinee - use of different wolters kluwer cd-rom's. Anova F=761.1** for Fiscal 
libraryy (Bonferoni** is significant between tax and the other disciplines (tax = 84%, 
otherss close to zero)). Anova F=52.4" for Guidelines (Bonferoni** is significant 
betweenn auditors and tax & consultants (33% of auditors, close to zero for the 
others)).. Anova F = 16.9" for Compendium (Bonferoni is significant** between 
auditorss and tax & consultants (14% off auditors, zero to other two)). 
Disciplinee - use of notes. Anova F = 62.0**. Bonferoni shows only not significant 
differencess between auditors and tax, and between legal and management 
consultancy.. All other differences are significant**: tax 98%, auditors 95%, legal 
64%,, consultancy 60%. 

Taskk — Intermediate usage 

Differences: : 
Hierarchyy - not-using because of intermediate usage: Cramer's V=.32": 45% of 
Anova'ss F=32.4". Bonferoni shows significant differences** between all three 
layers:: 45% of partners/directors, 25% of managers, 9% of seniors/juniors. 
Hierarchyy - asking others: Anova F = 17.3**, Bonferoni shows significant** 
differencess between juniors/seniors and the other two: partners 45%, managers 
44%,, juniors/seniors 24%. 
Hierarchyy - frequency of asking others. Anova F= 6.6**. Bonferoni only shows 
significantt difference" between partners and juniors/seniors: partners 7.8 times 
perr month, juniors/seniors 2.2 times per month 
Disciplinee - (non-)use KRC: Anova F = 13.5": Bonferoni shows significant 
differences*** between consultants and auditors & tax: consultants 86%, tax 64%, 
auditt 60%. 
Hierarchyy - (non-) use KRC: Anova F = 36.0". Bonferoni shows significant 
differences*** between juniors/seniors and the other two layers. Partners 97%, 
managerss 85%, juniors/seniors 59%. 
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Tas kk — accessibilit y 

•• Hierarchy - accessibility of 6 sources. Cramer's V=.24** 

•• Hierarchy - quality of 6 sources. Cramer's V=.23** 

Tas kk — Environmenta l uncertaint y 

Differences: : 
•• discipline - importance of individual segments. Kruskal Wallis chi ranges for the 

significantt items from 21.4 to 302.4 in the items listed in table .. 
•• hierarchy - importance of total environment. Anova F=8.0**, Leven's test p>/05, 

Bonferronii shows significant differences** between junior and partners and 
betweenn juniors and managers for auditors 

•• discipline - amount of important segments (score 3-4). Anova F=8.4** with 
Levene'ss test p>.05. Bonferoni tests show significant differences** between 
auditorss (mean = 7.8) and consultants (mean = 6.7) 

•• discipline - average score on all segments. Anova F=4.2**, Bonferoni** between 
auditorss (2.91) and consultants (2.77). 

•• discipline - lack of professional knowledge. Anova F= 17.2**. Bonferoni shows 
significantt differences between consultants and the others**: consultants 30%, 
auditorss 12%, tax 5%, legal 0%. Also with management & organization: Anova F 
== 7.5**. Bonferoni shows significant differences** between consultants and 
auditorss & tax: consultants 29%, auditors 14%, tax 13%. 

•• Discipline - lack of industry information. Anova F = 16.5**. Bonferoni shows 
significantt differences between auditors and tax & consultancy**: auditors 57%, 
consultantss 37%, tax 28%. 

Environmenta ll  — Use 

Correlations: : 
•• importance of legislative information - use of wolters: Spearman's rtio=.46** 
•• importance of legislative information - use of amount of wolters: Spearman's 

rho=.45*** {also with use of fiscal library: rho=.42**; IPA/P: rho=.23** and VpB-
rho=.23**) ) 

•• importance of international information - use of Internet: Spearman's rho = .22**. 

Accessibilit yy  - intermediat e usag e 

Differences: : 
•• proximity KRC - (non-) use KRC: Independent T-test T = -11.34** with 

assumptionn of unequal variances (F=329**), 84% of all professionals on KRC 
locationn versus 49% of all other professionals 

Us ee — Effect s 

Correlations: : 
•• Amount of info services - effects on information behavior: Pearson r = .25** 
•• Amount of market services - effects on information behavior: Pearson r = .30** 
•• Amount of time spend - effects on information behavior: Pearson r = .25** 
•• Use of Internet - effects on information behavior: Pearson r = .22** 
•• Amount of info services - effects on results of behavior: Pearson r = .24** 
•• Amount of market services - effects on results of behavior Pearson r = .34** 
•• Use of Internet - effects on results of behavior: Pearson r = .26** 
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Variable ss 206 

Tas kk characteristic s 

•• Discipline (auditors, tax, legaJ, business consultancy) 

•• Hierarchy: Management level (partner, manager, senior, junior) 

Individua ll  characteristic s 

•• gender (male/female) 
•• years of employment (ratio) 

•• age (ratio) 

Environmenta ll  uncertaint y 

•• Importance of 11 environmental segments (ordinal 1 -4) 

•• Average score on 4 dimensions (scale) 
•• Lack of information on 11 environmental segments 
•• Interest for client info (scale of 5 clientëms(1 -5)) 
•• Interest for prospect info (scale of 5 prospect items (1 -5)) 

Environmenta ll  scannin g 

•• Use of 6 information sources (ordinal 1 -5) 

•• Use of traditional sources (scale of 4 items) 

Usee of electroni c informatio n service s 

•• Use of electronic sources of env. scanning (scale of 2 items - see above) 

•• Use of 5 market-related services (yes/no) 
•• Frequency of use of the market related services (ratio) 
•• Use of several wolters services (yes/no) 
•• Use of Wolters (yes/no) 
•• Use of market services (yes/no) 
•• Frequency of use of the wolters services (ratio) 
•• Experience of user (scale: years/months) 
•• Reasons for not using (nominal) 

Intermediat ee usag e 

•• Not using because of intermediate usage (yes/no) 
•• Asking others to search wolters (yes/no) 
•• Asking others to search market services (yes/no) 
•• Frequency of asking others (times per year/month/week) 
•• Asking to whom of Wolters(nominal; hierarchical levels) 
•• Asking to whom of market services (nominal: hierarchical levels) 
•• Searching for others (yes/no) 
•• Searching for whom 
•• Preference for intermediate users (nominal: choice of 5) 

Accessibilit y y 

•• Awareness of possibilities (agree-disagree 1 -5) 
•• Accessibility of Wolters Kluwers (scale of 2 items) 
•• Self-perception of user (ordinal: 1 -4) 
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Organizationa ll  characteristic s 

•• Information/encouragement (scale 2 statements) 

Effect ss of us e 

•• User perceptions on individual effects of wolters kluwer (6 items 1 -5) 
•• User perceptions on individual effects of market services (6 items 1 -5) 
•• Perceptions on organizational effects (6 items 1-5, one scale) 

Relationship ss 206 

Alll arrows in the figures are significant (p<.01) correlations or differences between the variables. 

Wee only selected correlations with Pearson's r or Spearman's Rho is higher than .20. The direction 

off the arrows are based on theoretical assumptions and do not indicate statistically tested causal 

relationships.. The thickness of the arrows give an indication of the relative degree and/or 

consistencyy of the statistical relationship. 

Intermediate e 
ww '- Usag e 

* • • 

Figuree A.2. Important relationships in 2-of-6 

Individua ll  characteristic s - us e 

Correlations: : 
•• Work experience - use of compendium: Pearson r =.30** and use of guidelines r 

=.23** * 

Individua ll  characteristic s - intermediat e usag e 

Differences: : 
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•• Gender - asking others in woiters: T-test=2.9** with assumption of equal 
variancess (F=3.4, p>.05) 

•• Correlations: 
•• Age - asking others in woiters: Pearson r=.29" 
•• Years of employment - asking others in woiters: Pearson r=.39** 

Taskk  - Use 

Differences: : 
•• Discipline - use of woiters. Kruskal Wallis chi = 50 .1 " (Anova not possible 

becausee of Levene's test). 100% of lawyers, 89% of tax advisors, 36% of auditors. 
•• Discipline - Fiscal library. Kruskal Wallis chi = 111.8**; Tax 84% rest close to zero 
•• Discipline - legal library. Kruskal Wallis chi = 76.6**; legal 100%, tax 34%, rest 0% 
•• Discipline - Guidelines. Kruskal Wallis chi = 12.7**; audit 15% rest 0% 

Correlation: : 
•• Hierarchy - frequency of use woiters kluwer (recode to ordinal): Spearman's Rho 

== .45** 

Task —— Intermediat e usag e 

Differences: : 
•• hierarchy - not using because intermediate usage. Anova F=7.0*\ Bonferoni 

showss significant differences** between partners and the rest of the organization. 
Partnerss 100%, managers 30%, seniors 25%, assistants 10% 

Correlation: : 
•• same as difference: hierarchy and not using because intermediate usage. 

Spearman'ss rho = -.42**. 
•• Hierarchy - asking others for woiters. Spearman's Rho = -.50** 
•• Hierarchy - asking others for market services. Spearman's Rho = -.57** 
•• Hierarchy - frequence of asking others for market services. Spearman's Rho = -

.26** * 

Taskk — Environmenta l uncertaint y 

Differences: : 
•• discipline - uncertainty on client info: Anova F = 8.8**. Bonferoni shows significant 

differencess between tax and auditors & consultants and between legal and 
consultants**.. Consultants 3.4, auditors 3.2, tax 2.8, lawyers 2.8. 

•• discipline - uncertainty on professional knowledge. Kruskal Wallis chi = 57.** 
(Anovaa is impossible because Levene's test shows a significance of p<.05). 
Consultantss 2.5, tax 3.8, lawyers 3.9. 

•• Hierarchy - interest in prospect info; Anova F=7.0**. Bonferoni shows significant 
differencee between partners and assistants**. Partners 3.0, assistants 2.1. 

Tas kk — environmenta l scannin g 

Correlations: : 
•• Hierarchy - use of client as info sourc: Spearman's mo = .35** 

Taskk - effect s 

Differences: : 
•• Hierarchy - effects on finding unique info with woiters: Kruskal Wallis chi=15.5". 

Meann partner 3.62 and 2.6 for seniors and assistants 
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Environmenta ll  uncertaint y - scannin g 

Correlations: : 
•• Interest in client items- use of traditional sources: Pearson r = .46** 
•• Interest in prospect items - use of traditional sources: Pearson r = .37" 
•• Environmental uncertainty clients - use of traditional sources: Pearson r =.38** 
•• Environmental uncertainty context - use of traditional sources: Pearson r = .29** 

Environmenta ll  uncertainty — Use 

Correlations: : 
•• Interest in prospect items - use of electronic sources of scanning: Pearson r = 

.46** * 
•• Interest in client items - use of electronic sources of scanning: Pearson r = .32** 
•• Environmental uncertainty clients - use of electronic sources of scanning: 

Pearsonn r =.35** 
•• Environmental uncertainty clients - use of fiscal library: Pearson r = -.27** 
•• Environmental uncertainty professional knowledge - use of fiscal library Pearson 

rr = .45** 

Environmenta ll  uncertaint y - intermediat e usag e 

Correlations: : 
•• Need for legislative info - asking others in wolters: Spearman's Rho = .35** 
•• Interest in client info - asking others in market services: T = 3.3** with assumption 

off equal variances (F=1.11, p>.05). Mean = 2.6 for those who don't and 3.0 for 
thosee who do 

•• Interest in prospect info - asking others in market services: T= 5.0** with 
assumptionn of equal variances (F=.46, p>.05). Mean = 2.1 for those who don't 
andd 2.8 for those who do 

Us ee — Effect s 

Differences: : 
•• Use of market-services - effects on unique info (Wilcoxon Z = -5.2**) and on new 

ideass (Wilcoxon Z=-3.0") 
•• Experience - individual effects on wolters: Pearson r = .37** 
•• Self perception - individual effects on wolters: Spearman's rho = .26** 
•• Use of market services - organizational effects: Pearson r=.23** 

Usee - Intermediat e usag e 

Correlations: : 

•• Self perception - indirect usage. Spearman's rho =.29** 

Accessibilit yy  - us e 

Correlations: : 
•• Use of services - self perception: spearman's rho = .57** 
•• Frequency of use - self perception: spearman's rho = .40**. Also with experience 

off use: Spearman's rho = .37** 

Environmenta ll  scannin g - effect s 

Correlation: : 
•• Using traditional sources- organizational effects: Pearson r = .24** 
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Variable ss TV News 

Tas kk characteristic s 

•• Job title 
•• Fulltime/parttime/free-lance 
•• Type of contract (temporary, ongoing) 
•• Work experience (ratio) 
•• Task characteristics (3 ordinal statements 1-5) 

Individua ll  characteristic s 

•• Gender 
•• Age (ratio) 
•• Years of computer experience (ratio) 

Environmenta ll  uncertaint y 

•• Relative importance of subjects (% - interval) 

•• Relative importance of timeliness (% - interval) 

Environmenta ll  scannin g 

•• % of activities spent on source consultation (interval) 

Us ee of electroni c informatio n service s 

•• Frequency of use on 6 services (6 ordinal items 1-5) 
•• Amount of services used (interval) 
•• Use/non-use 

•• Split between press services and general services (all others, including Internet) 

Intermediat ee usag e 

•• Use of library (ordinal, dichotomous) 
•• Searching for others (ordinal, dichotomous) 

•• Asking others (dichotomous) 

Accessibilit y y 

•• Perceptions of accessibility (scale of 5 ordinal items 1 -5) 

•• Self-perception of use (ordinal, 1 -4) 

Organizationa ll  characteristic s 

•• Social influence (3 ordinal items 1 -5) 
•• Creation of Awareness (scale of 2 ordinal items 1 -5) 

Effect ss of us e 
•• Assessment information supply (one scale of three statements) 
•• Added value of use (scale of 2 ordinal items 1 -5) 
•• Organizational effects (scale with 3 task effects and scale with 2 substitution 

effects) ) 
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Relationship ss TV New s 

Alll arrows in the figures are significant (p<.01) correlations or differences between the variables. 

Wee only selected correlations with Pearson's r or Spearman's Rho is higher than .20. The direction 

off the arrows are based on theoretical assumptions and do not indicate statistically tested causal 

relationships.. The thickness of the arrows give an indication of the relative degree and/or 

consistencyy of the statistical relationship. 

^«¥-Mwtewm«#«SMfte e 

Figuree A.3. Important relationships in the TV News organization 

Individua ll  characteristic s - us e 

Differences: : 
•• Gender - frequency of use of press agencies. T-test= -3.2** with assumption of 

unequall variances (F=7.3, p<.05). Mean of women = 4.0, men = 5.4. 

Individua ll  characteristic s - environmenta l uncertaint y 

Differences: : 
•• Gender and relative importance of national news: T=4.2** with assumption of 

unequall variance (F=8.0, p<.05). Women's mean = 60%, Men's mean = 28%. 
•• Gender and relative importance of foreign news: T=-3.9** with assumption of 

equall variances (F=2.5, p>.05). Womean's mean = 18%, men's mean = 49%. 

Tas kk  - Use 

Differences: : 
•• Job title - use of various services. Kruskall Wallis chi = 13.4** for use of NDP 

(meanss are higher for librarians than for the rest). Kruskal Wallis chi = 19.4** for 
usee of press agencies (journalists score higher). 
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Tas kk — environmenta l scannin g 

Differences: : 
•• job title - % source consultation: Anova F=5.3". Bonferonni not possible because 

tooo few values in some categories. Journalists mean = 50 (n=20), top journalists = 
555 (n=4), librarians=80 (n=1), production=10 (n=2). 

Task-e f fec t s s 

Correlations s 

•• task analysability - effects of information overload: Spearman's rtio =.39" 

Environmenta ll  uncertainty — Use 

Correlations: : 

•• spot news - use of press agencies: Spearman's mo = .47** and use of press 
(yes/no):: pearson's r = .34** 

•• Importance of national news - use of press agencies (yes/no): Pearson's r = .58** 

•• Importance of foreign news - use of press agencies (yes/no): Pearson's r = .56** 

Environmenta ll  uncertaint y - effect s 

Correlation: : 
•• importance of national news - assessment of info supply: Pearson's r = -.48** 

Usee — Effect s 
Correlations: : 

•• Use of Internet - added value: spearman's mo =.60** (rho=.54** for yes/no) and 
withh use of Volkskrant (rho=.43**) 

•• Amount of services - added value: Pearson's r=.44**; all general services 
Pearson'ss r =.54** 

Accessibilit yy  - us e 

Correlations: : 
•• self-perception - use of services: Volkskrant (rho=.48** and rho=.42** for yes/no), 

Internett (rho=.72** and rho=.59** for yes/no), use of all general services (rho = 
.64**),, amount of services (rho=.53**) 

•• perception of accessibility - use of Internet: spearman's rho = .39** (rho=.41 ** for 
yes/no) ) 

Accessibilit yy  - organizationa l characteristic s 

Correlations: : 
•• self-perception - assessment of use of others: kendall's tau c = .63** 
•• self-perception - talking with other on use: kendall's tau c = .45** 

Accessibilit yy  - effect s 

Correlation n 
•• self-perception - creation of awareness: Anova F = 9.2**, means increase from 

2.33 for low self-perception to 3.8 for high self-perception. 
•• Self-perception - added value: Anova F =6.2**, means increase from 3.3 to 4.2 
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Organizationa ll  characterist ics - use 

Correlations: : 

•• social influence (talking about services) - use of Internet (spearman's rho =.60**; 
rho=.48*** for yes/no) and use of Volkskrant (Spearman's rho = .41**; rho=.38** for 
yes/no),, amount of services (rho=.43**), all general services (rho=.56**) 

•• social influence (assessment of other one's use) - use of Internet (Spearman's 
rhoo = -.62**; rho=.50**for yes/no), all general services (rho=.63**) 

•• Creation of awareness - Use of Internet: spearman's rho = .48** (rho=.43** for 
yes/no)) and use of Volkskrant (rho=.37**) 

•• Creation of awareness - all general services Pearson's r=.43** 

Organizationa ll  characterist ics - intermediat e use 

Correlations: : 

•• Searching for others - social influence (talking to others: rho = .49**) 

Organizationa ll  characteristics-effect s 

Correlations: : 
•• Social influence (assessment of use of others) - added value (rho =.60**) 
•• Social influence (talking to others) - added value (rho=.49**) 

Intermediat ee us e - effect s 

Correlations: : 
•• Searching for others (yes/no) - added value: Pearson's r =.49** 

Intermediat ee us e - us e 

Correlations: : 
•• Use of library (ordinal) - use of services (ordinal). NDP (rho=.83**), Volkskrant 

(rho=.47**).. Note: these relationships also exist when either one or both are 
measuredd as dichotomous variables. 

•• Searching for others - use of services (both ordinal). Volkskrant (rho-41**), 
Internett (rho=.44**). Note: these relationships also exist when either one or both' 
aree measured as dichotomous variables. 
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Variable ss Prin t holdin g 

Taskk characteristic s 

•• Department (nominal) 
•• Hierarchy 
•• Type of contract (fulltime, parttime, freelance) 

Individua ll  characteristic s 

•• gender 
•• age 

•• work experience 

Environmenta ll  uncertaint y 

•• Importance of 11 environmental segments (1-4), average on all segments 
•• Lack of info on 11 segments (yes/no) 

Environmenta ll  scannin g 

•• Communication with others (6 items 1-5), scale internal interdepence (2 items), 
scalee external interdependence (2 items) 

Usee of electroni c informatio n service s 

•• use of Internet (yes/no) 
•• use of www (yes/no) 
•• use of other services (yes/no) 
•• frequency of use www (ratio) 
•• minutes per session (ratio) 
•• Time spent on ww (frequency * minutes) 
•• Barriers for not-using Internet (multiple response) 
•• www fit for type of info (location, segments) 
•• importance of internet (3 items 1 -5) 

Intermediat ee usag e 

•• frequency of searching for others (ratio & ordinal) 
•• searching for whom (nominal) 
•• frequency of asking others (ratio & ordinal) 
•• asking whom (nominal) 

Accessibilit y y 

•• self-perception of use (1 -4) 
•• experience with Internet (ordinal) 
•• access at home and/or office (nominal), access at home paid (yes/no), purpose 

work/private e 
•• perception of accessibility (2 items 1 -5) 
•• kind of pc (2 items) 

Organizationa ll  characteristic s 

•• social influence (2 items; attitude colleagues, assessment of competitors 1 -5) 
•• creation of awareness (3 items 1 -5) 
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Effect ss of us e 

individuall effects of www use (6 items 1 -5; 2 scales) 
substitutionn effects of www (4 items 1-5) 
organizationall effects (6 items, 2 scales) 

Relationship ss Prin t holdin g 

Alll arrows in the figures are significant (p<.01) correlations or differences between the variables. 

Wee only selected correlations with Pearson's r or Spearman's Rho is higher than .20. The direction 

off the arrows are based on theoretical assumptions and do not indicate statistically tested causal 

relationships.. The thickness of the arrows give an indication of the relative degree and/or 

consistencyy of the statistical relationship. 

Environmental l 
Uncertainly y 

Environmenta l l 
scannin g g 

Usee of electroni c 
*•• Information 

services s 
Effectss of use 

Figuree A.4. Important relationships in the newspaper holding company 

Individuall characteristics - use 

Difference: : 
Genderr - use of Internet (yes/no): T-test T = -3.81** with assumption of unequal 
variancess (F=13.7, p<.05). Mean of women is 41%, mean of men is 80%. 

Individuall characteristics - accessibility 

Differences: : 
Genderr - self perception: Mann Whitney U = = .76**, mean of men = 3.0, mean of 
womenn = 2.2. 
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Tas kk  — Use 

Differences: : 
•• Department - use of Internet (Cramer's V=.36**; 80% of IT versus 55% of sales), 

alsoo with use of other services (Cramer's V=.46**; marketing and IT have highest 
scores). . 

•• Department - use of Internet for subjects: contextinfo: Kruskall Wallis chi = 12.2** 
(highestt scores for marketing), market info Kruskall Wallis chi = 15.6** (highest 
scoress for marketing) and amount of subjects (Kruskal Wallis chi = 11.5**) 
(highestt scores for marketing) 

•• Correlations: 
•• Hierarchy and internet used for amount of subjects: spearman's rho=-.37** and for 

markett info (rho = -.52**) 
•• Hierarchy - use of Internet: Spearman's rho=-.25** 

Tas kk — environmenta l scannin g 

Differences: : 
•• Departments - external interdependence. Anova F=3.23**). Bonferoni 

significantt differences between IT (mean 2.6) and sales (mean=3.2)** 
•• Departments - internal interdependence. Anova F = 3.95**. Bonferoni 

significantt differences between IT (mean is 3.2) and sales (mean = 4.8)**. 
•• Hierarchy - external interdependence: Spearman's Rho = -.23*. 

Taskk - effect s 

Differences: : 
•• Departments & information overload: Kruskall Wallis chi = 13.1 ** with 2.5 for sales 

andd 4.0 for management. 

Taskk - Environmenta l uncertaint y 

Correlations: : 
•• Hierarchy - importance environment. Rho =.33** 

Differences: : 
•• Departments - average importance of environment: Anova F = 12.9**. Bonferroni 

showss significant differences** between IT (mean 1.95) and marketing & sales 
(2.7).. Management scored 3.2 

Taskk - Accessibilit y 

Correlations: : 
•• Hierarchy - self perception:spearman's rho =.27** 

Environmenta ll  uncertainty — Use 

Correlations: : 
•• Importance of environment - use of Internet for amount of subjects: Pearsons r = 

.48*** and with use for market info (r=.54**) and context info (r=.33** 

Environmenta ll  scannin g & us e 

Correlations: : 
•• External interdependence - use of internet for amount of subjects: Pearson's 

r=.45**,, for market info r =.37** and for context info r =.33** 

shows s 

shows s 
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Environmenta ll  scannin g & effect s 

Correlations: : 
•• Importance of environment - individual effects on knowledge: rho=.41 ** 

Environmenta ll  uncertaint y - effect s 

Correlations: : 
•• Importance of environment - individual effects on knowledge: rho=.31 ** 
•• Importance of environment - organizational effects for holding: rho=.27** 

Accessibilit yy  - us e 

Differences: : 

Correlation: : 

Kindd of PC - use of Internet: Cramer's V=.49** (more a laptop). Also relationship 
withh use of other electronic information services (Cramer's V is ..41 **). 

•• Self-perception - use of Internet: Rho=. 61**, use of other services mo =.45**, 
frequencyy of Internet use rho=.48** 

•• Self- perception - using Internet for variety of subjects: rho=.38" 
•• Accessibility - use of Internet (rho=.35**) 
•• Time consuming - use of other services (rho=-.31 **) 
•• Frequency of use - ease of use (rtio=.38**), time consuming (rho=-.28**) 
•• Time spent on Internet - ease of use (rho =.35**) and time consuming (rho=-

.31") ) 
•• Internet used or amount of subjects - ease of use (rho=.34**), time consuming 

(rho=-.32**) ) 

Accessibilit yy  - organizationa l characteristic s 

Correlations: : 

•• self perception & importance of Internet connection: rho = .33** 

Accessibilit yy  - effect s 

Correlations: : 
•• self perception & individual effects info behavior rho = .35** and effects on 

knowledgee rho =.33** 

Organizationa ll  characterist ics - use 

Correlations: : 
•• information policy - use of Internet: rho=-.29** and with use of other services 

(rho=-.30**) ) 

•• everybody access to internet - amount of subjects used in internet: rho=.29** 

Organizationa ll  characterist ics - environmenta l uncertaint y 

Correlations: : 
•• Importance of environment - importance of Internet connection: Spearman's 

rho=.39" " 
•• Importance of environment - stimulating use of Internet: mo =.31 ** 

Intermediat ee us e - us e 
Correlations: : 

•• Searching for others- frequency of Internet use (rho=.42**) and time spent 
(rho=.39**) ) 

•• Asking others - use of Internet (rho=-.38**) 
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Variable ss Prin t Journalist s 

Taskk characteristic s 

•• Editorial team 
•• Job title 
•• Type of contract (fulltime, parttime, freelance) 

Individua ll  characteristic s 

•• gender 
•• age 
•• work experience 

Environmenta ll  uncertaint y 

•• Importance of 8 environmental segments (1 -4), two dimensions 

•• Lack of info on 8 segments (yes/no) 

Environmenta ll  scannin g 

•• % of source consultation (ratio), also on subject (location) 

Usee of electroni c informatio n service s 

•• use of www, press (yes/no) 

•• use of other services (yes/no) 
•• frequency of use www, press (ratio/ordinal)) 
•• minutes per session (ratio) 
•• Time spent on ww (frequency * minutes) 
•• Barriers for not-using Internet (multiple response) 
•• www fit for type of info (location, segments, amount of subjects) 

Intermediat ee usag e 

•• frequency of searching for others (ratio & ordinal) 
•• searching for whom (nominal) 
•• frequency of asking others (ratio & ordinal) 
•• asking whom (nominal) 

Accessibilit y y 

•• self-perception of use (1 -4) 
•• experience with Internet (ordinal) 
•• access at home and/or office (nominal), access at home paid (yes/no), purpose 

work/private e 
•• perception of accessibility (2 items 1 -5) 
•• kind of pc (2 items) 

Organizationa ll  characteristic s 

•• social influence (2 items; attitude colleagues, assessment of competitors 1 -5) 
•• creation of awareness (3 items 1 -5) 
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Effect ss of us e 

•• individual effects of www use (6 items 1-5; 2 scales) 
•• substitution effects of www (4 items 1 -5) 
•• organizational effects (6 items, 2 scales) 

Relationship ss Prin t Journalist s 

Alll arrows in the figures are significant (p<.01) correlations or differences between the variables. 

Wee only selected correlations with Pearson's r or Spearman's Rho is higher than .20. The direction 

off the arrows are based on theoretical assumptions and do not indicate statistically tested causal 

relationships.. The thickness of the arrows give an indication of the relative degree and/or 

consistencyy of the statistical relationship. 

Intermediat e e 
Usag e e 

Figuree A.5. Important relationships among the news paper journalists 

Individua ll  characteristic s - us e 

Correlation: : 

•• Age - use of press agencies: Pearson's r = -.34** 

Tas kk  - Use 

Differences: : 
•• Editorial teams - Frequency of Use of Internet: kruskal wallis chi = 13.8**. Special 

interestt has average of 2.5, financial team 4.3 en internet team 4.5. Also - Time 
spendd on Internet: Kruskal wallis chi = 13.8**. Special interest 3.08, financial team 
5.66 and internet team 5.8 
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•• Editorial teams - Internet used for amount of subjects: Anova F = 4.5**. Bonferoni 
showss significant differences between internet team (4.5) and general news (.8) 
andd special interest (1.4)* 

•• Editorial teams - Interned used for financial news: Kruskal Wallis chi =21.5**; 
financiall team has highest scores. 

Task-e f fec t s s 

Differences: : 
•• Editorial teams: effects for holding: Anova F=4.44**. Very positive is internet team 

(4.0).. Least positive financial team (2.7). Differences are significant** with 
Bonferoni i 

Tas kk - Environmenta l uncertaint y 

Differences: : 
•• Editorial teams - need for hard news: Kruskal Wallis chi = 20.9** (1.5 for special 

interestt to 3.2 for internet team) 
•• Editorial teams - need for sorft news: Kruskal Wallis chi =19.0** (1.5 for financial 

teamm to 3.1 for internet team) 
•• Editorial teams - need for regional news: Kruskal Wallis chi = 27.8** (10% of 

financial-economicc team to 53% of city team) 
•• Editorial teams - need for national news: Kruskal Wallis chi = 15.0** (66% of 

financial-economicc team to 32% of city team) 

Environmenta ll  uncertainty — Use 

Correlations: : 
•• Need for hard news - frequency of use of press: Spearman's rho=.37** 

Environmenta ll  scannin g & us e 

Correlations: : 
•• source consultation - use of press agencies (yes/no): Pearson's r = .36** and with 

frequencyy of use: Spearman's rho = .44**. 

Accessibilit yy  - us e 

Correlations: : 
•• self-perception - use of Internet (yes/no): Spearman's rho =.75** 
•• self-perception - use of other services (yes/no): (rho=.57**) 
•• self-perception - frequency of internet use: rho =.67**. Also time spend: mo=.65** 
•• internet experience - frequency of internet use: rho =.45**. Also time spend: 

rho=.57" " 
•• self perception - use of internet for economy/business: rho=,.41 ** 
•• Easy to use - use of internet (yes/no): rho = .41** 
•• Easy to use - use of other services (yes/no): rho=.46** 
•• Time-consuming - frequence of internet use: rho=-.51 ** 
•• Easy to use - amount of subjects via Internet: rho = .42** 
•• Knowing connection - amount of subjects: rho = .37** 

Accessibilit yy  & intermediat e us e 

Correlations: : 
•• Experience - searching for others: rho =.45** 
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Accessibilit yy  - effect s 

•• self-perception - effects on job performance: Spearman's rho = .36* 

Organizationa ll  characterist ics - use 

Correlations: : 
•• Creation of awareness (stimulate) - Time spent on Internet: Spearman's rho 

=.38" " 

Organizationa ll  characterist ics - environmenta l uncertaint y 

Correlations: : 

•• need for international news - creation of awareness (sufficient info): rho = .30** 

Intermediat ee us e - us e 

Correlations: : 
•• searching for others - use of internet (yes/no): rho = .40** . With time spent: 

rho=.5T* * 
•• asking others - use of Internet (yes/no)_; rho = -.53** 

Us ee - effect s 

Correlations: : 
•• Frequency of use - effects on job perfomiance:rho=.38**, with time spend rho 

=.348*** and with Internet experience rho=.35** 
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Variable ss Horec a 

Tas kk characteristic s 

•• Job/hierarchy (nominal) 

•• Relevance of information (4 statements 1 -5) 

Individua ll  characteristic s 

•• Education 
•• Gender 
•• Age 

Environmenta ll  uncertaint y 

•• Importance of 11 environmental segments (1-4), two dimensions (transactional, 
contextual) ) 

•• Importance of timeliness (nominal) 

Environmenta ll  scannin g 

•• Use of personal sources (3 items 1 -5:1 scale) 

•• Use of paper sources (4 items 1 -5:1 scale) 

Usee of electroni c informatio n service s 

•• Future use (houdingl): 1 statement 1-5 

•• Future use: expectancy when to start: nominal 
•• Use of Internet in organization: yes/no 
•• Amount of users in organization 
•• Use of other electron ic information services 

Accessibility y 

•• Familiarity (houding2) with Internet (1 statement 1 -5) 
•• Experience: amount of months internet connection (ratio) 
•• Perceived accessibility (6 statements 1 -5:2 scales) 

Organizationa ll  characteristic s 

•• Type of organization (multiple response) 
•• Amount of locations 
•• Amount of employees 
•• Age of organization 
•• Infrastructure: PC's available, amount of PC's, Kind of applications 
•• Marketing communication: frequency of advertising, focus of advertising (regional, 

national,, international) 
•• Centralization of decision-making (4 statements 1 -5) 
•• Amount of fixed suppliers 
•• Organizational lifecycJe 
•• Social influence (3 statements) 

Effect ss of use/Expectation s 

•• Scepticism, enthusiasm and Relevance (9 statements 1 -5:3 scales) 
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Relationship ss Horec a 

Alll arrows in the figures are significant (p<.01) correlations or differences between the variables. 

Wee only selected correlations with Pearson's r or Spearman's Rho is higher than .20. The direction 

off the arrows are based on theoretical assumptions and do not indicate statistically tested causal 

relationships.. The thickness of the arrows give an indication of the relative degree and/or 

consistencyy of the statistical relationship. 

Environmental l 
Uncertainty y 

Environmental l 
*  scanning 

(Expectanc yy of ) 
Usee o f electroni c 

Informatio nn " 
Effect ss  of use / 

** Expectation s 

Organizational l 
characteristics s Accessibilit y y Task k 

characteristics s 

Intermediat e e 
Usag e e 

Individua l l 
characteristic s s 

Figuree A.6. Important relationships in horeca industry 

Tas kk  — Use 

•• Lacking information - Months using Internet: Rho =- .36 

Environmenta ll  uncertainty — Use 

Correlations: : 
•• Contextual environment - expecting to use: rho = .27** 

•• Transactional environment - expecting to use: rho = .26* 

Environmenta ll  uncertaint y - effect s 

Correlations: : 

•• Contextual environment - enthusiasm: rho = .31 ** 
•• Transactional environment - enthusiasm: rho = .34** 
•• Contextual environment - relevance: rho =.29** 
•• Transactional environment - relevance: rho = .29** 

Environmenta ll  scannin g & Environmenta l uncertainty : 

Correlations: : 
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•• Use of personal sources - contextual environment; Spearman's rho=.31**, with 
colleagues:: rho=.25** 

•• Use of personal sources - transactional environment; Spearman's mo = .26** 

Accessibilit yy  - us e 

•• Familiarity - Use of internet in organization (yes/no): Spearman's rho = .40** 
•• Familiarity - use of other services: rho =.28** 
•• Familiarity - frequency of use: rho = .35** 
•• Perceived accessibility (clear what to do) - frequency of use: rho = .24** 

Accessibilit yy  withi n 

•• Familiarity - accessibility (clear): rho = .47** 
•• Familiarity - accessibility (effort): rho = .25** 

Accessibilit yy  - effect s 

•• Accessibility (effort) - Scepticism: Pearson's r = .25** 

Organizationa ll  characteristics - us e 

Differences: : 

•• Type of organization - use of Internet in organization: Kruskal Wallis chi = 14.1 ** 
(hotelss more than restaurants and both more than bars) 

Correlations: : 
•• Hotel - expectancy to use: rho =.27** 
•• Amount of employees - use of Internet (yes/no): mo =.28** 
•• Social influence (knowing others) - use of Internet (yes/no): Pearson's r = .35** 
•• Social influence (knowing others) - frequency of use: rho =.50** 
•• Social influence (knowing others) - expectancy to use: rho = .28** 
•• Size (amount of employees) - use of Internet in organization: Pearson's r = .32** 
•• Size (amount of employees) - expectancy to use: Spearman's rho = .24** 
•• Infrastructure - use of Internet in organization: amount of PC's r=.28**, amount of 

modemss r=.38**, amount of cd-rom's r=.30**, amount of applications r =.35** 
•• Infrastructure - use of other info services: amount of modems r=.28**, amount of 

cd-romss r =.40**, amount of applications r = .38**. 
•• Infrastructure - expectancy to use: amount of PC's Rho =.36**, amount of 

modemss Rho =.25**, amount of applications Rho = .28** 

Organizationa ll  characteristics - environmenta l uncertaint y 

Correlation: : 
•• Centralization - contextual environment: Spearman's rho =.26** 

Organizationa ll  characteristics - environmenta l scannin g 

Correlation: : 
•• Centralization - use of personal sources: rho = .29**, with reading trade 

magazines:: rho =.29** 

Organizationa ll  characteristic s withi n 

Correlations: : 
•• Hotels - social influence (knowing others): Pearson's r = .33** 
•• Amount of employees - social influence (knowing others): Spearman Rho = .30** 
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Organizationa ll  characteristic s & Effect s 

Correlations: : 

•• Social influence (knowing others) - enthusiasm: Rho = .33** 

Organizationa ll  characteristic s & Accessibilit y 

Correlations: : 
•• Social influence (knowing others) - accessibility (clear what to do): Pearson's r = 

.24** * 

Use-e f fec t s s 

Correlations: : 
•• Use of Internet in organization (yes/no) - Enthusiasm; r = .24** 
•• Use of internet in organization - relevance r = .25** 
•• Frequency of use - enthusiasm: rho =.43** 
•• Frequency of use - scepticism: rho = .34** 
•• Frequency of use - relevance: rho = .26* 
•• Expectancy to use - enthusiasm: rho =.51 ** 
•• Expectancy to use - relevance: rho = .49** 
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Variable ss Garmen t & Clothin g industr y 

Tas kk characteristic s 

•• Job/hierarchy 

Individua ll  characteristic s 

•• Gender 
•• Age 

•• Education 

Environmenta ll  uncertaint y 

•• Importance of 11 environmental segments (1 -4: 3 scales) 

•• Importance in organization (percentage of employees) 
•• Interest in company information 
•• Interest in labor market 

Environmenta ll  scannin g 

•• Contact with number of branches 
•• Contact diversity 
•• New contacts 
•• Contact with governments and branch organizations 
•• Reading magazines 
•• Time spent on scanning (interval) 

Usee of electroni c informatio n service s 

•• Use of Internet in organization (yes/no) 
•• Use of other electronic information services (yes/no) 
•• Experince with Internet (amount of months) 
•• Frequency of use (interval) 
•• Expectancy of use (nominal 

•• Use of Internet for environmental segments (multiple response) 

Accessibilit y y 

•• Perceived accessibility (three statements) 

Organizationa ll  characteristic s 

•• type of branch (garment, confection, retail) 

•• diversity of branches 
•• age of organization 
•• size (amount of employees) 
•• Infrastructure: amount of PC's, CD-ROM's, modems, applications 
•• Centralization 
•• Social influence (attitude, knowing others, assessment of Internet penetration) 

Effect ss of use/Expectation s 

•• Added value of use (scale) 
•• Effects on information behavior (1 scale) 
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Relationship ss Garmen t & Clothin g Industr y 

Alll arrows in the figures are significant (p<.01) correlations or differences between the variables. 

Wee only selected correlations with Pearson's r or Spearman's Rho is higher than .20. The direction 

off the arrows are based on theoretical assumptions and do not indicate statistically tested causal 

relationships.. The thickness of the arrows give an indication of the relative degree and/or 

consistencyy of the statistical relationship. 

Environmenta l l 
Uncertaint y y 

environmenta l l 
scannin g g 

(Expectanc yy of) 
Usee of electroni c 

.. Informatio n 
service s s 

Effect ss of use/ 
,.. Expectation s 

Organizationa l l 
characteristic s s 

Intermediat e e 
Usag e e 

Task k 
characteristic s s 

Figuree A.7. Important relationships in garment & clothing industry 

Individua ll  characteristic s — Use 

•• Education - Months of Internet Use: Rho=.38* 

Environmenta ll  uncertainty — Use 

Differences: : 

•• Interest in international information - use of Internet: Mann Whitney U = 749* 

Environmenta ll  uncertaint y - effect s 

•• Contextual information - Added value of Internet 

Environmenta ll  scannin g & us e 

Differences: : 
•• Reading magazines - use of Internet (y/n): Mann Whitney U = 789** 
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Accessibilit yy  - us e 

•• Clear how to get a connection - use of Internet (y/n): Pearson's r = .31** 

Organizationa ll  characteristics - us e 

•• Branch diversity - Expectancy of use: Cramer's V =.33" (especially those in both 
confectionn and retail) 

•• Amount of employees - months of Internet use: Rho=.52** 
•• Infrastructure - use of Internet (yes/no): Amount of PC's (Rho=.42**) 
•• Infrastructure - use of other information services (yes/no): Amount of PC's 

(Rho=.29**) ) 
•• Infrastructure (amount of PC's) - months of Internet use: Rho =.53** 
•• Infrastructure (amount of PC's) - expectancy to use: Cramer's V =.39** 
•• Infrastructure (amount of applications) - use of Internet: Pearson's r = .44** 
•• Infrastructure (amount of applications) - use of other services: Pearson's r = .36** 
•• Social influence (knowing others) - use of Internet (y/n): Pearson's r = .42** 
•• Social influence (knowing others) - expectancy to use: Cramer's V =.45** 

Organizationa ll  characteristics - environmenta l uncertaint y 

Differences: : 
•• Confection companies - interest in international information: Mann Whitney U 

=825**;; 2.4 versus 2.9 of other companies 
Correlations: : 

•• Infrastructure (amount of applications) - interest in international information: 
rho=.28" " 

•• Social influence (knowing others) - importance of environment for employees: 
Spearman'ss Rho = .28** 

•• Social influence (assessment of penetration) - interest in labor market 
(Rho=.35**),, interest in competitors (rho=.33**), less interest in technology (rho=-
.40**),, suppliers (rh0-.29**), 

•• Social influence (assessment of penetration) - contextual information: Rho =.35** 
•• Social influence (other's attitude) - transactional environment: Rho = .29" and 

lesss interest in suppliers (Rho=-.34**) 
Organizationa ll  characteristics - environmenta l scannin g 

Differences: : 
•• Garment - contact with other garment companies: T=-3.42" with assumption of 

equall variances (F=2.1, p>.05). garment 70%, others 36% 

Correlations: : 

•• Infrastructure - contact with different branches: Rho =.29** 

Use-ef fec t s s 

•• Months of experience - added value: Rho = -.39** 
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Lis tt  of reading s of meta-analysi s 

Reading ss Meta analysis , empirica l model s 
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T H EE O U T S I D E I N 
Thee internet and other electronic information services are increasingly seen as essential tools for the knowledge-intensive professional 

workerss to absorb their outside world and help to alter it. This dissertation critically assesses the question whether and how electronic 

informationn services like the internet can live up to these important expectations. The author concludes that both electronic publishers 

andd using organizations have a long way to go. 
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